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Preface 

This monograph presents our recent results on the proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controller and its design, analysis, and synthesis. The fo
cus is on linear time-invariant plants that may contain a time delay in 
the feedback loop. This setting captures many real-world practical and in
dustrial situations. The results given here include and complement those 
published in Structure and Synthesis of PID Controllers by Datta, Ho, and 
Bhattacharyya [10]. In [10] we mainly dealt with the delay-free case. 

The main contribution described here is the efficient computation of the 
entire set of PID controllers achieving stability and various performance 
specifications. The performance specifications that can be handled within 
our machinery are classical ones such as gain and phase margin as well as 
modern ones such as Hoo norms of closed-loop transfer functions. Finding 
the entire set is the key enabling step to realistic design with several design 
criteria. The computation is efficient because it reduces most often to lin
ear programming with a sweeping parameter, which is typically the propor
tional gain. This is achieved by developing some preliminary results on root 
counting, which generalize the classical Hermite-Biehler Theorem, and also 
by exploiting some fundamental results of Pontryagin on quasi-polynomials 
to extract useful information for controller synthesis. The efficiency is im
portant for developing software design packages, which we are sure will 
be forthcoming in the near future, as well as the development of further 
capabilities such as adaptive PID design and online implementation. It is 
also important for creating a realistic interactive design environment where 
multiple performance specifications that are appropriately prioritized can 
be overlaid and intersected to telescope down to a small and satisfactory 
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controller set. Within this set further design choices must be made that 
reflect concerns such as cost, size, packaging, and other intangibles beyond 
the scope of the theory given here. 

The PID controller is very important in control engineering appHcations 
and is widely used in many industries. Thus any improvement in design 
methodology has the potential to have a significant engineering and eco
nomic impact. An excellent account of many practical aspects of PID con
trol is given in PID Controllers: Theory, Design and Tuning by Astrom 
and Hagglund [2], to which we refer the interested reader; we have chosen 
to not repeat these considerations here. At the other end of the spectrum 
there is a vast mathematical literature on the analysis of stability of time-
delay systems which we have also not included. We refer the reader to the 
excellent and comprehensive recent work Stability of Time-Delay Systems 
by Gu, Kharitonov, and Chen [15] for these results. In other respects our 
work is self-contained in the sense that we present proofs and justfications 
of all results and algorithms developed by us. 

We believe that these results are timely and in phase with the resurgence 
of interest in the PID controller and the general rekindling of interest in 
fixed and low-order controller design. As we know there are hardly any 
results in modern and postmodern control theory in this regard while such 
controllers are the ones of choice in applications. Classical control theory 
approaches, on the other hand, generally produce a single controller based 
on ad hoc loop-shaping techniques and are also inadequate for the kind 
of computer-aided multiple performance specifications design applications 
advocated here. Thus we hope that our monograph acts as a catalyst to 
bridge the theory-practice gap in the control field as well as the classical-
modern gap. 

The results reported here were derived in the Ph.D. theses of Ming-Tzu 
Ho, Guillermo Silva, and Hao Xu at Texas A&M University and we thank 
the Electrical Engineering Department for its logistical support. We also 
acknowledge the financial support of the National Science Foundation's 
Engineering Systems Program under the directorship of R. K. Baheti and 
the support of National Instruments, Austin, Texas. 

Austin, Texas G. J. Silva 
College Station, Texas A. Datta 
College Station, Texas S. P. Bhattacharyya 

October 2004 
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1 
Introduction 

In this chapter we give a quick overview of control theory, explaining why 
integral feedback control works, describing PID controllers, and summariz
ing some of the currently available techniques for PID controller design. 
This background will serve to motivate our results on PID control, pre
sented in the subsequent chapters. 

1.1 Introduction to Control 

Control theory and control engineering deal with dynamic systems such as 
aircraft, spacecraft, ships, trains, and automobiles, chemical and industrial 
processes such as distillation columns and rolling mills, electrical systems 
such as motors, generators, and power systems, and machines such as nu
merically controlled lathes and robots. In each case the setting oi the control 
problem is 

1. There are certain dependent variables, called outputs^ to be con
trolled, which must be made to behave in a prescribed way. For in
stance it may be necessary to assign the temperature and pressure at 
various points in a process, or the position and velocity of a vehicle, 
or the voltage and frequency in a power system, to given desired fixed 
values, despite uncontrolled and unknown variations at other points 
in the system. 

2. Certain independent variables, called inputs, such as voltage applied 
to the motor terminals, or valve position, are available to regulate 
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and control the behavior of the system. Other dependent variables, 
such as position, velocity, or temperature, are accessible as dynamic 
measurements on the system. 

3. There are unknown and unpredictable disturbances impacting the 
system. These could be, for example, the fluctuations of load in a 
power system, disturbances such as wind gusts acting on a vehicle, 
external weather conditions acting on an air conditioning plant, or 
the fluctuating load torque on an elevator motor, as passengers enter 
and exit. 

4. The equations describing the plant dynamics, and the parameters 
contained in these equations, are not known at all or at best known 
imprecisely. This uncertainty can arise even when the physical laws 
and equations governing a process are known well, for instance, be
cause these equations were obtained by linearizing a nonlinear system 
about an operating point. As the operating point changes so do the 
system parameters. 

These considerations suggest the following general representation of the 
plant or system to be controlled. 

disturbances 

control 
inputs 

Dynamic 
System or 

Plant 

outputs to be 
controlled 

measurements 

FIGURE 1.1. A general plant. 

In Fig. 1.1 the inputs or outputs shown could actually be representing a 
vector of signals. In such cases the plant is said to be a multivariable plant 
as opposed to the case where the signals are scalar, in which case the plant 
is said to be a scalar or monovariable plant 

Control is exercised by feedback, which means that the corrective control 
input to the plant is generated by a device that is driven by the available 
measurements. Thus the controlled system can be represented by the feed-
back or closed-loop system shown in Fig. 1.2. 

The control design problem is to determine the characteristics of the 
controller so that the controlled outputs can be 

1. Set to prescribed values called references] 
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reference 
inputs 

- > • 
Controller -̂ — 

1 disturbances 

Plant 

\ 

controlled 
. . . - • — - ^ 

outputs 

' measurements 

FIGURE 1.2. A feedback control system. 

2. Maintained at the reference values despite the unknown disturbances; 

3. Conditions (1) and (2) are met despite the inherent uncertainties and 
changes in the plant dynamic characteristics. 

The first condition above is called tracking, the second, disturbance rejec
tion, and the third, robustness of the system. The simultaneous satisfaction 
of (1), (2), and (3) is called robust tracking and disturbance rejection and 
control systems designed to achieve this are called robust servomechanisms. 

In the next section we discuss how integral and PID control are useful 
in the design of robust servomechanisms. 

1.2 The Magic of Integral Control 

Integral control is used almost universally in the control industry to design 
robust servomechanisms. Integral action is most easily implemented by 
computer control. It turns out that hydraulic, pneumatic, electronic, and 
mechanical integrators are also commonly used elements in control systems. 
In this section we explain how integral control works in general to achieve 
robust tracking and disturbance rejection. 

Let us first consider an integrator as shown in Fig. 1.3. 

u(t) Integrator y(t) 

or 

FIGURE 1.3. An integrator. 

The input-output relationship is 

y{t) = K [ u(T)dT + y(0) 
Jo 

dy 

dt 
Ku{t) 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 
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where K is the integrator gain. 
Now suppose that the output y{t) is a constant It follows from (1.2) that 

dt 
= 0 = Ku{t) V t > 0. (1.3) 

Equation (1.3) proves the following important facts about the operation 
of an integrator: 

1. If the output of an integrator is constant over a segment of time, then 
the input must be identically zero over that same segment. 

2. The output of an integrator changes as long as the input is nonzero. 

The simple fact stated above suggests how an integrator can be used 
to solve the servomechanism problem. If a plant output y{t) is to track 
a constant reference value r, despite the presence of unknown constant 
disturbances, it is enough to 

a. attach an integrator to the plant and make the error 

e{t) = r - y{t) 

the input to the integrator; 

b. ensure that the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable so that 
under constant reference and disturbance inputs, all signals, including 
the integrator output, reach constant steady-state values. 

This is depicted in the block diagram shown in Fig. 1.4. If the system 

u 
1 • 

Controller 

y 

disturbances 

r 

Plant 

^ 
^ V 

-1) 

.^ i ; 

ym 

inter ;^ICIIUI ^•? 
^ c 

— 

^ 

FIGURE 1.4. Servomechanism. 

shown in Fig. 1.4 is asymptotically stable, and the inputs r and d (distur
bances) are constant, it follows that all signals in the closed loop will tend 
to constant values. In particular the integrator output v{t) tends to a con
stant value. Therefore by the fundamental fact about the operation of an 
integrator established above, it follows that the integrator input tends to 
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zero. Since we have arranged that this input is the tracking error it follows 
that e{t) = r — y(t) tends to zero and hence y{t) tracks r as t —» oo. 

We emphasize that the steady-state tracking property established above 
is very robust It holds as long as the closed loop is asymptotically stable 
and is (1) independent of the particular values of the constant disturbances 
or references, (2) independent of the initial conditions of the plant and 
controller, and (3) independent of whether the plant and controller are 
linear or nonlinear. Thus the tracking problem is reduced to guaranteeing 
that stability is assured. In many practical systems stability of the closed-
loop system can even be ensured without detailed and exact knowledge of 
the plant characteristics and parameters; this is known as robust stability. 

We next discuss how several plant outputs yi{t),y2{t), --- ^ym{i) can be 
pinned down to prescribed but arbitrary constant reference values r i , r 2 , . . . , 
rm in the presence of unknown but constant disturbances di^d2,- -. ,dq. 
The previous argument can be extended to this multivariable case by at
taching m integrators to the plant and driving each integrator with its 
corresponding error input e^(t) = r̂  — y^(t), i = 1 , . . . , m. This is shown in 
the configuration in Fig. 1.5. 

FIGURE 1.5. Multivariable servomechanism. 

Once again it follows that as long as the closed-loop system is stable, 
all signals in the system must tend to constant values and integral action 
forces the ei(t),z = l , . . . , m to tend to zer© asymptotically, regardless 
of the actual values of the disturbances dj^j — l,...^q. The existence 
of steady-state inputs ui^U2, --. fUr that make yi = r^, i = 1 , . . . , m for 
arbitrary r^, i = 1 , . . . , m requires that the plant equations relating yi^i = 
1 , . . . , m to Wj, j = 1 , . . . , r be invertible for constant inputs. In the case of 
linear time-invariant systems this is equivalent to the requirement that the 
corresponding transfer matrix have rank equal to m at 5 = 0. Sometimes 
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this is restated as two conditions: (1) r > m or at least as many control 
inputs as outputs to be controlled and (2) G{s) has no transmission zero 
at 5 = 0. 

In general, the addition of an integrator to the plant tends to make the 
system less stable. This is because the integrator is an inherently unstable 
device; for instance, its response to a step input, a bounded signal, is a 
ramp, an unbounded signal. Therefore the problem of stabilizing the closed 
loop becomes a critical issue even when the plant is stable to begin with. 

Since integral action and thus the attainment of zero steady-state error is 
independent of the particular value of the integrator gain K, we can see that 
this gain can be used to try to stabilize the system. This single degree of 
freedom is sometimes insufficient for attaining stability and an acceptable 
transient response, and additional gains are introduced as explained in the 
next section. This leads naturally to the PID controller structure commonly 
used in industry. 

1.3 PID Controllers 

In the last section we saw that when an integrator is part of an asymp
totically stable system and constant inputs are applied to the system, the 
integrator input is forced to become zero. This simple and powerful princi
ple is the basis for the design of linear, nonlinear, single-input single-output, 
and multivariable servomechanisms. All we have to do is (1) attach as many 
integrators as outputs to be regulated, (2) drive the integrators with the 
tracking errors required to be zeroed, and (3) stabilize the closed-loop sys
tem by using any adjustable parameters. 

As argued in the last section the input zeroing property is independent 
of the gain cascaded to the integrator. Therefore this gain can be freely 
used to attempt to stabilize the closed-loop system. Additional free pa
rameters for stabilization can be obtained, without destroying the input 
zeroing property, by adding parallel branches to the controller, processing 
in addition to the integral of the error, the error itself and its derivative, 
when it can be obtained. This leads to the PID controller structure shown 
in Fig. 1.6. 

As long as the closed loop is stable it is clear that the input to the 
integrator will be driven to zero independent of the values of the gains. 
Thus the function of the gains kp, ki, and kd is to stabilize the closed-loop 
system if possible and to adjust the transient response of the system. 

In general the derivative can be computed or obtained if the error is 
varying slowly. Since the response of the derivative to high-frequency inputs 
is much higher than its response to slowly varying signals (see Fig. 1.7), 
the derivative term is usually omitted if the error signal is corrupted by 
high-frequency noise. 
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e(t) 

Differ 
entiator 

Inte
grator 

K 

K 

~T~ 
v' A 

FIGURE 1.6. PID controller. 

signal 

kVVSAAAA 

Differ
entiator • ^ ^ ^ ^ 

response to signal 

noise 
Differ

entiator response to noise 

FIGURE 1.7. Response of derivative to signal and noise. 

In such cases the derivative gain kd is set to zero or equivalently the 
diflFerentiator is switched off and the controller is a proportional-integral or 
PI controller. Such controllers are most common in industry. 

In subsequent chapters of the book we solve the problem of stabilization 
of a linear time-invariant plant by a PID controller. Both delay-free systems 
and systems with time delay are considered. Our solutions uncover the 
entire set of stabilizing controllers in a computationally tractable way. 

In the rest of this introductory chapter we briefly discuss the currently 
available techniques for PID controller design. Many of them are based on 
empirical observations. For a comprehensive survey on tuning methods for 
PID controllers, we refer the reader to [2]. 

1.4 Some Current Techniques for PID Controller 
Design 

1.4-1 The Ziegler-Nichols Step Response Method 

The PID controller we are concerned with is implemented as follows: 

C{s) 
k-

(1.4) 

where kp is the proportional gain, ki is the integral gain, and kd is the 
kdS derivative gain. In real life, the derivative term is often replaced by -j—^ 
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where T^ is a small positive value that is usually fixed. This circumvents 
the problem of pure differentiation when the error signals are contaminated 
by noise. 

The Ziegler-Nichols step response method is an experimental open-loop 
tuning method and is only applicable to open-loop stable plants. This 
method first characterizes the plant by two parameters A and L obtained 
from its step response. A and L can be determined graphically from a mea
surement of the step response of the plant as illustrated in Fig. 1.8. First, 
the point on the step response curve with the maximum slope is determined 
and the tangent is drawn. The intersection of the tangent with the vertical 
axis gives A, while the intersection of the tangent with the horizontal axis 
gives L. Once A and L are determined, the PID controller parameters are 

point of maximum slope 

.Jl-L-l 

FIGURE 1.8. Graphical determination of parameters A and L. 

then given in terms of A and L by the following formulas: 

L2 

AL 
0.6L 

These formulas for the controller parameters were selected to obtain an 
amphtude decay ratio of 0.25, which means that the first overshoot decays 
to | t h of its original value after one oscillation. Intense experimentation 
showed that this criterion gives a small settling time. 
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1.4-2 The Ziegler-Nichols Frequency Response Method 

The Ziegler-Nichols frequency response method is a closed-loop tuning 
method. This method first determines the point where the Nyquist curve 
of the plant G{s) intersects the negative real axis. It can be obtained ex
perimentally in the following way: Turn the integral and differential actions 
off and set the controller to be in the proportional mode only and close the 
loop as shown in Fig. 1.9. Slowly increase the proportional gain kp until 
a periodic oscillation in the output is observed. This critical value of kp is 
called the ultimate gain (ku)- The resulting period of oscillation is referred 
to as the ultimate period (Tu). Based on ku and T^, the Ziegler-Nichols 
frequency response method gives the following simple formulas for setting 
PID controller parameters: 

r = 0 + ^ •>j 

J 

Kp 

Ki 

kd 

I 

= 

= 

O.&ku 

0.075fc„T„. 

kp 

*roportiona 
controller 

1 

G(s) 

Plant 

y 

(1.5) 

FIGURE 1.9. The closed-loop system with the proportional controller. 

This method can be interpreted in terms of the Nyquist plot. Using 
PID control it is possible to move a given point on the Nyquist curve 
to an arbitrary position in the complex plane. Now, the first step in the 
frequency response method is to determine the point (—^, 0) where the 
Nyquist curve of the open-loop transfer function intersects the negative 
real axis. We will study how this point is changed by the PID controller. 
Using (1.5) in (1.4), the frequency response of the controller at the ultimate 
frequency Wu is 

C{jwu) = OMu-j i } ~ ^ ] -hJiOmbkuTuWu) 
TuWu, 

OMuil -\- J0A671) [since TuWu = 27r] . 

Prom this we see that the controller gives a phase advance of 25 degrees at 
the ultimate frequency. The loop transfer function is then 

GioopiJWu) = G{jWu)C{jWu) = -0.6(1 + i0.4671) = ^0.6 - jO.28 
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Thus the point ( - ^ , 0) is moved to the point (-0.6, -0.28). The distance 
from this point to the critical point is almost 0.5. This means that the 
frequency response method gives a sensitivity greater than 2. 

The procedure described above for measuring the ultimate gain and ul
timate period requires that the closed-loop system be operated close to 
instability. To avoid damaging the physical system, this procedure needs to 
be executed carefully. Without bringing the system to the verge of insta
bility, an alternative method was proposed by Astrom and Hagglund using 
relay to generate a relay oscillation for measuring the ultimate gain and ul
timate period. This is done by using the relay feedback configuration shown 
in Fig. 1.10. In Fig. 1.10, the relay is adjusted to induce a self-sustaining 
oscillation in the loop. 

^ = 0 ^+^ 
^ v. 

- i i 

d 

— -d 

Relay 

u 
G(s) 

Plant 

y^ 

FIGURE 1.10. Block diagram of relay feedback. 

Now we explain why this relay feedback can be used to determine the 
ultimate gain and ultimate period. The relay block is a nonlinear element 
that can be represented by a describing function. This describing function 
is obtained by applying a sinusoidal signal asin{wt) at the input of the 
nonlinearity and calculating the ratio of the Fourier coefficient of the first 
harmonic at the output to a. This function can be thought of as an equiv
alent gain of the nonlinear system. For the case of the relay its describing 
function is given by 

N{a) = — 
an 

where a is the amplitude of the sinusoidal input signal and d is the relay 
amplitude. The conditions for the presence of limit cycle oscillations can be 
derived by investigating the propagation of a sinusoidal signal around the 
loop. Since the plant G{s) acts as a low pass filter, the higher harmonics 
produced by the nonlinear relay will be attenuated at the output of the 
plant. Hence, the condition for oscillation is that the fundamental sine 
waveform comes back with the same amplitude and phase after traversing 
through the loop. This means that for sustained oscillations at a frequency 
of a;, we must have 

GiJuj)N{a) = - 1 . (1.6) 

This equation can be solved by plotting the Nyquist plot of G{s) and the 
line — ]v7^- As shown in Fig. 1.11, the plot of —jn^ is the negative real 
axis, so the solution to (1.6) is given by the two conditions: 
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Im G(jw) 

Re G(jw) 

FIGURE 1.11. Nyquist plots of the plant G{ju)) and the describing function 

N{a)' 

\G{3UJu)\ 

and argG{jUu) 

an 
4d 
_1_ 

— T T . 

The ultimate gain and ultimate period can now be determined by mea
suring the amplitude and period of the oscillations. This relay feedback 
technique is widely used in automatic PID tuning. 

Remark 1.1 Both Ziegler-Nichols tuning methods require very little knowl
edge of the plants and simple formulas are given for controller parameter 
settings. These formulas are obtained by extensive simulations of many 
stable and simple plants. The main design criterion of these methods is to 
obtain a quarter amplitude decay ratio for the load disturbance response. As 
pointed out by Astrom and Hagglund [2]j little emphasis is given to measure
ment noise, sensitivity to process variations, and setpoint response. Even 
though these methods provide good rejection of load disturbance, the result
ing closed-loop system can be poorly damped and sometimes can have poor 
stability margins. 

1.4-3 PID Settings using the Internal Model Controller 
Design Technique 

The internal model controller (IMC) structure has become popular in pro
cess control applications. This structure, in which the controller includes an 
explicit model of the plant, is particularly appropriate for the design and 
implementation of controllers for open-loop stable systems. The fact that 
many of the plants encountered in process control happen to be open-loop 
stable possibly accounts for the popularity of IMC among practicing engi
neers. In this section, we consider the IMC configuration for a stable plant 
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G(s) as shown in Fig. 1.12. The IMC controller consists of a stable IMC 
parameter Q{s) and a model of the plant G{s), which is usually referred to 
as the internal model. F{s) is the IMC filter chosen to enhance robustness 
with respect to the modelling error and to make the overall IMC parameter 
Q{s)F{s) proper. From Fig. 1.12 the equivalent feedback controller C{s) is 

C{s) 
F{s)Q{s) 

l-Fis)Q{s)G{s) 

The IMC design objective considered in this section is to choose Q{s) which 

Internal Model Controller 

r + 
F(s) — • Q(^) u I^ 

1 ^ G(s) 

Internal Model 

G(s) 

y 

1 'J ^v. ) 

FIGURE 1.12. The IMC configuration. 

minimizes the L2 norm of the tracking error r — y, i.e., achieves an H2-
optimal control design. In general, complex models lead to complex IMC 
JFf2-optimal controllers. However, it has been shown that, for first-order 
plants with deadtime and a step command signal, the IMC if2-optimal 
design results in a controller with a PID structure. This will be clearly 
borne out by the following discussion. 

Assume that the plant to be controlled is a first-order model with dead-
time: 

^ -Ls G{s) 
1-^Ts e 

The control objective is to minimize the L2 norm of the tracking error due 
to setpoint changes. Using Parseval's Theorem, this is equivalent to choos
ing Q{s) for which min ||[1 - G{s)Q{s)]R{s)\\2 is achieved, where R{s) — \ 
is the Laplace transform of the unit step command. 

Approximating the deadtime with a first-order Fade approximation, we 
have 

-Ls 1 -

l + fs 

The resulting rational transfer function of the internal model G{s) is given 
by 

G{s) ^ 
1- fs 

(i + r5 ) i + | s 
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Choosing Q{s) to minimize the H2 norm of [1 — G{s)Q{s)]R{s), we obtain 

Q{s) = - ^ - . 

Since this Q{s) is improper, we choose 

1 
F{s) = 

l + As 

where A > 0 is a small number. The equivalent feedback controller be
comes 

Cis) = 
F{s)Q{s) 

1 - F{s)Q{s)Gis) 
k. 
2" 

{l + Ts){l + ^s) 

ksiL + X+i^s) 

(l + r s ) ( l + f s ) 
2 

(1.7) 
ks{L + A) 

From (1.7) we can extract the following parameters for a standard PID 
controller: 

fCp 

kd = 

2T + L 

2k{L + A) 
1 

k{L + A) 
TL 

2k{L + A) 

Since a first-order Pade approximation was used for the time delay, ensuring 
the robustness of the design to modelling errors is all the more important. 
This can be done by properly selecting the design variable A to achieve the 
appropriate compromise between performance and robustness. Morari and 
Zafiriou [31] have proposed that a suitable choice for A is A > 0.2T and 
A>0.25Z. 

Remark 1.2 The IMC PID design procedure minimizes the L2 norm of 
the tracking error due to setpoint changes. Therefore, as expected, this de
sign method gives good response to setpoint changes. However, for lag dom
inant plants the method gives poor load disturbance response because of the 
pole-zero cancellation inherent in the design methodology. 

1,4-4 Dominant Pole Design: The Cohen-Coon Method 

Dominant pole design attempts to position a few poles to achieve certain 
control performance specifications. The Cohen-Coon method is a dominant 
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pole design method. This tuning method is based on the first-order plant 
model with deadtime: 

The key feature of this tuning method is to attempt to locate three domi
nant poles, a pair of complex poles and one real pole, such that the ampli
tude decay ratio for load disturbance response is 0.25 and the integrated 
error f^ e{t)dt is minimized. Thus, the Cohen-Coon method gives good 
load disturbance rejection. Based on analytical and numerical computa
tion, Cohen and Coon gave the following PID controller parameters in 
terms of fc, T, and L: 

Kp 

where 

1.35(1-0.82b) 

a( l - b) 

1.35(1-0.82b)(l-0.39b) 
a L ( l - 6 ) ( 2 . 5 - 2 6 ) 

1.35L(Q.37-0.376) 
a(l - h) 

kL 

b = ^ 
L^-T 

Note that for small b, the controller parameters given by the above formulas 
are close to the parameters obtained by the Ziegler-Nichols step response 
method. 

i.^.5 New Tuning Approaches 

The tuning methods described in the previous subsections are easy to use 
and require very little information about the plant to be controlled. How
ever, since they do not capture all aspects of desirable PID performance, 
many other new approaches have been developed. These methods can be 
classified into three categories. 

Time Domain Optimization Methods 

The idea behind these methods is to choose the PID controller parameters 
to minimize an integral cost functional. Zhuang and Atherton [53] used an 
integral criterion with data from a relay experiment. The time-weighted 
system error integral criterion was chosen as 

Jo 
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where 6 is a vector containing the controller parameters and e(^, t) repre
sents the error signal. Experimentation showed that forn = 1, the controller 
obtained produced a step response of desirable form. This gave birth to the 
integral square time error (ISTE) criterion. Another contribution is due to 
Pessen [36], who used the integral absolute error (lAE) criterion: 

/«oo 

j{e)= / \e{e,t)\dt, 
Jo 

In order to minimize the above integral cost functions, Parseval's Theo
rem can be invoked to express the time functions in terms of their Laplace 
transforms. Definite integrals of the form encountered in this approach have 
been evaluated in terms of the coefficients of the numerator and denomina
tor of the Laplace transforms (see [32]). Once the integration is carried out, 
the parameters of the PID controller are adjusted in such a way as to min
imize the integral cost function. Recently Atherton and Majhi [3] proposed 
a modified form of the PID controller (see Fig. 1.13). In this structure an 
internal proportional-derivative (PD) feedback is used to change the poles 
of the plant transfer function to more desirable locations and then a PI 
controller is used in the forward loop. The parameters of the controller are 
obtained by minimization of the ISTE criterion. 

d(t) 

r(t)_ 
PI 

+ 1 
- 1 

u(t) 
Plant 

y(t) 

PD 

FIGURE 1.13. PI-PD feedback control structure. 

Frequency Domain Shaping 

These methods seek a set of controller parameters that give a desired fre
quency response. Astrom and Hagglund [2] proposed the idea of using a set 
of rules to achieve a desired phase margin specification. In the same spirit, 
Ho, Hang, and Zhou [24] developed a PID self-tuning method with spec
ifications on the gain and phase margins. Another contribution by Voda 
and Landau [48] presented a method to shape the compensated system 
frequency response. 
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Optimal Control Methods 

This new trend has been motivated by the desire to incorporate several con
trol system performance objectives such as reference tracking, disturbance 
rejection, and measurement noise rejection. Grimble and Johnson [14] in
corporated all these objectives into an LQG optimal control problem. They 
proposed an algorithm to minimize an LQG-cost function where the con
troller structure is fixed to a particular PID industrial form. In a similar 
fashion, Panagopoulos, Astrom, and Hagglund [35] presented a method to 
design PID controllers that captures demands on load disturbance rejec
tion, set point response, measurement noise, and model uncertainty. Good 
load disturbance rejection was obtained by minimization of the integral 
control error. Good set point response was obtained by using a structure 
with two degrees of freedom. Measurement noise was dealt with by filter
ing. Robustness was achieved by requiring a maximum sensitivity of less 
than a specified value. 

1.5 Integrator Windup 

An important element of the control strategy discussed in Section 1.2 is 
the actuator, which applies the control signal u to the plant. However, 
all actuators have limitations that make them nonlinear elements. For in
stance, a valve cannot be more than fully opened or fully closed. During 
the regular operation of a control system, it can very well happen that the 
control variable reaches the actuator limits. When this situation arises, the 
feedback loop is broken and the system runs as an open loop because the 
actuator will remain at its limit independently of the process output. In 
this scenario, if the controller is of the PID type, the error will continue 
to be integrated. This in turn means that the integral term may become 
very large, which is commonly referred to as windup. In order to return to 
a normal state, the error signal needs to have an opposite sign for a long 
period of time. As a consequence of all this, a system with a PID controller 
may give large transients when the actuator saturates. 

The phenomenon of windup has been known for a long time. It may occur 
in connection with large setpoint changes or it may be caused by large 
disturbances or equipment malfunction. Several techniques are available to 
avoid windup when using an integral term in the controller. We describe 
some of these techniques in this section. 

1.5.1 Setpoint Limitation 

The easiest way to avoid integrator windup is to introduce limiters on 
the setpoint variations so that the controller output will never reach the 
actuator bounds. However, this approach has several disadvantages: (a) it 
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leads to conservative bounds; (b) it imposes limitations on the controller 
performance; and (c) it does not prevent windup caused by disturbances. 

1.5.2 Back-Calculation and Tracking 

This technique is illustrated in Fig. 1.14. If we compare this figure to 
Fig. 1.6, we see that the controller has an extra feedback path. This path 
is generated by measuring the actual actuator output u(t) and forming the 
error signal es{t) as the diJBFerence between the output of the controller v{t) 
and the signal u{t). This signal es{t) is fed to the input of the integrator 
through a gain l/T^. 

e(t) 

Differentiator kd 

*/ |-Ki> Integrator 

Actuator 
u(t) 

K>r 

1 
Tt 

es(t) 

FIGURE 1.14. Controller with antiwindup. 

When the actuator is within its operating range, the signal es{t) is zero. 
Thus it will not have any effect on the normal operation of the controller. 
When the actuator saturates, the signal e8{t) is diflFerent from zero. The 
normal feedback path around the process is broken because the process 
input remains constant. However, there is a new feedback path around the 
integrator due to es{t) ^ 0 and this prevents the integrator from winding 
up. The rate at which the controller output is reset is governed by the 
feedback gain l/Tt. The parameter Tt can thus be interpreted as the time 
constant that determines how quickly the integral action is reset. In general, 
the smaller the value of T ,̂ the faster the integrator is reset. However, if the 
parameter Tt is chosen too small, spurious errors can cause saturation of 
the output, which accidentally resets the integrator. Astrom and Hagglund 
[2] recommend Tt to be larger than ^ and smaller than ^ . 

1.5.3 Conditional Integration 

Conditional integration is an alternative to the back-calculation technique. 
It simply consists of switching off the integral action when the control is 
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far from the steady state. This means that the integral action is only used 
when certain conditions are fulfilled, otherwise the integral term is kept 
constant. We now consider a couple of these switching conditions. 

One simple approach is to switch off the integral action when the control 
error e{t) is large. Another one is to switch off the integral action when 
the actuator saturates. However, both approaches have a disadvantage: the 
controller may get stuck at a nonzero control error e{t) if the integral term 
has a large value at the time of switch off. 

Because of the previous disadvantage, a better approach is to switch 
off integration when the controller is saturated and the integrator update 
is such that it causes the control signal to become more saturated. For 
example, consider that the controller becomes saturated at its upper bound. 
Integration is then switched off if the control error is positive, but not if it 
is negative. 

1.6 Contribution of this Book 

In concluding this chapter, it is important to point out that in addition 
to the approaches discussed above, there are many other approaches for 
tuning PID controllers [2]. Despite this, for plants having order higher 
than two, there is no approach that can be used to determine the set of 
all stabilizing PID gain values. The principal contribution of this book to 
the PID literature is the development of a methodology that provides a 
complete answer to this long-standing open problem for both delay-free 
plants as well as for plants with time delay. For the former class of plants, 
the results were first reported in [10]. In this book, we give results for 
determining, in a computationally efficient way, the complete set of PID 
controllers that stabilize a given linear time-invariant plant and achieve 
prescribed levels of performance. These results apply to plants with and 
without time delay. In going from delay-free plants to plants with time 
delays, one has to transition from the realm of polynomials to that of quasi-
polynomials. When considering the latter, the early results of Pontryagin 
are very useful. 

L7 Notes and References 

The Ziegler-Nichols methods were first presented in [54]. The alternative 
method using relay feedback is described in [1]. The relay feedback tech
nique in Section 1.4.2 and its applications to automatic PID tuning can 
be found in the works of Astrom and Hagglund [1, 2]. For a better under
standing of describing functions, the book by Khalil [27] is recommended. 
For a more detailed explanation of the IMC structure and its applications 
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in process control, the reader is referred to [31]. The Cohen-Coon method 
can be found in [9]. A complete description of antiwindup techniques can 
be found in [2]. Needless to say there is an extensive literature covering all 
aspects of PID control. We have not attempted to be complete in citing this 
Uterature. Instead, we have tried to cite all relevant publications related to 
the new results given in this book. 



The Hermite-Biehler Theorem and its 
Generahzation 

In this chapter we introduce the classical Hermite-Biehler Theorem for Hur-
witz polynomials. We also present several generalizations of this theorem 
that are useful for solving the problem of finding the set of proportional 
(P), PI, and PID controllers that stabilize a given finite-dimensional linear 
time-invariant system. 

2.1 Introduction 

The problem of determining conditions under which all of the roots of a 
given real polynomial lie in the open left half of the complex plane plays an 
important role in the theory of stability of linear time-invariant systems. 
A polynomial for which such a property holds is said to be Hurwitz. Many 
conditions have been proposed for ascertaining the Hurwitz stability of a 
given real polynomial without determining the actual roots. Results of this 
nature were first obtained by Routh, Hurwitz, and Hermite in the 19th 
century. 

In this chapter, we introduce another well-known result: the classical 
Hermite-Biehler Theorem. This theorem states that a given real polyno
mial is Hurwitz if and only if it satisfies a certain interlacing property. This 
result has played an important role in studying the parametric robust sta
bility problem. However, when a given polynomial is not Hurwitz stable, 
the Hermite-Biehler Theorem does not provide any information about the 
root distribution of the polynomial. Recent research has produced several 
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generalizations of the Hermite-Biehler Theorem applicable to the case of 
real polynomials that are not necessarily Hurwitz. Some of these gener
alizations will be introduced in this chapter and used in later chapters to 
solve the important problem of finding the set of stabilizing PID controllers 
for a system described by a rational transfer function. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we provide a state
ment of the Hermite-Biehler Theorem as well as a useful equivalent charac
terization. Section 2.3 contains important generalizations of the Hermite-
Biehler Theorem. These generalizations, which are essentially root counting 
formulas, will be used in later chapters to solve the PID stabilization prob
lem for finite-dimensional linear time-invariant systems. 

2.2 The Hermite-Biehler Theorem for Hurwitz 
Polynomials 

In this section, we state the classical Hermite-Biehler Theorem, which pro
vides necessary and sufficient conditions for the Hurwitz stability of a given 
real polynomial. Before stating the theorem, we establish some notation. 

Definition 2.1 Let 5{s) =^ 5Q-\-5IS-] h 5ns'^ he a given real polynomial 
of degree n. Write 

6{s) = 6e{s'') ^ s5o{s^) 

where 5e{s^), s5o{s^) are the components of 5{s) made up of the even and 
odd powers of s respectively. For every frequency u GlZ, denote 

where p{uj) = 6e{—u;'^), q{u;) = UJ6O{—UJ^)- Let uJei, ^e2 5 • • • denote the non-
negative real zeros of 8e{—oo'^) and let LOQI, ^021 • • • denote the non-negative 
real zeros of 5o{—uj'^), both arranged in ascending order of magnitude. 

Theorem 2.1 (Hermite-Biehler Theorem) Let S{s) = ĉo + ^i^ H -̂
SnS'^ be a given real polynomial of degree n. Then S{s) is Hurwitz stable 
if and only if all the zeros of 6e{—uj^), So{—ou^) are real and distinct, 5n 
and 5n-i are of the same sign, and the non-negative real zeros satisfy the 
following interlacing property 

0 < UJe^ < LOoi < ^62 < ^02 < ••• (2-1) 

This important theorem is based on the fact that a Hurwitz polynomial 
S{s) satisfies the monotonic phase increase property^ that is, the phase of 
S{juj) is a continuaus and strictly increasing function of a; on (—00,+00). 
Moreover, using this property, we can show that the parametric plot of 
S{JLj) = p{uj) + jq{uj) in the 5(ja;)-plane must move strictly counterclock
wise and go through n quadrants in turn as a; increases from 0 to -f-cx) [5]. 
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the admissible plots oi6{juj) for a Hurwitz polynomial 
S{s). 

Im[80(o)] 

i 

^5--^-Re[80G))] 

(a) 5o > 0 

^ • R e [ 8 ( / « ) ) ] 

FIGURE 2.1. The monotonic phase increase property for a Hurwitz polynomial. 

The following example illustrates the application of Theorem 2.1 to verify 
the Hurwitz stability of a real polynomial. 

Example 2.1 Consider the real polynomial 

S{s) = 5^ + 45^ 4- l l5^ + 295^ + 365^ + 61̂ =̂  + 345 + 36 . 

Then 

where 

p{u)) = -4a;^ + 29a;^ - 61a;2 + 36 

q{u) = a;(-a;^ + l la;^-36a;2 + 34). 

The plots of p{u}) and q{u) are shown in Fig. 2.2. They show that the 
polynomial 5{s) satisfies the interlacing property. To verify that 5{s) is 
indeed a Hurwitz polynomial, we solve for the roots of 5{s): 

-0.0477 it 1.9883J 

-0.2898 ±1.1957j 

-0.2008dIl.4200J 

-2.9233 . 

We see that all the roots of S{s) are in the left half plane so that S{s) is 
Hurwitz. A 

We now present some alternative characterizations of the Hermite-Biehler 
Theorem that will be used subsequently. We first introduce the standard 
signum function sgn :7^—>{- l ,0 , l} defined by 

sgn[x] = 
- 1 ifx < 0 

0 if X = 0 
1 if X > 0 
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FIGURE 2.2. The interlacing property for a Hurwitz polynomial. 

Lemma 2.1 Let 5{s) = 5Q -\- 5is + •••-(- dnS"^ he a given real polynomial 
of degree n. Let Ue^, a;e2, • • • denote the non-negative real zeros of the even 
part of 5{JLu), and let uJoi, (^021 • • • denote the non-negative real zeros of the 
odd part of 6{juj), both arranged in ascending order of magnitude. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) 5{s) is Hurwitz stable 

(ii) 6n and 5n-i are of the same sign and 

{ sgn[5o] • {sgn[p(0)] - 2sgn[p(a;oJ] + 2sgn[p(a;o2)] + • 
+ ( - 1 ) — 1 . 2sgn[p(a;o_ J ] + (-1)"^ • sgn[p(oo)]}, 

for n = 2m 
(2.2) 

sgn[5o] • {sgn[p(0)] - 2sgn[p(woi)] + 2sgn[p(a;o2)] + • • • 
+ ( - l ) ' " - i • 2sgn[p(u;o„-J] + ( -1) ' " • 2sgn[p{uJoJ]}, 

for n = 2m + 1 
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(in) 5n and Sn-i are of the same sign and 

{ sgn[Jo] • {2sgn[g(a;ei)] - 2sgYi[q{uJe^)] + 2sgn[q{ue^)\A- • 
+ ( - 1 ) — 2 . 2sgn[g(a;e^_ J ] + ( -1 )—^ • 2sgn[g(a;e^)]}, 

for n = 2m 

n = < 
sgn[5o] • {2sgn[g(weJ] - 2sgn[9(we2)] + 2sgn[q{u)es)] + ' 
+ ( _ ! ) — 1 . 2sgn[q{u;eJ] + ( - I ) ' " • sgn[9(oo)]}, 

for n = 2m H- 1 

(2.3) 

Proof. 

(1) (i) ^ (ii) 

We first show that (i) =^ (ii). 
From Fig. 2.1, it is clear that 

( ioT n = 2m 
sgn[5o] • sgn[p(0)] > 0 
-sgn[(Jo] •sgn[p(a;oi)] > 0 

{-ir-hgn[So]'Sgn[p{uo^_,)]>0 
(-l)^sgn[(Jo]-sgn[p(oo)] > 0 

and 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

( for n = 2m + 1 
sgn[5o] • sgn[p(0)] > 0 
-sgn[(5o]-sgn[p(woj] > 0 

i-ir-hgn[So]-sgn\p{uJo^_,)]>0 
[ ( - l ) - s g n N - s g i i [ p ( a ; o „ ) ] > 0 . 

From (2.4) and (2.5), it follows that (2.2) holds. 

(ii) => (i) 
Let (jJoo = 0 and for n = 2m, define LUQ^ = oo. Equation (2.2) 
holds if and only if [p{uJoi-i)] ^^^ Ipi^oi)] are of opposite signs 
for / = 1, 2, • • •, m. By the continuity of P{LJ), there exists at 
least one tOe G IZ, uJoi_i < ^e < ^oi such that p{ijOe) = 0. 
Moreover, since the maximum possible number of non-negative 
real roots of p(-) is m, it follows that there exists one and only 
one cje G (^oz_i, oooi) such that p{iOe) = 0, thereby leading us 
to the interlacing property (2.1). 
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(2) (i) ^ (iii) 
The proof of (2) follows along the same lines as that of (1). 

• 
The interlacing property in Theorem 2.1 gives a graphical interpretation 

of the Hermite-Biehler Theorem while Lemma 2.1 gives an equivalent ana
lytical characterization. Note that from Lemma 2.1 if 5{s) is Hurwitz stable 
then all the zeros o{p{uj) and q{u)) must be real and distinct, otherwise (2.2) 
and (2.3) will fail to hold. Furthermore, the signs oi p{u) at the successive 
zero crossings of q{uj) must alternate. This is also true for the signs of q{Lu) 
at the successive zero crossings of p((j). 

Example 2.2 Consider the same polynomial as in Example 2.1: 

5{s) = 5^ + 45^ + l l s^ + 295^ + 365^ + 6l5^ -F 345 -̂  36 . 

Then 

where 

We have 

5{ju) = p{uj) + jq{uj) 

p{uj) = -Au^ + 290;"̂  - 61a;2 + 36 

q{ijj) = a;(-(j^ + l la;^-36a;^ + 34) . 

UJei = 1 , UJe2 = 1 .5 , UJes = 2 

Uo, = 1.2873, LO02 = 1.8786, UJOS = 2.4111 

and 

sgn[p(0)] = 1, sgn\p{uJo^)] = - 1 , sgnlpiujo^)] = 1, sgn[p{uos)] = - 1 -

Now 6{s) is of degree n = 7 which is odd and 

sgn[5o] • [sgn[p(0)] - 2sgn[p(a;oi)] + 2sgn\p{uio2)] - 2sgn[p(u;o3)]] = 7 

which shows that (2.2) holds. 
Also, we have 

sgYi[q(ue^)] = 1, sgn[^(a;e2)] = - 1 , sgn[^(a;e3)] = 1, sgn[^(oo)] = - 1 

so that 

sgn[5o] • [2sgn[q{uje^)] - 2sgn[^(a;e2)] + 2sgn[g(a;e3)] - sgn[^(cx))]] = 7. 

Once again, this checks with (2.3). A 
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2.3 Generalizations of the Hermite-Biehler 
Theorem 

Consider S{JLO) = P{LO) + jq{uj) where p{co) and q{u) are as illustrated in 
Fig. 2.3. Prom this figure we know that the polynomial 5{s) is not a Hurwitz 
polynomial because it fails to satisfy the interlacing property since 0;̂ ,̂ 
^02? ^03? ^04 are successive roots of q{u) between 0 and Uei- However, we 
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FIGURE 2.3. Interlacing property fails for non-Hurwitz polynomials. 

would like to extract, if possible, more information from these plots beyond 
whether or not 5{s) is Hurwitz. This has motivated research with the goal 
of obtaining generalized versions of the Hermite-Biehler Theorem for not 
necessarily Hurwitz polynomials. In this section, we present some of these 
generalizations, which are useful for solving special cases of the fixed-order 
stabilization problem. As a preliminary step to the Generalized Hermite-
Biehler Theorems, we introduce some notation and definitions. To this end, 
let C denote the complex plane, C~ the open left half plane, and C"̂  the 
open right half plane. 

Consider a real polynomial 5{s) of degree n: 

S{s) = 5o 4- Sis + (52Ŝ  + • • • + Sns"", 5i G 7e, i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n, 5n 7̂  0 

such that S{juj) ^O^Muo £ (—00, 00) . 
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Let p{u;) and q{oj) be two functions defined pointwise by P{LU) = Re[5{juj)]^ 
q{cu) = Im[5{ju)]. With this definition, we have 

S{ju) = p{u) + jq{u) yuj . 

Furthermore, 

6{u;) = /.S{j(jj) = arctan 
q{uj) 

LP(^) 
Let AQ^^ denote the net change in the argument ^(a;) as oo increases from 
0 to cxD and let l{d) and r{S) denote the numbers of roots of S{s) in C~ and 
C'^ respectively. The following lemma shows a fundamental relationship 
betweeen the net accumulated phase of S{jij) and the difference between 
the numbers of roots of the polynomial in C and C"̂ . 

L e m m a 2.2 Let 5{s) be a real polynomial with no imaginary axis roots. 
Then 

A^e=^{l{S)-r{S)). 

Proof. Each C root contributes + | and each C"̂  root contributes — f 
the net change in argument. 

to 

We now define, mainly for notational convenience, the imaginary and real 
signatures associated with a real polynomial. These definitions are useful 
because they facilitate an elegant statement of the generalizations of the 
Hermite-Biehler Theorem. 

Definition 2.2 Let S{s) be any given real polynomial of degree n with k 
denoting the multiplicity of a root at the origin. Define 

Pf{u;) := 
p{u) 

( l+a ;2 ) f F , Qf{^) '= 
q{uj) 

(l + a;2)? 

Let 0 = (JUQ < uji < UJ2 < "' < ^m-i be the real, non-negative, distinct 
finite zeros ofqf{uj) with odd multiplicities, and define Um = oo. Then the 
imaginary signature ai{6) of S{s) is defined by 

{sgn[pf\ujo)] - 2sgn\pf{oJi)] -f 2sgn[p/(a;2)] -f • • • 
+ ( - 1 ) — 1 . 2sgnb/(a;^_i)] + (-l)-sgn[p/(a;^)]} 
•(-1)—isgn[g(oo)] 

ifn is even 
<Ti{S) (2.6) 

.W/ {sgn[p} '{ujo)] - 2sgn\pf{wi)] + 2sgn\pf{u)2)] + ••• 
+(-1)™-! • 2sgii[p/(w„^-i)]} • (-l)'"-isgn[Q(oo)] 

ifn is odd 

.C )̂ where p) >{WQ) := £x[p/(w)]|a,=, 
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Definition 2.3 Let 5{s) be any given real polynomial of degree n with k 
denoting the multiplicity of a root at the origin. Let Pf{oj), qf{io) be as in 
the last definition, and letO < a;i < uj2 < "' < ^m-i be the real, non-
negative, distinct finite zeros of pf{uj) with odd multiplicities, and define 
uJo = 0, (jOrn = 00. Then the real signature ar{5) of 6{s) is defined by 

{sgn[qf\uo)] - 2sgn[qf{ui)] + 2sgn[g/(cc;2)] + • • • 
+ ( _ l ) m - i 2 . sgn[qf{ujm-i)]} ' ( - l )^sgnb(oo)] 

ifn is even 
MS) := { (2.7) 

{sgn[qf\uJo)] - 2sgn[9/(a;i)] + 2sgn[qf{u2)] + ••• 
+i-ir-^2 • sgn[g/(a;^_i)] + (-l)-sgn[Q/(a;„)]} • (- l)"* 

[ •sgn[p(oo)] ifn is odd 

where qf\uJo) := ^b/(a;)] |a;=a;o. 

With these definitions, we now present several generalizations of Theo
rem 2.1 applicable under progressively less restrictive conditions. 

2.3,1 No Imaginary Axis Roots 

In this subsection, we focus on real polynomials with no imaginary axis 
roots. Let p(a;), q{uj), P/(^)? qf{^) be as already defined and let 

be the real, non-negative distinct finite zeros of ^/(o;) with odd multiplici
ties, and define uJrn = cx). 

Then we can make the following simple observations: 

1. If LJi, uji+i are both zeros of qf{uj) then 

^CT'O = I [sgn\pf{ui)] - sgn[p/(u;i+i)]] • sgn[g/(c^+)] . (2.8) 

2. If LJi is a zero of qf{uj) while cĵ +i is not a zero of qf{uj)j a situation 
possible only when Ui^i = oo is a zero of p/(a;) and n is odd, then 

^^'0 = |sgn[p/(a'i)] • sgn[qf{u+)] . (2.9) 

3. We also have 

sgnfe/(a;+^i)] = -sgn[^/(a;+)], z = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , m - 2 . (2.10) 

Equation (2.8) above is obvious while (2.10) simply states that qf{uj) changes 
sign when it passes through a zero of odd multiplicity. Equation (2.9), on 
the other hand, is a special case of (2.8) for the case where ^/(cJz+i) = 0. 
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Using (2.10) repeatedly, we obtain 

sgn[qM)] = ( - i r -^ -^ - sgn[9 / (a ;+_ i ) ] , 

i = 0, 1 , . . . , m - 1 . (2.11) 

Substituting (2.11) into (2.8), we see that if Wj, Wj+i are both zeros of ^/(a;) 
then 

^C^'^ = | [sgn[p/(a '0]-sgnb/(wi+i)]] 

i~ir-'-'-sgn[qf{u;+_,)]. (2.12) 

The above observations enable us to state and prove the following. 

Theorem 2.2 Let 5{s) be a given real polynomial of degree n with no roots 
on the juj axis, that is, the normalized plot 6f{juj) = Pf{u}) + jqf{oo) does 
not pass through the origin. Then 

l{5)~r{5)==ai{6) (2.13) 

and 
l{5) - r{S) = ar{5) , (2.14) 

Proof. We note that under the conditions of this theorem, /c = 0 in 
Definition 2.2 so that Pf (uJo) = Pfi^o)- First let us suppose that n 
is even. Then Um = oo is a zero of qf{uj)- By repeatedly using (2.12) 
to determine Ag^^, applying Lemma 2.2, and then using the fact that 
sgn[qf{Lu'^_^)] ~ sgn[9(oo)], it follows that l{5) — r{5) is equal to the first 
expression in (2.6). Hence (2.13) holds for n even. 

Next let us consider the case in which n is odd. Then Um = oo is not a 
zero of qf{uj). Hence, 

m - 2 

= ^ 5 [sgnb/(a;^)] - sgn[p/(a;,+i)]] • {-ir-'-'sgn[qf{u;+_,)] 

TV 

-^2^g4Pf{^m-i)] ' sgn[^/(a;+_i)] 

(using (2.12) and (2.9)) . (2.15) 

Applying Lemma 2.2, and then using the fact that sgii[qf(uj^_i)] = 
sgn[gf(oo)], it follows that l{5) — r{5) is equal to the second expression in 
(2.6). Hence (2.13) also holds for n odd. 

The proof for (2.14) is omitted here since it follows along the same lines 
as that of (2.13). Notice that in (2.14), the expression for l{5) —r{6) is 
determined using the values of the frequencies where Sf(juj) crosses the 
imaginary axis. • 
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Remark 2.1 Theorem 2.2 generalizes Lemma 2.1, parts (ii) and (in) to 
the case of not necessarily Hurwitz polynomials. It is precisely in this sense 
that Theorem 2.2 is a generalization of the Hermite-Biehler Theorem. 

2.3.2 Roots Allowed on the Imaginary Axis Except at the 
Origin 

In this subsection, we extend Theorem 2.2 so that 5{s) is now allowed to 
have nonzero imaginary axis roots. 

Theorem 2.3 Let 5{s) be a given real polynomial of degree n with no roots 
at the origin. Then 

l{5) - r{S) ^ ai{S) (2.16) 

and 
l{5) - r{5) = ar{S) . (2.17) 

Proof. We present here the proof of (2.16) since that of (2.17) follows along 
similar lines. 5{s) can be factored as 

5{s)=So{s)Se{s)S'{s) 

where 5o{s) contains all the juj axis roots of S{s) with odd multiplicities, 
6e{s) contains all the ju axis roots of 5{s) with even multiplicities, while 
6*{s) has no jcu axis roots. do{s) and 6e{s) must necessarily be of the form 

Zo=l,2,3,-" 

where â ^ > 0, n̂ ^ > 0, n«̂  is odd, a i < a2 < • • •, and 

ie = l , 2 , 3 , . -

where Pi^ > 0, n̂ ^ > 0, n̂ ^ is even. 
The proof is carried out in two steps. First we show that multiplying 6*{s) 

by 6e{s) has no effect on (2.13). Thereafter, we use an inductive argument 
to show that multiplying Se{s)5*{s) by 5o{s) also does not affect (2.13). 
S tep I. Define^ 

So{s) = 5e{s)5^s) 

^Note that in this proof 5o{s)^ 6i(s),..., Skis), etc., represent particular polynomials 
that should not be confused with the coefficients of S(s) defined earlier. 
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We want to show that ^0(5) satisfies (2.16). 
Define 

60 (ju) := po (a;) + jqo (u) 

so that p*{oj), Po(^), 9*(^), Qo{^) are related by 

PoM = n ( - ' ^ ' + ̂ 'e)"^'P*H (2-18) 
ie 

9oH = n(-'^'+'^')"^°9*M- (2-19) 

LetO==C(;o < ooi < (JJ2 < "' < a;yri_i be the real, non-negative, distinct 
finite zeros of qf{cv) with odd multiplicities. Also define Um = 00. First let 
us assume that S*{s) is of even degree. Then, from Theorem 2.2, we have 

l{5*)~r{Sn = ^i{Sn 
= {sgn\pf{uJo)] - 2sgn[;?}(a;i)] + 2sgn[p}(a;2)] + • • • 

+ ( - i r - i2sgn[p}(u ;^_ i ) ] + (-l)^sgn[p}(a;^)]} 

.(-1)—isgn[g*(oo)]. 

Prom (2.19), it follows that a;̂ , z = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1 are also the real, 
non-negative, distinct finite zeros of qof (a;) with odd multiplicities. Fur
thermore, from (2.18) and (2.19), we have 

sgn\p}{uji)] = sgn\pOf{ui)l z = 0, 1, . . . , m 

sgnfe*(oo)] = sgn[^o(oo)]. 

Since 

it follows that (2.16) is true for So{s) of even degree. The fact that (2.16) is 
also true for So{s) of odd degree can be verified by proceeding along exactly 
the same lines. 
Step II: Proof by Induction. Let the induction index j be equal to 1 
and consider 

ie 

= is^ + alr^6ois). (2.20) 

Define 

Si{juj) = Pi{u;) + jqi{uj) 
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so that pi{u), Po{(^), Qi{^)^ Qo{^) are related by 

P i H = (-a,2 + a ? r p o H (2.21) 

qxiuj) = {-u^^ + airqo{u>). (2.22) 

Let 0 = a;o < ui < uj2 < • • • < ujm-i be the real, non-negative, 
distinct finite zeros of qOf{uj) with odd multiplicities. Also define cOrn = oo. 
First let us assume that So{s) has even degree. Then from Step I 

l{So)~r{5o) = ai{5o) 

= {sgn\pQ^.(LOO)] - 2sgn[po -̂ (^i)] + 2sgn[po^-(^2)] + * • • 

+(-1)—l2sgn[po,(a;n^-l)] + (-l)^sgn[po,(a;m)]} 

.(-1)—isgn[^o(oo)]. (2.23) 

Prom (2.22), it follows that Ui, i = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1; a i are the real, non-
negative, distinct finite zeros of gi^ (cj) with odd multiplicities. Let us as
sume that LOi < ai < LJi^i. Then firom (2.21) and (2.22), we have 

sgn\pQ^.{uJi)] = sgn\pi^.{uJi)], z = 0, 1, . . . , / 
sgn[po^(u;i)] = -sgn[pl^(a;^)], z = ^ + 1, / + 2, . . . , m 
sgn[j>î .(Q;i)] = 0 

sgn[(7o(oo)] = -sgn[^i(oo)]. 

(2.24) 

Since l{Si) - r{Si) == l{So) - r{do), using (2.23), (2.24), we obtain 

l{Si) - r{6i) = {sgn[pi^(a;o)] - 2sgn[pi^.(a;i)] + 2sgn[pi^(a;2)] 

H_ . . . + (-l)^2sgn[pi, (a;;)] + (-l)^+i2sgn[pi, {a,)] 

+(-l)^+22sgn[pi/(^m)] + ---

+(~l)-2sgn[pi,(a;^_i)] + (-l)"^+'sgn[pi,(a;^)]} 

.(-l)-sgn[^i(oo)] 

which shows that (2.16) is true for 6i{s) of even degree. The fact that (2.16) 
holds for Si{s) of odd degree can be verified likewise. This completes the 
first step of the induction argument. 

Now let j = k and consider 

k 

his) = n(^'+o"^°n(^'+/^o"''«^*(«)- (2-25) 
io—l ie 

Assume that (2.16) is true for Sk{s) (inductive assumption). Then 

4+i(s) = tlis'' + alr^l[{s'' + 0lr^5*{s) 
io—l ie 

- is'+aU.r'-^^Skis). (2.26) 
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Define 

SO that pk-^i{Lu), pk{(jo), qk-^i{uj), qk{uj) are related by 

pu+i{uj) = {-u;' + al^,r^^^pk{uj) (2.27) 

qk^.iuj) = (-uj'^al^.r^-^^qkiu;). (2.28) 

Let 0 = cjo < ui < U2 < "' < oJrn-i be the real, non-negative, 
distinct finite zeros of qkf{^) with odd multiplicities. Also define Um = oo. 
First let us assume that 6k{s) is of even degree. Then from the inductive 
assumption, we have 

l{h)-r{5k) = Gi{5k) 

= {sgn[pki. (a;o)] - 2sgn[pA;̂ . (a;i)] + 2sgn[pfc .̂(cja)] 

+ . . . + {-ir-^2sgn\pk,{um-i)] + (-1)"^ 

sgn\pk,{u;m)]} ' {-ir-hgn[qk{oo)]. (2.29) 

Now from (2.28), it follows that a;̂ , i == 0, 1, . . . , m - 1; ak~^i are the real, 
non-negative, distinct finite zeros of qk^ij..{u) with odd multiplicities. Let 
us assume that uji < ak+i < coi+i- Then from (2.27) and (2.28), we have 

sgn[pkf{u;i)] =- sgn[pfc+i^.(a;^)], z = 0, 1, . . . , / 
sgii[pk^.{uji)] = -sgn[pk^i^.{uji)], i = / + 1, . . . , m 

sgn[p/c+i^.(aA;+i)] = 0 
sgn[qkioo)] = -sgn[qk-^i{oo)]. 

(2.30) 

Since / (4+i ) - r ( 4 + i ) = l{Sk) - ^{Sk), using (2.29), (2.30), we obtain 

Kh-^i) ~ r ( 4 + i ) = {sgn[pA:+i^(^o)] - 2sgn[pfc-|-i^.(u;i)] 

+2sgn[;?it+i^-(^2)] + • • • + (-l)^2sgn[pfc+i/(^z)] 

+(-1)^+1. 2sgn[pfc+i,(afc+i)] 

^-iy^^2sgn\pk+i,{uJi+i)] + -" 

+( - l ) -2 sgnb ,+ i , ( a ; ^_ i ) ] + (-1)^+1 

'Sgn[pk+if{u;m)]} • (-l)'^sgn[^A;+i(oo)] 

= <y^{Sk^l) (2.31) 

which shows that (2.16) is true for Sk-\-i{s) of even degree. The fact that 
(2.16) is true for 5k-^i{s) of odd degree can be similarly verified. This com
pletes the induction argument and hence the proof. • 
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2.3,3 No Restriction on Root Locations 

Theorem 2.3 presented in the last subsection requires that the polynomial 
S{s) have no roots at the origin. In this subsection, we show that such 
restrictions can be removed. 

Theo rem 2.4 Let 5{s) be a given real polynomial of degree n. Then 

l{6) - r{6) = ai{6) (2.32) 

and 
l{S)-r{5)=ar{S). (2.33) 

Moreover, S{s) is Hurwitz if and only if ai{5) = <Jr(5) = n. 

Proof. A proof is presented only for the first part of the theorem. The 
proof for the second part is similar and is therefore omitted. If 6{s) has no 
roots at the origin, then (2.32) follows from Theorem 2.3. Let us assume 
that S{s) has a root of multiplicity k at the origin. Then we can write 

6{s) = s^5%s) 

where 5* (s) is a real polynomial of degree n* with no roots at the origin. 
Define 

5%juj) := p*{uj)+jq*{uj) 

S{ju) := p{uj) + jq{uj)' 

The proof can be completed by considering four different cases, namely 
A: = 4/, A: = 4/ 4-1, A: == 4/ + 2, and A: = 4/ + 3. These four cases correspond 
to the four different ways in which multiplication by (jto)^ affects the real 
and imaginary parts of 5*{juj). Due to the fact that each of these cases is 
handled by proceeding along similar lines, we do not treat all of the cases 
here. Instead, we focus on a representative case, say A: = 4/ + 1 , and provide 
a detailed treatment for it. 

For A: = 4/ 4-1, we have 

S{juj) = P{LO)-¥ jq{u;) 

= -a;^^+ig*(a;)+ia;^^+V(a;). 

First let us assume that n* is even. Then, from Theorem 2.3, we have 

/((5*)-r(5*) = ar{S*) 
= -{2sgn[9}(a;i)] - 2sgn[g}(a;2)] + • • • 

+{-ir-^2sgn[q}{uJm-i)]} 

.(-l)-sgn[p*(oo)] (2.34) 
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where 0 < oji < uj2 < • • • < w^ - i are the real, non-negative, distinct 
finite zeros of py(w) with odd multiplicities. 

Define WQ := 0. Since 

p(a.) = -io'^'+U^w) 

q{uj) = a;^'+ip*(a;) and 

we have 

sgn\pf''-'\uo)] = 0 (2.35) 

sgn[q}{u;i)] = -sgn\pf{uJi)], i = 1, 2, . . . , m (2.36) 

sgn[p*(oo)] = sgn[^((X))]. (2.37) 

Since n* is even and fc = 4/ + 1, it follows that n is odd. Moreover, since 

/(^)-r(5)=/(5*)-r(r), 

using (2.34), (2.35), (2.36), (2.37), we have 

l{S)^r{S) = {sgn\pf\uJo)]-2sgn\pf{u;i)] + 2sgn\pf{uj2)] + ''' 

+{-ir-'2sgn\pf{u;m-i)]} ' (-l)"^-'sgn[9(oo)] 

= <Ji{5) (2.38) 

which shows that (2.32) holds for 5{s) of odd degree. The fact that (2.32) 
also holds for 5{s) of even degree or equivalently n* odd can be verified by 
proceeding along exactly the same lines. • 

Remark 2.2 In view of the above theorem, it is clear that for any real 
polynomial 5{s)y the value of the real signature (7r{5) is equal to the value 
of the imaginary signature (Ti{5) and each is in fact equal to l{S)—r{S). Thus 
either of them could be referred to as the signature a{S) of S{s) with the 
subscript "r " or % " indicating the formula that is being used in a particular 
situation to compute the value. 

Example 2.3 Consider the real polynomial 

5{s) = s^{s^ + lf{s^ + 5){s - 3){s^ + 5 + 1) 

of degree n= 12. Substituting s = juj, we have 

S{juj) =p{u))+jq{uj) 

where 
p{uj) = uj^^ - 5a;io - 3a;̂  + 17uj^ - lOo;^ 
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and 
q{uj) = 2(jj^^ - I7uj^ + 43a;^ - 43u;^ + 15a;^ 

The real, positive finite zeros of qf{io) with odd multiplicities are coi = 
1.2247 and u)2 ~ 2.2361. Also define a;o == 0 and uo^, = oo. Since ^{s) is of 
even degree and with a root at the origin of multiplicity 3, from formula 
(2.6), it follows that 

ai{6) = {sgii\pf\ujo)] - 2sgn[p/(a;i)] + 2sgn[p/(a;2)] - sgn[p/(a;3)]} 

.(-l)2sgn[9(oo)] . 

Then, we have 

sgn\pf\uJo)\ = 0,sgn[p/(a;i)] = -l,sgn\pf{u2)] = 0 and sgn[p/(a;3)] = 1-

Hence, 
cri(5) = 0 + 2 + 0 - 1 = 1 . 

This agrees with the value for 1{S) — r(S) = 2 — 1 obtained from visual 
inspection of the factored form ofS{s), so Theorem 2,4 is verified. Finally, 
since ai{S) ^ 12, the polynomial is non-Hurwitz. A 

2.4 Notes and References 

The proof of the classical Hermite-Biehler Theorem can be found in [13]. 
For an alternative proof using the Boundary Crossing Theorem the reader 
is referred to [5]. The generalizations of the Hermite-Biehler Theorem pre
sented in Section 2.3 are due to Ho, Datta, and Bhattacharyya [17]. A 
formula for l{5) - r{5) appeared first in [34], for the case of polynomials 
with no roots on the imaginary axis and at most one root at the origin. 
Most of the material presented in this chapter is based on [10]. 



PI Stabilization of Delay-Pree Linear 
Time-Invariant Systems 

In this chapter we utilize the Generalized Her mite-Biehler Theorem pre
sented in the previous chapter to give a solution to the problem of feedback 
stabilization of a given finite-dimensional linear-time invariant plant by a 
constant gain controller and by a PI controller. In each case the complete 
set of stabilizing solutions is found. 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we first provide a complete analytical solution to the prob
lem of stabilizing a given plant described by a rational transfer function 
using a constant gain (or zeroth order) controller. The solution derived in 
this chapter is based on the Generalized Hermite-Biehler Theorem devel
oped in Chapter 2. This solution along with some illustrative examples are 
presented in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we derive a computational char
acterization of all stabilizing PI controllers. This characterization is in a 
quasi-closed form and can be used to optimize various performance criteria 
when the controller structure is constrained to be of the PI type. 

The results of this chapter fill an important gap in control theory. In part, 
they are motivated by the limitations of modern optimal control techniques, 
which cannot accommodate constraints on the controller order or structure 
into their design methods. Because of this fact, techniques such as H2 or 
iJoo cannot currently be used for designing optimal or robust PI controllers. 
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3.2 A Characterization of All Stabilizing Feedback 
Gains 

In this section we utilize the Generalized Hermite-Biehler Theorem to give 
a solution to the problem of feedback stabilization of a given linear time-
invariant plant by a constant gain controller. Even though this problem 
can be solved using classical approaches such as the Nyquist stability cri
terion and the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, it is not clear how to extend these 
methods to the more complicated cases where PI or PID controllers are 
involved. By using the Generalized Hermite-Biehler Theorem, an elegant 
procedure is developed that can be extended to the aforementioned cases. 

CONTROLLER PLANT 

FIGURE 3.1. Feedback control system. 

To this end, consider the feedback system shown in Fig. 3.1. Here r is 
the command signal, y is the output. 

G(s) = 
Njs) 
Dis) 

is the plant to be controlled, N{s) and D{s) are coprime polynomials, 
and C{s) is the controller to be designed. In the case of constant gain 
stabilization, 

C{s) = k 

so that the closed-loop characteristic polynomial 6{s^ k) is given by 

5{s,k) = D{s)-VkN{s). (3.1) 

Our objective is to determine those values of /c, if any, for which the closed-
loop system is stable, that is, 5{s^ k) is Hurwitz. 

If we now consider the even-odd decompositions of N{s) and D{s) 

N{s) = Ne{s^) + sNois^) 

D{s) = De{s^) + sDo{s^) 

then, (3.1) can be rewritten as 

6{s, k) - [kNe{s^) + De{s^)] + s[kNo{s^) + Dois^)] . 
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It is clear from this expression that both the even as well as the odd parts 
of 6{s, k) depend on k. This creates difficulties when trying to use Lemma 
2.1 to ensure the Hurwitz stability of 5{s, k). To overcome this problem, we 
will now construct a polynomial for which only the even part depends on 
fc, and to which Theorem 2.4 is applicable. 

Suppose that the degree of D{s) is n while the degree of N{s) is m and 
m < n. Define 

iV*(5) : - N{-s) = Ne{s^) - sNois^). 

Multiplying S{s^ k) by N*{s) we obtain the following result. 

Lemma 3.1 5(s, k) is Hurwitz if and only if 

ai{5{s,k)N*{s)) = n-{l{Nis))-r{N{s))). (3.2) 

Proof. Since l{a{s) • b{s)) = l{a{s)) + l{b{s)) and r{a{s) • b{s)) = r{a{s)) + 
r(6(s)), we have 

li5is,k)N''{s))-r{S{s,k)N*{s)) = l{6{s,k)) - r{6{s,k)) 

+l{N*{s))-r{N*is)) 

= li6is,k))-r{Sis,k)) 

+l{N{-s)) - r{N{-s)) 

= ms,k))-r{5{s,k)) 

-{l{N{s))-r{N{s))). 

Now, 6{s^k) of degree n is Hurwitz if and only if l{5{s,k)) = n and 
r{S{s, k)) = 0. Furthermore, from Theorem 2.4 

ai{S{s,k)N''{s)) = l{5{s,k)N*{s)) - r{5{s,k)N''{s)). 

Thus 
ai{5{s,k)N^s)) = n- {l{N{s)) - r{N{s))) . 

• 
In order to solve our stabilization problem, we need to determine those 

values of k, if any, for which (3.2) holds. Notice that in this expression, the 
values of n and l{N{s)) — r{N{s)) are known and fixed. 

Using the even-odd decompositions of N{s) and D{s) we have 

S{s, k)N*{s) = hi{s^) -f kh2(s^) + sgi{s^) 

where 

/ l l ( s2 ) = i ? e ( s ' ) i V e ( s ' ) - s ' -Do(5')iV<,(s2) 

/ l 2 ( s ' ) = Ne{s^)Ne{s^)-S^No{s^)No{s^) 

51 (s^) = Ne{s^)Do{s^)-D,{s^)No{s''). 
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Substituting s = juj, we obtain 

S{JL^,k)N*{ju;) = p{uj,k)+jq(ij) (3.3) 

where 

p{uj,k) = pi{oo)+ kp2{u) (3.4) 

Pi(a;) = [D,{-u;^)Ne{~u;^)+u;^Do{-u;^)No{-u;^)] (3.5) 

P2{uj) = [Ne{-u;^)Ne(~u;^)+uj^No{-uj^)No{-uJ^)] (3.6) 

q{uj) = u;[Ne{'u;^)Do{~u^) - De{-u;^)No{-u^)] . (3.7) 

Also, define 

Pf{u),k) = 

Qfiuj) = 

Note that the zeros of the imaginary part ^̂ (0;) are independent of A;. For 
clarity of presentation, we first introduce some definitions before formally 
stating the main result of this section. 

Definition 3.1 Let the integers m, n and the function qf{uj) he as already 
defined. Let 0 = uo < uji < uj2 < • • • < uji-i be the real, non-negative, 
distinct finite zeros of qf{uj) with odd multiplicities. Define a sequence of 
numbers ^o, ^1, ^2, * • • 5 ẑ cis follows: 

sgn\p[j^\0)] if N*{s) has a zero of 
0̂ = -̂  multiplicity kn at the origin 

a otherwise 

where a G {—1,1} and 

Pi{^) 
Pi/(^) := 

( l+o;^) 2 

(a) F o r t - 1 , 2 , . . . , / - I ; 

. ^ r 0 z/iV*(M)=0 
* [ a otherwise 

(Hi) 

'' = {0 
a ifn + mis even 

if n-\-m is odd 
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With io, ̂ l , . . . defined in this way, we define the string I: N -^ R as the 
following sequence of numbers: 

I := {^o,^l,...,^z} • 

Define A to be the set of all possible strings I that can be generated to 
satisfy the preceding requirements. 

Next we introduce the "imaginary signature" j{I) associated with any 
element I e A. This definition is motivated by Theorem 3.1 to follow. 

Definition 3.2 Let the integers m, n and the functions q{uj), qf{^) be 
as already defined. Let 0 = a;o < ui < UJ2 < • • • < ^i-\ be 
the real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros ofqf{uj) with odd multiplicities. 
Also define uji = oo. For each string X = {ZQ, i i , . • •} in A, let 7(X) denote 
the "imaginary signature" associated with the string X defined by 

7(T) := [io - 2zi + 2i2 + . •. 4- (-l)^-i2zz_i + (-l)'z/] • (-l)^-isgn[^(oo)] . 
(3.8) 

Remark 3.1 Note that if we make the identification io = sgn[pj "^(0, A:)], 
it = sgn\pf{ujt,k)] for t y^ 0, then the imaginary signature of S{s^k)N*{s) 
as determined from (2.6) is the same as the quantity ^{X) defined above. 
Hence, referring to 7(Z) as the "imaginary signature^' ofX is appropriate 
terminology. 

Definition 3.3 The set F* of feasible strings for the constant gain stabi
lization problem is defined as 

F* = {J G A\j{X) = n- {l{N{s)) - riN{s)))} . 

The following example illustrates these definitions. 

Example 3.1 From (3.3), we have 

S{ju,k)N*{juj) = p{uj,k) -h jq{uj) 

where 

p{Lj,k) =pi{u)-\-kp2{io). 

Now suppose, for example, that S{s, k) is of degree n = 6, the degree of 
N*{s) is m = 4, and l{N{s)) -r{N{s)) = 2. Let q{u) have three real, non-
negative, distinct finite zeros uo^ cJi, uj2 with odd multiplicities, letujs = oo 
and sgn[(^(oo)] = 1. Also let N*{jcOi) ^ 0 for i = 0,1,2, so that N''{s) has 
no zeros on the imaginary axis. 



A = { 

-1,-1,1} 
-1,1,-1} 
-1,1,1} 
1,-1,-1} 
1,-1,1} 
1,1,-1} 
1,1,1} 

{1,-1,-1,1} 
{1,-1,1,-1} 
{1,-1,1,1} 
{1,1,-1,-1} 
{1,1,-1,1} 
{1,1,1,-1} 
{1,1,1,1} 
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Since m + n = 10 is even, the strings X will have the structure {io, ̂ i, 2̂? 
is}, where it G {-1,1}, t = 0,1,2,3. The set A of all possible strings I 
with this structure is 

- 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 } {1 , -1 , -1 , -1} ^ 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 

^-1 

Since 
(-l)('-i)sgn[9(cx))] = 1, 

it follows using Definition 3.2 that the imaginary signature of every string 
X is given by 

7(J) =io- 2zi -f 2z2 - is • 

From Lemma 3.1, we have 5{s, k) is Hurwitz if and only if 

(Ji{5{s,k)N%s)) = n-{l{N{s))-r{N{s)))=A. 

Thus the set F* of strings that have 7(2") = 4 is given by 

F* = {{-!,-1,1,-1}, {1,-1,1,1}}. 

Therefore, the constant gain stabilization problem now reduces to the prob
lem of determining the values of k, if any, such that sgn\pf{uj,k)] = ij, 
j = 0, 1, 2, 3 and{io,ii,i2,is} € F*. A 

We are now ready to state the main result of this section. 

Theorem 3.1 (Constant Gain Stabilization) The constant gain feed
back stabilization problem is solvable for a given plant with rational transfer 
function G{s) if and only if the following conditions hold: 

(i) F* is not empty, i.e., at least one feasible string exists 
and 

(a) there exists a string X = {ZQ, z'l,...} G F* such that 

where 

Lt 

Ut 

max (Lt) < min (Ut) 
{t:it>0} {t:it<0} 

V2{ijOt) 

Plj^t) 

P2{uJt) 

for it eX, it > 0 

for iteX, it < 0 
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Pi(^t)? P2{^t) are given by (3.5) and (3.6), respectively, and 
ujo, LOi, u)2^'" are as already defined. 

Furthermore, if the above conditions are satisfied by the feasible strings 
2'i,22, • • • 5̂ 5 ^ F*, then the set of all stabilizing gains is given by K = 
^r=iKr where 

Kr = { max (Li), min (Ut)] r = l , 2 , . . . , 5 . 
\{t:it>0,iteXr} {t:it<0,it€lr} J 

Proof. Prom (3.2), we know that 5(5, fc) is Hurwitz if and only if 

a,(5(5, k)N\s)) =n- {l{N{s)) - r{N{s))). 

Thus S{s, k) is Hurwitz if and only if J G F*, where (see Definition 3.3) 

F* = {J G Ah{I) = n - {l{N{s)) - r{N{s)))) 

and 

^ = {^o,n,..-} 

io = sgn[p^^"^(u;o,fc)] 

sgn[pf{uj,k% for j = 1 , 2 , . . . , / - ! " 

sgn[p/(6j/, k)] if n + m is even 
if n 4- m is odd *' = {? 

Let us now consider two different cases. 
Case 1: N*{s) does not have any zeros on the imaginary axis. In this case, 
for all stabilizing values of the gain /c, 5{s, k)N*{s) will also not have any 
zeros on the juj axis so that ij e {-1,1} for j = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , / - 1, and 
ii G {—1,0,1}. Next we consider the two different possibilities: 

(a) If Zj > 0, then the stability requirement is 

Pi{ujj)-{-kp2{ujj) > 0. 

Prom (3.6), we note that 

Since N*{s) does not have any zeros on the ju axis, it follows that 
P2{(^j) > 0. Hence 

k > -#4- (3-9) 

(b) If ij < 0, then the stabihty requirement is 

Pi(wj) + kp2{ojj) < 0. 
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Once again, since P2{^j) > 0, it follows that 

k < - 4 ^ . (3.10) 

Case 2: Ar*(s) has one or more zeros on the juj axis including a zero of 
multiplicity kn at the origin. In this case, for all stabilizing values of the gain 
fc, 5{s,k)N*{s) will also have the same set of ja;-axis zeros. Furthermore, 
it is clear that these zero locations will be a subset of {too.cJi,... ,a;/_i}. 
Since the location of these zeros depends on N*{s) and is independent of 
the gain fc, it is reasonable to expect that such a zero, at cJm say, will not 
impose any additional constraint on k. Instead it will only mandate that 
im ^^ he constrained to a particular value. We next proceed to establish 
rigorously these facts. We consider two possibilities: 

(a) m ^ 0. Here A^*(5) has a zero at jcum where ujrn ¥" 0- This implies 
that 

SO that from (3.5), (3.6) we obtain 

Pii^m) = 0 and P2(^m) = 0. 

Thus from (3.4), it follows that 

p{uJm,k)=0. 

Thus im = 0 independent of k and this constraint on I was already 
incorporated into the definition of A. 

(b) m = 0. Here A/'*(s) has a zero at the origin of multiplicity kn- Since 

iV*(ia;) = Nei-uJ^) - jojNoi-LJ^) 

it follows that Ne{—uj'^) and ujNo{—io'^) must each have zeros at the 
origin of multiplicity at least kn. Thus from (3.6), we see that P2{oj) 
will have a zero at the origin of multiplicity 2kn so that for kn ^ I, 

pg")(0) = 0. 

Since 

it follows that for kn>l 

pf"\o,k)=p['';\o) 
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independent of k. Thus, although no constraints on k appear, we must 
have 

Once again, we note that this condition has been explicitly incorpo
rated into the definition of the set A. 

Of the two cases discussed above, only Case 1 imposes constraints on 
k as given by (3.9) and (3.10). This leads us to the conclusion that each 
ij > 0 in the string I e F"" contributes a lower bound on k while each 
ij < 0 contributes an upper bound on k. Thus, if the string J G F* is to 
correspond to a stabilizing k then we must have 

max 
itel,it > 0 

Pl (^ t ) 

P2(u;t) 
< min 

itel,it < 0 

Pli^t) 

P2{^t) 
(3.11) 

which is condition (ii) in the theorem statement. This completes the proof 
of the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a stabilizing 
k. The set of all stabilizing fcs is now determined by taking the union of all 
ks that are obtained from all the feasible strings that satisfy (ii). • 

Remark 3.2 Since 

Gis) = 
N{s) _ Nejs^) + sNois-") 

D{s) De{s^) + sDo{s^) 

we have 

1 ^ De{-U^) + jCjDoi-LJ^) 

G{JW) Nei-LJ^) + juNoi-W^) 

[De{-UJ^) + jwDo{-U^)][Nei-iJ^) - jUjNo{-UJ^)] 

[N,{-CJ^) + JLjNo{-U^)][Ne{-W^) - JLjNoi-OJ^)] 

[D^i-o;^)Ne{-oJ^) + oj^Do{-cj^)No{-u^)] 
[iVe(-a;2)iVe(-u;2) + a;2Ar„(-a;2)iV„(_^2)] 

. u[Ne{-u;^)Do{-u^) - De{-uJ^)No{-uj^)] 
^^ [Ne{-uj^)Nei-w^) + u;2Ar„(-a;2)7V„(_a;2)] 

P i ( ^ ) + i 9 M 
>2(w) 

Since Q(a;t) = 0 for finite Ut, it follows that for all such frequencies 

Pij^t) ^ 1 
P2(wt) G{ju!t)' 

Remark 3.3 It is appropriate to point out here that Theorem 3.1 parts (i) 
and (ii) do provide a characterization of all plants that are stabilizable by a 
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constant gain. Also note that a necessary condition for F* to be nonempty 
is that for m + n even, 

\n-iliN{s))-riNism 

- 2 

and for m-\-n odd, 

^^ \n-il{N{s))-r{N{s)))\ + l _ 

The following examples illustrate the usefulness of Theorem 3.1 when 
solving the constant gain stabilization problem. 

Example 3.2 Consider a system described by 

D{s) = 5^ + 55^ + 105^ + 45 + 6 

N{s) = 5^ + 35^ + 2 5 - 2 . 

The closed-loop characteristic polynomial is 

dis,k)=^D{s) + kN{s) , 

Here Ne{s'^) = 3s'^ -2 and Nois'^) = 5^ + 2, so that 

N%s) = N{-s) = Neis'') - sNo{s^). 

Therefore 

so that 

with 

S{s, k)N*(s) = (-25^ + 145^ - 105^ - 12) 

+fc(-5^ +55^ - 1 6 5 ^ + 4 ) 

+ s ( - s ^ + 3 5 ^ - 2 4 5 ^ - 2 0 ) 

d{juj, k)N*{juj) = piiiv) + kp2{uj) +jq{(^) 

Pi(^) 
P2{uj) 

q{uj) 

= 2uj^ + 14a;̂  + lOa;̂  - 12 

= o;̂  + 5a;̂  + 16a;2 + 4 

= a;(a;^ + 3a;̂  + 24a;2-20). 

The real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros ofqf{ij) with odd multiplicities 
are 

uo = 0, cJi = 0.8639. 
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Since n -\- m = 7, which is odd, and N*{s) has no roots on the juj axis, 
from Definition 3.1, the set A becomes 

4 _ i I ^, ^.-s {1,-1,0} \ 
^ - < [1,1,0} / • 

{ -1 , -1 ,0} {1 , -1 
{-1,1,0} {] 

Since l{N{s)) - r{N{s)) = 1 and {-iy~^sgn[q{oo)] = -1, it follows using 
Definition 3.3 that every string X — {ZQ, i\, 22} ^ ^* must satisfy 

- ( i o - 2 i i + 2 2 ) = 3 . 

Hence F* = {Ji} where J i = {-1,1,0}. Furthermore, 

rr Pl{(^0) r. 
^0 = 7 r = O, 

L, = - ^ ^ = -0.2139. 

Hence from Theorem 3.1, we have 

i^i = (-0.2139,3)/or J i . 

Therefore 5{s, k) is Hurwitz for k e (-0.2139, 3). A 

Example 3.3 [10] Consider the constant gain stabilization problem with 

D{s) = s^H-US'*+ 225^ 4-605^ + 475+ 25 

N{s) = 5^ + 65^ + 125^ + 545 + 16. 

The closed-loop characteristic polynomial is 

(5(5, k) = D{s) + kN{s) . 

Here Ne{s'^) = 5^ + 125^ + 16 and No{s'^) = 65^ + 54 50 that 

N*{s) = N{-s) = Ne{s^) - sNo{s^). 

Therefore 

S{s, k)N*{s) = (55^ + 65^ - 5495^ - 12785^ + 400) 

+fc(5^ - 125^ - 4725^ - 25325^ + 256) 

+5(5^ - 325^ - 6275^ - 24745^ - 598) 

so that 

5{ju, k)N*{ju;) = PI{LO) + kp2{u;) +jq{uj) 
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with 

Pi(^) 

q{uj) 

= 5u^ - 6u;̂  - 549a;'̂  + 1278cj2 + 400 

= uj^ + Uu^ - 472a;^ + 2532a;2 + 256 

- uj{u^^ 32uj^ - 627uj^ + 24740;^ - 598). 

The real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros of qf{uj) with odd multiplicities 
are 

a;o = 0, cji - 0.50834, uj2 = 2.41735, us = 2.91515. 

Since n -\- m = 9, which is odd, and N*{s) has no roots on the ju axis, 
from Definition 3.1, the set A becomes 

A = 

- 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , - 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , 1 , 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
-1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,0} 

- 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , - 1 , 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
-1 ,1 ,1 ,0} 
1 , -1 , -1 ,0} 
1,-1,1,0} 
1,1,-1,0} 
1,1,1,0} 

Since l{N{s)) - r{N{s)) = 4 and (-l)^~^sgn[g'(oo)] = -1, it follows using 
Definition 3.3 that every string X = {io, i i , 22, ^3, u } ^ F* must satisfy 

-( io - 2ii + 2i2 - 2is + M) = 1. 

Hence F* = {/i, 12,73} where 

Xi = { 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , 0 } 

X2 = {1,1,1,1,0} 

Xs = { 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 0 } . 

Furthermore, 

P2(^o) 

P2{uJl) 

Pl{(^2) 

P2((^2) 

Pi (^3) 

P2{(^S) 

-1.56250 

-0.78898 

2.50345 

22.49390. 
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Hence from Theorem 3.1, we have 

Ki^Hforli 
iifs = (22.49390, oo) for I2 
Ks = (-0.78898, 2.50345) for Is. 

Therefore 6{s,k) is Hurwitz for k G (-0.78898, 2.50345) U (22.49390, 00). 
A 

3.3 Computation of All Stabilizing PI Controllers 

In this section, we show how the results developed in Section 3.2 for the 
constant gain stabilization problem can be extended to solve the problem of 
PI stabilization. As in the previous case, we consider the feedback control 
system shown in Fig. 3.1. Now the controller being used is of the PI type 
so C{s) is given by 

C(s) = kj, + ^ = ^^^^^^. 

The closed-loop characteristic polynomial is then 

S{s, kp, ki) = sD{s) + {ki + kps)N{s). 

Let n be the degree of 5{s, kp.ki) and m be the degree of N{s). The problem 
of stabilization using a PI controller is to determine the values of kp and ki 
for which the closed-loop characteristic polynomial 5{s, kp, ki) is Hurwitz. 

Clearly, kp and ki both affect the even and odd parts of S{s,kp,ki). 
Motivated by the approach used in Section 3.2, we now proceed to construct 
a new polynomial whose even part depends on ki and odd part depends on 
kp. Consider the even-odd decompositions 

N{s) = Ne{s^) ^ sNois^) 

D{s) = De{s^)^sDo{s^). 

Define 
N^s) = N{-s) = Ne{s^) - sNois^). 

Multiplying S{s,kp,ki) by N*{s) and examining the resulting polynomial, 
we obtain 

ms,kp,k^)N%s))-r{6{s,kp,h)N%s)) = l{S{s,kp,ki)) 

-r{5{s,kp,ki)) 

-(l{N{s))-r{N{s))). 

<S(s,fcp,fci) of degree n is Hurwitz if and only if 1(5(5, fcp,fc^)) = n and 
r{5{s, kp, ki)) = 0. Therefore, in view of Theorem 2.4, we have the following 
result. 
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Lemma 3.2 S{s^ kp^ ki) is Hurwitz if and only if 

(JMS, fcp, ki)N\s)) = n- {l{N{s)) - r{N{s))) . (3.12) 

Our task now is to determine those values of fcp, ki for which (3.12) holds. 
It can be verified that 

Sis,kp,ki)N*{s) = [s^{N,{s'')Do{s^)-De{s^)No{s^)) 

+ki{Ne{s^)Ne{s^) - S^No{s^)No{s''))] 

+kp{Ne{s^)Neis^) - s^No{s^)No{s^))] . (3.13) 

Substituting s = jw, we obtain 

S{joj,kp,ki)N*{JLj) = p{w, ki) + jq{LO, kp) 

where 

p{u, ki) = pi{u;) + kiP2(Lj) 

q{uj, kp) = qi{uj) + kpq2{uj) 

P i M = -cj\Ne{~uj^)Do{-u;^) - De{-uJ^)No{-u^)) 

P2{UJ) = N,{-C,^)Nei-U^)+UJ^No{-UJ^)No{-UJ^)) 

qiicj) = w{De{-u;^)N,{-u;^)+iv^Do{-uJ^)No{-iJ^)) 

g a H = u;{Ne{~uj^)Ne{-cJ^) + w^N4-ij^)No{-u;% 

Also, define 

Pf{uj,ki) = 

qf{oj,kp) = 

P{<^, ki) 

g(^, kp) 

From these expressions, we first note that fc^, fcp appear affinely in p{uj, ki)^ 
q{uj^kp) respectively. Moreover, for every fixed fcp, the zeros oi q{(jj^kp) do 
not depend on fc^, and so the results of Section 3.2 are applicable in this case. 
Thus, by sweeping over all real kp and solving a constant gain stabilization 
problem at each stage, we can determine the set of all stabilizing {kp, ki) 
values for the given plant. 

However, there is no need to sweep over all real values of the parameter 
kp. As will be shown briefly, the range of kp values over which the sweeping 
needs to be carried out can be considerably reduced in many cases. Recall 
from Remark 3.3 that for a fixed kp, a necessary condition for the existence 
of a stabilizing ki value is that the number of real, non-negative, distinct 
finite zeros of odd multiplicities of ^(o;, fcp) be at least 

\n-{l{N{s))-r{N{s)))\ ., 
L ^ ^ ̂ ^ '̂ ifm + n i seven 
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or 
\n~{l{N{s))-r{N{s)))\ + l ., ^ . . , 

^ - ^ — - ^ ^—i^LLLi if m + n IS odd . 

Such a necessary condition can be checked by first rewriting q{uj^ kp) as 
follows: 

where 

q{uj,kp) = Lo[U{u;) + kpV{uj)] (3.14) 

U{u;) - De{-u^)Ne{-u^)+uj^Do{-LJ^)No{-u^) 

Prom (3.14), we see that ^(cj, kp) has at least one real non-negative root at 
the origin. Now applying the root locus ideas that will be presented shortly, 
we can determine the real root distributions of q{uj, kp) corresponding to 
different ranges of kp. Then, using the fact that n - {l{N{s)) — r{N{s))) is 
known, one can identify the ranges of kp for which q{(jj, kp) does not satisfy 
the necessary condition stated above. Such kp ranges do not need to be 
swept over and can, therefore, be safely discarded. 

Before we proceed further, let us consider the problem of determining 
the root locus of U{u) + kpV{uj) = 0, where U{LO) and V{ijj) are real and 
coprime polynomials and kp varies from — CXD to +oo. We now make the 
following observations: 

1. The real breakaway points on the root loci of U{UJ) + kpV{uj) = 0 
correspond to a real multiple root and must, therefore, satisfy 

~^7- - °^ ^M 
The real breakaway points are the real zeros of the above equation. 

2. Let fci < /c2 < • • • < A:̂  be the distinct, finite, values of kp correspond
ing to the real breakaway points CJJ, j = 1,2,.. . , z, on the root loci of 
U{u) -h kpV{uj) = 0. Also define fco = -oo and kz+i = +00. Then cjj, 
j = 1,2,.. . , z, are the multiple real roots of U{uj) + kpV{(jj) = 0 and 
the corresponding values of kp are kj^ j = 1,2,. . . , z. We note that 
for kp G {kj,kj+i), the real roots of U{UJ) + kpV{uj) = 0 are simple 
and the number of real roots is invariant. 

3. If U{0) + kpV{0) ^ 0, for all kp G (kj.kj^i), then the distribution 
of the real roots oi U{UJ) -\- kpV(UJ) = 0 with respect to the origin is 
invariant over this range of kp values. 

Using these root locus ideas we can narrow the sweeping range for the 
controller parameter kp. 

We now present a simple example to illustrate the detailed calculations 
involved in determining the stabilizing (kp^ki) values for a given plant. 
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Example 3.4 Consider the problem of choosing stabilizing PI gains for 
the plant G{s) = ^ | 4 where 

D{s) = s^ + 35^ + 29s^ + 155^ - 3 5 + 60 

N{s) = 5^ + 6 5 2 - 2 5 + 1. 

The closed-loop characteristic polynomial is 

5{s, kp, ki) = sD{s) + kiN{s) + kpsN{s). 

The even-odd decompositions of the polynomials N{s) and D{s) are given 
by 

D{s) = De{s^) + sDo{s^) 

N{s) = Ne{s^)-h sNo{s^) 

where 

Now 

De{s^) = 35^ + 155^ + 60 Ne{s^) = 65^ + 1 

Do{s^) = 5^ + 295^ - 3 No{s^) = 3^-2. 

N%s) = N{-s) = Ne{s^)-sNo{s^) 

= (65^ + 1) - 5(5^ - 2). 

Therefore, from (3.13) we obtain 

5{s, kp, ki)N'^{s) = [5^(35^ + 1665^ - 195^ + 117) + fe(-5^ + 405^ 

-hSs'^ + 1)] + 5[(-5^ - 95^ + 1545^ + 3695^ + 60) 

+A:p(-5^+405^+ 85^ + 1)] 

so that 

S{juj, kp, ki)N*{jij) = \pi{uj) + kiP2{uj)] + jfei(cj) + ^ 2 ( ^ ) 1 

with 

pi(a;) = 3a;^ - 166a;^ - 19a;^ - 117a;2 

P2{LJ) = o;̂  + 40a;^ - 8a;2 + 1 

q^ (uj) = -uj^ + 9a;^ + 154a;^ - 369cc;̂  + 60a; 

q>2{u) = o;"̂  + 40u;^ - Su;̂  + a;. 

We now use the root locus ideas introduced earlier to specify the range of 
kp values over which the sweeping should be carried out Prom (3.14) ^e 
have 

q{uj, kp) = u[U{u)) + kpV{uj)] 



where 

Now 
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U{uj) = ~u^ 4- 9a;̂  + 154a;^ - 3690;^ + 60 

V{u) = a;̂  + 40u;^ - 8a;2-h 1 . 

a{uj) = 2uj^^ + leOuj^^ ~ 460a;^ - llSOo;^ - 26750a;^ + 8984u;^ - 222a; 

Piu) = {-Lj^ + 9uj^ + 154a;^ - 3690;^ + 60)^ . 

Then the distinct, finite kp values producing either real breakaway points 
or a root at the origin are 

ki = -61.67086, k2 = -60 , fcs = -2.54119, ^4 = 16.44309 

and the corresponding zeros ui are 

u)i = ±0.16390, UJ2 = 0, a;3 = ±2.60928, UJ4 = ±0.55140 . 

The real root distributions of U{UJ) ~\-kpV{u) = 0 with respect to the origin, 
corresponding to the different ranges of kp, are given below: 

kp e (-00, —61.67086) : no real roots 

kp e (—61.67086, —60) : two positive simple real roots 

two negative simple real roots 

fcp € (—60, —2.54119) : one positive simple real root 

one negative simple real root 

kp G (-2.54119, 16.44309) : three positive simple real roots 

three negative simple real roots 

kp e (16.44309, 00) : one positive simple real root 

one negative simple real root 

For this example, m,-{-n is odd and 

n - {l{N{s)) - r{N{s))) = 6 - (1 - 2) = 7. 

Hence, for a given fixed kp, a necessary condition for the existence of a 
stabilizing ki value is that q{u^kp) must have at least four distinct, real 
non-negative roots of odd multiplicities. The root distributions presented 
above show that this is possible only for 

kpe (-2.54119,16.44309). 
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For each kp in this range we can use the constant gain stabilization result 
of Section 3.2 to determine the exact ranges of stabilizing ki. By sweeping 
over all kp G (-2.54119, 16.44309) and using the constant gain stabilization 
result at each stage, we obtained the stabilizing region sketched in Fig. 3.2. 

FIGURE 3.2. The stabilizing set of (/cp, ki) values (Example 3.4). 

A 

3.4 Notes and References 

The results presented in this chapter were first developed by Ho, Datta, 
and Bhattacharyya (see [18]). A comprehensive discussion of the theory 
underlying the design of PI stabilizers for delay-free linear time-invariant 
systems is given in [10]. The root locus ideas presented in Section 3.3 are 
taken from Appendix A of [10]. 



PID Stabilization of Delay-Free Linear 
Time-Invariant Systems 

In this chapter we first consider the problem of stabilizing a continuous-time 
system described by a rational transfer function using a PID controller. A 
solution based on the Generalized Hermite-Biehler Theorem of Chapter 2 
is presented. The solution provided here characterizes the entire family of 
stabilizing controllers in terms of a family of hnear programming problems. 
The discrete-time counterpart is then solved. 

4.1 Introduction 

The constant gain stabilization problem considered in Chapter 3 can be 
solved by several classical approaches such as the root locus technique, 
the Nyquist stability criterion, and the Routh-Hurwitz criterion. However, 
the same is not true for PID stabilization where none of these classical 
techniques are of much help. In the case of the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, 
the solution of the PID stabilization problem involves inequalities that are 
highly nonlinear and make this a complicated task. In this chapter we 
show how the Generalized Hermite-Biehler Theorem presented in Section 
2.3 can be used to develop an elegant procedure for determining stabilizing 
PID gains fcp, fc^, and kd for a given plant described by a rational transfer 
function. 

The characterization of all stabilizing PID controllers involves the solu
tion of a linear programming problem. This characterization is analogous 
to the YJBK parametrization of all stabilizing controllers with the differ-
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ence that the YJBK parametrization cannot incorporate constraints on the 
controller order or structure whereas the characterization presented here 
includes the PID structural constraints from the very beginning. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we provide a solution 
to the problem of characterizing all the stabilizing PID controllers for a 
delay-free, continuous-time, linear-time invariant system. Section 4.3 solves 
the same problem for the case of a discrete-time plant. 

4.2 A Characterization of All Stabilizing PID 
Controllers 

As in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we consider the feedback control system of 
Fig. 3.1 where now C{s) has the following form: 

C{s) = kp-{ \-kdS = . (4.1) 

The closed-loop characteristic polynomial becomes 

6{s, fcp, ki, kd) = sD{s) + {ki + kds'^)N{s) + kpsN{s). (4.2) 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the derivative term is sometimes replaced by 
i^XdS' wh^^^ ^d is a small positive value that is usually fixed. It is easy to 
see that this case can be handled by considering the same controller (4.1) 
and replacing the plant by ^I^T}S%(S) ' 

The problem of stabilization using a PID controller is to determine the 
values of fcp, fc^, and kd for which the closed-loop characteristic polynomial 
S{s, kp, ki, kd) is Hurwitz. However, it is clear from (4.2) that all three pa
rameters kp, ki, and kd affect both the even and odd parts oid{s, kp,ki, kd). 
Following the procedure presented in Section 3.2, we now construct a new 
polynomial whose even part depends on {ki,kd) and whose odd part de
pends on kp. 

Consider the even-odd decompositions 

N{s) = Ne{s^) + sNo{s^) 

D{s) = De{s^) + sDo{s^). 

Define 
iV*(5) = Ni-s) = Ne{s^) - sNois^). 

Also let n, m be the degrees of S{s, kp, ki, kd) and N{s), respectively. Now, 
multiplying 6{s,kp,ki,kd) by N''{s) and examining the resulting polyno
mial, we obtain 

l{5{s, kp, ki, kd)N*{s)) - r{5{s, kp, ki, kd)N*{s)) 

= ims, kp, ki, kd)) - r{S{s, kp, ki, kd))) - {l{N{s)) - r{N{s))) . 
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5(5, fcp, fci, kd) of degree n is Hurwitz if and only if 

l{6{s,kp,ki,kd)) =^n 

and 
r{S{s,kp,ki,kd)) = 0 . 

Therefore, in view of Theorem 2.4, we have the following. 

Lemma 4.1 5{s, kp^ ki, kd) is Hurwitz if and only if 

cTi{S{s, kp, h, kd)N*{s)) =n- il{N{s)) - r{N{s))) . (4.3) 

Our task now is to determine those values of fcp, fc^, kd for which (4.3) 
holds. It is straightforward to verify that 

S{s,kp,ki,kd)N*{s) = [s^{Ne{s^)Do{s^)-Deis'')No{s^)) 

Hki + kdS^){Ne{s'')Ne{s^) - s^No{s^)No{s^))] 

^s[De{s^)Ne{s^) - S^Do{s^)No{s^) 

+kp{Ne{s^)Ne{s'') - s^No{s^)No{s''))]. (4.4) 

Substituting s = juj^ we obtain 

S{juj,kp,ki,kd)N*{JLp) =^p{(jj, ki, kd)+jq{LJ, kp) 

where 

p{u), ki, kd) = pi{u)) + {ki - kduj'^)p2{^) 

q{uj,kp) = q\{oj)-{-kpq2{u)) 

pi{uj) = -uj\Ne{-u;^)Do{-oj^) - De{-uj^)No{-u;^)) 

P2{u;) = Ne{-uJ^)Ne{-uj^)-\-u;^No{-~uj^)No{-uj^) 

qiiuj) = u;{De{-u;^)Ne{-u^)+u;^Do{-u;^)No(-uJ^)) 

q^{uj) = u{Ne{-u;^)Ne{-uj^)+u;^No{-uj^)No{-uJ^)). 

Also, define 

p{uj,ki,kd) 
Pf{LO,kukd) = 

qf{co,kp) = 

{1+UJ^)2 

q{^, kp) 

( l + a ; 2 ) ^ 

Note from these expressions that fcj, kd appear affinely in p(a;, fc^, kd) while 
kp appears affinely in ^(o;, kp). Furthermore, for every fixed kp, the zeros 
oi q{uj,kp) will not depend on ki or kd and so we can use the approach of 
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Section 3.2 to determine stabilizing values for ki and kd- Since there are 
two variables here, we are no longer able to obtain a closed form solution. 
Instead, a linear programming problem has to be solved for each fixed kp. 
As kp is varied, we will have a one-parameter family of linear programming 
problems to solve. Before formally stating the main result on PID stabiliza
tion, we first introduce some definitions. These definitions are essentially 
analogous to those introduced in Section 3.2 with the only difference that 
the present definitions are conditioned on kp being held at some fixed value. 

Definition 4.1 Let the integers m, n and the function qf{LO, kp) be as 
already defined. For a given fixed kp, let 0 = UQ < UJI < UJ2 < " ' < 
uji-i be the real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros of qf{iO, kp) with odd 
multiplicities. Define a sequence of numbers io, ̂ i, ^2, • • • 5 /̂ ^^ follows: 

sgn[p^^."^(0)] ifN*{s) has a zero of 
0̂ = "̂  multiplicity kn at the origin 

a otherwise 

where a G {-1,1} and 

( \ P iM 

(ii) For^ = 1,2, • • • , / - 1 ; 

H 

(Hi) 

^i 

0 i/7V*(M)=0 
a otherwise 

a if n-^m is even 
0 if n-^m is odd 

With ^o, ^1, • • • defined in this way, we define the string I: N -^ R as the 
following sequence of numbers: 

X:= {io,^i,.--,^/} • 

Define Ak^ to be the set of all possible strings X that can be generated to 
satisfy the preceding requirements. 

Next we introduce the "imaginary signature" 7(X) associated with any 
element X 6 A^^. This definition is motivated by Theorem 4.1 to follow. 
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Definition 4.2 Let the integers m, n and the functions q{uj^ kp), qf{uJ^ kp) 
be as already defined. For a given fixed kp, let Q — UJQ < uJi < UJ2 < 
• • • < ivi-i be the real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros ofqf{u, kp) with 
odd multiplicities. Also define ui = oo. For each string X = {io^ii^...} in 
Akp, let ^{X) denote the "imaginary signature" associated with the string 
X defined by 

7(J) : - [zo-2i i + 2i2 + --- + (-l)^"^2ii_i + (~iyzz] 

.(-l)^-isgn[g(oo, kp)] . (4.5) 

Note that referring to j{X) as the "imaginary signature" of I can be justi
fied as in Section 3.2. 

Definition 4.3 The set F^ of feasible strings for the PID stabilization 
problem is defined as 

F , ; = {J G A,j7(2:) = n - {liN{s)) - r(iV(s)))} . 

We now present the main result of this section. 

Theorem 4.1 (Main Result on PID Stabilization) The PID stabili
zation problem, with a fixed kp, is solvable for a given plant with rational 
transfer function G{s) if and only if the following conditions hold: 

(i) F^ is not empty, i.e., at least one feasible string exists 
and 

(ii) There exists a string X — {io^^i,---} ^ F^ and values of ki 
and kd such that V t = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . /or which N*{juJt) ^ 0 

p{u)uki,kd)it > 0 (4.6) 

where p{uj, ki^kd) is as already defined. 

Furthermore, if there exist values of ki and kd such that the above condi
tion is satisfied for the feasible strings Xi, J2, • • • 5^s ^ F^ , then the set of 
stabilizing {ki^kd) values corresponding to the fixed kp is the union of the 
{ki,kd) values satisfying (4.6) forXi,X2,... ^Xg. 

Proof. Prom (4.3), we know that 6{s^ kp, ki, kd) is Hurwitz if and only if 

ai{S{s, kp, ki, kd)N%s)) = n- {l{N{s)) - r{N{s))). 

Thus, for a fixed kp, it follows that S(s, kp, ki, kd) is Hurwitz if and only if 
there exists X G F^ where 

X = {^o,^l,...} 
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io = sgn[pf"\o,ki,kd)] 

ij = sgn[pf{ujj,ki,kd)], j = l,2,..,,l-l 

. ^ r sgn\pf{u)i, ki, kd)] if n -f m is even 
^̂  \ 0 if n + m is odd • 

As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it can be easily shown that if N*{juJt) = 0 
for some t = 0,1,2, • • •, then the value of the corresponding entry it E 1 
is predetermined and is independent of ki and kd- The definition of Ak^ 
already accounts for such special cases. Focusing now on the other case, 
i.e., N*{juJt) y^ 0, leads us to (4.6). This completes the proof of (i) and (ii). 
The characterization of all stabilizing {ki, kd) values, corresponding to the 
fixed fcp, now follows as an immediate consequence. • 

Remark 4.1 It should be noted that since the constraint set is linear, the 
admissible set for (4-6) is either a convex polygon or an intersection of half 
planes, which is again a convex set. Therefore, for each fixed kp, the region 
in the (ki^kd) plane for which S{s,kp,ki,kd) is Hurwitz is either a union 
of convex sets or is empty. 

By using Theorem 4.1 and sweeping over all real values of fcp, we can 
determine the entire set of values of (fcp, ki, kd) for which 5{s, kp, ki, kd) is 
Hurwitz. As in the case of PI stabilization, the range of kp values over 
which the sweeping has to be carried out can be a priori narrowed down 
by using the root locus ideas presented in Section 3.3. 

We now present some examples to illustrate the details of the calcula
tions. 

Example 4.1 Consider the problem of choosing stabilizing PID gains for 
the plant described by the rational transfer function G{s) = W|) ; where 

N{s) = 5^ -45^ + 5 + 2 

D{s) = 5^ + 85^ + 325^ + 465^ + 465 + 17 

and 

^ / N 1 , ^i , 1 ki ~{- kpS + kdS 
C{s) = kp^ \-kdS= . 

5 5 

The closed-loop characteristic polynomial is 

5{s, kp, ki, kd) = sD{s) + {ki + kds'^)N{s) + kpsN{s). 

Write 

D{s) = De{s^) + sDo{s^) 

N{s) = Ne{s^) + sNo{s^) 
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Deis^) = 85^ + 465^ + 17 

Do{s'^) = 5^ + 3252 + 46 

Ne{s^) = -4s2 + 2 

7Vo(s2) = 5^ + 1. 

Now 

7V*(5) = N{-s) = Neis'') - sNois^) 

= ( -452+ 2 ) -5 (52 + 1). 

Therefore, from (4^4) ^^ obtain 

6{s, kp, ku kd)N%s) = [s'^{-l2s^ - ISOs^ - 1835^ + 75) 

+(fc, + kds'')[-s^ + 145^ - 17s2 + 4)] 
4-5[(_58 _ 55^6 _ 246^4 _ 22^2 _̂ 34) 

+fcp(-5^ + 1 4 5 ^ - 1 7 5 2 + 4 ) ] 

so that 

S{juj, kp, ku kd)N*{juj) = [pi{uj) + (ki - kduj'^)p2{uj)] 

+Jk i ( ^ ) + M2(^) ] 

where 

pi(a;) = -12a;^ + 180u;^-183a;^-75a;2 

P2{uj) = uj^ + 14a;^ + 17a;2 + 4 

91 (cj) = -Lj^ + eScj*̂  - 246a;^ + 22a;^ + 34a; 

q2{io) = cj^ + 14a;^ + 17u;̂  + 4a;. 

Let us now fix kp at a value of 1. Then, 

q{uj,l) = <7i(a;) + 9 2 H 

= -a;^ + 66a;^ - 232a;^ + 39a;^ + 38a; . 

Thus the real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros of qf{uo,l) with odd mul
tiplicities are 

cjo = 0, a;i = 0.74230, U2 = 1.86590, a;3 = 7.89211. 
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Since n + m = 9 which is odd, and N*{s) has no jcj-axis roots, from 
Definition 4-1, the set A\ becomes 

- 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 0 } { 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , 0 } { 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , 0 } 

Al 

- 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , - 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , 0 } 
- 1 , 1 , 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
-1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,0} 

{ 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
{1, -1 ,1 ,1 ,0} 
{ 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 0 } 
{1 ,1 , -1 ,1 ,0} 
{1 ,1 ,1 , -1 ,0} 
{1,1,1,1,0}. 

Since 

and 

l{N{s)) - r{N{s)) = - 1 

(-l)'-isgn[g(<x),l)] = l, 

it follows using Definition 4-S that every string 

X^ {zo,ii,22,^3,^4} e Fi 

must satisfy 

Hence 

io - 2ii + 2i2 - 2̂ 3 + 24 = 7. 

F i * - { 1 , - 1 , 1, - 1 , 0 } . 

Thus it follows from Theorem 4-^ ihat the stabilizing {ki^kd) values corre
sponding to kp = 1 must satisfy the string of inequalities: 

{ Pi(^o) + {ki - kdLO^)p2{LOo) > 0 
Pi(^i) + {ki - kdUJi)p2{uJi) < 0 
Pi(^2) + (ki - kdUJ^)p2{oJ2) > 0 

[ Pii^s) + {ki - kdujl)p2{ujs) < 0 . 

Substituting for uo, ^1, uj2, and cus in the above expressions, we obtain 

ki>0 
ki - 0.55101A:̂  < 3.81670 
ki - 3.48158A;d > -12.19183 
ki - 62.28540fcd < 464.03862 . 

(4.7) 

The admissible set of values of {ki, kd) for which (4-7) holds can be solved 
by linear programming and is shown in Fig. ^ . i . 

Similarly, for kp fixed at 5, we have 

q{uj,d) = qi{uj) + bq2{uj) 

= -uj^ + 70a;^ - 176a;^ + 107u;̂  + 54u;. 
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FIGURE 4.1. The stabilizing set of {ki, kd) values when kp = 1 (Example 4.1). 

Then the real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros ofqf{uj,b) with odd mul
tiplicities are 

ujQ = 0, cJi = 8.21054. 

Since n + m = 9 which is odd, and N*{s) has no juj-axis roots, from 
Definition 4-1, the set A^ becomes 

, r {-1,-1,0} {1,1,0} \ 
^^ - \ {-1,1,0} {1,-1,0} / • 

Since 

and 

l{N{s))-r{N{s)) = -l 

(-l)^-isgn[9(oo,5)] = l, 

it follows using Definition i.S that every string X = {io,n,^2} ^ -̂ 5* rnust 
satisfy 

io - 2ii + i2 = 7. 

Hence 

SO that for kp = 5, there are no stabilizing values for ki and kd-
Using the root locus ideas of Section 3.3, the range of kp values over 

which the sweeping needs to be carried out was narrowed down to 

kp£ (-8.5,4.23337). 
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By sweeping over different kp values in this interval and following the pro
cedure illustrated above, we can generate the set of (kp^ki^kd) values for 
which 5{s,kp^ki^kd) is Hurwitz. This set is sketched in Fig. 4-^- ^ 

FIGURE 4.2. The stabilizing set of {kp,ki,kd) values (Example 4.1). 

Example 4.2 Consider now the following plant: 

N{s) = 5^ + 45^4-25 + 9 

D{s) = s^ + 45^ + 55^ + 85 + 16 . 

As in the previous example, we consider the problem of determining the sta
bilizing PID gains for this plant The closed-loop characteristic polynomial 
is 

5{s,kp,ki.kd) - 5D(5) + {ki + kdS^)N{s) + kpsN{s). 

The even-odd decompositions for the polynomials N{s) and D{s) are given 
by 

D{s) = De{s^) + sDo{s^) 

Ne{s^) + sNois^) N{s) 

where 

Ne{s^) --

No{s^) --
Deis"") --

Do{s^) = 

= 4s2 + 9 

= s^ + 2 

= s* + 5s'^ + 16 

= 4s^ + 8. 
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Now 

iV*(s) - N{-s) = Ne(s^)-sNois^) 

= (45^ + 9) -5 (5^ + 2). 

Therefore, from (4-4) ^^ obtain 

S{s,kp,kukd)N%s) = [s'^{-s^ + 9s^ + 42s'^+40)^{ki + kds'^) 

{-s^ + 12s^ + 685^ + 81)] + s[(13s^ + 935^ 

+144) + kp{-s^ + 125^ + 685^ + 81)] 

so that 

5{ju, kp, ku kd)N*{jiu) = [pi{uj) + {h - kduj'^)p2i(^)] 

+J[QI{^) + kpq2{u)] 

where 

pi (uj) = -u^ - 9uj^ + 420;"̂  - 40uj^ 

P2{ijo) - cj^ + 12u;̂  - 68a;^ + 81 

qi{uj) = 13a;̂  - 93a;^ + 144a; 

q2{u) = o;'̂  + 12a;̂  - 68a;^ + 81a;. 

Using the root locus ideas of Section 3.3, the range of kp values over which 
the sweeping needs to he carried out was narrowed down to 

kp e (-20.6272,-1.7778) U (-0.3311,6.1639). 

By sweeping over different kp values in these two intervals and using The
orem 4-1 repeatedly, we obtained two disconnected sets of {kp.ki^kd) values 
for which 5{s^ kp, ki, kd) is Hurwitz. These sets are sketched in Fig. 4-3- A 

4.3 PID Stabilization of Discrete-Time Plants 

In this section we present a procedure for determining the set of all PID 
gains that can stabilize a given discrete-time plant of arbitrary order. This 
procedure is based on the continuous-time results of the last section and 
the bilinear transformation. It is remarkable to note that the linear pro
gramming nature of the continuous-time solution can be preserved under 
the bilinear transformation with a suitable reparametrization. 

In the analysis of discrete-time systems, the problem of determining the 
Schur stability of a given polynomial can be converted to the problem 
of determining the Hurwitz stability of another polynomial using the so-
called bilinear transformation. Among the several bihnear transformations 
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FIGURE 4.3. The stabilizing set of {kp,ki,kd) values (Example 4.2). 

available in the literature, we concentrate on the bilinear transformation 
W defined as follows. Given any polynomial x{z) 

W{x{z)} = X ( ^ ) = y{w) 

where y{w) is a rational function of w. 
As the following lemma shows, the bilinear transformation W maps the 

roots of x{z) located inside (on or outside) the unit circle to the zeros 
of y{w) in C~ (on the imaginary axis or in C+). Additionally, a root of 
x{z) at .2: = 1 is mapped to a zero of y{w) at w = oo. Thus, the Schur 
stability of a polynomial x{z) is equivalent to the Hurwitz stability of y{w)^ 
provided the numerator and denominator of y{w) are of the same degree. 
Moreover, provided x{z) has no roots at z = 1, the root distribution of 
x{z) with respect to the unit circle is identical to the root distribution of 
the numerator of y{w) with respect to the imaginary axis. 

Consider a polynomial 6z{z) of degree n given by 

dz{z) =ao-\-aiz-\ f- an-iz'^~^ + anz'^ . 

Then, yV{5z{z)} is given by 

W{Sz{z)} = 
S{w) 

{w - 1)" 
(4.8) 

where 8(w) —ho^- h\W ^ f- hm-iiif^'^ + bmw'^ is a polynomial in w of 
degree m <n. 
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Lemma 4.2 Let rii, UQ, ni, he the numbers of roots of 5z{z) located inside, 
outside, and on the unit circle, respectively. Furthermore, let l{5), r{6), and 
i{6) denote the numbers of roots of 5{w) in C~, C'^, and on the imaginary 
axis, respectively. Then, we have 

1. n — m= the number of root of 5z{z) at z = 1. 

2. rii = 1{S), no = r{S). 

3. Uh = i{S) 4- (n — m). 

Proof. We start by rewriting the polynomial 6z{z) as follows: 

Sz{z) = kJliz - Zi) 
z = l 

where z ,̂ z = l , 2 , . . . , n are the roots of Sz{z). Clearly 

n 

m^ziz)} ^ kY[w{z - zi}. 
Let us now concentrate on the factor VV{z - Zi). First let us assume that 
Zi ^ 1. Then from the definition of W we have 

(i-^O(^-ft^) 
W — 1 

W — Wi 
= Ci -

w — 1 

where ĉ  = 1 — z ,̂ and Wi = f^ . If we assume Zi = Xi -\- jyt, then 

Wi 
Xi-l+ jVi 

( X , - 1 ) 2 + 2/2 • ' ( ^ . _ l ) 2 + y 2 -
(4.9) 

We now consider the following three cases: 
Case 1: Zi is inside the unit circle. Then, x^ + yl < 1, so that from (4.9) 
it follows that Re[i(;̂ ] < 0. 
Case 2: Zi is outside the unit circle. In this case xf + yf > 1, so that from 
(4.9) it follows that Re[wi] > 0. 
Case 3: Zi is located on the unit circle. In this case x | 4- 2/? = 1, so that 
from (4.9) it follows that Re[i(;̂ ] = 0 and Wi lies on the imaginary axis. 
We now consider the case Zi = 1 where direct computation yields 

mz-zi} = - ^ . 
w — 1 
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Thus, in this case the numerator oiyV{z- Zi} has degree one less than its 
denominator. The proof of the lemma is obtained by applying the above 
observations to each of the factors {z — Zi). • 

Lemma 4.2 can be used to study the closed-loop stability of a discrete-
time system. For example, let us consider the standard unity feedback 
configuration in Fig. 3.1 where now the system is of the discrete-time type: 

C.iz) 
B,{z) 

A.iz) • 

Then the characteristic equation of the closed-loop system is given by 

6,{z) = A,{z)D,{z) + B,{z)N,{z) . (4.10) 

Suppose that the polynomials Az{z), Bz{z), Dz{z), Nz{z) have degrees ric, 
rric^ n, m, respectively. Let us also assume that Gz{z) and Cz{z) are proper 
so that 

mc<nc , m <n . (4-11) 

Applying the bilinear transformation to Gz{z) and Cz{z), we obtain 

GM = W{G.( . )} = « 

B{w) 
C{w) = W{Cz{z)} 

A{w) 

where G{w) and C{w) represent the new plant and controller in the w 
domain. 

Similarly, applying the bilinear transformation to Sz{z) and taking into 
account (4.11), we have 

mSziz)} = W{A,{z)}W{D,{z)]^W{B,{z)}W{N,{z)} 

Ao{w) Do{w) Bo{w) Nojw) 

(u)-!)"<= ( w - l ) " («;- ! ) ' "= (u ; - ! )™ 

Aojw) • Do{w) 
~~ (w ~ l)n+"c 

Bo{w)iw - 1)"--'"° • No{w)iw - 1 )" -" ' 

[w - l )»+nc • K • ) 

The following relationships are easily verified: 

A{w) = Ao{w) 

B{w) = S o H ( w - 1)"'="'"° 

D{w) = Do{w) 

N{w) = No{w){w - ly-"" . (4.13) 
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Hence, the numerator of (4.12) can be expressed as 

5{w) = A{w)D{w) + B(w)N{w) . (4.14) 

This allows us to state the following result. 

Lemma 4.3 Suppose 5z{z) in (4-iO) has no roots at z = 1. Then the 
[Gz{z),Cz{z)] closed-loop system in the z domain is Schur stable if and 
only if the [G{w)^C{w)] closed-loop system in the w domain is Hurwitz 
stable. 

It is important to point out that in Lemma 4.3, it is assumed that Sz{z) 
has no roots at z = 1. Without this assumption, it is not possible to infer 
the Schur stability of dz{z) by simply ascertaining the Hurwitz stability of 
the polynomial 5{w) in (4.14). 

We will now make use of this lemma to characterize the set of stabilizing 
P, PI, and PID gains for a given discrete-time plant. Consider the discrete-
time P, PI, and PID controllers described by 

P: Cz{z)= kp, 

PL Cz{z)= k,-\-h-^=^^^^'''^'~''\ 
1 — z~^ z — 1 

PID: C,{z)= kp + ki —1-i- + fcrf ̂  ~ f ̂ "' V " ' 
1 — z~-^ 1 — z~^ 

_ {kp + ki-\- kd)z'^ - (fcp + 2kd)z + kg 

Also consider the tt;-domain counterparts obtained by substituting z — —^ 

P: 

PI: 

PID: 

Bjw) 
A{w) ~ 

A{w) ~ 

B(w) 
A(w) ~ 

rZp 

T' 
kiW + 2kp + ki 

2 ' 
kiW^ + 2{kp + ki)w + 2kp + fc^ + Akd 

2{w + l) 

According to (4.14), the corresponding w-domain closed-loop characteristic 
polynomials are 

P 

PI: 

PID 

5{w) = D{w) + kpN{w) , 

d{w) = 2D{w) + {kiW + 2kp + ki)N{w) , 

dim) = 2{w + l)D{w) + [kiw"^ + 2{kp + ki)w + 2kp 

+ki + 4kd]N{w) . 

In view of Lemma 4.3, it follows that as long as dz{z) has no roots at 
2: = 1, the Hurwitz stability of each of the above ty-domain polynomials 
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will guarantee the Schur stability of the corresponding closed-loop system. 
The case of b^ [z) having a root at 2; = 1 arises when a PI or a PID controller 
is being used and the plant has a zero at z = 1. However, in such cases, there 
is an unstable pole-zero cancellation, and so the discrete-time closed-loop 
system is anyway internally unstable, regardless of the controller parameter 
values. Thus these cases can be handled by concluding instabihty directly 
without having to go through any bilinear transformation. For all other 
cases, we proceed as follows to find the controller parameter values that 
make ^{w) Hurwitz stable. 

As in the previous section, we multiply (4.14) by the factor N[—w) to 
obtain 

8''{w) = N{-w)^{w) . 

If we now consider the even-odd decompositions 

N{w) = Ne{w'^)-{-wNo{w'^) 

D{w) = De{w'^)+wDo{w'^) 

we can obtain the following expressions for 5*{w): 

(1) For a P controller 

5*{w) = p{w'^,kp)-\-wq{w'^) 

= [kppi{w'^) H-P2(^^)] + wq{w'^) 

where 

P2{W^) = De{w^)Ne{w^)-W^Do{w^)No{w^) 

q{w^) = Do{w^)Ne{w^) - De{w^)No{w^) . 

(2) For a PI controller 

6*{w) = p{vP',kp,ki)+wq{uP,ki) 

= [kppiiw'^) -f- kiP2{w^) -\-p3{w'^)] + wlhqiiw'^) + q2{w^)] 

where 

pi{w^) = 2{N^{w^)-w^N^{w^)) 

qiiw^) = Nl{w^)-w^Nl{w^) 

q2{w^) = 2{Do{w^)Ne{w^) - De{w^)No{w^)) . 
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(3) For a PID controller 

= [kpPiiw'^) + kiP2{w'^) + kdPsiw^) +P4(w;^)] 

-\-w[kpqi{w'^) + kiq2{w^) + qsiw^)] 

where 

P2(^2) - (1 -f w''){N^{w^) - w^N^iw^)) 

p^{w^) = 4{N!{w^)-w^N^iw^)) 

-w'^No{w^)De{w'^) - w^No{w^)Do{w'^)) 

q2{w^) = 2[Nl(w^)-w^Nl{w^)) 

q^{w^) = 2{Ne{w^)De{w^) + Ne{w^)Do{w'') - No{w^)De{w'') 

Note that for a P controller, kp appears only in the even part of 6*{w) 
and so we can use the approach of Section 3.2 to obtain the set of all kp 
values that make 5{w) Hurwitz stable. Similarly, we note that for a PI 
controller, ki appears in both the even and odd parts of S*{w) whereas kp 
appears only in the even part. Thus all that we need to do is sweep over 
all real values of ki and find the stabilizing set of kp values at each stage 
following the procedure outlined in Section 3.3. 

In the case of the PID controller, the situation gets a little more involved 
since now two parameters {kp and ki) appear in both the even and odd parts 
of 6*{w). However, we can simplify this by noting that qiiw'^) = <3'2('̂ )̂-
Thus we can combine kp and ki together by using the substitution 

ki = ks-kp. (4.15) 

With this substitution, we have 

5"'{w) = p{w'^,kp,ks,kd) + wq{w'^,ks) 

= [kppiiw^) + ksMw^) + kdM^^) +P4(^^)] 
+w[ksqi{w^) + q-2{w^)] (4.16) 

where 

p^{w^) = {l + w^){N^{w^)-w^N^{w^)) 

p-^{w'') = 4{N^{w^)-w^N^{w^)) 
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kp 

Kii 

kd _ 
= 

" 1 0 0 ' 
- 1 0 1 
0 1 0 

Kp 

kd 
K>s 

n{w^) = 2{Neiw^)De{w^) + w''Ne{v?)Do{v?) - w^Noiw^)De{w^) 

qi{w^) = 2{Nl(w'^)-w'^Nl{'U?)) 

q^iw^) = 2{Ne{w^)De{w^) + Ne{w^)Do{w^) - Noiw^)D,{w^) 

-UPNO{W'^)DO{W^)) . 

Prom (4.16), it is clear that we can now proceed as in Section 4.2: fix kg and 
then use hnear programming to solve for the stabilizing values of kp and kd-
Once the stabilizing values of {kp, kd,kg) have been obtained, the stabilizing 
values of {kp, ki, kd) can be obtained using the following transformation: 

(4.17) 

Example 4.3 Consider a discrete-time plant given by the transfer function 

Gz{z) = ^ , where 

N,{z) = z + 1 
D^{z) = z'^ -O.Sz-\-0,l2. 

Our objective is to determine the set of discrete-time PID controllers that 
stabilize the plant Gz{z). Using the bilinear transformation, we obtain the 
w-domain plant G{w) = ^ S , where 

N{w) = 2w{w -1) 

D{w) = 0.32w'^ + 1.76^ + 1.92 . 

If we now combine the controller parameters kp and ki as in (4.15), the 
closed-loop characteristic polynomial is given by 

5*{w) = [kppi(w^) + ksMw^) + kdPsi^'^) +P4(^^)] 

-hw[ksqi{w^) ^ q2{w'^)] 

where 

qi{w^) ^ 8w^ - Sw'^ 
q^lw'^) == 1.28^^ + 23Mw'^ -f 7.68 

Aw^ pi{w^) = -4:w^ -\-Sw"^ -
P2{w'^) = Aw^ - 4w^ 
Psiw'^) = 16if;̂  - I6w'^ 
P4{w'^) = 9.6iy^ + 22Aw'^ . 

^5 in the continuous-time case, we can determine the range of ks values to 
be swept over by examining the odd part of S*{w). The range of kg values 
so determined is 

0<ks< 0.8808 
where kg = kp + ki. For each value in this range, we can determine the set 
of stabilizing values in the kp-kd space. Then, we can use the transforma
tion (4-17) to obtain the stabilizing values of {kp,ki,kd) for this problem. 
Figure 4-4 shows the resulting stabilizing region. A 
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FIGURE 4.4. The stabilizing set of {kp,ki,kd) values (Example 4.3). 

4.4 Notes and References 

The characterization of all stabilizing PID controllers for a given delay-free, 
linear-time invariant plant was developed by Ho, Datta, and Bhattacharyya 
[19]. For an extensive description of this characterization and its applica
tions to optimal and robust design of PID controllers, the reader is referred 
to [10]. The results in Section 4.3 on PID stabilization of discrete-time 
plants were developed by Xu, Datta, and Bhattacharyya [50]. A detailed 
treatment of the bilinear transformation can be found in [33]. 



Preliminary Results for Analyzing 
Systems with Time Delay 

In this chapter we present an important generalization of the Hermite-
Biehler Theorem due to Pontryagin for characteristic equations or systems 
that contain time-delay terms. Some other results for analyzing systems 
with time delay are also introduced and will be the basis for the work 
presented in the following chapters. Proofs of all results are omitted and 
the reader is referred to the extensive literature on the subject. 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter we have seen how the classical Hermite-Biehler 
Theorem can be generalized and used to solve the problem of finding the 
set of all the stabilizing PID controllers for a linear time-invariant system 
described by a rational transfer function. However, when the system under 
study involves time delays, the Hermite-Biehler Theorem for polynomials 
cannot be used. 

Linear time-invariant systems with delays give rise to characteristic func
tions known as quasi-polynomials. Pontryagin was one of the first researchers 
to study these quasi-polynomials. He derived necessary and sufficient con
ditions for the roots of a given quasi-polynomial to have negative real 
parts. Furthermore, he used such conditions to study the stability of certain 
classes of quasi-polynomials. These and some other preliminary results are 
described in this chapter and will be used throughout the book to study 
the stability of systems with time delays. Even though these results cannot 
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be used to easily check stability, they can form the basis of useful strategies 
for solving some fixed-order and fixed-structure stabilization problems for 
systems with time delays. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the concept of 
characteristic equations for delay systems. In Section 5.3 we discuss the lim
itations of using the Pade approximation to approximate a pure time delay 
by a rational transfer function. This is done mainly to motivate the need 
for working with quasi-polynomials while dealing with systems containing 
time delays. In Section 5.4 we present an extension of the Hermite-Biehler 
Theorem for quasi-polynomials due to Pontryagin along with some other 
useful results. Section 5.5 shows how to apply the previous results to the 
analysis of systems with time delay. Finally, Section 5.6 provides the reader 
with some alternative tools for studying the stability of quasi-polynomials. 

5.2 Characteristic Equations for Delay Systems 

Delays are present in a system when a signal or physical variable originating 
in one part of a system becomes available in another part after a lapse of 
time. For example, the change of flow rate in a pipeline becomes known 
downstream after a lapse of time determined by the length of the pipe 
and velocity of flow. Delays can also happen due to the time associated 
with the transmission of information to remote locations and in digital 
control systems due to the time involved in computing control signals from 
measured data. 

The block in Fig. 5.1 can represent time delay: 

u(t). Delay T , y(t) = u(t-T) 

FIGURE 5.1. Delay representation. 

In a dynamic feedback system where delay is present, the system equation 
may take the form 

y{t)+ay{t-T) = u{t). (5.1) 

The block diagram representation of (5.1) is depicted in Fig. 5.2. 
If there is a delay in the input, the system equation may take the form 

y{t)+ay{t)=u{t-T) (5.2) 

with the block diagram depicted in Fig. 5.3 or, if the delay is within the 
loop, 

y{t) = ~ay{t-T)^u{t-T) (5.3) 
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y(t) 
u(t) + -, y(>> Til 
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^ 

FIGURE 5.2. A feedback system with delay. 

u(t) 
Delay T 
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Integrator 
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FIGURE 5.3. Input delay. 

u(t) 
•rO Delay T 

y(t) 

Integrator 

<z> 
FIGURE 5.4. Delay within the loop. 

-yd) 

-y(t) 

with the block diagram depicted in Fig. 5.4. 
A higher-order sysem with multiple delays might be represented by the 

equation 

j / ( i ) + a i y ( t - T i ) + a o y ( ^ - T o ) = «(i) (5.4) 

with the corresponding block diagram depicted in Fig. 5.5. The system 
(5.4) can be represented in s ta te variable form by introducing 

y{t) = xi{t), y{t) = Mt) 

and writing 

±i ( i ) 

+ 

0 1 \ / x^it) \ , f O 0 
0 0 J \x2{t) J^\~ao 0 

0 0 \ f xi{t-Ti) 
0 -ai X2{t-Ti) + 

xi{t-To) 
X2{t-To) 

u{t) . (5.5) 
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FIGURE 5.5. Multiple delays. 

More generally, a linear time-invariant system with / distinct delays T i , . . . 
Ti may be represented in state-space form as 

x{t) = Aox{t) + Y^ Aix{t - Ti) + Bu{t) (5.6) 
2 = 1 

To discuss the stability of systems such as (5.1)—(5.6), it is usual to 
examine the solutions y{t) with u{t) = 0 and study the behavior of y{t) 
as t —> 00. For this purpose consider, for example, the system (5.4) with 
u{t) = 0, and let y{t) = ê * be a proposed solution of 

y{t) + aiy{t - Ti) + a^y(t - To) = 0 . (5.7) 

Then we have 
(s2 + aie-*^^s + aoe~*^°) sTo\ „st 

SO that s must satisfy 

s^ + aise-''^' + aoe"*^° = 0 . (5.8) 

Equation (5.8) is the characteristic equation of (5.4) or (5.7), and the loca
tion of its roots (or zeros) determine the stability of the system represented 
by (5.4). In particular, if any roots lie in the closed right half plane, the 
system is unstable as the solution grows without bound. 

The characteristic equation associated with (5.6) can be shown to be 

6{s) := det ISI-AQ-^ 

m 

-sTi 

LkS 

k=l 

where Lk, /;: = 1,2,.. . , m, are sums of the Ti and 

n - l 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 
i=0 
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n - l 

Pk{s) = J^{bk)is'. (5.11) 
z=0 

We note that in (5.9) there is no delay term associated with the highest-
order derivative. Such systems are referred to as retarded delay systems. 
When the highest-derivative term contains delays we may have an equation 
such as 

y{t - T2) + aiy{t - Ti) + aoy{t - To) - u{t) (5.12) 

with characteristic equation 

e--^2^2 _̂  ^^g-.T,^ ^ ^^^-sTo ^ 0 . (5.13) 

Such systems (with delays in the highest-derivative terms) are called neu
tral delay systems. In both retarded and neutral delay systems, stability is 
equivalent to the condition that all the roots of the characteristic equation 
lie in the open left half plane (LHP). 

There are important differences between the nature of the roots of char
acteristic equations for retarded and neutral delay systems. In a retarded 
system there can only be a finite number of right half plane (RHP) roots, 
a condition that does not hold for all neutral systems. The stability of 
retarded systems is equivalent to the absence of closed RHP roots. For 
neutral systems certain root chains can approach the imaginary axis from 
the LHP and thus destroy stability. This can be avoided by insisting that 
all roots lie strictly to the left of a Hue Re[s]= - a , for a > 0. The fact 
that retarded systems have a finite number of RHP roots means that one 
can count the number of roots crossing into the RHP through the stability 
boundary and keep track of the number of RHP roots as some parameters 
vary. This has significant implications for stability analysis. 

Finally, we mention that in equations such as (5.8), (5.9), or (5.13), 
the delays may be integer multiples of a common positive number r . In 
such cases, the delays are said to be commensurate and the characteristic 
equation takes the form 

S{s) = ao{s) + ai{s)e-^' + a2{s)e-^^' + •. • + ak{s)e-^^' 

where a^(5), i = 0,1,...,fc, are polynomials. Thus S{s) is a polynomial 
in the two variables s and v := e~^^. There are extensive results on such 
quasi-polynomials by Pontryagin and others, which will be used in this 
book. 

The reader is referred to the expert book by Gu, Kharitonov, and Chen 
[15] for a detailed and more complete discussion of stability issues in time-
delay systems. 

In the present book we will deal only with the case of a single delay in 
the feedback loop, representing delay in control action or delayed measure
ments. Even for this simple case, the stability problem from the synthesis 
point of view is complex and challenging, as we shall see. 
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5.3 Limitations of the Pade Approximation 

The Pade approximation is often used to approximate a pure time delay by 
a rational transfer function. A logical approach is to use this approximation 
for the stability analysis and design of controllers for time-delay systems; 
since this approximation reduces a time-delay system to one with a rational 
transfer function, for P, PI, and PID controllers, the results presented in 
Chapters 3 and 4 can be employed. 

In this section we show via examples that PI and PID controllers that 
stabilize a system obtained by such an approximation of the time delay may 
actually be destabilizing for the true system. This will constitute one of the 
motivations for developing a new theory for the study of PID controllers 
for time-delay systems. There is usually some qualitative agreement for 
small values of the time delay, but the behavior may be very different for 
large values of the time delay. Furthermore, these examples will also show 
that the qualitative behavior improves with increasing order of the Pade 
approximant, but at the expense of greater algebraic complexity. 

To show the limitations of the Pade approximation, we consider a sim
ple first-order model with time delay described by the following transfer 
function: 

G{s) = -J^e"^ . (5.14) 

Here k represents the steady-state gain, T is the time constant, and L is 
the time delay of the system. As in Section 3.2, we consider the feedback 
control system of Fig. 3.1 where the controller transfer function C{s) is 
chosen to be a PID, i.e., 

C(s) = A;̂  + ^ + /brfS = ^ i ± - ^ ^ ± ^ (5.15) 
s s 

and the plant G{s) being stabilized is described by (5.14). For a given 
delay-free plant of arbitrary order, the results in Section 4.2 allow us to 
characterize all stabilizing PID controllers. Clearly these results cannot be 
directly applied to the PID stabilization of the plant model (5.14) since it 
is not a rational transfer function. This difficulty can, however, be over
come by approximating the time-delay term by a properly chosen Pade 
approximation. The Pade approximation for the term e~^^ is given by 

where 

DrisL) 

».o *'<-• - k)'. 
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and r represents the order of the approximation. For example, the third-
order Pade approximation (r = 3) is given by 

NsjsL) _ -L^s^ -f UL'^s^ - 60Ls + 120 
DsisL)" L^s^-\-12L'^s'^-{-60Ls-^l20 ' 

Since this approximation is of finite order, the results of Section 4.2 can 
be used to characterize all stabilizing PID controllers for the resulting ra
tional transfer function model. Thus we are now in a position to compare 
the stabilizing sets of PID parameters obtained using (5.14) and its Pade 
approximants of different orders. This is carried out in the next two sub
sections. 

5.3.1 Using a First-Order Pade Approximation 

The first-order Pade approximation of the time-delay term is 

_^r ^2-Ls 
2-hLs' 

Using this approximation in (5.14), we obtain the following rational transfer 
function Gm{s): 

"'^^^~ (Ts+l) {Ls + 2) • 

With the PID controller given by (5.15), the closed-loop characteristic poly
nomial becomes 

S{s, kp, ki, kd) = s{Ts -f 1)(L5 -f 2) + {ki -h kpS + kdS^){k){-Ls + 2) 

which can be rewritten as 

5{s, kp, ki, kd) = {Ts'^ 4- s){Ls + 2) + {k'^s^ 4- k^){-Ls + 2) + k'pS{-Ls + 2) 

where k'^ = kkd, k[ = kki, k^ = kkp. 
Now by using the results of Section 4.2 we can obtain an analytical 

characterization of all stabilizing PID controllers for Gm{s)' The stabilizing 
{kp, ki, kd) values must satisfy the following inequalities: 

ki > 0 
J r 4(l+fcfcp) .J 2(l+fefcp)(2T+L-fcfcpL) . ^ ^ ^ x 
^^ \.L{4T^L~kkpL)\'^d ^ ^ kL{AT+L-kkpL) yo.LK}) 

and 

kd < ^ 

1 1 / 4 ^ 
-T. < kp < TAI + ~ ] . (5.17) k " ^ kV ' L 

Note that the set of inequahties (5.16) has a special structure. For a fixed 
kp, (5.16) becomes a set of Unear inequalities in terms of ki, kd and can 
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_(2n+kkp) T\ 

F, = lO 
2k 

FIGURE 5.6. The stabilizing set of {h, kd) values for a fixed kp, 

be solved by linear programming. It is easy to show that for a fixed kp 
satisfying (5.17), the admissible set of {h, kd) values for which (5.16) holds, 
is given by the triangle shown in Fig. 5.6. 

The coordinates of the vertices Pi , P2, and P3 of this triangular stabi
lizing region are 

(0,B (5.18) 
/2(l+fcfcp) T \ 
\ kL -> k) ' 

Now the question of interest is whether the first-order Fade approxi-
mant accurately captures the actual set of stabilizing FID parameters for 
the original time-delay system. As the following example illustrates, the 
set in Fig. 5.6 can contain controller parameter values that lead to an 
unstable closed-loop system. Thus the first-order Fade approximation can 
prove inadequate for determining the set of stabilizing FID parameters for 
a time-delay system. 

Example 5.1 Consider the plant 

1.6667 -̂0.2475g 

^^'^ = 1 + 2 .9036/ 

The first'order Pade approximation yields 

1.6667 (-0.12385 + 1) 
Gm{s) = 

(1 + 2.90365) (0.1238s+ 1) 
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Using (5.17) we obtained kp e (-0.6, 28.7555) as the necessary condition to 
be satisfied by any stabilizing kp value. We fixed kp at 8.4467, which is the 
value suggested by the Ziegler-Nichols step response method. Using (5.18) 
we obtained the set of{ki, k^) values that stabilize Gm{s) for this fixed value 
of kp. This set is sketched in Fig. 5.7. 

^ 0.5 

FIGURE 5.7. The set of stabiUzing (fc, kd) values for Example 5.1. 

We now set the PID controller parameters to kp = 8.4467, ki = 60, kd = 
1.5, denoted by * in Fig. 5.7. Notice that this point is contained inside the 
region depicted in Fig. 5.7. However, as Fig. 5.8 shows, this set of values 
leads to an unstable closed-loop system with the true delay. Here, the input 
r{t) to the system is a unit step applied att = b seconds, andy{t) represents 
the output of the system. It is clear from this that some stabilizing {ki, kd) 
values obtained on the basis of a Fade approximation can lead to a closed-
loop system that in reality is unstable. A 

5.3.2 Using Higher-Order Fade Approximations 

When higher-order Pade approximations are used, it is no longer possible to 
obtain analytical expressions for the stabilizing PID gain values. However, a 
computational characterization is still possible by making use of the results 
of Section 4.2. 

We now define as approximate stabilizing sets, the sets generated by 
approximating the time delay of the system with a Pade approximation 
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8 10 12 
Time (sec) 

FIGURE 5.8. Step response of the system in Example 5.1. 

and then using the results in Section 4.2. As the following examples show, 
using a second-order Pade approximation still fails to adequately capture 
the set of stabilizing PID gain values, i.e., it contains controller parameter 
values that lead to an unstable closed-loop system. However, as higher-
order Pade approximations are used, the situation seems to improve since 
the approximate sets tend to converge toward a set that appears to be the 
true stabilizing set. 

Example 5.2 Consider again the plant used in Example 5.1. We now ap
proximate the time-delay term using the second-, third-, and fifth-order 
Pade approximations. For each case we obtain the rational transfer func
tion approximation G\^{s), where i — 2,3,5; indicates the order of the 
approximation. For instance. 

Gl{s) 
-1.6667^^ + 80.80975^ - 1632.52^ 4-13192.1 

2.9036^4 + 141.78153 + 2892.5452 + 23961.75 + 7915.09 ' 

As in Example 5.1, the controller parameter kp is set to 8.4467. Applying 
the results of Section 4-2 to the transfer functions Gl^{s), we obtain the 
sets of all stabilizing {ki, kd) values for kp = 8.4467. The set corresponding 
to G^{s) is sketched in Fig. 5.9 with solid lines. The sets corresponding to 
G^(5) and G%^{s) are both sketched with dashed lines and are essentially 
overlapping with each other. 
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40 

FIGURE 5.9. The set of stabilizing (/cj, kd) values for Example 5.2. 

As in Example 5.1 we can take values inside the region corresponding to 
G^(5) hut outside G^{s) (such as the one denoted by *) and show that 
the corresponding closed-loop system is unstable. Thus we conclude that 
while the second-order Pade approximation fails to adequately capture the 
actual stabilizing set in the {ki.kd)-plane, the third- and fifth-order Pade 
approximations apparently do a better job. A 

We now consider a system with a larger time delay. 

Example 5.3 Consider the following first-order plant with deadtime: 

G{s) , - l O s 

1 + 5 

Let us approximate the time-delay term using the first-, second-, third-, 
fifth-, seventh-, and ninth-order Pade approximations. As in the previous 
example, we obtain the rational transfer function approximations Gl^{s), 
i = 1,2,3,5, 7,9. Next, we set the controller parameter kp to O.b and com
pute the set of stabilizing (ki,kd) values using the results in Section 4-2. 
Figure 5.10 shows the stabilizing controller sets C^, C^ obtained for Gl^{s) 
and G^{s) in solid and dashed lines, respectively. 

Figure 5.11 shows the stabilizing sets C^, C^ obtained for G^{s) and 
G^{s) in solid and dashed lines, respectively. The sets corresponding to 
Gj^{s) and G^{s) are similar and are represented with a dash-dotted line. 
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FIGURE 5.10. The set of stabilizing (ki^ kd) values for Example 5.3. 

0.25 

FIGURE 5.11. The set of stabilizing {ki, kd) values for Example 5.3. 
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For higher-order Fade approximations of the time delay, the set of {ki, 
kd) values seems to converge toward a possible true set. As in previous 
examples, we can show that for lower-order approximations we obtain sets 
that contain controller gain values that lead to an unstable behavior of the 
closed-loop system. A 

Prom the previous examples we can make the following observations: 

1. For small values of the time delay, the approximate sets easily con
verge to the possible true sets. However, the convergence becomes 
more difficult as the value of the time delay increases. 

2. The convergence of the approximate set to a possible true set im
proves with increased order of the Pade approximation. 

We conclude that the Pade approximation is far from being a satisfac
tory tool for ensuring the stability of the resulting control design. The main 
problem lies in the fact that it is not a priori clear as to what order of the 
approximation will yield a stabilizing set of controller parameters accu
rately approximating the true set. The previous examples also showed that 
by increasing the order of the approximation, the approximate set can be 
made to closely approach the possible true set but at the cost of a greater 
algebraic complexity. 

5.4 The Hermite-Biehler Theorem for 
Quasi-Polynomials 

The stabilization of delay-free systems is relatively easy to study because 
the number of roots of their characteristic equations is finite. However, 
when time delays are introduced, this ease of analysis disappears: the num
ber of roots is no longer finite, making the establishment of stability quite 
a difficult task. To complicate matters, it can be shown that the Hermite-
Biehler Theorem for Hurwitz polynomials presented in Chapter 2 does not 
carry over to arbitrary functions F{s) of the complex variable s. Counterex
amples can be found that show that the interlacing property introduced in 
Section 2.2 (see Fig. 2.2) is neither necessary nor sufficient to guarantee 
stabiUty [5]. 

We will now study functions of the form f{s, e*), where f{s, t) is a poly
nomial in two variables and is called a quasi-polynomial. Before presenting 
the results, we introduce some preliminary definitions. Let f{s, t) be a poly
nomial in two variables with real or complex coefficients defined as follows: 

M N 

EE /(«.*) = EE«'''̂ *''̂ ' 
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Definition 5.1 f{s^t) is said to have a principal term if there exists a 
nonzero coefficient ahk where both indices have maximal values. Without 
loss of generality, we will denote the principal term as auNS^t^. This 
means that for each other term ahkS^t^, for ahk 7̂  0; we have either M > h, 
N > k; or M = h, N > k; or M > h, N = k. 

For example, / ( s , t) ~ 3s -\-1'^ does not have a principal term but the 
polynomial f{s,t) = s^ -\-1 + 2sH does. We now state the first result of 
Pontryagin. 

Theorem 5.1 / / the polynomial f{s,t) does not have a principal term, 
then the function F{s) = f{s,e^) has an infinite number of zeros with 
arbitrarily large positive real parts. 

If f{s,t) does have a principal term, the main result of Pontryagin is 
to show that the Hermite-Biehler Theorem extends to the class of func
tions F{s) = / (5 , e^). Before presenting this generalization of the Hermite-
Biehler Theorem, we first need to study the zeros of functions of the form 
g{s,cos{s),sm{s)). 

Let g{s,u^v) be a polynomial with real coefficients in the variables 5, u^ 
and V, which we represent in the form 

M N 

5(s,w,i;) = ^ ^ s V f ^ ( n , ^ ) . (5.19) 
h=0 k=0 

Here (j))^ {u^v) is a polynomial of degree fc, homogeneous in u and v. We 

assume that 0)̂  ̂ (u, v) is not divisible by u'^ + v"^, i.e., 

<l>i'\l,±j)^0. (5.20) 

The principal term in the polynomial in (5.19) is the term s^(f)j^\u,v), 
for which h and k simultaneously attain maximum values, that is, for all h 
and k, we have either M > h, N > k] 01 M = h, N > k; 01 M > h, N = k. 
Furthermore, let (j)*^^\u,v) denote the coefficient of 5 ^ in (5.19), i.e., 

0*W(^,.;) = ^<^i^)(^,^). 
k=0 

We now consider the transcendental function 

G{s) = ^(5,cos(5),sin(5)) 

which assumes real values for real values of the argument. We will give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the function G{s) to have only real 
zeros in terms of its behavior in the real domain. To this end, let 

$*W(5):=^*W(cos(5),sin(5)) 

be a function that is clearly periodic with period 27r. 
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Theorem 5.2 Let g{s^u^v) be a polynomial with principal term given by 
s^(j))^\u,v). Ifrj is such that ^*^^\rj + ju) does not take the value zero 
for realu), then starting from some sufficiently large value of I, the function 
G{s) will have exactly 41 N-\-M zeros in the strip -2l7r-\-r] < Re[s] < 2/7r+r/. 
Thus for the function G{s) to have only real roots, it is necessary and 
sufficient that in the interval 

-2l7r -{-rj< Re[s] < 2/7r + ry , 

it have exactly AIN + M real roots starting with some sufficiently large I. 

Let us now return to the function F{s) = f{s,e^) in the presence of a 
principal term. Recall that the function f{s^t) was given by 

M N 

f{s.t) = Y^J2aHks''t' (5.21) 
h=0 k=0 

and the principal term was aMNS^t^. We rewrite this function as follows: 

M-l N 

f{s, t) = 5^x* w (0 + E E ^^^ '̂'̂ ' (̂ -22) 

where X<^\t) is the coefficient of s^. Hence X<^\t) is given by 

X<''\t) = Y,aMkt^. 
k=0 

We now introduce the following definition for interlacing. 

Definition 5.2 Let F{s) = f{s^e^), where f{s,t) is a polynomial with a 
principal term, and write 

F{JLo) = Fr{ou)+jFi{u;) 

where Fr{uj) and Fi{uj) represent, respectively, the real and imaginary parts 
of F{juj). Let a;^i,a;r2,^r3, • • •? denote the real roots of Fr{uj), and let 
(^iii<^i2i^i3^"', denote the real roots of Fi{u), both arranged in ascend
ing order of magnitude. Then we say that the roots of Fr{u) and Fi{uj) 
interlace if they satisfy the following property: 

UJrl < ^il < ^r2 < ^i2 < " -

In this definition we have 

Fr{(ju) = pr(<^,cos(u;),sin(u;)) , Fi{uj) = ^̂  (a;, cos (a;), sin (a;)) 

where Pr(^, u, v) and gi{u), u, v) are polynomials. 
After these preliminaries, we present the generalization of the Hermite-

Biehler Theorem to the quasi-polynomial F{s) = / (s ,e^). 
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Theorem 5.3 Let F{s) — f(s^e^), where f{s^t) is a polynomial with a 
principal term, and write 

where Fr{Lu) and Fi{Lu) represent, respectively, the real and imaginary parts 
ofF{j(jo). If all the roots of F{s) lie in the open LHP, then the roots ofFr{io) 
and Fi (a;) are real, simple, interlacing, and 

F'i{uj)Fr{u;) - Fi{io)FUu^) > 0 (5.23) 

for each u in (̂ —oo, ooj, where F^{uj) and F^ {u) denote the first derivative 
with respect to u of Fr{u;) and Fi{uj), respectively. 

Moreover, in order that all the roots of F{s) lie in the open LHP, it is 
sufficient that one of the following conditions be satisfied: 

1. All the roots of Fr{uj) and Fi{uj) are real, simple, and interlacing and 
the inequality (5.23) is satisfied for at least one value ofcu; 

2. All the roots of Fr{Lo) are real and for each root uo = uor, condition 
(5.23) is satisfied, i.e., Fi{u)r)F^{ur) < 0; 

3. All the roots of Fi{u) are real and for each root uj = Ui, condition 
(5.23) is satisfied, i.e., F^{uji)Fr{uJi) > 0. 

We need to point out here that condition (5.23) is analogous to the mono-
tonic phase increase property already introduced in Chapter 2. Moreover, 
we see that this property has to hold for each LJ in (—oo, oo). 

To conclude this section, we present the following theorem. It gives ad
ditional information concerning the existence of roots of the function F{s) 
in the open right half of the complex plane. 

Theorem 5.4 Let F{s) = f{s^e^), where f(s,t) is the polynomial defined 
in (5.22). If the function X^^^\e^) has roots in the open RHP, then the 
function F{s) has an unbounded set of zeros in the open RHP. If all the 
zeros of the function X*^^^(e*) lie in the open LHP, then the function F{s) 
can only have a bounded set of zeros in the open RHP. 

5.5 Applications to Control Theory 

Many problems in process control engineering involve time delays. As dis
cussed in Section 5.2, these time delays lead to dynamic models with char
acteristic equations of the form 

5{s) = d{s) + e-'^'ni{s) + e-'^'n2{s) + • • • + e-'^-^Umis) (5.24) 

where d{s)^ ni{s) for z = 1,2, ...,m, are polynomials with real coefficients, 
and 
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(Al) deg[(i(5)] = q and deg[n^(5)] < ^ for f = 1,2,..., m; 

(A2) 0 < Li < L2 < • • • < L ^ ; 

(A3) Li = a^I/i, i = 2, ...,m, and a^ are non-negative integers. 

Based on Pontryagin's results, a suitable extension of Theorem 5.3 can be 
developed to study the stability of this class of quasi-polynomials. Instead 
of (5.24) we can consider the quasi-polynomial 

+ ••• + nn^(5). (5.25) 

Notice that the new quasi-polynomial 5*{s) becomes of the form f{s,e^) 
since, in view of (A3), the system exhibits commensurate delays, i.e., delays 
that are related by integers. 

Since e^^^ does not have any finite zeros in the complex plane, the zeros 
of S{s) are identical to those of S*{s). Furthermore, in view of (Al) and 
(A2), the quasi-polynomial S*{s) has a principal term since the coefficient 
of the term containing the highest powers of s and e^ is nonzero. 

As mentioned before, the quasi-polynomial (J* (5) has an infinite number 
of roots. However, any bounded region of the complex plane contains only a 
finite number of its roots. Roots that are far from the origin can be assigned 
to a finite number of asymptotic chains. The geometry of these chains has 
been carefully studied in the past and they determine the following classes 
of quasi-polynomials: 

1. Retarded-type quasi-polynomials (or delay-type quasi-polynomials): 
this first class consists of quasi-polynomials whose asymptotic chains 
go deep into the open LHP. 

2. Neutral-type quasi-polynomials: this second class consists of quasi-
polynomials that along with delay-type chains contain at least one 
asymptotic chain of roots in a vertical strip of the complex plane. 

3. Forestall-type quasi-polynomials: this last class consists of quasi-
polynomials with at least one asymptotic chain that goes deep into 
the open RHP. 

It turns out that any quasi-polynomial of either delay or neutral type has 
the principal term, and vice versa: every quasi-polynomial with the prin
cipal term belongs to one of these two classes. It then follows that our 
quasi-polynomial 5* (5) in (5.25) is either of the delay or of the neutral 
type. 

Now for quasi-polynomials of either delay or neutral type, stability is 
defined as follows. 
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Definition 5.3 A delay-type quasi-polynomial is said to be stable if and 
only if all its roots have negative real parts. 

Definition 5.4 A neutral-type quasi-polynomial is said to be stable if there 
exists a positive number a such that the real parts of all its roots are less 
than ~a. 

The reason why we have a 5^ron^er condition for the stability of neutral type 
quasi-polynomials is that we need to exclude, for this case, the possibility 
of an asymptotic chain of roots converging to the imaginary axis. However, 
notice that we can always make a shift of the independent variable s —> 
5 = 5 H- cr, so that the negativity of the real parts of the roots of the quasi-
polynomial ^*(5) = ^*(5 — a) with respect to 5 would imply the stability 
of the original time-invariant system with delays. 

With these definitions of stability in hand, the stability of the system 
with characteristic equation (5.24) is equivalent to the condition that all 
the zeros of 6*{s) be in the open LHP. We will say equivalently that 6*{s) 
is Hurwitz or is stable. The following theorem, which is an immediate con
sequence of Theorem 5.3, gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
stability oi S*{s). 

Theorem 5.5 Let S*{s) be given by (5.25), and write 

S'^iju) = 5r{u;) + j5i{u;) , 

where Sr{uj) and 6i{u) represent, respectively, the real and imaginary parts 
ofS*{juj). Under conditions (Al) and (A2), 5*{s) is stable if and only if 

1. 5r{(jo) and Si{Lu) have only simple, real roots and these interlace. 

2. S^{tJo)^r{(^o) — Si(^o)S'r{<^o) > 0; for SOmC UQ in (^-00, 00^ 

where 5^{IJJ) and S^{ij) denote the first derivative with respect to UJ of Sri^o) 
and 5i{uj), respectively. 

In the rest of this book, we will make use of this theorem to provide solu
tions to the P, PI, and PID stabilization problems for systems with time 
delay. Notice that the second condition establishes that the phase increase 
property needs to be checked at a single real frequency UJQ, provided Con
dition 1 is true. 

Remark 5.1 In Theorem 5.5 above, the requirement in Condition 1 that 
5r{oo) and 5i{ijj) have only simple, real roots is not a superfluous one. This 
is borne out by the following example. 

Example 5.4 Consider a first-order system given by 

°(') = 27T1 
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and a PI controller arranged in the closed-loop configuration shown in 
Fig. 3.1. Recall that the PI controller has the following transfer function: 

C{s) = kp + \pc 

s s 
If the parameters of the PI controller are kp = l.S and ki = 0.2^ then the 
characteristic equation of the closed-loop system is 

(5(5) = 25^ + 2.85-f-0.2 

and it is stable. 
Let us now consider the same first-order model hut with a time delay of 

10 seconds, i.e, 

G{s) = -lOs 

25 + 1 ^ 
As in the delay-free case, we consider the same PI controller parameters: 
kp = 1.8 and ki = 0.2. With these values, the characteristic equation of the 
closed-loop system is given by 

S{s) = 25^ + 5 + (1.85 + 0.2)e-^^" . 

For analyzing the stability we consider 

6%s) = e^^'S{s) = (25^ + s)e^^' + 1.85 + 0.2 . 

Thus the real and imaginary parts of S*{juj) are given by 

6r{uj) = 0.2 - cj sin(10a;) - 2a;̂  cos(10a;) 

di{uj) = uj[1.8 + cos(10a;) - 2a;sin(10(x;)] . 

Using these expressions we can check if the quasi-polynomial 5* (s) satisfies 
the interlacing property. Figure 5.12 shows the plot of the real and imagi
nary parts ofS*{JLo). It is clear from this plot that the roots of the real and 
imaginary parts interlace for all u > 0. Notice that the interlacing condi
tion needs to be checked only up to a finite frequency. This follows from the 
fact that the phasor of ^"^^rir—l tends to zero as uo tends to +CXD. This 

ensures that the quasi-polynomial 5* (5) has the monotonic phase property 
for a sufficiently large u. Therefore, the interlacing condition needs to be 
verified only for a low frequency range. 

Since interlacing holds for all uj, we might be tempted to think that it is 
unnecessary to check if the roots of 5r{io) and Si{uj) are all real. 

Next we check the monotonic phase property atLOo = 0.At this frequency 
we have 6i{cUo) ~ 0. Thus, in Theorem 5.5 we have 

which indicates that the monotonic phase property holds. However, as Fig. 
5.13 shows, the system is unstable. In this figure, we have sketched the 
system response to a unit step input occurring att — 5 seconds. A 
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FIGURE 5.12. Plot of the real and imaginary parts of S*{s) for Example 5.4. 
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FIGURE 5.13. Time response of the closed-loop system for Example 5.4. 
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The previous example illustrates the case of a time-delay system that 
satisfies the interlacing and monotonic phase properties but fails to be 
stable. The reason for this behavior lies in the nature of the roots (zeros) 
of Sr{uj) and 5i{iu): they are not all real. Thus, a crucial step in applying 
Theorem 5.5 to check stability is to ensure that Sr{uj) and 5i{u) have only 
real roots. Such a property can be checked by using the following key result, 
also due to Pontryagin. 

Theorem 5.6 Let M and N denote the highest powers of s ande^, respec
tively, in S*{s). Let rj be an appropriate constant such that the coefficients 
of terms of highest degree in 5r{io) and 5i{cj) do not vanish at u = rj. Then 
for the equations Sr{ijo) = 0 or Si{u;) = 0 to have only real roots, it is 
necessary and sufficient that in each of the intervals 

-2/7r + ry < a; < 2/7r + r;, / = Ẑ , ô + 1, ̂ o + 2,... 

Sr{ijj) or Si{uj) have exactly AIN + M real roots for a sufficiently large lo-

We will now show how Theorem 5.6 can be used to determine the nature 
of the roots of 5r{u;) or ^^(a;) in Example 5.4. 

First let us make the following change of variables: s — 10s. Then the 
expression for S*{s) can be rewritten as 

5*{s) = (0.02^2 + 0.1s)e^ + O.I85 + 0.2 . 

We see that for the new quasi-polynomial in 5, M = 2 and N = 1. Also, 
the real and imaginary parts of 5* (ja>) are given by 

Sr{uj) = 0.2 - 0.1a;sin(c:;) - 0.02a;^ cos(cj) 

5i{u) = a;[0.18 + 0.1 cos(u;) - 0.02a)sin(a;)] . 

We now focus on the imaginary part of S*{JLb). Prom the previous expres
sions we can compute the roots of ^^(cj) = 0 , i.e., 

a>[0.18 + 0.1 cos(cj) - 0.02u; sin(a>)] = 0 . 

Then 

a) = 0 , or 

0.18 + 0.1 cos(cj) - 0.02c:; sin(a>) = 0 . (5.26) 

From this we see that one root of the imaginary part is a)© = 0. The positive 
real roots of (5.26) are 

cji = 8.0812 UJ2 = 8.8519 

0)3 = 13.5896 0)4 = 15.4332 

005 = 19.5618 UJ6 = 21.8025 
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Next we choose rj = j to satisfy the requirement imposed by Theorem 5.6 
that sin(ry) j^ 0. Figure 5.14 shows the root distribution of 5i{u) and will 
enable us to apply Theorem 5.6 to this example. 

/ = i 

27C-7C/4 

1 = 2 

^ 1 ^ 2 

* « 

4K-K/4 

2K+n/4 

(^3 (^4 

6K-K/4 

47C+7C/4 

&. &. 

6K+n/4 

0 5 10 15 20 25 

Frequency (rad/sec) 

FIGURE 5.14. Root distribution of ^^(a;). 

From this figure we see that 6i{cb) has only one real root in the interval 
[0,27r - | ] = [0, ^ ] : the root at the origin. Since 6i{u) is an odd function 
of LU, it follows that in the interval [—X' x l ' ^^i^) ^^^^ haive only one real 
root. Also observe from the same figure that Si{u) has no real roots in the 
interval [^^ x l* Thus Si{u) has only one real root in the interval 

_27r+-,27r+-J , 

which does not sum up to 4N -\- M = 6 ioi lo = l-
Let us now make IQ — 2 so now the requirement on the number of real 

roots is 8A^ + M = 10. From Fig. 5.14 we see that in the interval 

-47r4- T^^TT^- -
4 4J 

the function di{u)) has only five real roots. Following the same procedure 
for / = 3,4,..., we see that the number of real roots of 6i{Lu) in the interval 

TT _ , TT' 
-2 ;7r+- ,2 /7r - f -

4 4. 

is always less than 4lN-{-M = 4/ + 2. Hence, from Theorem 5.6 we conclude 
that the roots of 6i{Lu) are not all real. 
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5.6 Stability of Time-Delay Systems with a Single 
Delay 

In Section 5.4 we presented a general stability criterion for systems with 
time delay. This criterion gives necessary and sufficient conditions under 
which the roots of the characteristic equation of the closed-loop system have 
negative real parts. In this section, we consider an alternative analysis for 
the case of time-delay systems with a single delay, i.e., a system with the 
following characteristic equation: 

5{s) = d{s) + n{s)e"^ (5.27) 

where d{s) and n{s) are polynomials with real coefficients, deg[d(5)] = g, 
deg[n(5)] =p, q>p, and L > 0 is the time delay of the system. Moreover, 
we assume that any common factors of d{s) and n{s) have been removed. 

The condition for stability is that all the roots of the characteristic equa
tion (5.27) lie in the open left half of the complex s plane. Thus, in our case, 
the basic problem of stability is that of determining the range (or ranges) of 
values of L for which this occurs. One way to answer this stability question 
is to develop a systematic procedure to analyze the behavior of the roots 
of (5.27) as 1/ increases from 0 to oo. 

In this section, we will introduce one such procedure due to Walton and 
Marshall [49]. This procedure consists of three basic steps. The first step 
is to examine the stability of (5.27) for L = 0 and determine the number 
of roots, if any, of S{s) = 0 not lying in the open LHP. The second step 
considers the case of an infinitesimally small positive L. For this value there 
will be an infinite number of new roots and it is necessary to find out where 
in the complex plane these roots have arisen. The third and final step is to 
find positive values of L, if any, at which there are roots of 6{s) = 0 lying 
on the imaginary axis and then to determine whether these roots merely 
touch the axis or whether they cross from one half plane to the other with 
increasing L. Roots crossing from left to right are considered destabilizing 
and those crossing from right to left are considered stabilizing. 

We will now use this procedure to study the movement of the roots of 
6(s) = 0 with an increasing L > 0. In particular, we will determine for which 
values of L these roots do not all lie in the open LHP, i.e., the regions of 
instability. To explicitly show the dependence of the characteristic equation 
on the time delay L, we rewrite the characteristic equation as 

6{s, L) - d{s) + n{s)e-^' = 0 . (5.28) 

S tep 1. We start by examining the stability at L = 0, i.e., we have 

5{s,ff) = d{s)-^n{s) - 0 . 

This is a delay-free problem to which any of the classical methods may be 
applied. If the system is found to be unstable it will then be necessary to 
determine how many zeros lie in the open RHP or on the imaginary axis. 
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Step 2. In this step we increment L from 0 to an infinitesimally small 
and positive number. In this situation the number of roots changes from 
being finite to infinite and we need to determine where in the complex 
plane these new roots arise. Notice that for an infinitesimally small L, the 
new roots must come in at infinity] otherwise, the expression e~^^ would 
be approximately equal to unity and there would not be any new roots. 
Consequently, Up < q, (5.28) can be satisfied for large s if and only if e~^^ 
is large, i.e., Re{s) < 0. Thus in this case the new roots all lie in the open 
LHP. The case where p = q involves more details and will be presented 
later in this section. 
Step 3. In this step we have to consider potential crossing points on the 
imaginary axis. By taking complex conjugates of the quantities involved in 
the definition of S{s, L), it follows that if S{s^ L) = 0 has a root at 5 = juj, 
then it also has a root at 5 = —juj. This implies that the roots cross or touch 
the imaginary axis in conjugate pairs and therefore it suffices to consider 
positive values of a;. A special case is 5 = 0 and this will be analyzed later 
in this section. Substituting s — ztjo; in (5.28) we obtain 

d{ju)^n{juj)e-^^'^ = 0 

d{-juj)-{-n{-juj)e^^'' = 0 . (5.29) 

Elimination of the exponential terms yields 

d{JLo)d{-ju) - n{juj)n{-ju) = 0 . (5.30) 

The expression on the left-hand side of this equation is a polynomial in a;̂  
and, for convenience, we denote it by 

W{uj^) = d{ju;)d{-juj) - n{ju;)n{-ju) . (5.31) 

It should be clear that only the real, non-negative zeros of W{(JO'^) are of 
interest since only these can lead to potential crossing points s — itjuo. As a 
consequence of this if there are no positive roots of W{UJ'^) = 0 (notice that 
this is a function of a;^) then there are no values of L for which 5(ja;, L) = 0. 
This leads us to the following important remark. 

Remark 5.2 If p < q and W{uj'^) has no positive real roots, then there is 
no change in stability, i.e., if the system is stable at L = 0, then it will 
be stable for all L > 0, whereas if it is unstable for L = 0, then it will be 
unstable for all L >0. 

If there is a real value of oj such that 

dijuj) + n{ju)e-^^'' = 0 

then 
, - , L . ^ _ ^ (5.32) 

n(ju>) 
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Notice that n{juj) ^ 0, otherwise, from (5.30), d{juj) would also be zero, 
which is not possible since we assumed that any common factors of d{s) 
and n{s) had been removed. 

Equation (5.32) will yield real positive values of L if and only if 

d{juj) 

n{juj) 
= 1 

which is indeed true from (5.30). Thus for any real u ^ 0 satisfying 
W{uj'^) = 0, there exist real positive L such that S{ju,L) = 0 and these 
are given by 

cos(Lcc;) = Re 
d{juj) 

n{ju)\ 
, sin{Luj) = Im 

d{juj) 

n(ju) 
(5.33) 

Prom these expressions it follows that if LQ denotes the smallest value of L 
(for a particular value of LJ) satisfying this, then 

27rk 
0,1 ,2 , . . . 

are also solutions. Hence, for each uj satisfying W{u'^) = 0, there is an 
infinite number of values of L at which the roots cross the imaginary axis. 

We now consider the special case 5 = 0. In this case, instead of (5.29) 
and (5.30) we have only one equation 

d{0) + n(0) = 

d(0) + e-^-VO) = 

(5.34) 

for all finite L. Thus the system is unstable for all values of L and for our 
analysis this solution can be ignored if (5.34) is satisfied. 

Once we have found a value of L at which there is a root of the char
acteristic equation (5.28) on the imaginary axis, we need to determine its 
behavior for slightly smaller and slightly larger values of L. This means 
that we need to find out if the root crosses the imaginary axis and in which 
direction or if it merely touches the imaginary axis. We can achieve this 
by considering the root s of the characteristic equation 5{s,L) = 0 as an 
expUcit function of I/, i.e., s = f{L)^ and analyzing the expression Re( | | ; ) 
evaluated at the root s = juj. Then, we have 

• If R e ( ^ ) > 0, then the root crosses the imaginary axis from left to 
right, i.e., it is destabilizing. 

• If Re( |^) < 0, then the root crosses the imaginary axis from right to 
left, i.e., it is stabilizing. 

• If Re(~-) = 0, then it is necessary to consider higher-order deriva

tives. 
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If we differentiate equation (5.28) with respect to L we obtain 

ds sn{s)e' -Ls 

dL d'{s) + n{s)e-^r~n{s)Le-^^ 

where n (s) and d (s) denote the first derivative with respect to s of n{s) 
and d{s)^ respectively. Prom (5.28) we can rewrite this expression as 

ds 

dL —s 
d (s) n (s) 
d{s) n{s) 

+ L 

We now evaluate this expression at 5 = juj and find the sign of the real 
part: 

b = sgn Re 
ds 
dL = - sgn 

-sgn 

Re juj lUJ I — r- — : r* 

-1> 

V d{juj) n{juj) 
+ L 

\juj\ d{juj) n{juj) J 

since sgn [Re (a -f j 6)] = s g n [ R e ( ^ ) ] . Then, 

S = sgn Re 
1 (n{JLj) d'ijuj) 

If we consider 

JLJ yn{juj) d{juj) 

n{JLo) d{JLj) 

then 

R e ( ^ ( a H + j 6 ( a ; ) ) ) = 

a{uj)+jbiu)) 

biu) 

(J 

= lm(-{a{u;)^jb{uj)) 
(jj 

Thus, 

5 = sgn 

which is independent of L. This implies that even though there is an infinite 
number of values of L associated with each value of a; that make S{juj, L) = 
0, the behavior of the roots at these points will always be the same. Hence, 
we may classify solutions of W{uj'^) as 

• stabilizing if 5 = — 1 or 
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• destabilizing if 5 = -hi. 

Since at 5 = jco we have W{UJ'^) 

= n{ju)n{-juo). Thus, 
= 0 then from (5.31) we have d{juj)d{—juj) 

S = sgn 

= sgn 

sgn 

n{j(j)n{~ju) d {ju) \ 

uj \ d{juj)d{-juj) d{juj) J 

n{JLo)n{-ju) - d'{ju)d{-ju) \ 
d{juj)d{-juj) J 

Im f - {n{juj)n{-juj) - d {juj)d{-juj)j j 

since d{juj)d{-ju;) = \d{ju)\'^ > 0. Now, using the property Ini(2:) = ^ 
for any complex number z, we have 

sgn T- [n {juj)n{-j(jo) - n{ju))n {-juj)-
2jcv 

d {juj)d{-juj) + d{juj)d {-juYj 

which finally leads us to 

S = sgii[W (a;2)] (5.35) 

in which the prime denotes differentiation with respect to o;^. Hence, we 
can use (5.35) to determine whether a root is destabilizing or stabilizing. 

Step 2: Special Case. We mentioned earlier that the case ^ = p in 
Step 2 involved more details. In this case it is possible for all the roots of 
the characteristic equation to lie in the open LHP but for the system to be 
unstable. For example, consider the following system: 

5 + 1 + se-^' = 0 . 

Detailed calculations show that the new roots for infinitesimally small L > 
0 are just in the LHP but the system is not stable in the sense of Definition 
5.4. Therefore, we will need to further analyze the case where q = P-

Toward this end, suppose that s — a -\- juj is a new root of 5(s, L) = 0 
for infinitesimally small L. As mentioned earlier, since L is infinitesimally 
small, the new root must come in at infinity. Since q = p, (5.28) can be 
satisfied for large s = a + ju if and only if e~^^'^^^^^ is a real number. 
This happens if e~^^^ equates to unity, or COS{UJL) - jsin(a;L) = 1. This 
implies that uL = 2/7r, / = 0,1, . . . , and since L is infinitesimally small, we 
thus conclude that |a;| > > \a\. Hence, we now have 

^-La 
n{s) n(ju;) 

(5.36) 
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Prom this expression we conclude that cr > 0 if and only if \d{ju)\ < \n{ju)\ 

or 
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equivalently, W{uj^) < 0 for large LJ. Thus we conclude that the system 
is linstable ior q = p if W{u'^) < 0 for large u. 

For the case of stability in the sense of Definition 5.4 we require that the 
new roots lie to the left of the line Re(5) = a for some a < 0. Prom (5.36), 
thii5̂  occurs if 

d{juj) \ 
hm 

a;—* CO 
> 1 

I ^ ( J ^ ) I 
wh^re aq and Cp denote the coefficient of the highest powers in 5 of poly
nomials d{s) and n{s), respectively. Moreover, the new roots will lie in the 
LHP if W{uj'^) > 0 for large ou. Thus, we conclude that the system is stable 
in the sense of Definition 5.4 ioi q = p if W{UJ^) > 0 for large uj and this 
occurs if and only if |ag| > \cp\. 

We can now summarize the previous discussion as follows. 

• Step 1. Examine the stability at L = 0. 

• Step 2. Consider an infinitesimally small positive L. If ^ > p, all 
the new roots will lie in the open LHP and this step can be omitted. 
If ^ = p, the location of the new roots is determined by the sign of 
W{u;'^) for large u. 

• Step 3. Determine the positive roots of W{UJ'^) = 0, the correspond
ing positive values of L, and the nature of these roots. If there are no 
repeated roots, then the stabilizing and destabilizing roots alternate. 
For example, if the largest root is destabilizing, we can then label 
the roots in descending order as destabilizing, stabilizing, and so on. 
The same procedure can be used for the corresponding values of L in 
order to determine for what values of L all the roots of 5(s, L) = 0 
lie in the open LHP. 

Next we present several examples that will clarify the concepts intro
duced in this section. 

Example 5.5 Let S{s, L) = s-{- 2e~^\ Then, 
(1) 5{s, 0) = s -\-2, so the system is stable for L = 0. 
(2) Since ^ = 1 > p = 0, we skip this step. 
(3) d{s) = s and n{s) = 2, so W{UJ'^) = U'^ - 4. Thus, W\LU^) = 1 which 
is positive. We conclude that there is only one positive root ofW{u'^) at 4-
Since S = sgnfVT (a;^)] = 1, then this root is destabilizing. The correspond
ing values of L are given by (5.33): 

cos{L(jj) = Re 

Solving for L we obtain 

3^ 
" 2 

= 0 , sin(La;) = Im 
2 

= 1 . 

L = (4fc + 1 ) ^ , fc = 0 , l , 2 , . . . . 
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This means that at L = j , two roots of 6{s, L) = 0 cross from left to right 
of the imaginary axis. Then, at L = ^ , two more cross from left to right of 
the imaginary axis and so on. We conclude that the only region of stability 
isO<L<^. A 

Example 5.6 Consider S{s, L) = {s-\-1) + {s-\- 3)e•"^^ Then, 
(1) 5{s^ 0) = 25 + 4, so the system is stable for L = 0. 
(2) Since q = p = 1, we need to consider the behavior of W{LO'^) for large 
up". We have 

WiJ") = (JO; + l)(-ja; + 1) - (ja; + 3)(-ja; + 3) = - 8 . 

Thus, since W{UJ'^) < 0 for large LP', an infinite number of new roots occur 
in the RHP and the system is unstable for all L > 0. Notice however that 
the system is stable for L = 0. A 

Example 5.7 Let S{s, L) = 5^ + 5 + 4 + 2e~^^ Then, 
(1) 6{s, 0) — s'^ -\~ s + 6, so the system is stable for L = 0. 
(2) Since q = 2 > p = 0, we skip this step. 
(3) d{s) = 5 ^ + 5 + 4 and n{s) = 2, so W{IJO'^) is given by 

W{u)'^) - Lo^-lu)^ ^12 

^W\u'^) - 2a ;2-7 . 

The positive roots of W{IJJ'^) are cĵ  = 4 and u)2 = 3. The corresponding 
values of L satisfy (5.33), i.e., 

COS{LLU) = 0.5uj^ — 2 , sin(La;) = 0.5a; . 

uf = 4 is the larger of the two roots and S == sgn[W (4)] = 1, so this root 
is destabilizing. The corresponding values of L are given by 

cos{LuJi) = 0 , sin(Lct;i) == 1 

and hence Li = [k + l/4)7r, fc = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . . 
On the other hand, cj^ = 3 z5 the smallest of the two roots ofW{uj'^) and 

S = sgn[W (3)] = —1, so this root is stabilizing. The corresponding values 
of L are given by 

\/3L = — + 2fc7r ^ L2 = ——j^ . 
3 v 3 

Thus at L\ — 0.257r, 1.257r, 2.257r,..., a pair of roots crosses from the LHP 
into the RHP, whereas at L = 0.38497r, 1.53967r, 2.69437r,..., a pair of 
roots crosses from the RHP into the LHP. We can summarize these root 
crossings as follows: 

1. At L = 0.257r; two roots move from the LHP to the RHP and then 
back to the LHP at L = 0.38497r. 
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At L = 1.257r̂  a second pair of roots crosses into the RHP and then 
crosses back at L = 1.53967r. 

8. At L = 2.257r; a third pair crosses into the right and then crosses 
back atL = 2.69437r. 

This succession of stable and unstable regions must eventually cease since 
27r the interval between successive stabilizing values, is greater than ^ , 
tha\t of destabilizing values. When it does, permanent instability will occur. 
Th 
but 

Is occurs at L — 6.257r where a pair of roots crosses from left to right, 
then at L = 7.257r another pair follows the same pattern. Thus the roots 

hai]e come to accumulate in the RHP. Moreover, since there can never be 
two consecutive stabilizing crossings (since ~- < ^), no more stability 
intervals are possible for L > 6.257r and instability occurs. We conclude 
thaf there is stability for 

= (0,0.257r) I J (0.38497r, 1.257r) | J (1.53967r,2.257r) ( J 

(2.69437r, 3.257r) | J (3.84907r,4.257r) | J (5.00377r, 5.257r) | J 

(6.15847r,6.257r). 

Th^se are the so-called stability windows of the time-delay system. A 

This example shows that even low-order systems with time delay can 
exhibit a complicated behavior. As we can see, the addition of delay to 
a system may produce a stabilizing effect which may contradict intuition. 
Moreover, the presence of these stability windows constitutes another reason 
why a Pade approximation of the time delay may not be adequate for 
analyzing the stability of time-delay systems. 

5.i Notes and References 

Th^ results presented in Section 5.3 are taken from [40]. The use of the 
Pane approximation and its effect on stability and cost functional evalu
ation of time-delay systems is treated in detail in the book by Marshall, 
Gorecki, Korytowski, and Walton [29]. Early discussions on the pitfalls of 
replacing the exponential term by a rational transfer function can be found 
in the work of Choksy [8] and Marshall [30]. For a complete description of 
Pontryagin's results, the reader is referred to his original paper [37]. Exten
sions of these results for a certain class of quasi-polynomials can be found 
in the book by Bellman and Cooke [4] and in the book by Bhattacharyya, 
Chapellat, and Keel [5] and the references therein. A more detailed treat
ment of the geometry of the chains introduced in Section 5.4 can be found 
in [4]. Applications of the Pontryagin's results introduced in this chapter 
can be found in [16, 25, 30, 46]. The procedure presented in Section 5.6 for 
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a single delay was developed by Walton and Marshall in 1987 and for more 
details the reader is referred to [29] and [49]. 

An important and complete account of recent advances in the study of 
time-delay systems can be found in the book by Gu, Kharitonov, and Chen 
[15]. This work presents in detail important methods and tools developed 
for the study of time-delay systems. The methods are organized into three 
categories: (a) frequency domain tools, (b) time domain methods, and (c) 
input-output stability formulation. In all cases, the robust stability of linear 
time-invariant delay systems is also discussed in a coherent and systematic 
manner. 



6 
Stabilization of Time-Delay Systems 
using a Constant Gain Feedback 
Controller 

In this chapter we present a solution to the problem of stabilizing a first-
or second-order plant with time delay using a proportional (P) controller. 
This solution is built upon the results presented in Chapter 5 for quasi-
polynomials and computes the complete set of stabilizing gains. Examples 
are included to illustrate the application of these results. 

6.1 Introduction 

In industrial control applications the plant is often modeled as a first- or 
second-order system with time delay and the controller is either of the P, PI, 
or PID type. The solution presented here makes use of the results presented 
in Chapter 5. The solution to the proportional control case is developed 
first because it serves as a stepping stone for tackling the more comphcated 
cases of stabilization using a PI or a PID controller. These cases will be 
analyzed in later chapters. The proportional control stabilization problem 
for first-order systems with time delay can be solved using other techniques 
such as the Nyquist criterion and its variations. The approach presented 
here, however, allows a clear understanding of the relationship between the 
time delay exhibited by a system and its stabilization using a constant gain 
controller. 

In Section 6.2 we present and solve the stabilization problem of a first-
order system with time delay using a constant gain controller. In Section 
6.3 we present and solve the stabilization problem of a second-order system 
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with time delay using a constant gain controller. The cases of an open-loop 
stable and an open-loop unstable plant are both considered. 

6.2 First-Order Systems with Time Delay 

Systems with step responses like the one shown in Fig. 6.1 are commonly 
mqdeled as first-order processes with a time delay which can be mathemat-

ly described by the transfer function ica 

Here k represents the steady-state gain of the plant, L the time delay, and 
T t)he time constant. 

k h 

the 
plant 

G{s) 
k -Ls 

1 + Ts 
(6.1) 

0.63A: L-

L • T '. 

FIGURE 6.1. Open-loop step response. 

(fonsider now the feedback control system shown in Fig. 6.2 where r is 
command signal, y is the output of the plant, G{s) given by (6.1) is the 

to be controlled, and C{s) is the controller. In this section we will 
coi^sider the case of a constant gain controller 

C{s) = kc . 

Our objective is to determine the values of the parameter kc for which the 
closed-loop system is stable. 

When the time delay of the plant model is zero, that is, L = 0, the 
cloged-loop characteristic equation of the system is given by 

6{s) = kkc-\-l + Ts . 

This polynomial has a single root at 5 = — ^+^'^^. Thus, for instance, if we 
assume that the steady-state gain k is positive and T > 0 so that the plant 
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r "tc 
v 
^ > 
^ 

C(s) 

CONTROLLER 

u 
G(s) 

PLANT 

y 

FIGURE 6.2. Feedback control system. 

is open-loop stable, then to ensure the stability of the closed-loop system 
with L = 0, we must have 

k 
If, on the other hand, the plant is open-loop unstable, i.e., T < 0, then to 
ensure the stability of the closed-loop system with L = 0, we must have 

kc<-
1 (6.2) 

Now let us consider the case where the time delay of the model is different 
from zero and try to determine the set of all stabilizing gains. The closed-
loop characteristic equation of the system is given by 

5{s) = kkcB-^' -f 1 -f T5 . 

In order to study the stability of the closed-loop system, we need to deter
mine if all the roots of the above expression lie in the open LHP. Due to the 
presence of the exponential term e~^*, the number of roots of the expres
sion 5{s) is infinite, which makes such a stability check extremely difficult. 
Instead, we can invoke Theorem 5.5 to determine the set of stabilizing gains 
kc as follows. 

First we consider the quasi-polynomial J* (5) defined by 

5\s) = e^'5{s) = kkc + (1 + Ts)e Ls 

Substituting s = ju), we have 

S''{ju) = 5r{uj)+jSi{u;) 

where 

Sr{uj) = cos{Lu;) ~ Tcj sin{Luj)-{-kkc 

5i{uj) = sm{Lu) + Tucos{Lu) . 

We now consider two different cases. 
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6.2.1 Open-Loop Stable Plant 

In this subsection we give a closed-form solution to the constant gain sta
bilization problem for the case of an open-loop stable plant. This means 
thclt the time constant T of the plant satisfies T > 0. Moreover, we assume 
thJ,t fc > 0 and L > 0. 

Theorem 6.1 Under the above assumptions on k and L, the set of all 
stabilizing gains kc for a given open-loop stable plant with transfer function 
G(«p) as in (6.1) is given by 

where zi is the solution of the equation 

in 

By 
the 

i<* '< iV^?+^ (M 

T 
tan(2:) = —Y^ 

he interval ( | ,7r). 

Proof. With the change of variables z = Luo the real and imaginary parts 
of <)*(jcj) can be rewritten as 

T 
5r{z) = cos{z) - —zsin{z) -\- kkc (6.4) 

T 
Si{z) == sin(z) + —zcos{z) . (6.5) 

Ju 

Theorem 5.5, we need to check two conditions to ensure the stability of 
quasi-polynomial S* (s). 

St^p 1. We first check condition 2 of Theorem 5.5: 

E{Uo) = 5i{uJo)Sr{uJo) - Si{uJo)Sr{uJo) > 0 

for some Uo in (—00, 00). Let us take Uo = 0, so Zo = 0. Thus 6i{zo) = 0 
anq Sr{zo) = 14- kkc. We also have 

1 + y 1 cos(2 )̂ — Yzsin{z) 

E{zo) = (l + j){l + kkc). 

By l)ur initial assumption T > 0 and L > 0. Thus, for kc > —^ we have 
E{i) > 0. 
Steb 2. We now check condition 1 of Theorem 5.5: the interlacing of the 
roois of Sr{z) and 6i{z). Prom (6.5) we can compute the roots of the imag-
inai|y part, i.e., 6i{z) = 0. This gives us the following equation: 

T 
sin(2:) + —2;cos(2;) = 0 

1J 
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•^ ta,n{z) 
T 

(6.6) 

An analytical solution of (6.6) is difficult to find. However, we can plot 
the two terms involved in this equation, i.e., tan(z) and —j;Z, to study 
the behavior of the roots of 6i{z). Figure 6.3 shows this plot. Clearly the 
non-negative real roots of the imaginary part are 

0' ^1^1 ^'TT Z2e 
37r ^ 

Y''" zs^ 
STT 

, STT 

and so on, where the roots ^i, for z = 1,2,3,... satisfy (6.6). 

10 

8 

6 

4h 

2 

0 

-2 

-4 

-6 

-8 

-10. 

1 ' I 

r ^ : JL 

[ i----

1 1 1 1 r 

Zl ^ ^ 
\ > ^ : 371 

J—1 1— _... _l . 1 

-T ! \ r 

tan{z) J 

Z2 \ ^ 
\ yy^% • 57C 

i . i 1 

p -I 1 '" 1 

y- '• \ [ \ 

; /] 
^ 3 •• ^ ^ 
x.^ ;. .^^.: J •• > - ^ 3 7 C • 

' / : J 
\. 1 
' / 
•7 1 
i:| : : 

[ ] 
l l L _ 1 ^ ' ^ ^ 1 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Z 

FIGURE 6.3. Plot of the terms involved in (6.6). 

Let us now use Theorem 5.6 to check if 5i{z) has only real roots. Substi
tuting 5i = Ls in the expression for 5* (5), we see that for the new quasi-
polynomial in 5i, M = 1 and N = 1. Next we choose rj ==^ j to satisfy the 
requirement that cos(77) ^^ 0. From Fig. 6.3 it can be shown that in the 
interval [0,27r - | ] = [0, ^ ] , 5i{z) = 0 has three real roots including a root 
at the origin. Since Si{z) is an odd function it follows that in the interval 
[—•T' T"]' ^^('̂ ) ^^^' ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ roots. Also observe that Si{z) does not 
have any real roots in ( ^ , ^ ] . Thus Si{z) has 4N -f- M = 5 real roots in 
the interval [-27r + |,27r -f | ] . Moreover, 6i{z) has two real roots in each 
of the intervals [2Z7r -h f, 2(/ + l)7r + f ] and [-2(/ -h l)7r + f, -2/7r + f ] for 
/ = 1,2,... . Hence it follows that Si{z) has exactly 41N -f M real roots in 
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-2/7r+ f, 2/7r+ f ] for / - 1,2,..., which by Theorem 5.6 implies that 6i{z) 
has only real roots. 

We now evaluate 6r{z) at the roots of the imaginary part 5i{z). For 
0, using (6.4) we obtain 

T 
Sr{zo) = cos(O) - —0 • sin(O) + kkc 

ij 

^5r{Zo) = l + fcfcc. (6.7) 

Fo^ zi, using (6.4) we obtain 

T 
5r{zi) = cos(zi) — yZi sin(;^i) + kkc 

= cos(zi) + tan(zi) sin(2:i) + kkc [using {^.^)] 

cos(zi) 

Fr^m Fig. 6.3, since zie{^,7r) we obtain 

L 
cos(2;i) 

y/f^zfhL^ 

SriZl) = -j\jzl+^+kkc. {^.S) 

r37r o ^ ^ ^^ZT/^STT similar analysis for Z2e{^,2TT)^ Z3e(^,37r), and so on, gives us 

T / . L2 
Sr{z2) = j)Jzi + ̂ +kkc (6.9) 

Srizs) = -^]Jzl + ̂  + kkc (6.10) 

Frcjm Step 1 we have that kc> -^. Thus from (6.7) we see that Sr{zo) > 0. 
Then, interlacing the roots of 6r{z) and Si{z) is equivalent to 6r{zi) < 0, 
< r̂(k2) > 0, Sr{zs) < 0, and so on. Using this fact and (6.7)-(6.10) we obtain 

Sr{Zo) > 0 =^ kc >--='' ^0 
K 

T I L^ 

T I Ẑ " 

T I L^ 
(5r(^3)<0 ^ A : e < — y ^ | + ^ - : M 3 
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Since zi < Z2 < zs < •••, we conclude that |Mi| < IM2I < IM3I < ••• . 
Intersecting the bounds previously found for fc^, we conclude that for the 
interlacing property to hold, we must have 

For values of kc in this range, the interlacing property and the fact that 
the roots of 5i[z) are all real can be used in Theorem 5.6 to guarantee that 
5r{z) also has only real roots. To see this, note that since 8i{z) has five real 
roots in the interval [-27r+ | , 27r-f f ], then by the interlacing property we 
conclude that 6r{z) has at least four real roots in the same interval. The 
number of roots of 6r{z) in the strip —27r + f < ^ < 2 7 r - f - f i s exactly five. 
This additional root cannot be complex since it can be shown that complex 
roots appear in complex conjugate pairs for any quasi-polynomial with real 
coefficients. Thus, this additional root must be real and we conclude that 
5r{z) has 4iV+M = 5 real roots in the interval [-27r+ f, 27r + f ]. Hence, by 
Theorem 5.6, 5r[z) has only real roots. In this manner, all the conditions 
of Theorem 5.5 are satisfied and this completes the proof. • 

By explicitly evaluating the derivative with respect to L, it can be shown 
that the upper bound for kc given in Theorem 6.1 is a monotonically de
creasing function of the time delay L of the system. Thus, if the delay of 
the system is reduced from Li to I/2, with kc fixed, the system remains 
stable since now a larger range of kc can be tolerated. This is formalized in 
the following lemma. 

L e m m a 6.1 The upper hound for kc given in (6.3) is a monotonically 
decreasing function of the time delay L of the system. 

Proof. Let us define ku to be the upper bound for kc given in (6.3), i.e.. 

A T / o . L2 
^^-^V^' + r2 

We can rewrite ku as follows: 

Now we find the derivative of A;„ with respect to L as follows: 

dku _ 1 
~dL ~ 

2T2 o , „ r 2 dzx 
zi + 2^zi-

kL^^^zl + 1 

L3 -1 ' ^ L 2 ^ ' d L 
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wmere ^ represents the derivative of the parameter z\ (as defined in The
orem 6.1) with respect to L. Since fc > 0, L > 0, and z\ > 0, the first factor 

the previous expression is always positive. We now need to find the sign 
the expression 

in 
of 

Since zi is the solution of the equation tan(z) = —j;'^^ ^^ heive 

Bi 

-^1 + ^ ^ 
dku . This will determine the sign of - ^ . 

T 
tan(;2;i) -zi (6.11) 

differentiating this expression with respect to L we obtain 

T Tdzi 

dz\ 

11 

dzi 

sec^(2i) 

1 + tan^(2;i) + y 

y2 
1 + ^zl + 

dz\ 
11 
T 

L 

T 
I 
dzi 
11 

L2^^ LdL 

12^1 

j^zi [using (6.11)] 

Tzi 
i 2 + T^zf + TL 

Thus we have 

-zi + L 
dz\ 
11 = -21 + 

TLzi 

1 

L2 + T'^zf + TL 

1 

Siifce L > 0, T > 0, and zi > 0, then 

1 

^ + H + i 

+ l̂ 2? + i 

< i 

Zl 

and we conclude that —zi + L^ < 0. Thus we have 
' dL 

UKu 
< 0 , 

which shows that ku is a monotonically decreasing function of L. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. • 

RGmark 6.1 From Lemma 6.1 we can see that any gain kc lying in the 
range (6.3) stabilizes all systems with a time delay less than or equal to L. 

6.2.2 Open-Loop Unstable Plant 

In this subsection we present a theorem that gives a closed-form solution 
to the constant gain stabilization problem for the case of an open-loop 
unstable plant. This means that now T < 0. Of course, as before, we 
asspme that A: > 0 and L > 0. 
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Theorem 6.2 Under the above assumptions on k and L, a necessary con
dition for a gain kc to simultaneously stabilize the delay-free plant and the 
plant with delay is \j^\ > 1. If this necessary condition is satisfied, then 
the set of all stabilizing gains kc for a given open-loop unstable plant with 
transfer function G{s) as in (6.1) is given by 

kL 
2 ^ ^ ; 

^2 + — < f c e < - -
(6.12) 

where zi is the solution of the equation 

tB,n{z) ~ —~z 
Jb 

in the interval (0, | ) . 

Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as that of Theorem 6.1 
and will be briefly sketched here. Again, the idea of the proof is to verify 
conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.5. 
Step 1. First we check condition 2 of Theorem 5.5: 

for some LJQ in (—00,00). Let us take Uo = 0, so Zo = 0. Thus Si{zo) = 0 
and 5r{zo) = 1 + kk^ We also have 

E{zo) = 

T\ T 
1 + Y) COS,{Z) - -jzwaiz) 

1 + ^ ) (1 + kkc) . 

Prom (6.2), it is clear that from the closed-loop stability of the delay-free 
system, we have 1 + kkc < 0. Hence to have E{zo) > 0, we must have 
l-l-f <0or 5 < - 1 , 

Step 2. We now check condition 1 of Theorem 5.5: the interlacing of the 
roots of Sr{z) and Si{z). The roots of Si{z) satisfy the following equation: 

tan(z) = -y^ • (6.13) 

As before we can plot the two terms involved in this equation, i.e., tan(2;) 
and —j;^y to study the behavior of the roots of 5i{z), Figure 6.4 shows this 
plot. Clearly the non-negative real roots of the imaginary part are 

Zo = 0, zie{0,^U ^2ef7r, y , zse 27r, 
57r 
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Foi" 

FIGURE 6.4. Plot of the terms involved in (6.13). 

an<p so on, where the roots Zi, for i = 1,2,3,... satisfy (6.13). Arguing as in 
proof of Theorem 6.1, we can show that 6i{z) has only real roots, 
now evaluate Sr(z) at the roots of the imaginary part 6i{z). For Zo = 0, 

usi^g (6.4) we obtain 
5r{zo) = I + kkc . (6.14) 

zi, using (6.4) and the fact that this root satisfies (6.13) we obtain 

5r{zi) = T" /v/Cc 
cos(zi) 

Rej^alling from Fig. 6.4 that zie(0, | ) we obtain 

cos(zi) = -—===== 

Sr{zi) (6.15) 

^imilar analysis for Z2 (̂7r, ^ ) , z^e(2'K, ^ ) , etc., gives us the following: 

5r{z2) 2 ^ ' uu 
^2~^ rp2 '^ ^ 

(6.16) 
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< r̂(̂ 3) = -'^^zl + ^ + kkc (6.17) 

To ensure the interlacing of the roots of Sr{z) and Si{z) we need Sr{zo) < 0 
(which comes from condition (6.2) for the closed-loop stability of the delay-
free system), 6r{zi) > 0, Sr{z2) < 0, Sr{zs) > 0, and so on. Using this fact 
and (6.14)-(6.17) we obtain 

Sr{zo) < 0 =4> kc<-- =: MQ 

T I L^ 

T I T^ 

T I LP" 

Since zi < Z2 < zs < ---.we conclude that |Mi| < IM2I < IM3I < • • • . Thus 
intersecting the bounds previously found for kc we see that the interlacing 
property holds provided that 

As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we can show that for values of kc in the 
above set 5r{z) has only real roots so that all conditions in Theorem 5.5 
are satisfied. This completes the proof. • 

Remark 6.2 The above results can also be obtained from the Nyquist cri
terion. Our analysis here of the Hermite-Biehler Theorem is done as a 
preparation for treating the PI and PID cases for which it is no longer 
obvious how the Nyquist criterion can be used. 

We now present some examples to illustrate the apphcation of the results 
presented in this section. 

Example 6.1 Consider the constant gain stabilization problem, where the 
system is described by the first-order model with time delay (6.1). The plant 
parameters are k = 1, L = l.S seconds, and T = 3 seconds. Since the plant 
is open-loop stable we will use Theorem 6.1 to obtain the set of stabilizing 
gains. As the first step, we compute z\, the solution of 

tan(^) = -1.6667Z 
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in the interval ( | , TT). This is given by zi = 1.8798. Then, from (6.3) the 
range of stabilizing constant gain values is 

- l < f c c < 3.2887. 

Next we check if the roots of the real and imaginary parts of5*{juj) interlace 
for a particular value of the controller parameter kc. We now set kc to 1 
arid the characteristic quasi-polynomial S* {s) of the system is given by 

<5*(s) = l + (35 + l )e i ' ^ ' . 

Siipstituting s = juj we obtain 

S*{juj) = [1 + cos(1.8a;) - 3a;sin(1.8a;)] 

+j[sin(1.8a;) + 3a;cos(1.8cc;)] . 

Figure 6.5 shows the plot of the real and imaginary parts of S*{jio). As we 
cai^ see the roots of the real and imaginary parts interlace. Figure 6.6 shows 

time response of the closed-loop system y{t) to a unit step input applied 
\t = b seconds. 

the 
at 

4 5 6 
w (rad/sec) 

FIGURE 6.5. Plot of the real and imaginary parts of S*{juj) for Example 6.1. 

We now use the Fade approximation introduced in Section 5.3 to de
termine approximate stabilizing ranges and compare them with the true 
stabilizing range. We approximate the time-delay term with the Fade ap
proximation and then use the results in Section 3.2 to compute the set of 
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FIGURE 6.6. Time response of the closed-loop system for Example 6.1. 

stabilizing feedback gains for the approximated plant. The following results 
were obtained for different orders of the approximation. The reader can 
compare the approximate stabilizing ranges with the true stabilizing range 
that was determined earlier. 

First order: 

Second order: 

Third order: 

Fifth order: 

-l<kc< 4.3333 

- 1 < fee < 3.3267 

- 1 < fcc < 3.2896 

-l<kc< 3.2887 

Notice that Fade approximants of first, second, and third order give stabi
lizing gains that include destabilizing values for the true system. A 

Example 6.2 Consider again the constant gain stabilization problem for 
a system described by the first-order model with time delay (6.1) where now 
the plant parameters are k = 1, L = 0.5 seconds, and T = —2. Now the 
plant is open-loop unstable. Since [ J | ~ 4 > 1 stabilization is possible. 
We will use Theorem 6.2 to obtain the set of stabilizing gains. First, we 
compute zie{0,^) satisfying (6.13), i.e.. 

tan(2;) = Az . 
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Solving this equation we obtain z\ — 1.3932. Thus, from (6.12) the set of 
stabilizing gains is given by 

-5.6620 < fcc < - 1 . 

For the controller parameter kc set ô — 3 the characteristic quasi-polynomial 
5* {s) of the system is given by 

(J*(s) = -3+( l -25 )e0 -^^ 

Substituting s — juj we obtain 

S*{juj) = [-3 + cos(0.5a;) + 2uj sin(0.5u;)] + j [sin(0.5a;) - 2LO cos(0.5a;)] . 

Figure 6.7 shows the plot of the real and imaginary parts of S''{jco). It is 
clear from this plot that the roots of the real and imaginary parts interlace. 
Figure 6.8 shows the time response of the closed-loop system to a unit step 
input r, which verifies that the closed-loop system is indeed stable. A 
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FIGURE 6.7. Plot of the real and imaginary parts of S*(juj) for Example 6.2. 

6.3 Second-Order Systems with Time Delay 

In this section we analyze the same stabilization problem stated in Section 
6.2, but now we will consider systems with step responses like the ones 
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15 
Time (sec) 

FIGURE 6.8. Time response of the closed-loop system for Example 6.2. 

shown in Fig. 6.9. These systems are commonly modeled as second-order 
processes with a time delay which can be mathematically described by the 
transfer function 

G{s) = 
k r,-LS 

s^ +ais + ao 
(6.18) 

Here k represents the steady-state gain of the plant, L represents the time 
delay, and ai and QQ are parameters of the plant. Again, our objective 
is to analytically determine the values of the parameter fee for which the 
closed-loop system shown in Fig. 6.2 is stable. 

When the time delay of the plant model is zero, that is, L = 0, the 
closed-loop characteristic equation of the system is given by 

5{s) = s^ -\- ais H- {ao + kkc) . 

For this second-order polynomial we can determine necessary and suffi
cient conditions that the controller and plant parameters have to satisfy 
to guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system. If we assume that the 
steady-state gain k of the plant is positive these conditions are 

ai > 0 and kc> —-^ . (6.19) 

Now let us consider the case where the time delay of the plant is different 
from zero and try to determine the set of all stabilizing gains. The closed-
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FIGURE 6.9. Open-loop step response with damped oscillations. 

loop characteristic equation of the system is given by 

6{s) = kkcc"^^ -h 5^ + ais + a^ . 

In order to study the stability of the closed-loop system, we need to deter
mine if all the zeros of the above expression lie in the open LHP. We can 
again invoke Theorem 5.5 to determine the set of all stabilizing gains kc by 
proceeding as follows. 

First we consider the quasi-polynomial S*{s) defined by 

S*{s) = e^'S{s) = kkc 4- (5^ + ais -f ao)e^' . 

Substituting s = ju^ we have 

where 

kkc + (tto — uj'^) cos{Luj) — aiuo sm[Luo) 

{ao — uj'^) sm(Lu) -f aito cos(La;) . 

For the following analysis, it is convenient to make the change of variables 
z = Loo. Then, the real and imaginary parts of 5'^{juj) can be rewritten as 

5r{z) = kkc + (<̂ o ~ 72 ) cos(^) ——zsin{z) 

Si{z) ^o - •79' I sm(2:) H- —ZQ.O'B>{z) . 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

We now consider two different cases. 
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6,3.1 Open-Loop Stable Plant 

In this subsection we give a closed-form solution to the constant gain stabi
lization problem for the case of an open-loop stable plant. This means that 
the parameters ai and ao of the plant satisfy ai > 0, a© > 0. Moreover, we 
assume that fc > 0 and L > 0. 

Theorem 6.3 Under the above assumptions on k and L, the set of all 
stabilizing gains kc for a given open-loop stable plant with transfer function 
G{s) as in (6.18) is given by 

(i) If a\ > 2ao, then 

~<kc< , " ! ' ; , (6.22) 
k kL sm(zi) 

where zi is the solution of the equation 

, . z'^-L'^Oo 
cot[z) = — 

Laiz 

in the interval (0,7r). 

(a) If a\ < 2ao, then 

maoc L / ! ^ ; , | < f c c < min \ .J"]'] , | (6.23) 
j=ev,ev^-2 \ kL ^m{z. 

where Zj is the solution of the equation 

-2 _ ^2^^ 
COt(^) 

Laiz, 

in the interval {{j — l)7r,JTT); a = Lyao — ^ ; od is an odd 
natural number defined as 

od = arg min {a — zA subject to a — Zj >0 
j odd 

and ev is an even natural number or zero defined as 

ev = arg min {o^ — zA subject to a — Zj > 0. 
j even 

Proof. Prom Theorem 5.5, we need to check two conditions to ensure the 
stability of the quasi-polynomial S*{s). 
Step 1. We first check condition 2 of Theorem 5.5: 
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for some ujo in (—00, 00). Let us take UQ = 0, so ZQ = 0. Thus Si{Zo) — 0 
and 8r{zo) — kkc + ao- We also have 

5'^{z) - (^o-^^j) cos(z) - (j^z + jzj sin{z) 

=> E{zo) = [ao + J-) (̂ ^^ + ^o) . 

By our initial assumption ai > 0 and ao > 0. Thus, if we pick ^c > - ^ 
we have that E{zo) > 0. 
Step 2. We now check the interlacing of the roots of Sr{z) and Si{z). Prom 
(6.21) we can compute the roots of the imaginary part, i.e., 6i{z) = 0. This 
gives us the following equation 

>- j2 I sm(;^) 4- —^cos(^} = 0 . 

Prom this equation we clearly see that Zo = 0 is a root of the imaginary 
part. We also see that /TT, / = 1,2,..., are not roots of the imaginary part. 
Thus ioT z y^ 0, we can rewrite the previous equation as 

z 
2 L^ao 

cot{z) = - - -- . (6.24) 
Laiz 

An analytical solution of (6.24) is difficult to find. However, we can plot the 
2 r 2 

two terms involved in this equation, i.e., cot(2:) and ^ La z'^ ̂  ^^ study the 
nature of the real solutions. Let us denote the positive real roots of (6.24) 
by Zj, j = 1,2,..., arranged in increasing order of magnitude. Figure 6.10 
shows the plot discussed above. Clearly the non-negative real roots of the 
imaginary part satisfy 

2rie(0,7r), 2r2e(7r, 27r), 2:36(27r, STT), 2:4e(37r,47r), . . . . (6.25) 

Let us now use Theorem 5.6 to check if Si{z) has only real roots. Substi
tuting 5i = Ls in the expression for S*{s), we see that for the new quasi-
polynomial in 5i, M = 2 and N = 1. Next we choose rj = j to satisfy the 
requirement that sin(2:) does not vanish at z = rj. Prom Pig. 6.10 it can be 
shown that in the interval [0,27r - f ] = [0, ^ ] , 5i{z) = 0 has three real 
roots including a root at the origin. Since 5i{z) is an odd function it follows 
that in the interval [—X' T"]' ^^('̂ ) ^̂ ^̂  h.dive five real roots. Also observe 
that Si{z) has one real root in ( ^ , ^ ] . Thus Si{z) has 4iV -f M = 6 real 
roots in the interval [—27r-|-1,27r-f J ] . Moreover, 6i{z) has two real roots in 
each of the intervals [2/7r+ f, 2(/ + l)7r+ f ] and [-2(/ + l)7r+ f, -2/7r+ f ] 
for / = 1,2,... . Hence it follows that 5i{z) has exactly 41N -f M real roots 
in [—2/7r -h f, 2/7r -f ~] for 1 = 1,2,..., which by Theorem 5.6 implies that 
Si{z) has only real roots. 
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FIGURE 6.10. Plot of the terms involved in (6.24). 

We now evaluate 5r{z) at the roots of the imaginary part di{z). For ZQ = 0, 
using (6.20) we obtain 

5r{zo) = kkc -f ao . (6.26) 

Using (6.20) we obtain 

ai 
5r{zj) = fcfcc + I ao - y l COS(2;J) - —Zj sm{zj) , for j = 1,2,.. 

= kkc~-^-/-T-r^-^Zjsm{zj) using 6.24 

— ixitZp 

Thus we obtain 

where 

Lsm{zj) 

5r{zj) = k[kc - M{zj)] 

aiz 
M{z) = 

kL sin{z) 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

From Step 1 we have kc > - ^ . Thus from (6.26) we see that Sr{zo) > 0. 
Then, interlacing the roots of Sr{z) and 6i{z) is equivalent to Sr{zi) < 0, 
Sr{z2) > 0, 5r{zs) < 0, and so on. Using this fact and (6.26)-(6.27) we 
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obtain 

Sr{Zo) > 0 

Srizi) < 0 

5r{Z2) > 0 

Sr{zs) < 0 

=> 

^ 

=> 

=^ 

k >-^ 

kc < M{zi) =: Ml 

kc > M{z2) =: M2 

kc < M{zs) =: Ms 

Prom (6.25) we see that Zj for odd values of j are either in the first or the 
second quadrant. Thus for odd values of j , sm{zj) > 0 and from (6.28), we 
conclude that M{zj) > 0 for odd values of the parameter j . In a similar 
fashion, we see from (6.25) that Zj for even values of j are either in the 
third or the fourth quadrant. Thus for even values of j , sm{zj) < 0 and 
from (6.28) we conclude that M{zj) < 0 for even values of the parameter 
j . Thus the previous set of inequalities can be rewritten as 

kc> — r and max {MA < kc < min {MA . (6.29) 

We know that Zj, j = 1,2,..., satisfy (6.24). Using this, we can rewrite 
M{zj) defined in (6.28) as 

M{zj) = ±^^{z]~L^aoy^L^alz] 

=>Mizj) = ^^^z^^ + L^{o.l - 2ao)^| + L^al (6.30) 

where the plus sign (+) is used for odd values of *̂, and the minus sign (—) 
is used for even values of j . We now consider two different cases. 
Case 1: a^ > 2ao. In this case we see that M{zj) is a monotonically 
increasing function for odd values of j and a monotonically decreasing 
function for even values of j . Moreover, we see that M(0) = — ̂ - Thus, 
using these observations, the bounds for kc in (6.29) can be expressed as 

tto aizi 
—r- <kc< k " "^ " kLsm{zi) 

Case 2: a{ < 2ao. In this case, the function \M{zj)\ has a minimum 

a,t z = Lyao — ^ . Let us denote this minimizer as a. Then the function 
|M(zj)| is monotonically decreasing in the interval [0, a) and monotonically 
increasing in the interval [cv, 00). Let us denote by Zodi where od is an odd 
natural number, the Zj, j odd that minimizes a — Zj subject to Zj < a; 
and Zev, where ev is an even natural number or zero, the Zj, j even or zero 
that minimizes a — Zj subject to Zj < a. Mathematically, we can express 
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this as follows: 

od = arg min{a — zA subject to a — ẑ  > 0 
j odd 

ev = arg min {a — Zj} subject to a — Zj > 0. 
j even 

The bounds for kc in (6.29) can be expressed as 

max ^ , ^^^"^ . ^ < kc < min 
j=ev,TiJ+2 [ kLsm{zj) j " '"̂  " j=od^od-\-2 \ kLsin{zj) 

Note that for values of kc in these ranges, the interlacing property and 
the fact that the roots of Si{z) are all real can be used in Theorem 5.6 to 
guarantee that 5r{z) also has only real roots. Thus all the conditions of 
Theorem 5.5 are satisfied and this completes the proof. • 

6.3.2 Open-Loop Unstable Plant 

In this subsection we present a theorem that gives a closed-form solution 
to the constant gain stabilization problem for an open-loop unstable plant. 
Prom (6.19) we see that an unstable open-loop plant can be stabilized using 
a constant gain only if it has a single unstable pole. This means that an 
unstable but stabilizable plant must necessarily have ai > 0 and ao < 0. 
As before, let us assume that A: > 0 and L > 0. 

Theorem 6.4 Under the above assumptions on k and L, a necessary con
dition for a gain kc to simultaneously stabilize the delay-free plant and the 
plant with delay is | ^ | > L. If this necessary condition is satisfied, then 
the set of all stabilizing gains kc for a given open-loop unstable plant with 
transfer function G{s) as in (6.18) is given by 

k ^ fcLsin(zi) 

where zi is the solution of the equation 

cot{z) = z -L^a o 

Laiz 

in the interval (0,7r). 

Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as that of Theorem 6.3 
and will be briefly sketched here. Again, the idea of the proof is to verify 
conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.5. 
S tep 1. First, we check condition 2 of Theorem 5.5: 

E{uJo) = 6i{uJo)6r{0Jo) ~ 5i{Uo)5r{(jOo) > 0 
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for some LOQ in (-00,00). Let us take LOQ = 0, so Zo ^ 0. Thus 6i{zo) = 0 
and 5r{zo) = kkc + Go- We also have 

5l{z) = l^o-^ + Y) ^̂ ^̂ )̂ ~ [l?^'^Tj ^^^^^^ 

=> E{zo) = (ao + j - ^ {kkc + ao) . 

From (6.19), it is clear that from the closed-loop stability of the delay-free 
system, we have {kkc + a^) > 0. Hence to have E{zo) > 0, we must have 
ao + ^ > 0 o r - ^ > L , 

=^\ — \>L. 
|<^0 I 

Step 2. We now check condition 1 of Theorem 5.5: the interlacing of the 
roots of 6r{z) and 6i{z). As in the previous subsection, one root of the 
imaginary part of S'^{z) is Zo = 0 and the remaining real roots satisfy the 
equation 

z 
2 L'^ao 

cot{z) = • ^ . (6.32) 
Laiz 

As before, we can plot the two terms involved in this equation, i.e., cot(2:) 
and ^ ^ai^"^ ^^ study the behavior of the roots of Si{z). Figure 6.11 shows 
this plot when \^\ > L. Clearly the positive real roots of the imaginary 
part are 

^ie(0,7r), 2:26(71,27r), Zse{27r, 3n), Z4€(37r,47r), . . . . 

where the roots Zi for 2 = 1,2,3,... satisfy (6.32). Arguing as in the proof 
of Theorem 6.3, we can show that di{z) has only real roots. 

We now evaluate Sr{z) at the roots of the imaginary part 6i{z). For 
Zo = 0, using (6.20) we obtain 

Sr{zo) = kkc + ao ' (6.33) 

For Zj, j = 1,2,..., using (6.20) and (6.32) we obtain 

OfyZj) ^̂ ^ KKc 
aiZj 

Lsin{zj) 

which can be rewritten as 

Sr{zj) = k[kc-M{zj)] (6.34) 

where 
M{z) = - ^ . (6.35) 

kL sm{z) 
Now from Step 1 we have fcc > - ^ , which from (6.33) implies that 5r{zo) > 
0. Thus interlacing the roots of 6r{z) and 6i{z) is equivalent to 6r{zi) < 0, 
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FIGURE 6.11. Plot of the terms involved in (6.32) when \^\ > L. 

Sr{z2) > 0, 6r{zs) < 0, and so on. Using this fact and (6.33)-(6.34) we 
obtain 

Sr{Zo) > 0 kc> 
k 

Sr{zi) < 0 ^ kc< M{zi) = 

5r{z2) > 0 ^ kc> M{Z2) = 

Srizs) < 0 => kc< M{z3) = 

Ml 

M2 

Ms 

As in the proof of Theorem 6.3 we can rewrite the previous set of inequal
ities in compact form: 

kn > ao , and max {MA < kc < min iMA (6.36) 

We know that Zj, j = 1,2,..., satisfy (6.32). Using this we can rewrite 
M{zj) defined in (6.35) as 

M{z,) = ±j^^zj + L^al - 2ao)z] + L^aj (6.37) 

where the plus sign (-f) is used for odd values of j , and the minus sign (—) 
is used for even values of j . 
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Notice that since ao < 0, we have a\ > 2ao. Thus, from (6.37) we see that 
M{zj) is a monotonically increasing function for odd values of j and it is 
a monotonically decreasing function for even values of j . Moreover, we see 
that M(0) = - ^ . Using these observations, the bounds for kc in (6.36) 
reduce to 

k " " ' ' ' " kLsm{zi) 

Note that for values of kc in this range, the interlacing property and the fact 
that the roots of 6i{z) are all real can be used in Theorem 5.6 to guarantee 
that 5r{z) also has only real roots. Thus all the conditions of Theorem 5.5 
are satisfied and this completes the proof. • 

The following example illustrates how the above results can be used to 
solve the constant gain stabilization problem for a second-order system 
with time delay. 

Example 6.3 Consider the constant gain stabilization problem for a sys
tem described by the second-order model with time delay (6.18). The plant 
parameters are k = b, L = 3.2 sec, ai = 2, and ao = 5. Since the plant 
is open-loop stable we will use Theorem 6.3 to obtain the set of stabilizing 
gains. First notice that a\ < 2ao. Then, from part (ii) of Theorem 6.3, we 
need to compute the parameter a. In this case we have a = 5.5426. Next 
we compute the parameters od and ev according to Theorem 6.3. These are 
given by od = 1 and ev = 2. This means that we need to compute the roots 
Zj, for j = 1,2,3,4 of (6.24): 

cot(2;) = — . 

Solving this equation we obtain zi — 2.7570, z^ = 5.3080, zs = 7.6932, and 
Z4 = 10.3011. Thus, from (6.23) the set of stabilizing gains is given by 

( aiZj 1 
^ ^ ^ i z r • / N } < kc 

j=2A [fcLsm(2:^) J 

aiZn 
< min < J ^ . ,—r 

j=i,3 [ kLsin[Zj) 

=^ -0.8015 < kc < 0.9186 . 

Next we check if the roots of the real and imaginary parts of5*{juj) interlace 
for a particular value of the controller parameter kc- We now set kc to 0.3 
and the characteristic quasi-polynomial S*{s) of the system is given by 

(5*(5) = 1.5 4-(5^ + 25 + 5)6^-25^ 

Substituting s = juj we obtain 

5\juj) = [1.5 + (5 -a;2)cos(3.2a;) - 2a;sin(3.2a;)] 

+ j [(5 - J^) sin(3.2a;) + 2a; cos(3.2a;)] . 

Figure 6.12 shows the plot of the real and imaginary parts of S*{juj). As 
we can see the roots of the real and imaginary parts interlace. Figure 6.13 
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shows the time response of the closed-loop system to a unit step input r 
applied at t — 1 sec. A 

6.4 Notes and References 

The characterization of all stabilizing constant gain controllers for a given 
first-order plant with time delay was developed by Silva, Datta, and Bhat-
tacharyya [41]. An alternative solution to the constant gain stabilization 
problem of a system with time delay, based on the Nyquist criterion, can 
be found in [11]. The solution to the constant gain stabilization problem 
for a second-order system with time delay is due to Silva, Datta, and Bhat-
tacharyya [42]. 



7 
PI Stabilization of First-Order 
Systems with Time Delay 

In this chapter, we continue with the line of work presented in the last 
chapter and solve the problem of stabilizing a first-order plant with time 
delay using a PI controller. As before, the results in Chapter 5 will play a 
crucial role. Examples are included to clarify the detailed steps associated 
with the solution. 

7.1 Introduction 

In industrial control applications the performance requirements on a control 
system design include many factors. Some of these are response to com
mand signals, insensitivity to measurement noise and process variations, 
and rejection of load disturbances. The design of a control system also 
involves the aspects of process dynamics and actuator saturation. It may 
seem surprising that controllers as simple in structure as the PI and PID 
controllers can perform so well in practice. It is also interesting to note that 
many industrial controllers only have the PI action. In some other cases the 
derivative action of the PID controller is switched off. In fact, it has been 
reported that 98% of the control loops in the pulp and paper industries are 
controlled by single-input single-output PI controllers. This is indicative of 
the popularity of PI controllers among industrial practitioners. 

It has been pointed out that PI controllers are adequate for all processes 
where the dynamics are essentially of first order. Examples of these pro
cesses include level controls in single tanks and stirred tank reactors with 
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perfect mixing. Even if the process has higher-order dynamics, if its step 
response looks like that of a first-order system, then PI control is usually 
sufficient. In such a case, the integral control will provide zero steady-state 
offset and the proportional action will provide an adequate transient re
sponse. Thus it is important to carefully select the parameters of the PI 
controller to achieve the desired performance specifications while maintain
ing closed-loop stability. 

In this chapter we present a solution to the problem of stabilizing a 
first-order plant with time delay using a PI controller. Using the results 
developed in Chapter 5, a complete analytical characterization of all sta
bilizing PI gain values is provided. The chapter is organized as follows. In 
Section 7.2 we present the formal statement of the problem to be solved. 
In Section 7.3 we present the solution to the problem when the system is 
open-loop stable. In Section 7.4 we present a similar result for open-loop 
unstable plants. We also provide here a necessary condition on the time de
lay for the existence of stabilizing PI controllers. Throughout these sections, 
simulations and design examples are included to illustrate the applicability 
of the results. 

7.2 The PI Stabilization Problem 

As in Chapter 6, we consider the feedback control system shown in Fig. 6.2. 
The plant G{s) is given by the following transfer function: 

where k represents the steady-state gain of the plant, L represents the time 
delay, and T represents the time constant of the plant. The controller C{s) 
is of the PI type, i.e., it has a proportional term and an integral term: 

C{s) = fcp + ^ . 

Our objective is to analytically determine the region in the ki—kp param
eter space for which the closed-loop system is stable. 

When the time delay L of the plant model is zero, the characteristic 
equation of the closed-loop system is given by 

5{s)=Ts'^-^{kkp + l)s-{-kki. 

From the above equation, we conclude that for the closed-loop stability of 
the delay-free system, we must have either 

fcfc^ > 0 , fcfcp -h 1 > 0 , T > 0 (7.2) 
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or 
fcfci < 0 , fcfcp + 1 < 0 , T < 0 . (7.3) 

Clearly (7.2) must be satisfied for an open-loop stable plant while (7.3) must 
be satisfied for an open-loop unstable plant. Assuming that the steady-state 
gain k of the plant is positive we obtain the following conditions for closed-
loop stability of the delay-free system: 

fcp > — - , ki > 0 (open-loop stable plant, i.e., T > 0) (7.4) 

l^p < —-j- 1 ki < 0 (open-loop unstable plant, i.e., T < 0) . (7.5) 

We now bring in the time delay of the model. In this case the closed-loop 
characteristic equation of the system is given by 

6{s) = {kki + kkps)e-^' -f (1 + r ^ ) ^ . 

As in Chapter 6, we will use Theorem 5.5 to find the set of stabilizing PI 
controllers. First we construct the quasi-polynomial 5*(5), i.e., 

(5*(5) = e^'S{s) = kki + kkpS + (1 + Ts)se^' . 

Substituting s — juj, we have 

5''{juj) = dr{u)^35i{uj) 

where 

5f (a;) = kki— uj sin(La;) — TuP" COS{LLJ) 

Si{u;) = uj[kkp + cos(Lc<;) — TuJsin{Luj)] . 

In the following sections we present the analysis of the two different cases: 
open-loop stable plant and open-loop unstable plant. 

7.3 Open-Loop Stable Plant 

When the system described by (7.1) is open-loop stable, then we have 
T > 0. Furthermore, let us assume that fc > 0 and L > 0. Clearly, the 
controller parameter ki only affects the real part of 5*{juj) whereas the 
controller parameter kp affects the imaginary part of 5*(jo;). Moreover, 
we note that ki, kp appear affinely in 5r{ijo)-> Si{uj), respectively. Thus by 
sweeping over all real kp and solving a constant gain stabilization problem 
at each stage (as in Section 6.2), we can determine the set of all stabilizing 
(fcp, ki) values for the given plant. 

The range of kp values over which the sweeping needs to be carried out 
can be narrowed down by using the following result. 
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Theorem 7.1 Under the above assumptions on k and L, the range of kp 
values for which a solution to the PI stabilization problem of a given open-
loop stable plant with transfer function G{s) as in (7.1) exists is given by 

1 , T 
'k^''''^ kL 

where ai is the solution of the equation 

L2 
«i + r2 (7.6) 

tan(a) r 
in the interval (f ,7r). 

Proof. With the change of variables z = Leo the real and imaginary parts 
of 6*{ju;) can be rewritten as 

Sr{z) = k[k^ 

<5.(^) = ^ [ 

"(^) = kl 

- «(^)] 
T 

kkp + cos(2;) — —zsin{z) 
LI 

sin(z) + yZCOs(2:) 
L 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 
where 

According to Theorem 5.5, we need to check two conditions to ensure the 
stability of the quasi-polynomial 5*(5) . 
Step 1. We start by checking condition 2 of Theorem 5.5: 

for some UJQ in (—oo, oo). Let us take UQ = 0, so ZQ = 0. Thus 5i{zo) = 0 
and Sr{zo) = kki. We also have 

E{zo) = 

ivlvr) 

+ V - ' cos{z) - { -fZ + -jT^z ) sm{z) 
L^ L2' 

rCrCrj 
(kki) . 

By our initial assumption k > 0 and L > 0. Thus, if we pick ki > 0 and 
kp > - ^ , we have E{zo) > 0. Notice that the case where fc^ < 0 and 
fcp < — ̂  is ruled out since from (7.4) it is clear that this is not a stabilizing 
set for the delay-free case. 
Step 2. We now check condition 1 of Theorem 5.5: the interlacing of the 
roots of Sr{z) and Si{z). Prom (7.8) we can compute the roots of the imag
inary part, i.e., Si{z) = 0. This gives us the following equation 

z 
I 

kkp + cos(^) — —zsm{z) 0. 
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z = 0 , or 
T 

kkp + cos(z) - —zsm{z) = 0 (7.10) 

Prom this we see that one root of the imaginary part is 2̂0 = 0. The other 
roots are difficult to find since we need to solve (7.10) analytically. However, 
we can plot the terms involved in (7.10) and graphically examine the nature 
of the solution. There are three different cases to consider. In each case, 
the positive real roots of (7.10) will be denoted by Zj, j = 1,2,..., arranged 
in increasing order of magnitude. 
Case 1: - ^ < fcp < ^. In this case, we graph ^̂ ^̂ [̂ ''(̂ ^̂ ^̂  and ^z to obtain 
the plots shown in Fig. 7.1. 

FIGURE 7.1. Plot of the terms involved in (7.10) ior -^ <kp< ^. 

Case 2: fcp = | . In this case, we sketch kkp + cos{z) and jzsm{z) to 
obtain the plots shown in Fig. 7.2. 
Case 3: ^ < kp. In this case, we sketch ^^''J'^^^^^''^ and ^z to obtain the 
plots shown in Figs. 7.3(a) and 7.3(b). The plot in Fig. 7.3(a) corresponds 
to the case where ^ < kp < ku^ and ku is the largest number so that the 
plot of —sin^ )̂ intersects the line jz twice in the interval (0,7r). The 
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plot in Fig. 7.3(b) corresponds to the case where kp > ku and the plot of 

—siĵ ^̂ ) does not intersect the hne jz twice in the interval (0,7r). 
Let us now use the results presented in Section 5.5 to check if Si{z) has 

only real roots. Substituting si = Ls in the expression for 5*(s), we see 
that for the new quasi-polynomial in su M = 2 and N = 1. Next we choose 
?7 = ^ to satisfy the requirement that sin{ri) ^ 0. Now from Figs. 7.1, 7.2, 
and 7.3(a), we see that in each of these cases, i.e., for — ̂  < fcp < ku^ Si{z) 
has three real roots in the interval [0,27r — | ] = [0, ^ ] , including a root at 
the origin. Since 6i{z) is an odd function of z, it follows that in the interval 
[—^, ^ ] , 6i{z) win have five real roots. Also observe from Figs. 7.1, 7.2, 
and 7.3(a) that di{z) has a real root in the interval ( ^ , ^ ] . Thus Si(z) has 
AN -}- M = 6 real roots in the interval [-27r + | , 27r + f ]. Moreover, it can 
be shown using Figs. 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3(a) that Si{z) has two real roots in 
each of the intervals [2i7r+ f, 2(Z -f l)7r+ f ] and [-2(/ + l)7r+ f, -2i7r+ f ] 
for / = 1,2,... . Hence, it follows that 6i{z) has exactly 4/A^ + M real roots 
in [—2l7r + f ,2/7r -f | ] for -^ < kp < kw Hence from Theorem 5.6, we 
conclude that ior —^ < kp < ku, Si{z) has only real roots. Also note that 
the case kp > ku corresponding to Fig. 7.3(b) does not merit any further 
consideration since using Theorem 5.6, we can easily argue that in this 
case, all the roots of Si{z) will not be real, thereby ruling out closed-loop 
stability. 

We now evaluate 6r{z) at the roots of the imaginary part Si{z). For 
Zo ~ 0, using (7.7) we obtain 

5r{zo) = k[ki - a(0)] 

= kki . (7.11) 

For Zj, where j = 1,2,3,.. . , using (7.7) we obtain 

Sr{zj) = k[ki — a{zj)] . C^-l^) 

Interlacing the roots of Sr{z) and 6i{z) is equivalent to Sr{zo) > 0 (since 
fci > 0 as derived in Step 1), Sr{zi) < 0, Sr{z2) > 0, Sr{zs) < 0, and so on. 
Using this fact and (7.11)-(7.12) we obtain 

Sr{Zo) > 0 
5r{zi) < 0 

5r{Z2) > 0 

Sr{zs) < 0 

Sr{z4) < 0 

=> 

=^ 
^ 

=> 

=^ 

A:̂  > 0 

ki < ai 

ki > a2 

ki < as 

ki > a4 (7.13) 

where the bounds â  for j = 1,2,3,... are given by 

aj ^ a{zj) . (7.14) 
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From this set of inequalities it is clear that we need the odd bounds (i.e., 
ai , as, . . . ) to be strictly positive in order to obtain a feasible range for the 
controller parameter ki. As we will see in the next lemma, for kp > — ̂  
this occurs if and only if 

^ / 2 ^ ^ 

kzr^^ 
where a i is the solution of the equation 

^̂ ^ /^V'^'^?^ <̂ ^ 

T 
tan(a) = —ya 

LI 

in the interval (f ,7r). Moreover, from the same lemma we will see that the 
bounds aj corresponding to even values of j are all negative for 

p̂« | - r ' f r \ /« i + 
1 r / „ £2 

Thus, the conditions (7.13) reduce to 

0<ki< min {aA . (7.15) 

One can make use of the interlacing property and the fact that Si{z) has 

only real roots to establish that for — ̂  < fcp < ^yOi\ + ^ , 5r{z) also 

has only real roots. This completes the proof of the theorem. • 

Lemma 7.1 For kp > —^, a necessary and sufficient condition for aj 
defined in (7.14) to be positive for odd values of j is that 

L2 
1 + 

where a i is the solution of the equation 

^'^kii'^'^Y^ 

tan(a) = - y a (7.16) 

in the interval (f ,7r). 

Furthermore, for all kpe(-\, ^JOL\ + ^ h % < 0 for even values of 

3-

Proof. From Figs. 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3(a), we see that for kp e {-^..ky) the 
roots of (7.10) corresponding to odd values of jf satisfy the following prop
erties: 

zie(0,7r), ^3e(27r,37r), 2:56(47r,57r), 
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and so on, i.e., Zje{{j — l)7r,J7r). Thus in these three cases the roots of 
(7.10) corresponding to odd values of j are either in the first quadrant or 
in the second quadrant. Then, 

sin(^^) > 0 for odd values of j . 

Recall from (7.14) that the parameter aj was defined as 

ai 
kL 

sin{zj)-{-j-ZjCOs{zj) 

Thus for Zj ^In, I = 0,1,2,..., we can write 

kL 

kL 

. / \ , rvi^t) I COSi Zj) , s 

sm(z.) H , , , • cos(^o) 
sm(^j) 

1 + fcfcpCOs(^j) 
sin(z^) 

[using (7.10)] 

(7.17) 

Prom this expression it is clear that if Zj ^ /TT, then the parameter a^ is 
positive if and only if 

sin(2j) > 0 and 1 4- kkpCOs{zj) > 0 or 

sin{zj) < 0 and 1 + kkpCOs{zj) < 0 

and it is negative otherwise. Figure 7.4 shows the kp-z plane split into 
different regions according to the value of the parameter aj. In those regions 
where a j > 0 a plus sign (+) has been placed and in those regions where 
â - < 0 a minus sign (-) has been placed. In this figure the dashed line 
corresponds to the function 

or equivalently 

1 + kkp cos{z) = 0 

rCr) 
kcos{z) 

Although the plot here corresponds to the interval ze[0,27r], since the func
tion is periodic, the plot repeats itself. 

We will graph the solutions of (7.10) in the same kp-z plane. Recall that 
the solutions of this equation represent the nonzero roots of the imaginary 
part 5i{z). Now (7.10) can be rewritten as 

^^~fe 
-zsm{z) — cos{z) (7.18) 

Figure 7.5 shows the graph of this function along with the regions presented 
in Fig. 7.4. The intersection of (7.10) with the curve 1 + kkpCOs{z) = 0 
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FIGURE 7.4. Regions associated with parameter aj. 

occurs at five values of the parameter z: 0, a i , TT, a2, and 27r. Thus each of 
these values will satisfy the relationship 

1 T 
T-T- = ~2:sin(z) - cosf^:) . 

cos(z) L 

Furthermore, ii z ^li: then simplifying this equation, we obtain 

T 
tan(2:) = ~"y^ • 

Thus a i and a2 will be solutions of the above equation. 
For a given value of fcp, let zi{kp) and Z2{kp) be the positive real roots of 

(7.18) arranged in ascending order of magnitude. Prom Fig. 7.5, it is clear 
that for kp e ( - | , -kcol{a^)) ~ i ^ } ' i-^-' excluding \ from this interval, 

ai = a{zi{kp)) > 0 

and a2 = a{z2{kp)) < 0 . 

For kp — ^, from Fig. 7.5, we once again conclude that ai = a(zi{kp)) > 0. 
Since Z2 = TT, we cannot use Fig. 7.5 or (7.17) to determine the sign of 
o^{z2{kp)). However from the original definition of a{z) in (7.9), it follows 
that a2 = a{z2{kp)) < 0. Prom Fig. 7.5, we also see that for kp > - ^ ^ ^ x, 

ai=a{zi{kp)) < 0 

and a2=a{z2{kp)) < 0 . 
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FIGURE 7.5. Study of (7.10) in the k^-z plane when T > 0. 

Thus we conclude that ai > 0 if and only if fcp < -

satisfies the relationship tan(ai) = ~ T - ^ I we have that 
fccOS(CKi) 

. Since OL\ 

cos(ai) = — 0Tf^ 
so that 

«l + r 2 fccos(ai) kL 

In view of the above discussion, we conclude that 

1 1^1 r 2 
if - T < fcp < r F Y ^ i + ; ^ then ai > 0 , a2 < 0 . 

Notice from Fig. 7.5 that this upper bound on kp is less than fc^, which in 
this figure corresponds to the maximum of the function 

-2:sin(2:) — Q,Q^{Z) 

in the interval z e [0, TT]. AS explained in the proof of Theorem 7.1, this is 
an important requirement for interlacing. 

Using a similar approach we can show that 

if - ^ < kp < TfX/ois + ;=2 *^^^ as > 0 , a4 < 0 
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1 T L'^ 
if ~ Z'^^P^ TJy^l^ ^ ^^^^ a5 > 0 , ae < 0 

where aj is the solution to tan(a;) =: - ^ a in the interval ((j — ^)7r, JTT). It 
is clear that all these upper bounds on kp increase monotonically with aj. 
Thus it suffices to take the upper bound corresponding to a i to guarantee 
that aj for odd values of j are strictly positive and aj for even values of j 
are strictly negative. This completes the proof. • 

Remark 7.1 In the proof of the above lemma, we have not considered the 
case where the value of kp is such that kp = ^[j^zsm{z) — cos(2:)] does not 
have two zeros in the interval ^€[0,27r]. This is because we know from the 
proof of Theorem 7.1 that for such a value of kp, closed-loop stability is 
ruled out. 

Remark 7.2 As we can see from Figs. 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3(a), the odd roots 
of (7.10), i.e., Zj where j — 1,3,5,.. .; are getting closer to {j — l)7r as j 
increases. So in the limit for odd values of j we have 

lim cos(zj) = 1 . 
j-^oo 

Moreover, since the cosine function is monotonically decreasing between 
{j — l)7r and jn for odd values of j , and because of the previous observation 
we have 

cos(zi) < cos(z3) < cos(2:5) < • • • . 

We now present a lemma that will be useful in the development of an 
algorithm for solving the PI stabilization problem. 

Lemmia 7.2 Ifcos{zj) > 0 then aj < aj^2 for odd values of j . 

Proof. From (7.9), (7.14) we have 

T 
kLaj — 2:̂  sin(zj) +--z?cos(zj) 

LJ 

^ Tkaj = kkp + cos{zj) + -^-^l ^^^i^j) [using (7.10)] 

=> Tkaj - kkp = cos{zj) (l -f j2^j) • C^-l^) 

We know that the Zj^ j = 1,3,5... are arranged in increasing order of 
magnitude, i.e., Zj < ^j+2, so we have for odd values of j 

1 + | ! , 2 < 1 + g ^ ^ ^ . (7.20) 
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Because of Remark 7.2 we have 

cos{zj) < cos{zj^2) for odd values of j . (7-21) 

Since cos{zj) > 0, from (7.20) we have 

(1 + ^ 2 ^ ^ ; COs(̂ -̂+2) < f l + L2 ̂ ^+V COs(̂ ^+2) • 

Since 1 + j^Zj > 0, from (7.21) we have 

Combining these two latter inequalities: 

( l + J2^j) ^^S(^^) < (^ + l 2 ^'+2 j COs(2,+2) 

=^ Tkaj ~ kkp < Tkaj^2 - kkp [using (7.19)] 

=> aj < aj^2 

for odd values of j and this completes the proof. • 

Remark 7.3 Notice that for a fixed value of kp inside the range proposed 
by Theorem 7.1, we can find the range of ki such that the closed-loop sys
tem is stable. This range is given by (7.15) and depends on the bounds Oj 
corresponding to odd values of j . However, by Lemma 7.2, if cos{zi) > 0, 
then the bound ai is the minimum of all the odd bounds, and the range 
of stabilizing ki is given by 0 < ki < ai. If this is not the case, but 
we have that cos(z3) > 0, then the bound as is less than all the other 
bounds aj for j = 5,7,9,... . Then, in this case the range of stabilizing 
ki is given by 0 < ki < minjai, as}. Note that since for odd values of j , 
lirrij-^oo cos(zj) =^1, we are guaranteed that cos{zj) > 0, Vj > Â^ where N 
is some finite integer. 

Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 7.2 together suggest a procedure for determin
ing the set of all stabilizing {kp, ki) values for a given plant. This procedure 
is summarized in the following algorithm. 

Algorithm for Determining Stabilizing PI Parameters. 

• Step 1: Initialize kp = -^, step = -^^ ( n ; V ^ i + ^ "̂  I ) ^^^ 

j = I, where N is the desired number of points; 

• Step 2: Increase kp as follows: kp = kp-\- step] 
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• Step 3: If kp < ^JOL\ + ^ then go to Step 4. Else, terminate the 

algorithm; 

• Step 4: Find the root Zj of (7.10); 

• 

• 

Step 5: Compute the parameter aj associated with the Zj previously 
found by using (7.14); 

Step 6: If cos{zj) > 0 then go to Step 7. Else, increase j = j - \ - 2 and 
go to Step 4; 

• Step 7: Determine the lower and upper bounds for ki as follows: 

0 < ki < min {a/} ; 

• Step 8: Go to Step 2; 

We now present an example that illustrates the application of the results 
presented in this section. 

Example 7.1 Consider the problem of choosing stabilizing PI gains for 
the plant given in (7.1), where the plant parameters are k — 1, L = 1 sec, 
and T — A sec. Since the plant is open-loop stable, we first use Theorem 
7.1 to obtain the range of kp values over which the sweeping needs to be 
carried out. We compute a ie( | ,7r) satisfying (7.16), i.e., 

tan(a) = —4a . 

Solving this equation we obtain ai = 1.7155. Thus, from (7.6) the range of 
kp gains is given by 

- 1 < fcp < 6.9345 . 

We now sweep over this range of kp gains and use the previous algorithm 
to determine the range of ki gains at each stage. Figure 7.6 shows the 
stabilizing region obtained in the kp-ki plane. 

We now set the controller parameters kp and ki at 3 and 1, respectively. 
Clearly this point is inside the region sketched in Fig. 7.6. The step response 
of the closed-loop system with this PI controller is shown in Fig. 7.7. From 
this figure, we see that the closed-loop system is stable and the output y{t) 
tracks the step input signal. A 

As we mentioned before, the purpose of the integral term in a PI con
troller is to achieve zero steady-state offset when tracking step inputs. Thus, 
we can employ several time domain performance specifications such as set
tling time, maximum overshoot, and minimum undershoot to quantify the 
performance of the closed-loop system. The characterization of all stabi
lizing (kp.ki) values provided in Fig. 7.6 enables us to graphically display 
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FIGURE 7.6. The stabilizing set of (kp, h) values for Example 7.1. 
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FIGURE 7.7. Time response of the closed-loop system for Example 7.1. 
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the variation of these performance indices over the entire stabilizing region 
in the parameter space. In this way, we can select the (fcp, ki) values that 
satisfy the performance specifications. These ideas will be discussed further 
in Chapter 9. 

Example 7.2 Consider the following time-delay system 

G{s) = - 1 . ^ - 6 . 
+ 45 

We now approximate this transfer function by replacing the time-delay term 
e~^^ with the first- and second-order Pade approximations. This results in 
the following approximated transfer functions: 

^-^'^ = 4.2 +"21^33!+0.3333 (fi^^i-o^der approx.) 

^ - ( ^ ) = 4 . 3 + 5' '2;2^3"33f+0.3333 (^^^ond-order approx.) . 

Using the results in Section 3.3 we can generate the set of stabilizing (kp,ki) 
values for these transfer functions. Figure 7.8 shows the boundaries of the 
generated controller sets C^, C^ corresponding to Gl^{s) and G'^{s), re
spectively, with dashed lines. Also illustrated in this figure as a shaded area 
is the true stabilizing set of {kp, ki) values. This set was obtained following 
the procedure presented in this section. 

As we can see from these plots, the second-order Pade approximation 
leads to an approximate set that matches the true set closely. On the other 
hand, the first-order Pade approximation provides not only an inaccurate 
set, but also contains controller gain values that lead to an unstable behavior 
of the closed-loop system. A 

7.4 Open-Loop Unstable Plant 

When the plant is open-loop unstable we have T < 0. Furthermore, as 
before, let us assume that k > 0 and L > 0. Recall from (7.5) that for the 
closed-loop stability of the delay-free system, we now require 

Kp <C . ^ Ki <Z U 

The solution to the PI stabihzation problem in this case also involves sweep
ing over all real kp and solving a constant gain stabilization problem at each 
stage. The range of kp values over which the sweeping needs to be carried 
out can be narrowed down by using the following theorem. 

Theorem 7.2 Under the above assumptions on k and L, a necessary con
dition for a PI controller to simultaneously stabilize the delay-free plant and 
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FIGURE 7.8. The set of stabilizing (fcp, fc) values for Example 7.2. 

the plant with delay is | ̂  | > 1. If this necessary condition is satisfied, then 
the range of kp values for which a solution exists to the PI stabilization 
problem of a given open-loop unstable plant with transfer function G{s) as 
in (7.1) is given by 

T L 2 

where a i is the solution of the equation 

<kry<-
k 

(7.22) 

tan(a) = —--a 

in the interval (0, §). 

Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as that of Theorem 7.1. 
We need to check the two conditions stated in Theorem 5.5 to ensure the 
stability of the quasi-polynomial (J* (5). 
Step 1. First we check condition 2 of Theorem 5.5: 

E{uJo) = Si{uJo)SriuJo) - Si{uJo)Sl{uJo) > 0 

for some Uo in (-00, CXD). Let us take cOo — 0, so Zo = 0, As in the proof of 
Theorem 7.1 we obtain 

E(zo)=i^'^^ (kki) 
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By our initial assumption k > 0 and L > 0. If we pick fc^ < 0 and kp < -^, 
we have E{zo) > 0. Notice that the case where fc^ > 0 and kp > -^ is 
ruled out since from (7.5) it is clear that this is not a stabilizing set for the 
delay-free case. 
S tep 2. We now check the interlacing of the roots of 5r{z) and Si{z) (con
dition 1 of Theorem 5.5). As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, we can compute 
the roots of the imaginary part, i.e., ^ (̂2:) = 0 using (7.8). One root of the 
imaginary part is ZQ = 0. The other positive real roots will be denoted by 

j = 1,2,3..., arranged in increasing order of magnitude. These roots are Zi '3^ 
the solutions of (7.10). Since these roots are difficult to find analytically, 
we plot the terms involved in (7.10) and graphically examine the nature of 
the solution. Now, from Step 1 we only need to analyze the case fcp < — p 
Thus, we sketch the terms —v+^^^y) ^^^ '^z to obtain the plots shown 
in Figs. 7.9(a) and 7.9(b). The plot in Fig. 7.9(a) corresponds to the case 
where h < kp < —^^ and ki is the smallest number so that the plot of 

silî )̂ intersects the hue J z twice in the interval (0,7r). The plot in 

Fig. 7.9(b) corresponds to the case where kp < ki and the plot of —sS^) 

does not intersect the line j^z twice in the interval (0,7r). 
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FIGURE 7.9. Plot of the terms involved in (7.10) for Âp < - p 

Let us now use Theorem 5.6 to check if 5i{z) has only real roots. Sub
stituting Si = Ls in the expression for S*{s), we see that for the new 
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quasi-polynomial in 5i, M — 2 and Â  = 1. Next we choose rf == j to 
satisfy the requirement that sm(rj) y^ 0. Prom Fig. 7.9(a) it can be shown 
that in this case, i.e., ioi ki < kp < ~^^ Si{z) has three real roots in the 
interval [0 ,2n-j] = [0, ^ ] , including a root at the origin. Since 5i{z} is an 
odd function of z, it follows that in the interval [ - X ' x l ' ^^('̂ ) ^^^' ^^^^ 
five real roots. Also observe from Fig. 7.9(a) that 5i{z) has a real root in 
the interval (^^ xJ* '^^^^ ^^i^) ^^^ 4N + M = 6 real roots in the interval 
[-2TT + f ,27r 4- f ]. Moreover, it can be shown using Fig. 7.9(a) that 5i{z) 
has two real roots in each of the intervals [2l7T + | , 2 ( / -f- l)7r + | ] and 
[-2(1 + l)7r -}- f, -2;7r + f ] for / = 1,2,... . Hence, it follows that Si{z) has 
exactly 41N + M real roots in [-21IT -f- f, 2/7r + f ] for A:; < fcp < - ^ . Thus 
from Theorem 5.6, we conclude that ioi ki < kp < -^, 6i{z) has only real 
roots. Also note that the case kp < ki corresponding to Fig. 7.9(b) does 
not merit any further consideration since, using Theorem 5.6, we can easily 
argue that in this case, all the roots of 5i(z) will not be real, thereby ruling 
out closed-loop stability. 

We now evaluate 6r{z) at the roots of the imaginary part Si{z). For 
Zo = 0, using (7.7) we obtain 

Sr{zo) = kki . (7.23) 

For Zj, where j = 1,2,3,..., using (7.7) we obtain 

Sr{zj) = k[ki - a{zj)] . (7.24) 

Interlacing the roots of Sr(z) and Si(z) is equivalent to Sr{zo) < 0 (since 
ki <0 as derived in Step 1), 6r{zi) > 0, 5r(z2) < 0, 5r{zs) > 0, and so on. 
Using this fact and (7.23)-(7.24) we obtain 

Sr{zo) <0 =^ ki <0 

Sr{zi) > 0 =^ ki > ai 

^r{^2) < 0 =^ ki < a2 

Sr{z3)>0 => ki >a3 (7.25) 

where the bounds dj for j — 1,2,3,... are given by 

aj — a{zj) . (7.26) 

Prom this set of inequalities it is clear that we need the odd bounds (i.e., 
ai , as, . . .) to be strictly negative in order to obtain a feasible range for the 
controller parameter ki. As we will see in the next lemma, to have aj < 0 
for odd values of j , we must have 1 4- ^ < 0 or 
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If this necessary condition is satisfied, then for /cp < — ̂ , the odd bounds 
are all negative if and only if 

where ai is the solution of the equation 

T 
tan(a) = —ya 

in the interval (0, | ) . Moreover, from the same lemma we will see that 
the bounds aj corresponding to even values of j are all positive for kpe 

{^\loi\ + p , - ^ ) . Thus, the conditions (7.25) reduce to 

max {a A <ki <0 . (7.27) 

j=l,3,5,.. . -̂  

As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, we can make use of the interlacing property 

and the fact that 6i{z) has only real roots to establish that for ^ Ja^ + ^ < 
fcp < - ^ , 5r{z) also has only real roots. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. • 
Lemma 7.3 A necessary condition for the bounds aj defined in (7.26) 
corresponding to odd values of j to he negative is \j^\>l. If this necessary 
condition is satisfied, then for kp < —^, the bounds aj for odd values of j , 
are negative if and only if 

where ai is the solution of the equation 

tan(a) = ——a 
JL 

in the interval (0, | ) . 

Furthermore, for all kpC I ^JOL\ + ^ , - ^ J, % > 0 /or even values of 

j -

Proof. Recall from the proof of Lemma 7.1 that the parameter aj can be 
rewritten as follows 

'1 + kkpCOS^ZjY ^3 

sm.{zj) 

for Zj j^ In, I — 0,1,2,... . From this expression it is clear that if Zj ^ In, 
then the parameter aj is negative if and only if 

sin(2:-,) > 0 and 1 + kkpCOs{zj) < 0 or 

sm{zj) < 0 and 1 4- kkpCOs{zj) > 0 
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and it is positive otherwise. As in the proof of Lemma 7.1 we will make use 
of Fig. 7.4. Recall that this figure shows the kp-z plane split into diflFerent 
regions according to the value of parameter aj. In those regions where 
aj > 0 a. plus sign (+) has been placed and in those regions where â - < 0 a 
minus sign (-) has been placed. In this figure the dashed line corresponds 
to the function 

k = - - i — . 
^ fccos(z) 

We will now graph the solutions of (7.10) in the same kp-z plane. Recall that 
the solutions of this equation represent the nonzero roots of the imaginary 
part Si{z). Now, (7.10) can be rewritten as 

^"^ k 
Y;2;sin(^) — cos(^) (7.28) 

Figure 7.10 shows the graph of this function along with the regions pre
sented in Fig. 7.4. 

1/k 

^ ^ 0 
-1/k 

- 1 
/:cos(ai) 

1 — 1 

«! 
1 

^^^^^^^ 

: , L 

• ' 1 1— 

'M;,COS(z)4-1=0 

V \ \ \ 

\ 
k= 1 [T/Lz sin 
^ k 

1 L_ 

i 1 r 

X 1 

/ 'l 

/ " 
/ ^y"'^^ n 1 

/^ -' ' ' 
« 1 

7C o!^tL 

z)-COS(z)] 

1 

— 1 1 

\ c a s e 1 

case 2 \ 1 

2 2 * 

/ 
/ 

/ J 
/ 1 
/ 
/ \ 

1 1—1 

FIGURE 7.10. Study of (7.10) in the k^-z plane when T < 0. 

The behavior of the curve represented by (7.28) depends on the value of 
the parameter ^ . There are two different cases to analyze. 
Case 1: The intersection of (7.28) with the curve 1 + kkp cos(;^) = 0 occurs 
at five values of the parameter z\ 0, a i , TT, a^-, and 27r. In this case, each of 
these values will satisfy the relationship 

cos(^) 
-zsin(z) — cos(2:) . 
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Furthermore, if ^ 7̂  /TT then simplifying this equation, we obtain 

T 
tan(2:) = ~—z . 

Li 

Thus ai and 0̂ 2 will be solutions of the above equation. Notice that a\ 
is in the interval (0, | ) . We require 1 -f J < 0 in order to guarantee the 
existence of Qi. 
Case 2: The intersection of (7.28) with the curve l-{-kkp QO^{Z) = 0 occurs 
at four values of the parameter z: 0, TT, a2, and 27r. In this case, there 
is no intersection in the interval (0, | ) , which means that the equation 
tan(^) = ~j;^ does not have a solution in this interval. This occurs when 
1 4- 5 > 0. Moreover, notice from (7.9) that the bound ai corresponding 
to Zi = TT is always positive for this case: 

ai = -jf2 and T < 0 . 

Hence, when 1 + ^ > 0 the bound ai will not be negative. 
From the previous discussion, we see that a necessary condition for the 

bound ai to be negative is 1 + ? < 0 or equivalently 

> 1 

Thus, Case 2 will not be considered in the following analysis. For a given 
value of kp^ let zi(kp) and Z2{kp) be the positive real roots of (7.28) arranged 
in ascending order of magnitude. Now from Fig. 7.10, it is clear that for 

ai = a{zi{kp)) < 0 

and a2 = a{z2{kp)) > 0 . 

Since a i satisfies the relationship tan(ai) = — 5<^i we have that 

1 
cos(ai) 

so that 
1 T I . L ^ 

kcosiai) kL\ ^ T^ 

In view of the above discussion, we conclude that 

T ^ L^ 
if TT\I^l + f^ < ^P < ~ I ^^^^ ai < 0 , 02 > 0 . 
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Notice from Fig. 7.10 that this lower bound on kp is bigger than fc/, which 
in this figure corresponds to the minimum of the function 

k - 1 
T 
--zsin(J^) — cos(2:) 
1J 

in the interval z e [O^TT]. As explained in the proof of Theorem 7.2^ kp > ki 
is an important requirement for interlacing. 

Using a similar approach we can show that 

if T7Y<^3 +7?^ < ^P < " i then as<0,a4>0 

T L^ 1 
if T7\j^l + 7^ < ^p < "jL th^^ as < 0 ,ae > 0 

where aj is the solution to tan(a) = —j^oc in the interval ((j — l)7r, (j — ^)7r). 
It is clear that all these lower bounds on kp decrease monotonically with aj. 
Thus it suffices to take the lower bound corresponding to ai to guarantee 
that aj for odd values of j are strictly negative and aj for even values of j 
are strictly positive. This completes the proof. • 

Remark 7.4 From Fig. 7.9(a) we see that the odd roots of (7.10), i.e., 
Zj where j = 1,3,5,. . . ; are getting closer to {j — l)7r as j increases. Also 
notice from Fig. 7.10 that z\ is in the interval (0, a i ) . Since OL\ is in the 
first quadrant we conclude that z\ is also in the first quadrant. Moreover, 
since the cosine function is monotonically decreasing between (j — l)7r and 
JTT for odd values of j , and because of the previous observations we have 

0 < cos(2:i) < cos(2:3) < cos(2:5) < • • • . 

The following lemma is useful for determining the range of stabilizing ki 
gains for a fixed value of kp inside the range proposed by Theorem 7.2. 

Lemma 7.4 For Oj defined in (7.26), the following holds: 

ai = max iaA . 
j = l , 3 , 5 , . . / -^^ 

Proof. Since the parameters Zj, j = 1,3,5,..., are arranged in increasing 
order of magnitude we have 

0 < 2;i < Zj for jf = 3,5,7,... 

= l̂ + g^f < l + g^I- (7.29) 

Because of Remark 7.4 we have 

0 < cos(2;i) < cos(^^) for j = 3,5,7,... . (7.30) 
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Using the fact that cos(;2i) > 0 in (7.29) we have 

f 1 + ^zA cos(zi) < U + ^zU cos(^i) . 

Since 1 + j^z'^ > 0, from (7.30) we have 

Combining these two latter inequalities: 

+ ^^ i )cos (^ i ) < il-hj^zUcosizj) 

=> Tfcai - fcfcp < Tkaj - kkp [using (7.19)] 

=^ ai > ttj for J = 3,5, 7,... [since T < 0]. 

Thus we conclude that 
ai = max iaA 

j = l , 3 , 5 , . . / -̂ ^ 

and this completes the proof. • 
Notice that Theorem 7.2 and Lemma 7.4 can be used together for deter

mining the set of all stabilizing (fcp, ki) values for a given open-loop unstable 
plant. First, we fix the parameter kp inside the range given by Theorem 
7.2. For this value of the controller parameter kp, we know that the range 
of stabilizing ki is given by (7.27). However, from Lemma 7.4 this set is 
reduced to 

ai < ki <0 . 

Thus we only need to find the root zi of (7.10) to obtain the range of 
stabilizing ki. 

Example 7.3 Consider the problem of finding the set of stabilizing PI con
trollers for the plant given in (7.1), where the plant parameters are k = I, 
L = 0.8 seconds, and T = —6. Since the plant is open-loop unstable we 
will use Theorem 1.2 to find the range ofkp values over which the sweeping 
needs to be carried out. Since \j^\ = 7.5 > 1 we can proceed to compute 
ai€(0, | ) satisfying the following equation 

tan(a) = 7.ba . 

Solving this equation we obtain ai = 1.4810. Thus, from (7.22) the range 
of kp values is given by 

-11.1525 < kp <-1 . 

By sweeping over the above range of kp values we can determine the range 
ofki values at each stage. Figure 7.11 shows the stabilizing region obtained 
in the kp-ki plane. A 
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FIGURE 7.11. The stabilizing set of (/cp, fe) values for Example 7.3. 

7.5 Notes and References 

The results presented in Sections 7.3 and 7.4 are due to Silva, Datta, and 
Bhattacharyya [38], where the computation of the entire stabilizing set was 
first developed. A comprehensive study of the PI controller, its working 
principles, and tuning methods can be found in [2]. The importance of PI 
controllers in the pulp and paper industries has been stressed by Bialkowski 
in [6]. 



8 
PID Stabilization of First-Order 
Systems with Time Delay 

In this chapter we present a complete solution to the problem of character
izing all PID controllers that stabilize a given first-order system with time 
delay. As will be seen shortly, the PID stabilization problem is considerably 
more complicated than the P and PI cases considered in previous chapters. 
The solution presented here makes use of the results introduced in Chapter 
5. The range of admissible proportional gains is first determined in closed 
form. Then for each proportional gain in this range the stabilizing set in the 
space of the integral and derivative gains is shown to be either a trapezoid, 
a triangle, or a quadrilateral. 

8.1 Introduction 

The PID controller is by far the most common control algorithm used 
in process control applications. The Japan Electric Measuring Instrument 
Manufacturers' Association conducted a survey of the state of process con
trol systems in 1989. According to the survey more than 90% of the control 
loops were of the PID type. The popularity of the PID controller can be at
tributed to its different characteristic features: it provides feedback; it has 
the ability to eliminate steady-state offsets through integral action; and it 
can anticipate the future through derivative action. PID controllers come 
in many different forms. In some instances, the controller can be found as 
a stand-alone system in boxes for one or a few control loops. In other in
stances, PID control is combined with logic, sequential machines, transmit-
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ters, and simple function blocks to build complicated automation systems. 
These kinds of systems are often used for energy production, transporta
tion, and manufacturing. Indeed, the PID controller can be considered to 
be the bread and butter of control engineering. 

The general empirical observation is that most industrial processes can 
be controlled reasonably well with PID control provided that the demands 
on the performance specifications are not too high. A PID controller is 
sufficient when the process has dominant dynamics of first or second order. 
Most of the time, there are no significant benefits gained by using a more 
complex controller for such processes. With the derivative action, improved 
damping is provided. Hence, a higher proportional gain can be used to speed 
up the transient response. An example of this is temperature control inside 
a chamber. However, tuning of the derivative action should be carefully 
done because it can amplify high-frequency noise. Because of this, most of 
the commercially available PID controllers have a limitation on the gain of 
the derivative term. 

Over the last four decades, several methods have been developed for 
setting the parameters of the PID controller. Some of these methods are 
based on characterizing the dynamic response of the plant to be controlled 
with a first-order model with time delay. It is interesting to note that even 
though most of these tuning techniques provide satisfactory results, the set 
of all stabilizing PID controllers for these first-order models with time delay 
has remained unknown until recently. Since this is the basic set in which 
every design must reside, it is important to determine. This fact constitutes 
the motivation for this chapter, which is to provide a complete solution to 
the problem of characterizing the set of all PID controllers that stabilize a 
given first-order plant with time delay. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2 we present the formal 
statement of the PID stabilization problem. In Section 8.3 we present the 
solution to the problem when the system to be controlled is open-loop 
stable. Section 8.4 contains a similar result for the case of an open-loop 
unstable plant. We also provide here a necessary and sufficient condition on 
the time delay for the existence of stabilizing PID controllers. Simulations 
and examples are provided to illustrate the applicability of the results. 

8.2 The PID Stabilization Problem 

In this chapter we again study the problem of stabilizing a first-order system 
with time delay using a PID controller. As in Chapters 6 and 7, our feedback 
control system is as shown in Fig. 6.2, where G{s) given by 
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is the plant to be controlled, and C{s) is the PID controller. The PID 
controller has a proportional term, an integral term, and a derivative term. 
There are different ways of representing the PID control algorithm. In our 
case, we will use the following representation: 

S 

where kp is the proportional gain, ki is the integral gain, and kd is the 
derivative gain. Our objective is to analytically determine the set of con
troller parameters (kp^ki.kd) for which the closed-loop system is stable. 

We first analyze the system without the time delay, i.e., L = 0. In this 
case the closed-loop characteristic equation of the system is given by 

S{s) = (T -h kkd)s^ + (1 + kkp)s + kh . 

Since this is a second-order polynomial, closed-loop stability is equivalent 
to all the coeHicients having the same sign. Assuming that the steady-state 
gain k of the plant is positive these conditions are 

1 T 
kp> - - ,ki>Q and kd > - 7 - (8.2) 

k k 
or 

1 T 
kp < - - ,ki<0 and kd < -77 • (8-3) 

rC rZ 

A minimal requirement for any control design is that the delay-free closed-
loop system be stable. Consequently, it will be henceforth assumed in this 
section that the PID gains used to stabilize the plant with delay always 
satisfy one of the conditions (8.2) or (8.3). 

Next consider the case where the time delay of the plant model is diJBPerent 
from zero. The closed-loop characteristic equation of the system is then 

5{s) = {kki + kkps -h kkds^)e-^' + (1 + Ts)s . 

As before, we can make use of Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 to solve the stability 
problem and find the set of stabilizing PID controllers. 

We start by rewriting the quasi-polynomial 5{s) as 

5%s) = e^'5{s) = kki + kkpS + kkds^ + (1 + Ts)se^' . 

Substituting s = ju^ we have 

5*(ja;) = 6r{uj)-{-j5i{uj) 

where 

5r{uj) = kki — kkduP' — uj sm{Lu) — Tup COS{LLO) 

6i{oo) = u[kkp + cos{Luj) — Tct;sin(La;)] . 

The following sections separately treat the two cases of an open-loop stable 
plant and an open-loop unstable plant. 
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8.3 Open-Loop Stable Plant 

If the system is open-loop stable, then T > 0 in (8.1). Furthermore, we 
make the standing assumption that fc > 0 and L > 0. Prom the expressions 
for Sr{u)) and ^^(a;), it is clear that the controller parameter kp only affects 
the imaginary part of S*{juj) whereas the parameters ki and kd affect the 
real part of S*{juj). Moreover, these three controller parameters appear 
afHnely in Sr{uj) and Si{Lu). These facts are exploited in applying Theorems 
5.5 and 5.6 to determine the range of stabilizing PID gains. 

Before stating the main result of this section, we will present a few pre
liminary results that will be useful in solving the PID stabilization problem. 

Lemma 8.1 The imaginary part of S*{juj) has only simple real roots if 
and only if 

1 / 1 yai sin(ai) — cos(ai) (8.4) 

where a i is the solution of the equation 

tan(a) 
T-i-L a 

in the interval (0,7r). 

Proof. With the change of variables z = Leu the real and imaginary parts 
of S*(juj) can be expressed as 

Sr{z) = kki-—^z'^ - Yzsin{z)-•^z'^cos{z) (8.5) 
L2 V 

T_ 

L2^ 

6i{z) z 
I 

kkp + cos(z) — —zsm{z) 
Jb 

(8.6) 

Prom (8.6) we can compute the roots of the imaginary part, i.e., 5i{z) = 0. 
This gives us the following equation: 

kkp -h cos(^) — ~zsm{z) 

Then either 

z = 0 or 
T 

kkp + cos{z) — -zsm{z) = 0 . 
JL 

(8.7) 

Prom this it is clear that one root of the imaginary part is ZQ = 0. The 
other roots are difficult to find since we need to solve (8.7) analytically. 
However, we can plot the terms involved in (8.7) and graphically examine 
the nature of the solution. Let us denote the positive real roots of (8.7) by 
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FIGURE 8.1. Plot of the terms involved in (8.7) for Âp < - ^ . 

Zj, j = 1,2,..., arranged in increasing order of magnitude. There are now 
four different cases to consider. 
Case 1: A;p < - ^ . In this case, we sketch ^^^^rlf""^ and '^z to obtain the 
plots shown in Fig. 8.1. 

Case 2: - ^ < fep < ^. In this case, we graph ''^tnilf''^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ obtain 
the plots shown in Fig. 8.2. 
Case 3 : fcp = p Î ^ this case, we sketch kkp + cos(2;) and J2:sin(2:) to 
obtain the plots shown in Fig. 8.3. 
Case 4: ^ < kp. In this case, we sketch ^^P^":^!^""^ and j^z to obtain the 
plots shown in Figs. 8.4(a) and 8.4(b). The plot in Fig. 8.4(a) corresponds 
to the case where ^ < kp < ku, and ku is the largest number so that the 

plot of —sin^2) intersects the line j^z twice in the interval (0, TT). The 
plot in Fig. 8.4(b) corresponds to the case where kp > ku and the plot of 

—\i^rz) does not intersect the line J z twice in the interval (0,7r). 
Let us now use the results from Section 5.5 to check if 5i{z) has only 

real roots. Substituting si = Ls in the expression for 5*{s)^ we see that 
for the new quasi-polynomial in 5i, M = 2 and Â  = 1. Next we choose 
ry = ^ to satisfy the requirement that sin(r/) ^ 0. Prom Figs. 8.2 through 
8.4(a) we see that in each of these cases, i.e., for —j, < kp < ku^ Si{z) 
has three real roots in the interval [0,27r - f ] = [0, ^ ] , including a root 
at the origin. Since 6i{z) is an odd function of z, it follows that in the 
interval [-^^ x l ' ^i(^) ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^1 roots. Also observe from Figs. 8.2 
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FIGURE 8.4. Plot of the terms involved in (8.7) for ^ < kp. 

through 8.4(a) that Si{z) has a real root in the interval ( ^ , ^ ] . Thus Si{z) 
has 4Ar + M = 6 real roots in the interval [-2?: + f, 27r + f ]. Moreover, it 
can be shown using Figs. 8.2 through 8.4(a) that Si{z) has two real roots in 
each of the intervals [2i7r+ f ,2(/ + l)7r+ f ] and [-2(/ + l)7r+ f, -2/7r+ f ] 
for / = 1,2,... . It follows that 6i{z) has exactly AIN + M real roots in 
[-2/7r + f ,2/7r + | ] for - ^ < kp < k^ Hence from Theorem 5.6, we 
conclude that for —^ < kp < ku^ Si{z) has only real roots. Also note that 
the cases kp < - | and kp > ku corresponding to Figs. 8.1 and 8.4(b), 
respectively, do not merit any further consideration since using Theorem 
5.6, we can easily argue that in these cases, all the roots of 5i{z) will not 
be real, thereby ruling out closed-loop stability. 

It only remains to determine the upper bound ku on the allowable value 
of kp. From the definition of ku-^ it follows that if kp = ku the plot of 
—siJ^\ intersects the line ^ z only once in the interval (0, TT). Let us 
denote by a i the value of z for which this intersection occurs. Then we 
know that for z = a i G (0, TT) we have 

kku+Q'Os{ai) T 
sin(ai) = - a a . (8.8) 
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Moreover, dit z = ai, the line j - ^ is tangent to the plot of gitf̂ ) • Thus 

dz 
kku + cos{z) 

sin(2:) 
z=ai 

L 

1 + kku cos(ai) T .,2 sin (Q;I) . (8.9) 

EUminating kku between (8.8) and (8.9) we conclude that a i € (0, TT) can 
be obtained as a solution of the following equation: 

T 
tan(ai) = - ^ ; - p ^ a i . 

Once ai is determined the parameter ku can be obtained using (8.8): 

k - i -ai sin(Q;i) — cos(ai) 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Prom (8.5), for z ^ 0, the real part 5r{^) can be rewritten as 

k 
^r{z) = j2^ [-^d + m{z)ki + b{z) 

where 

miz) = -2 

kz 
biz) sin{z) 4- y2:cos(z) 

(8.10) 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

Lemma 8.2 For each value ofkp in the range given by (8.4), the necessary 
and sufficient conditions on ki and kd for the roots of 6r{z) and Si(z) to 
interlace are the following infinite set of inequalities: 

ki > 0 

kd > miki-^bi 

kd < rn2ki + 62 

kd > mski 4- 63 

kd < m/^ki H- 64 (8.13) 

where the parameters ruj and bj for j = 1,2,3,... are given by 

A 
nii 

bj 

m{zj) 

b{Zj) . 

(8.14) 

(8.15) 
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Proof. Prom condition 1 of Theorem 5.5, the roots of dr(z) and Si{z) have 
to interlace for the quasi-polynomial 5* (5) to be stable. Thus we evaluate 
5r{z) at the roots of the imaginary part 6i{z). For Zo ~ 0, using (8.5) we 
obtain 

Sr{zo) = kki. (8.16) 

For Zj, where j = 1,2,3,..., using (8.10) we obtain 

k 
^ri^j) = i2^jl-~'^d + m{Zj)ki + b{Zj)] . (8.17) 

Interlacing the roots of Sr{z) and 6i{z) is equivalent to Sr{zo) > 0 (since 
Lemma 8.1 implies that kp is necessarily greater than — | , which in view of 
the stability requirements (8.2) for the delay-free case implies that fc^ > 0), 
Sr{zi) < 0, Sr{z2) > 0, 6r{z3) < 0, and so on. Using this fact and (8.16)-
(8.17) we obtain 

6r{zo) > 0 =^ ki>0 

Sr{zi)<0 ^ kd>miki-{-bi 

Sriz2) > 0 =^ kd< m2ki + 62 

Sr(zs) < 0 =^ kd> mski + 63 

Sr{z4) > 0 => kd < m4ki -f 64 

Thus intersecting all these regions in the ki~kd space, we obtain the set of 
{ki.kd) values for which the roots of 6r{z) and 5i{z) interlace for a given 
fixed value of kp. Notice that all these regions are half planes with their 
boundaries being Unes with positive slopes rrij. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. • 

Example 8.1 Consider the transfer function (8.1) with the following plant 
parameters: k = 1, T = 2 seconds, and L = 4 seconds. Then, the quasi-
polynomial S*{s) is given by 

(5*(5) = ki-\- kps 4- kds'^ + (2s^ -f s)e^^ . 

From Lemma 8.1 we need to find the solution of the following equation: 

tan(Q!) = —-a . 
o 

Solving this equation in the interval (0, TT) we get ai = 2.4556. Then, from 
(8.4.)y the imaginary part of S*{s) has only simple real roots if and only if 

-1< kp< 1.5515 . 
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We now set the controller parameter kp to 0.8, which is inside the previous 
range. For this kp value, (8.7) takes the form 

0.8 + cos(^) - O.50sin(^) = 0 . 

We next compute some of the positive real roots of this equation and arrange 
them in increasing order of magnitude: 

zi = 1.5806 , Z2 = 3.2602 , z^ = 6.7971 , z^ = 9.4669 . 

Using (8.14) and (8.15) we now calculate the parameters mj and bj for 

mi = 6.4044 bi = -2.5110 

m2 = 1.5053 62 = 2.1311 

ms = 0.3463 63 = -2.0309 

m4 = 0.1785 64 = 2.0160 . 

From Lemma 8.2, interlacing the roots of the real and imaginary parts of 
6*{juj) occurs for kp = 0.8, if and only if the following set of inequalities 
are satisfied: 

ki > 0 

kd > QAOAAki - 2.5110 

kd < 1.5053^^ + 2.1311 

kd > 0.3463A:i - 2.0309 

kd < 0.1785fci +2.0160 

The boundaries of these regions are illustrated in Fig. 8.5. Notice that the 
boundaries corresponding to Z2^z^^..., converge to the line kd = j = '^, 
whereas the boundaries corresponding to zi^zs,..., converge to the line kd = 
-^ - - 2 A 

As pointed out in the proof of Lemma 8.2 and in Example 8.1, the 
inequahties given by (8.13) represent half planes in the space of ki and 
kd- Their boundaries are given by lines with the following equations: 

kd = mjki + bj for j = 1,2,3, . . . . 

The focus of the remainder of this section will be to show that this intersec
tion is nonempty. We will also determine the intersection of this countably 
infinite number of half planes in a computationally tractable way. To this 
end, let us denote by Vj the fci-coordinate of the intersection of the line 
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FIGURE 8.5. Boundaries of the regions of Example 8.1. 

. + hj,3 = 1,2,3,. . . , with 
(8.15) it is not difficult to show that 
kd = rrijki 4- bj, j = 1,2,3,. . . , with the line kd = -j- From (8.14) and 

kL 
sin{zj) + —Zj{cos{zj) - 1) 

JL/ 

(8.18) 

In a similar fashion, let us now denote by Wj the fcrcoordinate of the 
intersection of the fine fc^ = m^ A:̂  + 6 ,̂ j = 1,2,3,. . . , with the line kd — ^-
Using (8.14) and (8.15) it can be once again shown that 

. - si. Wn = 
kL 

sm{zj) 4- YZj{cos{zj) + 1) (8.19) 

We now state three important technical lemmas that will allow us to 
develop an algorithm for solving the PID stabilization problem of an open-
loop stable plant (T > 0). These lemmas show the behavior of the param
eters bj, Vj^ and it;j, j = 1,2,3,. . . , for different values of the parameter kp 
inside the range proposed by Lemma 8.1. The proofs of these lemmas are 
long and will be omitted here. They are given in Appendix A. 

Lemma 8.3 If - \ < kp < \ then 

{i) bj < bj^2 < "~T for odd values of j 
K 
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— and On -^ — 
k k 

(Hi) 0 <Vj < Vj^2 for odd values of j . 

(ii) bj > — and bj ^ — as j -^ oo for even values of j 

Lemma 8.4 If kp = ^ then 

T 
(z) bj = —y for odd values of j 

T 
k 

(u) bj = — for even values of j . 

Lemma 8.5 If ^ < kp < ^ [^ai sin(ai) — cos(ai)] where a\ is the solu
tion of the equation 

T 
tan(a) = -JT^OL 

in the interval (0,7r), then 

T 
(i) bj > bj-^2 > ~ T for odd values of j 

rZ 

T 
{ii) bj < bj^2 < T" for even values of j 

K 
{Hi) Wj > Wj^2 > 0 for even values of j 

(iv) bi < b2 , wi > W2 ' 

We are now ready to state the main result of this section. 

Theorem 8.1 (Main Result) The range of kp values for which a given 
open-loop stable plant, with transfer function G{s) as in (8.1), can be sta
bilized using a PID controller is given by 

1 7 1 T 
—ai sin(ai) — cos(ai) (8.20) 

where ai is the solution of the equation 

tan(a) = - ^ a (8-21) 

in the interval (0,7r). For kp values outside this range, there are no sta
bilizing PID controllers. The complete stabilizing region is given by (see 
Fig. 8.6): 

1. For each kp G ( - ^ , f ) ; the cross-section of the stabilizing region 
the (ki^kd) space is the trapezoid T; 

m 

2. For kp = ^, the cross-section of the stabilizing region in the {ki^kd) 
space is the triangle A; 
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FIGURE 8.6. The stabilizing region of {ki,kd) for (a) - ^ < fcp < ^, (b) fcp = ^, 
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3. For each kp £ (l^ku := ^ [T^I sin(Q;i) - cos(ai)]), the cross-section 
of the stabilizing region in the (ki^kd) space is the quadrilateral Q. 

Proof. To ensure the stability of the quasi-polynomial 5*{s) we need to 
check the two conditions given in Theorem 5.5. 
Step 1. We first check condition 2 of Theorem 5.5: 

E{uJo) =• 5'i{'jOo)5r{(jOo) - k{<J^o)K{^o) > 0 

for some ojo in (-00,00). Let us take UQ = 0, so ZQ = 0. Thus 5i{zo) = 0 
and 5r{zo) = kki. We also have 

s'M -

=^E{zo) = 

L ' 

^kkp + l \ 

Jl that A; > 0 and L > 0 

T 2 
i 2 ^ 

(kh) . 

. Thus for 

/ I 2 r \ 
cos(^) - ijZ-\- j^z \ sin(z) 

ki>0^iidkp>-\ (8.22) 

or 

ki <0 and kp < - -

we have E{zo) > 0. Notice that from these conditions we can safely discard 
kp = -I from the set of kp values for which a stabilizing PID controller 
can be found. 
Step 2. Next we check condition 1 of Theorem 5.5, i.e., Sr{z) and 5i{z) 
have only simple real roots and these interlace. From Lemma 8.1 we know 
that the roots of Si{z) are all real if and only if the parameter kp lies inside 
the range 

1̂  1̂  
k' k 

where a i is the solution of the equation 

r 
—ai sin(ai) — cos(ai) 
JL / 

T 
tan(a) = " j q 7 ^ « 

in the interval (0, n). From the proof of Lemma 8.2, we see that interlacing 
of the roots of 6riz) and Si{z) leads to the following set of inequalities 

ki > 0 

kd > miki-\-bi 

kd < m2ki + b2 

kd > mski -f 63 

kd < ruA^ki + 64 
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We now show that for -^ < kp < k^^ where ku = ^ [ r ^ i s i n ( a i ) - cos(ai)], 
all these regions have a nonempty intersection. Notice first that the slopes 
rrij of the boundary lines of these regions decrease with Zj. Moreover, in 
the limit we have 

lim mj = 0 . 

Using this fact we have the following observations: 

1. When —l<kp<l, the intersection is given by the trapezoid T 
sketched in Fig. 8.6(a). This region can be found using the properties 
stated in Lemma 8.3. 

2. When fcp = •̂ , the intersection is given by the triangle A sketched in 
Fig. 8.6(b). This region can be found using the properties stated in 
Lemma 8.4. 

3. When ^ < kp < ku, the intersection is given by the quadrilateral Q 
sketched in Fig, 8.6(c). This region can be found using the properties 
stated in Lemma 8.5. 

For values of kp in (—^,A:^), the interlacing property and the fact that 
the roots of 5i{z) are all real can be used in Theorem 5.6 to guarantee 
that 6r{z) also has only real roots. Thus for values of kp inside this range 
there is a solution to the PID stabilization problem for a first-order open-
loop stable plant with time delay. For values of kp outside this range the 
aforementioned problem does not have a solution. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. • 

Remark 8.1 For L = Q, i.e., no time delay, we can solve (8.21) analyt
ically to obtain a i = 2.0288. Using this value, the upper bound in (8.20) 
evaluates out to oô  which is consistent with the condition imposed on kp 
by (8.2), for one of the scenarios arising in the delay-free case. Also, by 
plotting the graphs o/ tan(a) and —-^^riOt versus a, it is easy to see that 
as -^ decreases, the intersection a\ approaches TT. By substituting for j^ 
from (8.21) into the upper bound in (8.20) and differentiating with respect 
to a i , it can be shown that as a i increases from 2.0288 and approaches TT, 
the upper bound in (8.20) monotonically decreases to | (see also Fig. 8.7). 
This shows that as ^ increases, the range of kp values shrinks, which is 
consistent with the empirical observation of Astrom and Hagglund [1]. 

In view of Theorem 8.1, we now propose an algorithm to determine the 
set of stabilizing parameters for the plant (8.1) with T > 0. 

Algorithm for Determining Stabilizing PID Parameters. 

• Step 1: Initialize kp = —^ and step = j ^ (ku + f)? where N is the 
desired number of points; 
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FIGURE 8.7. Plot of the upper bound ku in (8.20) as a function of a i . 

• Step 2: Increase kp as follows: kp = kp-\- step; 

• Step 3: If kp < ku then go to Step 4. Else, terminate the algorithm; 

• Step 4: Find the roots zi and Z2 of (8.7); 

• Step 5: Compute the parameters rrij and 6 ,̂ jf = 1,2 associated with 
the previously found Zj by using (8.14) and (8.15); 

• Step 6: Determine the stabilizing region in the ki-kd space using 
Fig. 8.6; 

• Step 7: Go to Step 2. 

We now present two examples that illustrate the procedure involved in 
solving the PID stabihzation problem using the results of this section. 

Example 8.2 Consider the PID controller design for the first-order pro
cess with deadtime using the Ziegler-Nichols step response method. The 
process model is given as 

G{s) = -Ls (8.23) 
Ts-Vl 

where k = 0.1, T = 0.01 seconds, and L = 0.1 seconds. Using the Ziegler-
Nichols step response method, we obtain the controller parameter values 
kp = 1.2, ki = 6.0, and kd = 0.06. 
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We now use the results of this section to determine the set of all stabilizing 
{ki^ kd) values when kp is kept fixed at 1.2 (the Ziegler-Nichols value). 
First we compute the roots zi and Z2 of the imaginary part 5i{z) of the 
characteristic equation of the closed-loop system, i.e., we solve the following 
equation 

0.12 + cos{z) - O.lzsin(^) = 0 . 

The roots obtained are zi = 1.537 and Z2 = 4.204. Then from Fig. 8.6 we 
only need to compute the boundary line corresponding to zi. This line is 
given by kd = 0.00423fci-0.6535. Thus the set of stabilizing {ki, kd) values 
when kp = 1.2 is the one sketched in Fig. 8.8. 

h^/l 
0.25 

0.2 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

? 0 

-0.05 

-0.1 

-0.15 

-0.2 

-0.25 

0 20 40 60 80 , 1 0 0 120 140 160 180 

FIGURE 8.8. The stabilizing region of (ki.kd) when kp = 1.2 for Example 8.2. 

From Fig. 8.8, it is clear that the FID controller obtained by the Ziegler-
Nichols step response method (denoted by *) is very close to the stability 
boundary. So this example shows that a FID controller design obtained 
using the Ziegler-Nichols step response method may suffer from "fragility. '^ 
Also shown in Fig. 8.8 is the circle of largest radius inscribed inside the 
stabilizing region. This circle has a radius of r = 0.1 and its center can be 
placed anywhere on the line kd = 0, 0 < ki < 130.26. By choosing the {ki, 
kd) value at the center of this circle, we can obtain the largest I2 parametric 
stability margin in the space of ki and kd, thereby alleviating the controller 
fragility problem. A 

Example 8.3 Let us revisit the design problem presented in Example 8.2. 
The plant parameters are k = 0.1, T = 0.01 seconds, and L = 0.1 sec-
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onds. We will now use a different approach to solve this problem. We first 
approximate the deadtime of (8.23) by the first-order Fade approximation 
introduced in Section 5.3. The approximated process model is given by 

G]n{s) ^ 
k -f^ + 1 

Ts^-l §5 + 1 
0.1(-0.Q55+1) 

(0.015+1)(0.055 + 1) 

Since G^ {s) is a rational transfer function we use the PID controller design 
procedure presented in Section 4-2. Using this procedure we obtained the set 
of all stabilizing {kp, ki^ kd) values. The set of all stabilizing {ki, kd) values 
corresponding to kp = 1.2 is sketched in Fig. 8.9 with a continuous line. 
We next compare this set with the one obtained in Example 8.2. This latter 
set is superimposed on Fig. 8.9 using a dashed line. As we can see from 
this figure, the set obtained by the Fade approximation includes settings of 
the FID controller that lead to an unstable closed-loop system. This shows 
that the Fade approximation may indeed be unsatisfactory when designing 
a FID controller for systems with deadtime. 

0.2 

0.1 

with Pade' approximation 
exact delay 

50 100 
k, 

150 200 250 

FIGURE 8.9. The stabilizing region of {ki.ka) when kp = 1.2 for Example 8.3. 

Finally let us use the results of this section to determine the entire set of 
stabilizing FID parameters. The range of kp values specified by Theorem 
8.1 is given by 

-lQ<kp< 10.4048 . 
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By sweeping over this range and using the algorithm presented earlier, we 
obtain the stabilizing set of {kp, ki, kd) values sketched in Fig. 8.10. A 

15^ 

10^ 

54 

-5-4 

0 1 5 — ^ - - ^ 200 
^•'^ 0.2 250 

FIGURE 8.10. The stabilizing region of {kp,ki,kd) values for the PID controller 
in Example 8.3. 

8.4 Open-Loop Unstable Plant 

In this case T < 0 in (8.1). Furthermore, let us assume that k > 0 and 
L > 0. The same procedure used in the last section will be used here to 
solve the problem of stabilizing an open-loop unstable plant using a PID 
controller. In other words, we will find the set of all stabilizing (kp^ki^kd) 
values by repeatedly using Theorem 5.5. 

Before stating the main result of this section, we will present a few pre
liminary results leading up to it. As the next lemma shows, the range of kp 
values for which stabilization is possible can be determined exactly. 

Lemma 8.6 For \'j;\ > 0.5, the imaginary part of 5*{juj) has only simple 
real roots if and only if 

-ai sin(ai) — cos(ai) <^P<~1 (8.24) 

where ai is the solution of the equation 

tan(a) 
T + L a 
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1, we have a i = f. For in the interval (0,7r). In the special case o/ | ^ | 
| ? | < 0.5; the roots of the imaginary part of S''{ju) are not all real. 

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 8.1 we make use of the change of variables 
z — Lu). With this change of variables, the real and imaginary parts of 
S*{ju;) can be expressed as 

5r{z) 

5i{z) 

KKi 

Z 

I 

kkd 
jjz^ - jzsm{z) - j^z cos{z) 

kkp + cos(z) - —zsin{z) 

(8.25) 

(8.26) 

We can compute the roots of the imaginary part from (8.26), i.e., 5i{z) = 0. 
This gives us the following equation: 

z 

1 
kkp -f cos(^) — ~zsin{z) = 0. 

Then either 

z = 0 OT 

T 
kkp + cos(z) — —zsin{z) = 0 . (8.27) 

Prom this expression one root of the imaginary part is 2̂0 = 0. As in Section 
8.3, we will plot the terms involved in (8.27) and graphically examine the 
nature of the solution. Let us denote the positive real roots of (8.27) by Zj, 
j = 1,2,..., arranged in increasing order of magnitude. There are now four 
different cases to consider. 
Case 1: fcp < - ^ . In this case, we sketch ^^t'c^f^^ and f z. It can be 

shown (see Lemma 8.7) that if ~ > -0 .5 , then the curves s|lî )̂ and 
j;z do not intersect at all in the interval (0,7r) regardless of the value of 
kp in (—00,-^). As will be shortly shown, in such a case the roots of 
the imaginary part are not all real. Accordingly, let us focus on the case 
J < —0.5 in which case again there are two possibilities, depending on the 
value of kp. These two possibilities are shown in Figs. 8.11(a) and 8.11(b). 
The plot in Fig. 8.11(a) corresponds to the case where h < kp < - \ , and 
ki is the smallest number so that the plot of ^^^^^^^^'"'^ intersects the line 
j^z twice in the interval (0,7r). The plot in Fig. 8.11(b) corresponds to the 
case where kp < ki and the plot of ^^w^)^^"^ does not intersect the line j^z 
twice in the interval (0, TT). 

Case 2: - ^ < fcp < p As in the previous case, we graph silî )̂ ^^^ 

j^z to obtain the plots shown in Fig. 8.12. 
Case 3: fcp = ^. In this case, we sketch kkp -h cos(^) and ^2:sin(z) to 
obtain the plots shown in Fig. 8.13. 
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FIGURE 8.11. Plot of the terms involved in (8.27) for /cp < - ^ . 
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FIGURE 8.13. Plot of the terms involved in (8.27) for kp= ^. 

FIGURE 8.14. Plot of the terms involved in (8.27) for ^ < kp. 
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Case 4: ^ < kp. In this case, we sketch ^^'I'^^^f''^ and ^z to obtain the 
plots shown in Fig. 8.14. 

We will now use Theorem 5.6 to check if Si{z) has only real roots. Sub
stituting 5i = Ls in the expression for S*{s), we see that for the new 
quasi-polynomial in 5i, M = 2 and N = 1. Next we choose rj = ^ to 
satisfy the requirement that sin(77) 7̂  0. From Fig. 8.11(a), we see that in 
this case, i.e., ioi ki < kp < ~^^ Si{z) has three real roots in the interval 
[0,27r - f ] = [0, ^ ] , including a root at the origin. Since Si{z) is an odd 
function of z, it follows that in the interval [ - ^ , x l ' ^^i^) ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ 
real roots. Also observe from Fig. 8.11(a) that 5i{z) has a real root in the 
interval ( ^ , x l - Thus ^ (̂2;) has 4Ar -|- M = 6 real roots in the interval 
[-27r + | , 27r + - ] . Moreover, it can be shown using Fig. 8.11(a) that 6i{z) 
has two real roots in each of the intervals [2/7r + f ,2(/ + l)7r + f] and 
[-2{l + l)7r + f, -2/7r + f ] for / = 1,2,... . Hence, it follows that 5i{z) has 
exactly AIN-f-M real roots in [-2l7r + | , 2/7r + | ] for fc^ < fcp < - p Hence 
from Theorem 5.6, we conclude that for fc^ < fcp < - ^ , 5i{z) has only real 
roots. Also note that the cases kp < ki and kp > —^ corresponding to 
Figs. 8.11(b) through 8.14, respectively, do not merit any further consider
ation since using Theorem 5.6, we can easily argue that in these cases all 
the roots of 5i{z) will not be real. The same argument can also be used in 
conjunction with Lemma 8.7 to conclude that for all the roots of 5i{z) to 
be real, the condition ^ < —0.5 must necessarily be satisfied. 

We now need to determine the lower bound ki on the allowable value for 
kp. Prom the definition of fc/, it follows that for kp = h the plot of ^^''^^^^^^^ 
intersects the Hne '—z only once in the interval (0,7r). Let us denote by a i 
the value of z for which this intersection occurs. Then we know that for 
z = ai ^ (0, TT) we have 

kki-i-cos{ai) T 
——r = ~ai. (8.28) 

sm(ai) L 

Now, at z = a i , the Hne J z is tangent to the plot of ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . Thus y-x;/ 10 L d i i g c i i L KJKJ u i i c p i U L u i • / \ 

d_ 
dz 

kki + cos(z) 
sin(z) 

T 

T 
=ai — 

. 2 / -^l^kki cos(ai) - ~Y sin^(ai) . (8.29) 

Eliminating kki between (8.28) and (8.29) we conclude that ai G (0, TT) can 
be obtained as a solution of the following equation: 

fT \ T 
sin(ai) ( — + 1 1 = - y a i cos(ai) . 

If ^ 7̂  — 1, then this expression can be rewritten as follows: 

tan(ai) - - ^ ^ a i . (8.30) 
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li j ; = —1, then ai f. In either case, the parameter ki is given by 

ki = 
k 

—ai sin(ai) - cos(ai) 
L/ 

[from (8.28)] 

and this completes the proof. • 
In Lemma 8.6, it was stated that if | J | < 0.5, then the roots of the 

imaginary part 6i{z) are not all real. The following lemma forms the basis 
of this claim. The proof is given in Appendix B. 

Lemma 8.7 / / -0 .5 < f < 0, then the curves ^^^^^^^'^^ and '^z do not 

intersect in the interval (0, TT) regardless of the value of kp in (—oo, — ̂ ) . 

For z ^^^ the real part 5r{z) can be rewritten as 

k 
5r{z) = jj^z^[-kd + m{z)ki -f b{z)] 

where 

m{z) = 
z 

b{z) 

2 

2 

kz 
sin(z) + YZCOS{Z) 

LI 

(8.31) 

(8.32) 

(8.33) 

Lemma 8.8 For each value of kp in the range given by (8.24), the neces
sary and sufficient conditions on ki and kd for the roots of Sr{z) and Si{z) 
to interlace are the following infinite set of inequalities: 

ki < 0 

kd < miki-\- bi 

kd > m2ki-V 62 

kd < mski-i- 63 

kd > m4ki+b4 (8.34) 

where the parameters ruj and bj for j = 1,2,3,... are given by 

ruj = "^{zj) (8.35) 

bj = b{zj). (8.36) 

Proof. From condition 1 of Theorem 5.5, the roots of 5r{z) and 8i{z) have 
to interlace in order for the quasi-polynomial ^*(5) to be stable. Thus we 
evaluate the real part 5r{z) at the roots of the imaginary part 5i{z). For 
Zo = 0, using (8.25) we obtain 

^r\Zo) — K,K>i (8.37) 
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For Zj, where j = 1,2,3,..., using (8.31) we obtain 

S^{zj) = ^z][~kd + m{zj)ki + b{zj)] . (8.38) 

Interlacing the roots of 5r{z) and Si{z) is equivalent to Sr{zo) < 0 (since 
Lemma 8.6 implies that kp is necessarily less than — ̂ , which in view of the 
stability requirements (8.3) for the delay-free case, implies that fc^ < 0), 
dr(zi) > 0, Sr(z2) < 0, Sr{zs) > 0, and so on. Using this fact and (8.37)-
(8.38) we obtain 

Sr{zo) < 0 =^ ki <0 

5r{zi) > 0 =4> kd < rriiki + 6i 

Sr{z2) < 0 =^ kd> m2ki + 62 

Srizs) > 0 => kd < mski + 63 

Sr{z4) < 0 =^ kd> m4ki + 64 

Thus intersecting all these regions in the ki-kd space, we obtain the set of 
{ki.kd) values for which the roots of 6r{z) and 5i{z) interlace for a given 
fixed value of kp. Notice that all these regions are half planes with their 
boundaries being lines with positive slopes ruj. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. • 

The inequalities given by (8.34) represent half planes in the space of ki 
and kd. Their boundaries are given by lines with the following equations: 

kd = rujki + bj for j = 1,2,3, . . . . 

The focus of the remainder of this section will be to determine the intersec
tion of this countably infinite number of half planes in a computationally 
tractable way. To this end, let us denote by Wj the fc^-coordinate of the 
intersection of the line kd = mjki + bj, j = 1,2,3,..., with the line kd = ^^ 
Using (8.35) and (8.36), it can be shown that 

T 
sm{zj) + -Zj{cos{zj)-]rl) (8.39) 

We now state a lemma that describes the behavior of the parameters bj 
defined in (8.36) and Wj defined in (8.39) for kp £ (ku -\)' The proof of 
this lemma is long and technical and is relegated to Appendix B. 

Lemma 8.9 / / \ [^ai sin(ai) - cos(ai)] < kp < - \ where ai is the so
lution of the equation 

T 
tan(a) — ~— -a 
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in the interval (0, TT) or ai = ~ if \j^\ — l, then 

T 
{%) bj < bj-^2 < ""T /^^ ^^^ values of j 

K 
T 

(a) bj > bj-\.2 > — for even values of j 
Ki 

{Hi) Wj < Wj-^2 < 0 for even values of j 

(iv) bi > b2 , Wi < W2 ' 

We are now ready to state the main result of this section. 

Theorem 8.2 A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
stabilizing PID controller for the open-loop unstable plant (8.1) is\j^\ > 0.5. 
If this condition is satisfied, then the range of kp values for which a given 
open-loop unstable plant, with transfer function G{s) as in (8.1), can be 
stabilized using a PID controller is given by 

T 
—ai sin(ai) — cos(ai) <kp<-\ (8.40) 

where ai is the solution of the equation 

tan(a) = ~j^cy (8.41) 

in the interval (0,7r). In the special case of \j^\ = 1, we have a i = f. 
For kp values outside this range, there are no stabilizing PID controllers. 
Moreover, the complete stabilizing region is given by (see Fig. 8.15): 

For each kp G [ki := ^ [ r ^ i sin(Q;i) — cos(ai)] , —^); the cross-section 
of the stabilizing region in the (ki^kd) space is the quadrilateral Q. 

Proof. To ensure the stability of the quasi-polynomial S*{s), we need to 
check the two conditions given in Theorem 5.5. 
Step 1. We first check condition 2 of Theorem 5.5: 

E{uJo) = 5i{uJo)Sr{L0o) - Si{uJo)Sl{iJo) > 0 

for some CUQ in (—00,00). Again we take ujo = 0, so Zo = 0. Thus Si{zo) = 0 
and dr{zo) = kki and we have 

Eizo) = ( ^ ^ ^ ) (kh) . 

Recall k > 0 and L > 0. Thus if we pick 

ki > 0 and kr, > ~-
k 
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FIGURE 8.15. The stabilizing region of {ki,kd) ior ki < kp <-l. 

or 
hi <0 and fco < — T 

k 

p — ~^ from the set of kp values for which a stabilizing PID controller 
we have E{zo) > 0. Notice that from these conditions we can safely discard 

can be found. 
Step 2. The second step is to check condition 1 of Theorem 5.5: 6r{z) and 
6i{z) have only simple real roots and they interlace. Prom Lemma 8,6 we 
know that for J < -0 .5 , the roots of 6i{z) are all real if and only if the 
parameter kp is inside the range (^ [^ai sin(ai) - cos(ai)] , - ^ ) , where 
a i is the solution of the equation 

tan(a) 
T + L ra 

in the interval (0,7r). Since for ^ > —0.5 the roots of the imaginary part 
are not all real, we conclude that for the existence of a stabilizing PID 
controller, the condition J < —0.5 must necessarily be satisfied. Prom 
Lemma 8.8, interlacing the roots of Sr{z) and Si{z) leads to the following 
set of inequalities: 

ki < 0 

kd < miki + bi 

kd > m2ki-\- 62 
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kd < m3ki+ 63 

kd > m4ki + 64 

We now show that for ki < kp < -^ all these regions have a nonempty 
intersection. Notice first that the slopes rrij of the boundary lines of these 
regions decrease with Zj. Moreover, in the limit, we have 

lim rrij =0 . 

Using this fact and Lemma 8.9 we get the intersection shown in Fig. 8.15. 
Finally we note that for values of kp in the range (fĉ , — ^) , the interlacing 
property and the fact that all the roots of 5i{z) are real can be used in 
Theorem 5.6 to guarantee that 5r{z) also has only real roots. Thus for 
values of kp inside this range there is a solution to the PID stabilization 
problem for a first-order open-loop unstable plant with time delay. • 

Remark 8.2 It is not difficult to see that when J < — 1 there is always a 
solution to (8.41) in the interval (0, TT). However, when j^ > —1 we have two 
situations to consider. These situations are illustrated in Fig. 8.16 where 
the terms tan(a) and —-j^c^ involved in (8.41) fl^^ plotted. Figure 8.16(a) 
corresponds to the case where —l<j-< —0.5. Figure 8.16(h) corresponds 
to the case where —0.5 < ^ < 0. ^4^ can he seen from Fig. 8.16(a), there is 
always a solution to (8.4I) in the interval (0,7r). However, in the case of 
Fig. 8.16(b), we see that there is no solution in this open interval Thus for 
this situation, the parameter ai does not exist and neither does ki. However, 
as pointed out earlier, this corresponds to the case where no stabilizing PID 
controller exists. 

A similar algorithm to the one presented in the previous section can 
now be developed to solve the PID stabilization problem of an open-loop 
unstable plant. We only need to sweep the parameter kp over the interval 
proposed by Theorem 8.2 and use Fig. 8.15 to find the stabilizing region of 
(ki.kd) values at each admissible value oi kp. 

Example 8.4 Consider a process descrihed hy the differential equation 

^ 4 ^ = 0.252/(t) - 0.25ix(t - 0.8) . 
at 

This process can he descrihed hy the transfer function G{s) in (8.23) with 
the following parameters: k = 1, T = —4, and L ~ 0.8 seconds. Since 
the system is open-loop unstable we use Theorem 8.2 to find the range 
of kp values for which a solution to the PID stabilization problem exists. 
Since | J | = 5 > 0.5, we can proceed to compute ai G (0,7r) satisfying the 
following equation: 

tan(a) = —1.25a . 
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FIGURE 8.16. Cases involved in determining the parameter ai when ~ > —1. 

Solving this equation we obtain ai = 1.9586. Thus from (8.40) the range 
of kp values is given by 

-8.6876 < fcp < - 1 . 

We now sweep over the above range of kp values and determine the sta
bilizing set of (ki^kd) values at each stage. These regions are sketched in 
Fig. 8.17. A 

8.5 Notes and References 

The characterization of all stabilizing PID controllers for a given first-order 
plant with time delay was developed by Silva, Datta, and Bhattacharyya 
[39]. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first time that such 
a characterization was provided in the literature. An excellent account of 
PID theory and design for first-order plants with time delay can be found in 
[2]. The importance of PID controllers in modern industry is documented 
in the survey conducted by the Japan Electric Measuring Instrument Man
ufacturers' Association [52]. 
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FIGURE 8.17. The stabilizing region of (kp, ki, kd) values for the PID controller 
in Example 8.4. 



9 
Control System Design Using the PID 
Controller 

In this chapter we present some tools that are useful when designing a PI 
or a PID controller for a first-order system with time delay. These tools 
show the importance of knowing the set of controller parameter values 
that stabilize the closed-loop system derived in the previous chapters. The 
chapter also provides a solution to the problem of robustly stabilizing a 
given delay-free interval plant family using the PID controller. 

9.1 Introduction 

In general, the task of a controller is to maintain a desired system per
formance while coping with possible system disturbances. In the case of 
the PID controller, to achieve a desired performance, the user needs to 
select carefully the amount of each control action: proportional, integral, 
and derivative. Oscillation and instability can occur if the parameters are 
chosen incorrectly. In an industrial situation this can lead to material loss 
and destruction of equipment. Setting the parameters of a PID controller 
is an important step in the design of PID control systems. 

In this chapter we discuss different approaches for designing PI and PID 
controllers for first-order plants with time delay. As will be seen later, it is 
important for the designer to know a priori the set of stabilizing controller 
parameter values. We also discuss a technique for synthesizing PID con
trollers that simultaneously stabilize a given delay-free interval plant family. 
In Section 9.2, we recall some relevant results from the area of parametric 
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robust control and use them to provide a constructive procedure for obtain
ing all P, PI, and PID controllers that stabihze a given delay-free interval 
plant family. Section 9.3 considers the case of a system with unknown de
lay that requires the design of a robust PID controller. In Section 9.4 we 
study the problem of designing a resilient or nonfragile controller. Section 
9.5 introduces time domain performance specifications into the PID design. 

9.2 Robust Controller Design: Delay-Free Case 

We start this section by briefly reviewing some results from the area of 
parametric robust control. We will only highlight those results that are 
most relevant to the subsequent development. For an exhaustive treatment, 
the reader is referred to [5]. 

Definition 9.1 Consider the set T of all real polynomials of degree n of 
the form 

P{s) = PO + PlS-\-P2S'^-{-" '-\-PriS"" 

where the coefficients vary in independent intervals 

PO G [Xo, 2/o], Pi e [Xi, 2/i], . . . , Pn^ [^n, ^ n ] , 0 ^ [Xn, Vn]-

Such a set of polynomials is called an interval polynomial. 

We next state Kharitonov's celebrated theorem, which provides a neces
sary and sufficient condition for the Hurwitz stability of such an interval 
polynomial. 

Theorem 9.1 (Kharitonov's Theorem) Every polynomial in the inter
val family T is Hurwitz if and only if the following four polynomials called 
Kharitonov polynomials are Hurwitz: 

K'^{s) = xo + xxs + 2/25̂  + yzs'^ + X4.s^ + x^s^ + y^s^ + • • • 

K'^{S) = XO + yis 4- 2/25^ + X35^ + X45^ + y^s^ 4- y^s^ H 

K^{s) = yo-^xis + X2S^ + 2/35^ + y^s"^ + xr,s^ -h x^s^ + • • • 

^ ^ (5 ) = ^0 + VlS + X2S^ + X^S^ -f 2/45^ + 2/55̂  + ^65^ H • 

We now proceed to state a generalization of Kharitonov's Theorem that 
will play an important role in the sequel. However, before stating this the
orem, we need to introduce some notation. Let m be an arbitrary integer 
and let P{s) = [Pi (5), ^2(5), . . . , PmC^)] be an m-tuple of real polynomi
als where each component Pi{s) i — 1,2,. . . , m is an interval polynomial. 
Consequently, with each Pi(5), we can associate its four Kharitonov poly
nomials K\[s), Kf{s), Kf{s), and Kf{s). We denote by Km the set of 
m-tuples obtained as follows. For every fixed integer i between 1 and m set 

Pi{s) = K^{s), for some fc = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
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Clearly there are at most 4"^ distinct elements in /Cm- In addition, we define 
a family of m-tuples called generalized Kharitonov segments as follows. For 
any fixed integer / between 1 and m, set 

Pi{s) = Ki{s), for iy^l and for some fc = 1,2,3,4 

and for i = I, suppose that Pi{s) varies in one of the four segments 

[Kl{s),Kf{s)] 

[Khs), Kf{s)] 

[Kfis), Kfis)] 

[Kf{s), Ktis)] . 

By the segment [Kl{s)^ ^f{^)]^ we mean the set of all convex combinations 
of the form 

il-X)Kl{s) + XKf(s), A€[0 , 1]. 

There are at most m 4 ^ distinct generalized Kharitonov segments and we 
will denote by 5 ^ the family of all these m-tuples. With these prehminaries, 
we now state the theorem of Chapellat and Bhattacharyya. 

Theorem 9.2 (Generalized Kharitonov Theorem) [5] 

(1) Given an m-tuple of fixed real or complex polynomials [Fi{s), ^2(5), 
. . . , Fm{s)], the polynomial family 

Pl{s)Fi{s)+P2{s)F2{s) + '-' + Pm{s)Fmis) (9 .1) 

is Hurwitz stable if and only if all the one-parameter polynomial 
families that result from replacing [Pi (5), ^2(5), . . . ,Pm(s)] in 
the above expression by the elements of Sm Q>'^^ Hurwitz stable. 

(2) If the polynomials Fi{s) are real and of the form Fi{s) = 
s^'{aiS + bi)Ui{s)Qi{s) where ti > 0 is an arbitrary integer, 
Oi and hi are arbitrary real numbers, Ui{s) is an anti-Hurwitz 
polynomial, and Qi{s) is an even or odd polynomial, then it is 
sufficient that (9.1) be Hurwitz stable with the PiS replaced by 
the elements of JCm-

(3) If the FiS are complex and 

—aiglFiiJu;)] < 0 Vi = 1, 2, . . . , m 

then it is sufficient that (9.1) be Hurwitz stable with the PiS 
replaced by the elements of JCrn-
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9.2.1 Robust Stabilization Using a Constant Gain 

In this subsection, we consider the problem of characterizing all constant 
gain controllers that stabilize a given delay-free interval plant. The key 
idea is to use the results of Chapter 3 in conjunction with the Generalized 
Kharitonov Theorem. 

Now let G{s) be an interval plant: 

J\f{s) = ao + ais + a25^ H h ams'^ 

V{s) = bo + bis + b2s'^-{-'•• +hns"" 

where n > m, am ^ 0, 6^ / 0, and the coefficients of Af{$) and V{s) vary 
in independent intervals, i.e., 

ao e [ao, ao], ai € [a^, a i ] , . . . , am e [a^, am] 

bo e [6o, boh bi e [6i, h],..., bn G [b^, 6n]. 

The controller C{s) in question is a constant gain, i.e., 

C{s) = kc. 

The family of closed-loop characteristic polynomials A(5, kc) is given by 

A(s, kc) = V{s) + kcM{s). 

The problem of characterizing all constant gain stabilizers for an interval 
plant is to determine all the values of kc for which the family of closed-loop 
characteristic polynomials A(5, kc) is Hurwitz. 

Let A/*'(5), V\s), i = 1,2,3,4, be the Kharitonov polynomials corre
sponding to N{s) and D{s), respectively, and let QK{S) denote the family 
of 16 vertex plants defined as 

QK{S) = iOijis) I Gij{s) = ^ ^ , i = 1,2,3,4, j - 1,2,3,4 

The closed-loop characteristic polynomial for each of these vertex plants 
Gij{s) is denoted by Sij{s^kc) and is defined as 

5ij{s,kc) = V^{s) + kc.^\s). 

We can now state the following theorem, which characterizes all constant 
gain stabilizers for a delay-free interval plant. 

Theorem 9.3 Let G{s) be a delay-free interval plant as defined above. 
Then the entire family Q{s) is stabilizable by a constant gain kc if and 
only if the following conditions hold: 
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(i) Each Gij{s) G QK{S) is stabilizable by a constant gain 

(ii) /C 7̂  0; where /C = ^i=i,...,A, j=i,...A^i3, o^'^d Kij is the set of all 
stabilizing gain values for Gij{sY. 

Furthermore the set of all stabilizing gain values for the entire family 
Q{s) is precisely given by /C. 

Proof. Now we have 

A(5, kc) - V{s) + kcM{s) 

= F,{s)V{s) + F2{s)^f{s) 

where ^1(5) = 1 and ^2(5) = kc. Using Theorem 9.2 (2), it follows that the 
entire family A{s, kc) is Hurwitz stable if and only if %(5 , kc), i = 1,2,3,4, 
j = 1,2,3,4 are all Hurwitz. Therefore, the entire family G{s) is stabilized 
by a constant gain kc if and only if every element of QK{S) is simultaneously 
stabilized by fcc. Thus we can use the results of Section 3.2 to find out all 
the constant gain stabilizers for each member of GK(S) and then take their 
intersection to obtain all constant gain stabilizers for the given interval 
plant. This completes the proof. • 

We now present a simple example to illustrate the detailed calculations 
involved in coming up with all constant gain stabilizers for an interval plant. 

Example 9.1 Consider the interval plant 

Gis) = -DisY 

where Af{s) = ao + ais + a2S^ 

V{s) = 60 + &is + 625^ +''3S^ + 64s'* 

with 

02 e [1, 1], ai e [1, 2], ao e [1, 2] 

and &4 € [1, 1], 63 € [3, 4], 62 6 [4, 4], 61 € [5, 8], 60 £ [6, 7]. 

Then the Kharitonov polynomials corresponding to Af{s) and ^ ( s ) are 

Af\s) = s^ + s + l, Af^s) = s^ + 2s + 1 

Af^{s) = s2 + s + 2, A/"4(s) = s^ + 2s + 2 

r>i(s) = s^ + 4s^ + 4s^ + 5s + 6, V^{s) = s" + 3s^ + 45^ + 85 + 6 

1)3(5) = s4 ^ 4^3 ^ 4^2 + 55 + 7̂  X)^(g) =S^ + Ss^ + 45^ + 8s + 7. 

^Note that for any pajticular Gij{s), the set of all stabilizing feedback gains Kij can 
be determined using the results of Section 3.2, specifically Theorem 3.1. 
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Furthermore, 

gK{s) = !^Gij{s)\Gijis)=^ ^ ^ ^ = 1,2,3,4, i - 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 

Using the results of Section 3.2, specifically Theorem 3.1, the sets Kij cor
responding to Gij{s), i = 1,2,3,4, j = 1,2,3,4 are 

Kn = (2.3885,00), Ku = (1.5584, oo), 

Kis - (3.0, oo), Ki4 = (2.0523,00), 

K21 = (1.7749,00), K22 - (2.0,00), 

7̂ 23 = (2.2720,00), K24 = (2.5584,00), 

Ksi = (-3.0, -2.8297) U (4.8297,00), 7̂ 32 = (2.8541,00), 

Kss = (-3.5, -3.4721) U (5.4721,00), 7̂ :34 = (3.4686,00), 

K41 = (3.2016,00), 7̂ 42 = (-3.0, -2.8541) U (3.8541,00), 

7̂ 43 = (3.7749,00), 7̂ 44 = (-3.5, -3.4686) U (4.4686,00). 

Therefore the set of all kc values that stabilize the entire family Q{s) is 
given by 

= (5.4721,00). 

9.2.2 Robust Stabilization Using a PI Controller 

In this subsection, we consider the problem of characterizing all PI con
trollers that stabilize a given delay-free interval plant Q{s) = ^f^ where 
Af{s), V{s) are as defined in Section 9.2.1. Since the controller C{s) is now 
given by 

C{s) =kp-{-j, 

the family of closed-loop characteristic polynomials A(5, fcp, hi) becomes 

A(5, kp, ki) = sV{s)-\- {ki + kps)Af{s). 

The problem of characterizing all stabihzing PI controllers is to determine 
all the values of kp and ki for which the entire family of closed-loop char
acteristic polynomials A{s,kp,ki) is Hurwitz. 

Let Af'{s), i = 1,2,3,4 and V^{s), j = 1,2,3,4 be the Kharitonov 
polynomials corresponding to ^f{s) and\D(s), respectively, and let GK{S) 
denote the family of 16 vertex plants: 

QK{S) = lOijis) I Gijis) = ^ ^ . i = 1,2,3,4, j = 1,2,3,4J . 
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The closed-loop characteristic polynomial for each of these vertex plants 
Gij{s) is denoted by 5ij{s^ kp^ ki) and is defined as 

5ij{s, fcp, ki) = sV^{s) + {ki + kps)Af\s). 

We can now state the following theorem on stabilizing a delay-free inter
val plant using a PI controller. The proof is essentially the same as that of 
Theorem 9.3 and is therefore omitted. 

Theorem 9.4 Let G{s) be an interval plant. Then the entire family G{s) 
is stabilized by a particular PI controller if and only if each Gij{s) G GK{S) 
is stabilized by that same PI controller. 

In view of the above theorem, we can now use the results of Section 3.3 
to obtain a characterization of all PI controllers that stabilize the delay-
free interval family Q{s). As in Section 3.3, for any fixed fcp, we can solve 
the constant gain stabilization problem for each Gij{s) to determine the 
stabilizing set of ki for that particular Gij{s). We denote KIij{kp) to be 
the set of stabihzing ki corresponding to Gij{s) and a fixed kp. With such 
a fixed kp, the set of all stabilizing (fcp, ki) values for the entire ^x(s ) , 
denoted by Sk^ is given by 

^kp = {{kp, ki)\ki e ni=i,...,4,^=:i,...,4^^(fcp)}. 

The set of all stabihzing {kp, ki) values for the entire family G{s) can 
now be found by simply sweeping over kp. Prom the results of Section 3.3, 
we know that for a given fixed plant, the range of kp values for which a 
stabilizing ki may exist can usually be narrowed down using some necessary 
conditions derived from roots locus ideas. Let KPij be the set of kp values 
satisfying such a necessary condition for Gij{s). Define 

K^V = ^i=l,...,4, j=l,...,4KPij. 

Then kp G )CV is a necessary condition that must be satisfied for any 
{kp, ki) that stabilizes the entire family G{s)> Thus by sweeping over all 
kp € JCV and solving constant gain stabilization problems for the 16 vertex 
plants at each stage, we can determine the set of all stabilizing {kp,ki) 
values for the entire family G{s). 

We now present a simple example to illustrate the detailed calculations 
involved in determining all the stabilizing {kp,ki) values for a given delay-
free interval plant G{s). 

Example 9.2 Consider the interval plant 

Mis) 
G{s) = 

v{sy 

where Af{s) = ao -f ais + a25^ + a^s^ + a4s'^ 

V{s) = 6o + bis + b2S^ + 635^ + 645"̂  + 655^ 
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with 

04 e [1, 1], az € [2, 3], a2 € [39, 41], m G [48, 50], ao € [-6, -3] 

and h G [1, 1], 64 € [2, 3], 63 G [31, 32], 62 S [35, 38], 61 € [49, 51], 

bo e [97, 101]. 

Then the Kharitonov polynomials corresponding to M{s) and V{s) are 

Af\s) = s^ + 3s^ + 41s2 + 48s - 6 

J\P{s) = s* + 2s^ + 41s2 + 50s - 6 

M^{s) = s'' + 3s^ + 39s2 + 48s - 3 

J\f^{s) = s* + 25^ + 395^ + 50s - 3 

r>i(5) = s^ + 2s^ + 32s^ + 38s2 + 49s + 97 

1)2(5) = s^ + 2s^ + 31s^ + 385^ + 51s + 97 

2)3 (s) = s5 ^ 3_54 ^ 32^3 _,. 35^2 + 49s + 101 

p4(5) = 3 5 ^ 3^4 ^ 3jg3 ^ 35^2 ^ 5ĵ 5 ̂  101. 

For a ^a;erf fcp, for instance kp — 2, we can solve constant gain stabilization 
problems to determine the set of stabilizing Klij (2) corresponding to each 
Gij{s). 

KIni2) = (-1.4993,0), Klui^) = (-1.5049,0) 

7^/13(2) = (-1.5673,0), KIu(2) = (-1.5734,0) 

Kl2i{2) = (-1.4610,0), Kl22i2) = (-1.4656,0) 

Kl23{2) = (-1.5281,0), Kl24{2) = (-1.5332,0) 

KIzi{2) = (-1.7356,0), J!:/32(2) = (-1.7394,0) 

^ 4 3 ( 2 ) - (-1.8100,0), Khi{2) = (-1.8142,0) 

if/4i(2) = (-1.6807,0), ir/42(2) = (-1.6837,0) 

^^43(2) = (-1.7534,0), KIu{2) = (-1.7567,0). 

Since 

it follows that 

ni=i,...,4,j=U...,4[KIij{2)] = (-1.4610, 0), 

S2 = {{kp, ki)\kp = 2, ki G (-1.4610, 0)}. 

Furthermore, KPij,i = 1,2,3,4, j — 1,2,3,4 are given by 

KPn = (0.0010,16.1667), Ji'Pi2 = (-0.0055,16.1667), 

KP13 = (0,16.8333), KPu = (0,16.8333), 

KP21 = (0,16.1667), ii'P22 = (0,16.1667), 
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KP22. = (-1.7382,16.8333), KP2A = (-1.6128,17.9000), 

i^Psi = (0.0022,32.3333), KP^2 = (0.0011,32.3333), 

^^33 = (0,33.6667), KPM = (0,33.6667), 

KP^x = (0,32.3333), KP42 = (0,32.3333), 

ifP43 = (-2.0923,33.6667), KP^A = (-1.9073,33.6667). 

Thus 

= (0.0022,16.1667). 

Now by sweeping over all kp £ (0.0022,16.1667) and solving the constant 
gain stabilization problems for each of the 16 vertex plants at each stage, 
we obtained the stabilizing (kp^ki) values for the entire family G{s). This 
is sketched in Fig. 9.1. 
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FIGURE 9.1. The stabilizing set of (/cp,fc) values (Example 9.2). 

A 

9,2.3 Robust Stabilization Using a PID Controller 

In this subsection, we consider the problem of characterizing all PID con
trollers that stabilize a given delay-free interval plant G{s) = w | t where 
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A/'(s), V{s) are as defined in Section 9.2.1. Since the controller C{s) in 
question is now a PID controller, i.e., C{s) = ^^£ !± |E£±^^ the family of 
closed-loop characteristic polynomials A(5, fcp, fc^, kd) becomes 

A(s, kp, ki, kd) == sV{s) 4- {kds'^ 4- kpS + ki)J\f{s). 

The problem of characterizing all stabilizing PID controllers for the en
tire family Q{s) is to determine all the values of fcp, ki, and kd for which 
the entire family of closed-loop characteristic polynomials A(5, fcp, fc^, kd) is 
Hurwitz. 

Let Af'{s), i = 1,2,3,4 and V^{s), j = 1,2,3,4 be the Kharitonov 
polynomials corresponding to Af{s) and V{s), respectively. Furthermore, 
let J\fS\s), i = 1,2,3,4 be the four Kharitonov segments of A/'(s), where 

AfS\s, X) = {1 - X)Af\s) + XAf\s) 

AfS\s, X) = {l-X)Af\s) + XAf^{s) 

AfS^is, X) = (l-X)^{s) + XAf\s) 

AfS\s, X) = {l-X)Af^is) + XAf\s) 

and A G [0, 1]. Let Gs{s) denote the family of 16 segment plants: 

Osis) = S^Gij{s,X)\G,jis,X)==^~^^ 

X e [0, 1] 

The family of closed-loop characteristic polynomials for each segment plant 
Gij{s, X) is denoted by 5ij{s, kp, ki, kd, X) and is given by 

5ij{s, kp, ki, kd, X) = sV^{s) + {h + kpS -h kdS^)J\fS'{s, A). 

We can now state the following result on stabilizing a delay-free interval 
plant using a PID controller. 

Theorem 9.5 LetG{s) be a delay-free interval plant Then the entire fam
ily Q{s) is stabilized by a particular PID controller, if and only if each 
segment plant Gij{s,X) G Gs{s) is stabilized by that same PID controller. 

Proof. We have 

A(5, kp, ki, kd) = sV{s) -h (ki -h kpS + kdS^)Af{s) 

= Fi{s)V{s) ^ F2{s)Af{s) 

where 

Fi{s) = s 

F2{s) = fei + kpS + kdS 2 
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Using Theorem 9.2, it follows that the entire family A{s, kp, ki, kd) is Hur-
witz stable if and only if the entire family 5ij{s, kp^ ki^ kd-. A), i = 1,2,3,4, 
j = 1,2,3,4, A G [0, 1] is Hurwitz. Hence we can conclude that the entire 
family Q{s) is stabilized by a PID controller if and only if every element of 
Gs{s) is simultaneously stabihzed by such a PID controller. • 

In view of the above theorem, we can now use the results of Section 
4.2 to obtain a computational characterization of all PID controllers that 
stabilize the interval family Q{s). As in Section 4.2, for any fixed kp and any 
fixed A* E [0,1], we can solve a linear programming problem to determine 
the stabilizing set of (ki^kd) values for Gij{s^ A*). Let this set be denoted 
by S{i,j,kp,\*)' By keeping kp fixed and letting A* vary in [0,1] we can 
determine the set of stabilizing (fĉ , kd) values for the entire segment plant 
Gij(s^ A). This set is denoted by 5(̂ ^ j^ ^ ) stnd is defined as 

*5(̂ , j , kp) = nAG[0, ll<5(i, J, kp, A)-

For a fixed fcp, the set of all stabilizing (fĉ , kd) values for the entire set 
Gs{s)^ denoted by Skp is given by 

^kp == n^=i,2,3,4, j=l,2,3,4<5(i, j , kp) • 

The set of all stabilizing (fcp, fc^, kd) values for the delay-free interval plant 
G{s) can now be found by simply sweeping over kp and determining Skp at 
each stage. Once again the range of kp values over which the sweeping has 
to be carried out for the entire Gs{s) can be a priori narrowed down by 
using root locus ideas. We now present a simple example to illustrate the 
detailed calculations involved in determining all the stabilizing (kp^ki^kd) 
values for a given delay-free interval plant G{s). 

Example 9.3 Consider the interval plant 

G{s) = 
Vis) 

where J\f{s) = ao+ais + a^s'^ 

T){s) = bo + hs + b2S^ + bas^ + b4s'^ + bss^ 

rvith 

02 e [1, 1], ai e [-5, - 4 ] , ao € [2, 4] 

and 65 e [1, 1], 64 € [3, 4], 63 e [5, 5], 62 € [7, 9], 61 € [8, 9] 

60 e [-2, - 1 ] . 

The Kharitonov polynomials corresponding to M{s) and I>(s) are 

Af\s) = s'^-5s + 2M^{s) = s'^-4:S + 2 
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9̂  - 55 + Uf^{s) = 5 ^ - 4 5 + 4 AfHs) = 
V\s) ^ 

V\s) = 

V'{s) = 

V\s) = 

s^ + 35^ + 55^ + 95^ + 8 5 - 2 

s^ + 35^ + 55^ + 95^ + 9 5 - 2 

5^ + 45^ + 55^ + 75^ + 8 5 - 1 

5^+45^^ + 55^ + 75^ + 9 5 - 1 . 

The Kharitonov segments and the family of 16 segment plants are defined 
as at the beginning of this subsection. 

Now for a fixed kp, for instance kp = 1.05, sweeping over A G [0,1] and 
using the results of Section 4-2, we obtained the stabilizing (ki^kd) values 
/or Gii(s, A), i.e., 5(i^ î  i 05) sketched in Fig. 9.2. In Fig. 9.2, for different 
values of X G [0,1], the boundaries of the stabilizing regions <S(i, 1,1.05, A) 
are indicated using solid lines. The shaded portion is 5(i, 1,1.05) which is the 
intersection o/<S(i, 1,1.05, x), as X varies over the interval [0, 1]. Repeating 

FIGURE 9.2. The stabilizing set of (ki.kd) values for Gii{s, A), A G [0, 1] with 
kp = 1.05 (Example 9.3). 

the same procedure for the remaining 15 segment plants, we obtained the 
regions S(^i^ j^ 1.05), i = 1,2,3,4, j = 1,2,3,4 as indicated by the solid lines 
in Fig. 9.3. The shaded portion, which is their intersection, is the region 
5i.05-

Using root locus ideas, it was determined that a necessary condition for 
the existence of stabilizing (ki^kd) values for the entire family was that 
kp e (1, 1.0869). Thus, by sweeping over kp € (1, 1.0869) and repeating 
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FIGURE 9.3. The stabilizing set of {h^kd) values for Gij{s, A), A G [0, 1], 
z = 1,2,3,4 and j = 1,2,3,4 with kp = 1.05 (Example 9.3). 

the above procedure, we obtained the stabilizing set of (kp^ki^kd) values 
sketched in Fig. 9.4-

A 

9.3 Robust Controller Design: Time-Delay Case 

In this section we discuss the problem of stabilizing a first-order system 
with time delay, where the time delay of the system is unknown but lies 
inside a known interval. This generates a one-dimensional family of plants. 
As we will shortly see, it is sufficient to design a P, PI, or PID controller 
that stabilizes the system with the time delay equal to its upper bound. 
This guarantees that the entire plant family is stable. 

We start by considering the plant family Q{s): 

S{s) -Ls 
Ts-f 1 

(9.2) 

where L is unknown and 
Le[Li,L2\ 

For convenience we will focus on the case of an open-loop stable system, 
i.e., a system where T > 0. 
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FIGURE 9.4. The stabilizing set of {kp,kiykd) values (Example 9.3). 

9.3.1 Robust Stabilization Using a Constant Gain 

In this case, the controller C{s) is a constant gain, i.e., 

C{s) = kc. 

The problem of characterizing all constant gain controllers for the plant 
family Q{s) is to determine all the values of the controller parameter kc 
for which the family of first-order systems with time delay L G [I/i,I/2] 
is stable. Prom Theorem 6.1, for a fixed value L* G [Z/i,Z/2], the range of 
stabilizing constant gain values is given by 

_ 1 , ^ 

where a i is the solution of the equation 

ar^ 
L*2 
2^2 

tan(a) = -j^ot (9.3) 

in the interval (f ,7r). Moreover, Lemma 6.1 asserts that the upper bound 
in the previous expression is a monotonically decreasing function of the 
time delay L of the system. Thus 

L * < L 2 
T 

kL* 

^*2 

ar + > T2 kL «i + 3 
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for any L* G [Li,L2]. Notice that in the previous inequality, the two pa
rameters a i appearing on the two sides are not the same as can be seen 
from (9.3) where L appears exphcitly. 
Thus it is not difficult to see that if we design for L2, the set of resulting 
stabilizing constant gain controllers will stabilize any element of the plant 
family Q{s). 

9.3.2 Robust Stabilization Using a PI Controller 

In this subsection, we consider the problem of determining the set of PI 
controllers that stabilize the plant family Q{s) in (9.2). We consider here 
robustness with respect to the time-delay parameter, not with respect to 
the plant parameters. Since the controller C[s) is now given by 

S 

the family of closed-loop characteristic polynomials A(5, fcp, ki) becomes 

A(5, fep, ki) == r^^ + 5 + {kkpS -f- kki)e~^^ 

where L G [I/i,L2]. As in the previous subsection, our objective is to de
termine the values of kp and ki for which the entire family of closed-loop 
characteristic polynomials A(5, kp, ki) is stable. 

We start by presenting the following result, which is based on the material 
introduced in Section 5,6. 

Lemma 9.1 Consider the system with transfer function (9.2). If a given 
PI controller stabilizes the delay-free system and the system with L = L* > 
Oy then the same PI controller stabilizes the system V L G [0, L*]. 

Proof. The idea of the proof is to follow the three-step procedure intro
duced in Section 5.6. This procedure allows us to analyze the behavior of 
the roots of A(5, kp^ki) = 0 when the time delay L of the system increases 
from 0 to +00. 

Let us denote by fc* and A:* some controller parameter values that stabi-
hze the delay-free system and the system described by (9.2) with the time 
delay set to L*. Also, we rewrite A(5, fcp, ki) as follows: 

l^{s,kp,ki) = d{s)^n{s)e~^^ 

where 

d{s) = Ts'^ -\-s 

n{s) = kk*s 4- kk* . 

Step 1. Stability at L = 0. This follows from our assumption concerning 
kp and k*. Note that in Theorem 7.1, we have imposed this (reasonable) 
requirement on any stabilizing PI controller. 
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Step 2. Increment L from 0 to an infinitesimally small and positive number. 
Since the degree of d{s) is greater than the degree of n{s) we conclude that 
all the new roots lie in the open LHP (see Section 5.6). 
Step 3. Potential crossing points on the imaginary axis. First we determine 
W{uj'^) from (5.31): 

(9.4) u2^*2 

Then 

W{u') = T^LJ^ + (1 - /fc2fc*2)^2 _ ^2^. 

W [w^) = 2T^Lj^ + 1 - k^k;' . 

The roots of W{w^) axe given by the following expression: 

- ( 1 - fc2fc;2) If ̂ ( 1 - A;2jfe;2)2 + 4T^k^kf 

which can be rewritten as 

^h^2 

2 2 

2T2 l ± J l + 
iT^k^kf 

(1 - fc2A;;2)2 

Clearly, the expression inside the square root is always greater than 1. Thus, 
we have 

wr 

=» sgn[wf] 

and 

(Jo = — 

(1 - fc2fcf) 
2r2 

•sgn[l-fc2fc*2j 

1 + W1 + (1 - fc2A;;2)2 

(9.5) 

^ (1 - fc2A;*2)2 2T2 

=» sgn[u;|] = sgn [l - k'^k;''] . 

We are only interested in the positive roots of W(uj'^). Prom the previous 
expressions, it is clear that for a fixed value of the controller parameter 
kp ^ ^, there is only one positive root of W{w^) since uf and wf have 
opposite signs. 

Suppose that k* is such that w^ is the only positive root of W(ui^). We 
now determine the value of S given by 

S = sgn[W'(w2)] 

sgn 

sgn 

/1 , 2 , * 2 ^ ^ /, iT^k^kf 
-{l~k^kf){l + Jl + (1 - A;2A;;2)2 

+1 - k^k;^ 

il~k%'')Jl+ 
4T^k'^kf 

(1 - fc2A;*2)2 

= - s g n [1 -/c2fc;2] 
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and from (9.5) we conclude that 5 = 1. This root is therefore destabilizing. 
For the case when k* is such that ĉ ;! is the only positive root of W(a;^), a 
similar analysis yields 

S = sgn[W'{u;l)] = l, 

Moreover, if fc* = ^, then (9.4) reduces to the form 

In this case there is only one positive root at uf = -if- and it is not difficult 
to see that 

S = sgn[W\ul)]=sgn[2Tkk:]. 

Since fc*, k* stabilize the delay-free system, it follows that k* > 0. Hence, 
we conclude that S = 1 ioi k* ~ 1-

P k 

Thus in any case, there is only one positive root of W{UJ ) , and this root 
is always destabilizing. The corresponding values of L are given by (5.33): 

_ {Tkki-kk;W 

,2\ ikk:+Tkky}u; 
''"^^'^'' ~ k^kf + k^k*Ju;^ "P 

Solving for L we obtain L — b\, 62, • • -, where 0 < 61 < 62 < • • • are real 
numbers. This means that at L = 61, two roots of A(5, fcp, ki) = 0 cross from 
the left to the right of the imaginary axis. Then two more cross at L = 62 
and so on. We conclude that the only region of stability is 0 < î  < Lmax^ 
where Lmax = h-

Since the closed-loop system is stable for L*, it follows from the previous 
discussion that L* is inside the interval (O^Lmax)- Hence, the closed-loop 
system is stable for L G [0, L*] and this concludes the proof of the lemma. 

• 
In view of Lemma 9.1, any controller taken from the set of stabilizing 

PI controllers obtained for the given first-order system with the time delay 
set to 1/2 (known upper bound of the time delay) will stabilize the plant 
family Q{s). This set can be obtained following the algorithm presented in 
Section 7.3. The following example illustrates this property. 

Example 9.4 Consider the plant family 

where 1/ G [1,3] seconds. By using the algorithm in Section 7.3 we can find 
the set of stabilizing PI controllers for different values of the time delay 
L G [1,3]. Figure 9.5 shows these sets for L = 1,1.5,2,3. As can he seen 
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FIGURE 9.5. Sets of stabilizing PI controllers for Example 9.4 

from this figure the intersection of all these sets is the set corresponding to 
L = 3 (dashed area). Thus, any PI controller from this set will stabilize the 
entire family of plants described by G{s). A 

9.3.3 Robust Stabilization Using a PID Controller 

In this subsection, we consider the problem of finding the set of PID con
trollers that stabilize the plant family Q{s) described by (9.2). Since the 
controller C{s) in question is now a PID controller, i.e., 

k 
C{s) = kp + — -\-kdS , 

s 

the family of closed-loop characteristic polynomials A(5, fcp, fc^, kd) becomes 

A(5, kp, ki, kd) = T5^ 4- 5 -h {kkds'^ + kkpS 4- kki)e~^^ 

where L G [Li, Z/2]. We want to determine the values of the controller pa
rameters fcp, fci, fed, for which the entire family of closed-loop characteristic 
polynomials A{s, kp, ki, kd) is stable. 

As in the last subsection, we start by presenting an interesting lemma 
based on the results introduced in Section 5.6. This lemma states that if 
a given PID controller stabilizes the delay-free system and the system in 
(9.2) with time delay L*, then it also stabilizes the same system for all time 
delay L G [0, L*]. 
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Lemma 9.2 Consider the system with transfer function (9.2). If a given 
PID controller stabilizes the delay-free system and the system with L = 
L* > 0, then the same PID controller stabilizes the system V L G [0, L*]. 

Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 9.1 and follows 
the three-step procedure introduced in Section 5.6. 

Let us denote by fc*, k*, and k*^ some controller parameter values that 
stabilize the delay-free system and the system described by (9.2) with L = 
L*. Also, we rewrite A(5, fcp, ki, kd) as follows: 

A(5, fcp, ki, kd) = d{s) + n{s)e~^^ 

where 

d{s) = Ts'^-\-s 

n{s) = kkls'^ + kkls + kk* . 

Step 1. Stability at L = 0. This follows from our assumption concerning 
A:*, fc*, and fc^. Note that in Theorem 8.1 we have imposed this (reasonable) 
requirement on any stabilizing PID controller. 
Step 2. Increment L from 0 to an infinitesimally small and positive number. 
Since the degree of d{s) is equal to the degree of n{s) we need to consider 
the behavior of W{UJ'^) for large uj'^ (see Section 5.6). Prom (5.31) we have 

W{u^) = (T^ - k^kf)u;^ + (1 + 2fc2fĉ fc* - k^k;'')u;^ - k^kf . 

For large u^ we have 

lim W{u;^) = {T^-k^kf) lim u;\ 

It follows from Lemmas 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5 that - f < ^^ < |- (see also 
Fig. 8.6). Thus T^ - k'^kf > 0 so Wiu'^) > 0 for large LO^. The infinite 
number of new roots therefore occurs in the LHP. 
Step 3. Potential crossing points on the imaginary axis. From the expres
sion for W{uj'^) derived in the previous step we have 

W\u^) = 2{T^ - k^kf)uj'^ + (1 + 2fc2fĉ fc* ^ fc2/c;2) . 

The roots of W[uP') are given by 

2 2 _ —(1 + 2/;; fe^fe^ ~ k kp ) 
^^'"^^ ~ 2(r2-fe2fc*2) 

^ ( 1 + 2fc2A:*fc* - fc2fc;2)2 + 4(T2 - k^kf)k^k 

which can be rewritten as 

*2 

^ ' 2(T2 - fc2fc*2) 

2 2 ___ (1 + 2fc fe^fcy — k k* ) 
1 ± Vl + 7 
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where 

7 
4(r^ - ekf)k'^kf 

~ (1 + 2/c2fc^fc* - fc2fc;2)2 • 

Clearly the expression inside the square root is always greater than 1. Thus 
we have 

2 ^ {l + 2k^k*^kt~k''kf) 
'̂ ^ 2(r2 - k^kf) 

=^sgn[a;f] = -sgn [l+ 2k'^k*ak* - k'^kf] 

since T^ - fc^fc^^ > 0 as pointed out in Step 2. Moreover, 

1 + A/1 + 7 

(9.6) 

2 ^ (i + 2fc2fc^fc*-fc2fc;2) 
'2 2 ( r 2 - A;2fc52) [ l - V l + 7 

sgn[a;2] = sgn[l + 2k''k*ak; - k'^kf] . 

Since uf and a;! have opposite signs, we conclude that for kp = k*, ki = k*, 
kd = k2, there is only one positive root of W{ui^). 

Consider now that the controller parameter values are such that u^ is 
the only positive root of W{CIJ''). Then, the value of S is given by 

S = sgn[W'iujl)] 

= sgn - (1 + 2k%k* - k^k;^){l + v / l + ^ ) 

u27,*2 
~ri ~r ^K f^d^i — "' kp 

-(1 + 2fc2fc2A:* - fc^/cf ) y r T 7 

= -sgn 1 + 2ek^ak; - eki^ 

and from (9.6) we conclude that 5 = 1. Thus this root is destabilizing. 
For the case when the controller parameters are such that ĉ l is the only 
positive root of W{uj'^)^ a similar analysis yields 

5 = s g n [ W ' ( a ; | ) ] - l . 

In any case, there is only one positive root of VF(a;^), and this root is always 
destabilizing. The corresponding values of L are given by (5.33): 

cos(Lij) = Re 
d{juj) 

n{juj) 
, sin(Za;) = Im 

d{juj) 

n{juj)\ 

Solving for L we obtain L = 6i, 62, • • •, where 0 < 61 < 62 < • • • are real 
numbers. This means that at L = 61, two roots of A{s,kp^ki,kd) = 0 
cross from the left to the right of the imaginary axis. Then two more cross 
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at L = 62 and so on. We conclude that the only region of stability is 
0 < i < Lmax, where Lmax = h-

Since the closed-loop system is stable for L*, it follows from the previous 
discussion that L* is inside the interval (0, i^nacc)- Hence the closed-loop 
system is stable for L G [0,1/*] and this concludes the proof of the lemma. 

• 
In view of Lemma 9.2, we conclude that when solving the PID stabi

lization problem for the plant family Q{s) in (9.2), it is sufficient to solve 
the PID stabilization problem for the case oi L = L2 (known upper bound 
on the time delay). This will generate a set of PID controllers that stabi
lizes the family of plants with time delay in [0,1/2], which is a superset of 
[Li, L2]- We now present a simple example to illustrate these observations. 

Example 9.5 Consider the same plant family as in Example 9.4' 

where L G [1,3] seconds. By using Theorem 8.1 we can study the behavior 
of the upper hound of the controller parameter kp as a function of the time 
delay L. This upper bound is given by the following expression: 

k - 1 T 
—ai sin(Q;i) — cos(Qfi) 

where ai is the solution of the equation 

tan(a) = 'JT^OL 

in the interval (0,7r). By sweeping over the time delay L, we obtained the 
plot shown in Fig. 9.6. This plot shows the behavior of the upper bound 
kupp as a function of the time delay of the system. 

As we can see from this plot, the upper bound kupp is a monotonically 
decreasing function of the time delay of the system. This implies that if we 
design, for example, for L ~ 1, we will obtain PID controllers that produce 
an unstable behavior for some of the members of the plant family Q{s). 
Thus we take kupp = 1.3045 (value corresponding to L = 3) as a safe upper 
bound for the controller parameter kp. 

Next we fix the controller parameter kp at 1.2. Using Fig. 8.6 we now 
determine the stabilizing region of (ki, kd) values for different values of 
L € [1,3]. Figure 9.7 shows these sets for i = 1,1.5,2,3. As can be seen 
from this figure the intersection of all these sets is the set corresponding to 
L = 3 (shaded area). Thus when kp is set equal to 1.2̂  any (ki^kd) from 
this set will stabilize the entire family of plants described by G{s). A 
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4.5 

3.5 

2.5 

1.5 

0.5 1 1.5 

FIGURE 9.6. Plot of the upper bound ku-pp as a function of the time delay for 
Example 9.5. 

FIGURE 9.7. Sets of stabilizing (ki, kd) for Example 9.5 (kp = 1.2). 
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9.4 Resilient Controller Design 

In this section, we study controller fragility and ways to combat it. A 
controller whose closed-loop system is destabilized by small perturbations 
in the controller coefficients is said to be fragile. Any controller that is to 
be practically implemented must necessarily be nonfragile or resilient. This 
is because of two requirements: 

1. round-off errors during implementation should not destabilize the 
closed-loop and 

2. tuning of the parameters about the nominal design values should be 
allowed. 

Motivated by this fact, we present in this section a new PID tuning 
technique that produces a resilient controller. The starting point for this 
technique is the plant description already introduced in earlier chapters: 

Gis) = -J^—e~^' (9.7) 

where fc, T, and L are the three plant parameters. Since most PID tuning 
rules make use of experimentally measured quantities, let us first see how 
the experimentally measured quantities can be related to fc, T, and L. 

9.4-1 Determining k, T, and L from Experimental Data 

The parameters T and L in the model (9.7) can be determined experimen
tally by measuring the ultimate gain and the ultimate period of the plant. 
These parameters were already discussed in Section 1.4.2 and can be calcu
lated by using the closed-loop configuration shown in Fig. 1.10. The reader 
will recall that in this figure, the relay is adjusted to induce a self-sustained 
oscillation in the loop. The ultimate gain {ky) and the ultimate period (T^) 
can now be determined by measuring the amplitude and the period of the 
oscillations. 

We now proceed to derive the relationship between the model parameters 
T and L and the experimentally observed quantities ku and T^ Recall from 
Section 1.4.2 the following relationships: 

\G{juJu)\ 
1 an 

N{a) Ad 
1 

(9.8) 

SiXid argG{JLJu) ~ -TT (9.9) 

where a is the amplitude of the sinusoidal input signal and d is the relay 
amplitude (see Fig. 1.10). The quantity ku defined in (9.8) is called the 
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ultimate gain in the sense that if one were to replace the relay nonlinearity 
in the loop by a static positive gain, setting the gain value equal to the ulti
mate gain would cause self-sustained oscillations in the loop. The quantity 
Tu = — is the ultimate period. Substituting s — juu into (9.7), we obtain 
the following expressions for the magnitude and phase of G{jWu)' 

\G{ju;u)\ - -7T==W2 (9.10) 

arg [G{juJu)] = -atan(a;uT) - CJ^L . (9.11) 

From (9.8), (9.9), (9.10), (9.11), using that ^n = f̂  and solving for T 
and I/, we obtain the following relationships: 

^ • V ^ ' " - ' ' - ' (9.12) 

Tul'K — atan{J {kku) —1) 
i . (9.13) 

27r 

Also, the steady-state gain k can be found by applying a unit step input 
to the plant and observing the amplitude of the steady-state output. 

9.4-2 Algorithm for Computing the Largest Ball Inscribed 
Inside the PID Stabilizing Region 

Now that the parameters of the first-order model with time delay (9.7) 
have been determined, we can proceed to compute the set of stabilizing 
PID controller parameters for this model. This can be achieved by using 
Theorem 8.1. We can then choose the PID settings as the center of the 
three-dimensional hall of largest radius inscribed inside the stabilizing re
gion. The radius of this ball represents the maximum I2 parametric stability 
margin in the space of the controller parameters. The problem of finding the 
largest ball inscribed inside the PID stabilizing region for rational plants 
has already been studied and solved. One of these solutions, developed by 
Ho, Datta, and Bhattacharyya, is of interest to us. Their method is also 
applicable here since, for a fixed value of the parameter fcp, the stabilizing 
regions of (fĉ , kd) values are convex polygons (see Fig. S.Q). Even though 
the center of the largest ball inscribed inside the stabilizing region can
not be determined in closed form, it can be computed using the following 
algorithm. 

Before presenting the algorithm, we first introduce some concepts. Con
sider a sphere S(x, r) in the three-dimensional kp-ki-kd space with radius 

r and centered at x = (x/^ ,̂ Xki, Xk^). Given any angle 6 e [—|, | ] , let 
C{x^r,9) denote the circle with radius rcos(^), centered at {xkp -f rsin(0). 
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Xk..^ Xk^)^ and parallel to the ki-kd plane as illustrated in Fig. 9.8. It is 
clear that 

B{x,r)= ( J C{x,r,e)-

K k 

B(x. f,/ 

C<* r, m 

' ( \ + r s i n e . hr^'k,) ""̂  
1 r cos 6 .X 

X 0 r '^^A 
% ' ^ki' ^kd ) ^ A 

FIGURE 9.8. Sphere B{x,r) and the definition of the circle C(x,r,6>). 

Consider C{x^r,6) with fixed x^^, r, and 0 so that kp = rĉ p + r s in^ is 
fixed. The stabilizing set of PID controllers is formed by convex polygons, 
parallel to the ki-kd plane, with either three or four sides (see Fig. 8.6). 
Let the convex polygon associated with this fixed kp be given by the set of 
linear inequalities: 

P ^ - { x | a ^ . x < 6 ^ , , j = l , 2 , . . . , 4 } 

where ae^ € B?, be. € R, and each inequality represents the half plane 
containing one side of the polygon. Define Xc = {xki, Xk^ )^. Then, C{x, r, 6) 
lies inside the stabilizing region Ve if and only if 

ae^^Xc + rcose\\ae^\\ < 6^., (j = 1,2,... ,4) (9.14) 

holds. Let Se denote the set of feasible solutions of (9.14). From the geo
metrical structure, we know that for all ^ G [-f, f ], the centers of the 
circles C{x,r,6) have the same {ki,kd) coordinates. Since Se is the set of 
feasible (fĉ , kd) coordinates of the centers associated with C{x,r,6), it fol
lows that B{x,r) lies inside the stabilizing (/Cp, fc^, kd) region if and only 
if 

n Se ^ 0. 
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We now present the algorithm. 

• Step 1: Initialize kp = -^ and step = j ^ (kupp + I ) , where N is 
the desired number of points; 

• Step 2: Increase kp as follows: kp = kp + step; 

• Step 3: If kp < kupp then go to Step 4. Else, terminate the algorithm; 

• Step 4: Set TL = 0 and ru = min{kp + ^,kupp — kp); 

• Step 5: Set r = rL±nL. 

• Step 6: Sweep over all 6 G [ - f ^ f ] and determine the set of all 
feasible solutions Se for (9.14) at each stage; 

• Step 7: If Off^ijL TTI 5(9 7̂  0 then set ri = r; otherwise set ru = r; 

• Step 8: If \ru — VL] < specified level, then store r and go to Step 2; 
otherwise go to Step 5. 

The above algorithm determines a family of spheres having different radii 
and centers, with each sphere corresponding to a particular value of kp 
used in Step 2. Among these spheres, we pick the one with the largest 
radius. Setting the {kp, ki, kd) values at the center of this sphere will yield 
the maximum I2 parametric stability margin with respect to the controller 
parameters. The following example illustrates the steps involved. 

Example 9.6 Consider a first-order plus deadtime model of a system where 
the parameters are unknown. Using the relay experiment, the ultimate gain 
and the ultimate period of the plant are determined as ku = 11-44 and 
Tu = 0.9582 seconds. The steady-state gain of the plant is found by apply
ing a unit step input to the plant. The output value observed is k = 1.6667. 
Substituting the k, ku, andTu values in (9.12)-(9.13), the plant parameters 
were calculated as T ~ 2.9036 seconds and L = 0.2475 seconds. Therefore 
the first-order plus deadtime model is given by 

r{o\ — 1-6667 ^-o.2475s 
^ ^ ^ ^ " 1 + 2 .9036/ 

From Theorem 8.1, the range ofkp values for which G{s) continues to have 
closed-loop stability with a PID controller in the loop is given by 

-0 .6 <kp< 13.0814 . 

We next sweep over this range and find the largest sphere inscribed inside 
the stabilizing (kp, ki, kd) region. Using the algorithm introduced earlier, 
the sphere with the largest radius was found to be centered at k^ = 1.9663^ 
k^ = 1.5195; k^ = 0.2227 and its radius was found to be r = 1.5195. 
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Figure 9,9 shows the stabilizing set of PID parameters for G{s) and the 
sphere with the largest radius inscribed inside it. If we consider kp = kp-\-
Akp, ki — k\ -f Afci, kd — k^^-\- t^kd, then all PID controllers with 

/ Afc2 + Afc2 + AA:2< 1.5195 

stabilize the plant. 

4^ 6 J 

44 

OJ 

FIGURE 9.9. Largest sphere for the model in Example 9.6. 

9.5 Time Domain Performance Specifications 

A 

Before designing a controller, it is important to understand the primary 
objective of control. A common type of control objective is to follow a 
setpoint or a step input. Specifications on setpoint following may include 
requirements on rise time, settling time, decay ratio, maximum overshoot, 
and steady-state offset for step changes in the setpoint. These are time 
domain performance specifications that need to be incorporated into the 
design of the controller. 

As mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 7, the purpose of the integral 
term in a PI controller is to achieve zero steady-state offset when tracking 
step inputs. Thus we can employ the time domain specifications mentioned 
above to quantify the performance of a Pl-controlled closed-loop system. 
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The characterization of all stabilizing (fcp, ki) values provided in Section 7.3 
enables us to graphically display the variation of these performance indices 
over the entire stabilizing region in the parameter space. Using such a tool, 
we can select the {kp^ki) values that meet the performance specifications. 
The following examples illustrate the procedure involved. 

Example 9.7 Consider the problem of choosing stabilizing PI gains for 
the plant in Example 7,1: 

Thus the plant parameters are k = 1, L = 1 seconds, and T = 4 seconds. 
The performance specifications that we are required to meet when designing 
the PI controller are the following: 

1. settling time < 30 seconds; 

2. overshoot < 20%. 

We now obtain by simulation the transient responses of the closed-loop 
systems for the (kp^ki) values inside the region depicted in Fig. 7.6. In 
order to obtain a resilient controller (a concept introduced in the previous 
section), we only consider the {kp, ki) values inside the following box defined 
in the parameter space: 

2<kp<4 and 0.5 < A:̂  < 1.5 . 

In this way we can alleviate the controller fragility problem to some extent. 
Figure 9.10 displays the variation of the maximum overshoot exhibited by 
the closed-loop system as a function of the proportional and integral gains. 
This kind of plot allows us to perform a search for those {kp, ki) values 
that meet the desired performance specifications. Among all these values, 
we set the controller parameters to: kp = 2.1053, h = 0.7105. Figure 9.11 
shows the time response of the corresponding closed-loop system. As we can 
see from this figure, the closed-loop system with the designed PI controller 
meets the performance specifications and by design we are also guaranteed 
to have a nonfragile PI controller. A 

The characterization of all stabilizing PID controllers provided in Section 
8.3 enables us to graphically display the variation of time domain perfor
mance indices over the entire stabilizing region in the parameter space. 
Using such a tool, we can select (fcp, ki, kd) values that satisfy the given 
performance specifications. The following example illustrates the steps in
volved. 

Example 9.8 Consider the PID stabilization problem for a plant described 
by the differential equation 

dy{t) 

dt 
= -0.by{t) -I- 0.5u{t - 4) 
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0.5 2 

FIGURE 9.10. Plot of maximum overshoot versus (kp, ki) for Example 9.7. 
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FIGURE 9.11. Time response for the closed-loop system of Example 9.7. 
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This process can also be described by the transfer function G{s) in (9.7) 
with the following parameters: k =^ I, T = 2 seconds, and L — A seconds. 
Since the system is open-loop stable we use Theorem 8.1 to find the range of 
kp values for which a solution to the PID stabilization problem exists. We 
first compute the parameter ai e (0,7r) satisfying the following equation: 

tan(a) = -0 .3333a. 

Solving this equation we obtain a i = 2.4557. Thus from (8.20) the range 
of kp values is given by 

-l<kp< 1.5515 . 

We now sweep over the above range of kp values and determine the sta
bilizing set of (ki^kd) values at each stage. These regions are sketched in 
Fig. 9.12. 

FIGURE 9.12. The stabilizing region of (kp, ki^ kd) values for the PID controller 
in Example 9.8. 

Any PID gains selected from these regions will result in closed-loop stability. 
Now, consider the following performance specifications: 

1. settling time < 60 seconds; 

2. overshoot < 20%. 

We can obtain the transient responses of the closed-loop system for the {kp^ 
ki, kd) values inside the regions depicted in Fig. 9.12. Since we also want 
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the controller to be resilient, we only consider PID gains lying inside the 
following box defined in the parameter space: 

0.1 < fcp < 1, 0.1 <ki< 0.3, and 0.5 <kd< 1.5 . 

By searching over this box, several (fcp, fc^, kd) values are found to meet 
the desired performance specifications. We arbitrarily set the controller pa
rameters to kp = 0.3444, ki = 0.1667, kd = 0.8333. Figure 9.13 shows the 
step response of the resulting closed-loop system. It is clear from this figure 
that the closed-loop system is stable, the output y{t) tracks the step input 
signal, and the performance specifications are met. The figure also shows 
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FIGURE 9.13. Time response of the closed-loop system for Example 9.8. 

the responses of the closed-loop systems for the case of a PID controller 
designed using the Cohen-Coon method, and the case of a PID controller 
designed using the Ziegler-Nichols step response method (these methods will 
be discussed in detail in the next chapter). Notice that in these cases the 
system is stable and achieves setpoint following. However, the responses are 
much more oscillatory. A 

Although the designs presented above are essentially brute force opti
mization searches, nevertheless the fact that the results of Chapters 7 and 
8 can be used to confine the search to the stabilizing set makes the design 
problems orders of magnitude easier. 
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9.6 Notes and References 

For an exhaustive treatment of parametric robust control theory, the reader 
is referred to [5]. Kharitonov and Zhabko have studied the robust stability 
of quasi-polynomial families [28]. For a detailed description of the relay 
experiment the reader is referred to the book by Astrom and Hagglund [2]. 
The approach for designing nonfragile PID controllers for delay-free systems 
is due to Ho, Datta, and Bhattacharyya and can be found in [20]. Its 
application to the case of first-order systems with time delay was derived in 
[43]. The issue of controller fragility was raised by Keel and Bhattacharyya 
in [26]. The results in this chapter were first reported in [44]. 



10 
Analysis of Some PID Tuning 
Techniques 

In this chapter we present an analysis of some PID tuning techniques that 
are based on first-order models with time delays. Using the characterization 
of all stabilizing PID controllers derived in Chapter 8, each tuning rule 
is analyzed to first determine if the proportional gain value dictated by 
that rule lies inside the range of admissible proportional gains. Then the 
integral and derivative gain values are examined to determine conditions 
under which the tuning rule exhibits robustness with respect to controller 
parameter perturbations. 

10.1 Introduction 

Numerous methods have been developed over the last 40 years for setting 
the parameters of a PID controller. Some of these methods are based on 
characterizing the dynamic response of the plant to be controlled with a 
first-order model with time delay. Traditionally, this model is obtained by 
applying a step input to the plant and measuring at the output the following 
three parameters: steady-state gain, time constant, and time delay. 

In this chapter, we will analyze several PID tuning techniques that are 
based on these first-order models with time delay. This analysis will at
tempt to describe when each tuning technique is appropriate in the sense 
of providing robust PID controller parameters. As mentioned in Section 
9.4, a controller for which the closed-loop system is destabilized by small 
perturbations in the controller coefficients is said to be fragile. Any con-
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troller that is to be practically implemented must necessarily be nonfragile 
or the system must be controller-robust. 

Four tuning techniques will be discussed: (1) the classical Ziegler-Nichols 
step response method, (2) the Chien, Hrones, and Reswick (CHR) method, 
(3) the Cohen-Coon method, and (4) the internal model controller (IMC) 
design technique. In each case, we will first study if the proposed propor
tional gain value lies inside the allowable range determined in Chapter 8. 
We then analyze for this fixed proportional gain the possible location of the 
integral and derivative gains inside the stabilizing region. This procedure 
will allow us to determine conditions under which each tuning technique 
provides a good parametric stability margin in the space of the controller 
parameters. In this way, we will avoid undesirable scenarios such as PID 
controller parameters that are dangerously close to instability. 

10.2 The Ziegler-Nichols Step Response Method 

The tuning techniques presented in this chapter are based on characterizing 
the plant to be controlled by the following transfer function: 

G{s) = 3 - q ^ e - ^ ^ (10.1) 

where k is the steady-state gain, L is the apparent time delay, and T is the 
apparent time constant. 

A simple way to determine the parameters of a PID controller based 
on step response data was developed by Ziegler and Nichols in 1942. This 
method first characterizes the plant by the parameters L and a, where the 
parameter a is defined as 

a = k— . 
T 

Once these parameters are determined, the PID controller parameters are 
given in terms of L and a by the following formulas: 

1.2 ___ 0.6 7 ^ _ 0 ^ 
ki ~ — K>d — 

a aL a 
This tuning rule was developed by empirical simulations of many different 
systems and is only applicable to open-loop stable plants. We now define 
the parameter r as the ratio of the apparent time delay to the apparent 
time constant of the plant, that is, 

L 

First we focus on the proportional gain expression given in (10.2) and 
rewrite it as a function of r: 

5=i- <'°-^' 

jr^Li t;=^ E = — . (10.2) 
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Since A: > 0 and r > 0 (the plant is open-loop stable), then kp > 0. From 
Theorem 8.1, the range of kp values for which a given open-loop stable 
plant, with transfer function G(s) as in (10.1), can be stabilized using a 
PID controller is given by 

1 _ l 
1 \ Kp \ Kupp •— J 

T 
- T Q I s in (a i ) — COS(Q;I) 
JL 

where ai is the solution of the equation 

T 
tan(a) = 'YTI^ 

in the interval (0,7r). Let us rewrite the upper bound on kp as a function 
of the parameter r: 

k - i - a i sin(Q;i) — cos(ai) 
T 

(10.4) 

where ai is now the solution of the equation 

tan(a) = a 
^ ^ 1 + r 

in the interval (0, TT). We now compare kp k and kupp k as functions of the 
parameter r . As can be seen from Fig. 10.1, the proportional gain value 
given by the Ziegler-Nichols step response method is always less than the 
upper bound kupp- Thus_this tuning technique always provides a feasible 
proportional gain value kp. 

We now set kp = kp and consider two cases, requiring different treatments 
according to the results of Chapter 8. Moreover, for clarity of presentation, 
let us rewrite the parameters ki and kd in (10.2) as 

h = j ^ (10.5) 

kd = -J- . (10-6) 

Case 1: r > 1.2. In this case, we have 0 < fcp < ^ Then the stabilizing 
set is given either by Fig. 8.6(a) or by Fig. 8.6(b). Notice from (10.6) that 
the parameter kd is always less than j as illustrated in Fig. 10.2. The 
derivative gain value provided by the Ziegler-Nichols method is robust in 
the sense that it is not close to the stability boundary j . Following the 
same principle, we would like to guarantee that the integral gain value is 
also far away from the stability boundary. __ 

Let xi be the fc^-coordinate of the point where the line kd = kd intersects 
the line kd = miki-\-bi. From Fig. 10.2, we now find the conditions under 
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FIGURE 10.2. Location of the parameters (ki.kd) when r > 1.2. 
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which the parameter ki Ues in the range (0.2xi,0.8a:i). Following the same 
derivation used in (8.18), xi can be expressed as follows: 

xi = TT2^^ [Tsin(^i) -f- zi (cos(2:i) -f 0.6)] (10.7) 

where zi is the solution of 

kkp -f cos{z) — yzsin(^) = 0 

^ 1.2 + r cos(2:) - zsin{z) = 0 [using (10.3) and the definition of r] 

in the interval (0, TT). Prom (10.5) and (10.7), we can plot the terms A ^ x i , 

A G (0,1), and ^ki versus r . This graph is shown in Fig. 10.3 for r > 1.2, 

and A = 0.1,0.2, and 0.8. As can be seen from this graph, ki does not lie 

FIGURE 10.3. Comparison of 0 .2^X1 , O.S^a^i, and ^ h for r > 1.2. 

in the range (0.2a;i,0.8xi) for any value of r. If we relax our robustness 
condition and now make ki lie inside the range (0.1xi,0.8xi), we see from 
Fig. 10.3 that this occurs for 1.2 < r < 3. In this way, for 1.2 < r < 3, ^ 
will be located 10% of xi away from the kd axis, which corresponds to a 
good I2 parametric stability margin. 
Case 2: 0 < r < 1.2. In this case, we have ^ < kp < kupp- The stabilizing 
set is given by Fig. 8.6(c). We now show that the parameter kd is less than 
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62 for all r < 1.2. Prom (8.12), 62 can be rewritten as follows: 

'^=-1 
sin(;^2) , ( x' 

T—^—- + cos(^2) 
^2 

where Z2 > zi > 0 is the solution of 

1.2 + r cos(z) — z ^m.[z) — 0 

in the_interval (0, TT). By sweeping r in the range (0,1.2), it can be shown 
that kd < 62- Figure 10.4 shows the location of kd with respect to the 
stabilizing set in the space of (fĉ , kd)-

T 
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FIGURE 10.4. Location of the parameters (fc, kd) when 0 < r < 1.2. 

As in the previous case, we will now analyze for which values of r the 
parameter ki lies inside the range (0.2a:i,0.8xi). As in Case 1, we can plot 
the terms 0 . 2 ^ x i , 0 . 8 ^ x i , and ^ki versus r . This graph is shown in 
Fig. 10.5 for 0 < r < 1.2. Prom this graph we see that ki lies in the range 
(0.2xi,0.8x1) for 0 < r < 1.07. For the relaxed condition where ki lies in 
the range (0.1xi,0.8xi), we have 0 < r < 1.2. 

Prom the previous analysis, we conclude that the Ziegler-Nichols step 
response method gives a controller-robust PID controller for 0 < r < 1.07. 
Controller-robustness is here understood as a good I2 parametric stability 
margin in the space of (fê , kd)-

Remark 10.1 It has been determined empirically that the Ziegler-Nichols 
rule is applicable if 0.1 < r < 0.6. In this range, the derivative action often 
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gives significant improvement of performance. Comparing this range with 
the one previously obtained for controller-robustness, we see that the former 
is included in the latter. Thus, for 0.1 < r < 0.6, the Ziegler-Nichols step 
response method not only gives good performance but also is robust with 
respect to controller parameter perturbations. 

10.3 The CHR Method 

Since the introduction of the Ziegler-Nichols step response method, there 
have been many proposed modifications to this tuning rule. One of these 
modifications was proposed by Chien, Hrones, and Reswick (CHR) in 1952. 
They made the important observation that tuning for the setpoint response 
is different from tuning for the load disturbance response and proposed 
separate tuning formulas for each situation. As in the case of the Ziegler-
Nichols method, the parameters a and L of the process model are first 
determined. Then the controller parameters for setpoint response are given 
by the following formulas: 

rC-p — 

a 
fZi — 

OJ6 

aT 
kd = 

0.3L 
(10.8) 

This tuning rule is based on the 0% overshoot design criterion, also known 
as the quickest response without overshoot criterion. 
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We now rewrite the controller parameter kp in (10.8) as a function of 

k ; = ^ . (10.9) 

Clearly kp > 0 since k > 0 and r > 0 (open-loop stable plant). We com
pare kp with the upper bound kupp in (10.4) as the parameter r is varied. 
Figure 10.6 shows the plots of both kp k and kupp k as functions of r . It 
is clear from this figure that kp given by the CHR method is less than the 
upper bound kupp for all values of r. 

FIGURE 10.6. Comparison of kp given by the CHR method and kupp-

We next analyze the location of the controller parameters ki and kd in 
the space of (fĉ , kd)- From (10.8), we rewrite these parameters as follows: 

0.6 -r- O.ST 
rCi — kd (10.10) 

kL " yfc ' 
We now consider two cases. 
Case 1: T > 0.6. In this case, we have 0 < kp < ^. Then the stabilizing set 
is given by Figs. 8.6(a) or 8.6(b). Notice that the parameter kd given by 
(10.10) is always less than |^. As in the previous section, we would like to 
examine the degree of robustness achieved by the CHR method. To analyze 
the robustness of the controller parameters, we now compare ki given in 
(10.10) with xi (see Fig. 10.2), which is given by 

xi = —zi \sm{zi) -h ~ (cos(zi) -h 0.3)j 
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where Zi is the solution of 

0.6 + Tcos(z) - ^sin(;^) = 0 [using (10.9) and the definition of r] 

in the interval (0,7r). Figure 10.7 shows the plot of 0.2kLxi, OMLxi, 
and kLki versus r. Prom this figure it is clear that ki is inside the range 
(0.2x1,0.8a:i) for all values of r > 0.6. 
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FIGURE 10.7. Comparison of0.2kLxi, OMLxi, and kLki for r > 0.6. 

Case 2: 0 < r < 0.6. For this case, ^ < ^ < kupp and the stabilizing set 
is given by Fig. 8.6(c). We now compare the parameter kd given in (10.10) 
with the parameter ^2 given by 

62 = - k 
sm(2:2) , X 

T ^ + COS(^2) 
Z2 

where ^2 > ^̂ î > 0 is the solution of 

0.6 4-r cos(z) - ^ sin(z) = 0 

in the interval (0,7r). Figure 10.8 shows the plot of ^b2 and ^kd as a 
function of the parameter r . It is clear from this plot that kd < 62 for 
0 < r < 0.6. __ 
As in Case 1, we now find the values of r for which the parameter ki lies 
inside the range (0.2x1,0.8a:i). From Fig. 10.9 we see that this occurs when 
0.37 < r < 0.6. 
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FIGURE 10.9. Comparison of 0.2A;Lxi, 0.8/cLxi, and kLki for 0 < r < 0.6. 
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Thus we conclude from the previous analysis that the CHR method gives 
a controller-robust PID controller for r G (0.37,0.6), i.e., for these values 
of r, we obtain a good parametric stability margin with respect to the 
controller coefficients. 

10.4 The Cohen-Coon Method 

Early papers on PID control introduced a tuning technique called dom
inant pole design. This technique attempts to position a few closed-loop 
poles to achieve certain control performance specifications. The Cohen-
Coon method is a dominant pole design method based on the first-order 
model with time delay (10.1). It attempts to locate three closed-loop poles, 
a pair of complex poles, and one real pole, such that the amplitude decay 
ratio for load disturbance response is | and the integral error J^ e{t)dt is 
minimized. Based on analytical and numerical computations, Cohen and 
Coon derived some formulas for the PID controller parameters in terms of 
the plant parameters fc, T, and L, These formulas are 

where 

1.35 / , 0.186\ 

— V^—b) 
1.35 / 0.186\ / l - 0 . 3 9 6 \ 
aL \ '^ l-b)\2.5-2bj 
1.35L / 0.186\ /0.37-0.376\ 

a V "*" 1 - 6 ; V 1-0.816 ) 

kL , L 

(10.11) 

(10.12) 

(10.13) 

We start our robustness analysis by rewriting the parameter kp as a 
function of r = ^ : 

fcp=:-^{ 3 + 0 . 1 8 ) . (10.14) 
1.35 n 

k \T 

I£we now consider A; > 0 and an open-loop stable plant (r > 0), then 
fcp > 0. As in the previous section, we can plot kp and the upper bound 
kupp in (10.4) as a function of r. These plots (scaled by k) are shown in 
Fig. 10.10. It is clear from this figure that kp < kupp for all values of r . 
Thus, the Cohen-Coon method always provides a proportional gain value 
inside the stabilizing range dictated by Theorem 8.1. _ 

We now analyze the location of the controller parameters ki and kd in the 
space of (ki^kd). Prom (10.12)- (10.13), we can express these parameters 
in terms of r as follows: 

T 
kL^ 

•Q^^^(l + 0.18r)(l + 0.61r) 

(1 + 0 .2T) 
(10.15) 
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FIGURE 10.10. Comparison of kp given by the Cohen-Coon method and the 
upper bound kupp. 

^' = I 0.4995 
(l + 0.18r) 

(l + 0.19r) 
(10.16) 

We now consider two dijfferent scenarios. These scenarios arise from the dif
ferent geometries of the stabiHzing sets in the space of {ki^ kd) as presented 
in Chapter 8. 
Case 1: T > 1.7834. In this case, we have 0 < kp < \, so the stabilizing 
set in the space of {ki.kd) is given by Figs. 8.6(a) or 8.6(b). Since r > 0 
thenJ^-F 0.18r < 1 + 0.19r. Thus from (10.16) it is not difficult to see that 
Q <kd < 0.4995|^. This implies that the parameter kd given by the Cohen-
Coon method lies inside the stabilizing range of derivative gain values for 
r > 1.7834 (see Figs. 8.6(a) or 8.6(b)). 

To study_the robustness of the tuning technique, we now compare the 
parameter ki in (10.15) with xi defined in Fig. 10.2. This parameter is 
given in this case by 

T 
Tsin(zi) + zi ( cos(zi) + 0 - 4 9 9 5 | [ i ^ ^ ^ J 

where zi is the solution of 

1.35(1 + 0.18r) + r cos(^) - zsm{z) = 0 

in the interval (0, TF). We now find the values of the parameter r for which ki 

lies inside the range (0.2a:i, 0.8xi). Figure 10.11 shows the plot of 0 . 2 ^ r r i , 
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0 . 8 ^ a ; i , and ^ki as a function of r. Prom this figure we conclude that 
for 1.7834 < r < 8.53 the parameter ki Ues inside the interval (0.2a;i, 0.8a:i). 
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FIGURE 10.11. Comparison of 0 .2^a : i , O .S^x i , and ^ f c for r > 1.7834. 

Case 2: r < 1.7834. In this case | < fcp < kupp and the stabilizing set is 
given by Fig. 8.6(c). First we compare the parameter k^ given by (10.16) 
with the parameter 62 given by 

62 = - -
sin(z2) / X 

r l-cos(2:2) ^2 

where ^2 > ^1 > 0 is the solution of 

1.35(1 + 0.18r) + r cos(z) - z ^m{z) = 0 

in the interval (0, TT). The plot of |rA:rf and ^62 versus r is shown in 
Fig. 10.12. From this figure it is clear that fc^< 62 for all 0 < r < 1.7834. 
We next study the location of the parameter ki to achieve some robustness. 
Figure 10.13 shows the plot of 0 . 2 ^ x i , 0 . 8 ^ X 1 , and versus r . It 
can be shown using this figure that the parameter ki lies inside the interval 
(0.2x1,0.8x1) for all 0 < r < 1.7834. 

Thus we conclude from Cases 1 and 2 that the Cohen-Coon method gives 
controller-robust PID parameters in the sense of the parametric stability 
margin when the plant under study satisfies the condition 0 < ^ < 8.53. 
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10.5 The IMC Design Technique 

The IMC structure has become popular in process control applications. In 
this structure the controller includes an explicit model of the plant. This 
structure is particularly appropriate for the design and implementation of 
controllers for open-loop stable systems. The fact that many of the plants 
encountered in process control happen to be open-loop stable possibly ac
counts for the popularity of IMC among practicing engineers. 

The IMC principle is a general method that can be applied to the design 
of PID controllers. The plant to be controlled is modeled as a first-order 
system with time delay as in (10.1), and the deadtime is approximated by 
a first-order Fade approximation. Following the standard IMC procedure, 
the following parameters are obtained for a PID controller: 

^ ^ (10.18) 
k{L + A) 

where A > 0 is a small number. By properly selecting the design variable 
A, the resulting PID controller can achieve a good compromise between 
performance and robustness. It has been suggested in the literature that a 
suitable choice for A should satisfy A > 0.2T and A > 0.25L. 

We start our robustness analysis by studying the parameter kp. Prom 
(10.17), kp can be rewriten in terms of r = ^ as follows: 

2 + r 
2r( l + A/L) 

(10.20) 

Since the plant is open-loop stable, then r > 0. Moreover, we know that 
X/L _> 0. Thus kp > 0. For different values of the parameter A/L, we 
plot kp and kupp given by (10.4) versus r. Figure 10.14 shows these plots 
(scaled by k) for X/L = 0,0.25,0.5,1. It is clear from this figure that for 
these values of X/L, the parameter fc^ given by the IMC design technique 
is inside the allowable range of stabilizing proportional gain values. For a 
fixed value of r, we see from (10.20) that kp is a monotonically decreasing 
function of A/L^We have also seen from Fig. 10.14 that for X/L = 0, the 
corresponding kp is less than kupp for all r > 0. Thus for any value of 
X/L > 0, the corresponding kp is less than kupp for all r > 0. We conclude 
that for any X/L > 0, the IMC design technique provides a stabilizing 
proportional gain value. 
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upper bound kupp. 

Next we express the parameters hi and kd given by (10.18) and (10.19), 
respectively, as functions of X/L: 

^' " kL\l + \/L) 

kd 
T / 0.5 
k Vl + A/L 

(10.21) 

(10.22) 

As in the previous sections, we now consider two diflFerent cases. 
Case 1: r > i^2\/L' '^^^^ ^ < ^ ^ i ^^^ ^^^ stabilizing region in the 

{ki.kd) space is given by Figs. 8.6(a) or 8.6(b). Since X/L > 0, it is not 
difficult to show from (10.22) that 

0<kd< 0 . 5 - for any X/L > 0. 
k 

Thus the parameter kd provided by the IMC design technique lies, in this 
case, inside the stabilizing set of derivative gain values as illustrated in 
Fig. 10.2. _ 
We next turn our attention to the parameter ki. We want to find the values 
of r for which ki lies inside the range (0.2a;i,0.8xi), where xi is given by 

1̂ = W 
\ . , ^ -21 / , x 0.5 \ 1 
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and zi is the solution of 

2 + T 
-{-Tcos{z) - zsm{z) = 0 

2(1 + X/L) 

in the interval (0,7r).JBy fixing the parameter X/L at the values 0.1, 0.25, 
0.5,1, we can plot kLki, 0,2kLxi, and O.SkLxi versus r . Figure 10.15 shows 
these plots. Prom these figures it is clear that ki lies inside the suggested 
range for all r > ^_^2X/L ^ where X/L 6 [0.1,1]. 
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FIGURE 10.15. Comparison of 0.2A;Lxi, O.SkLxi, and kLki for r > ^_^2X/L' 

C a s e 2: 0 < r < i_^2X/L • ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^' i *̂  ^p < ^UPP ^^^ ^^^ stabilizing 
region in the {ki^kd) space is given by Fig. 8.6(c). We first analyze the 
parameter kd and compare it with 62 given by 

fc I Z2 

sin(z2) , . ' 
r ^—- -hcos(;2:2) 

where Z2 > zi is the solution of 

^ ^ ^ - ^ : ^ + r c o s ( z ) - z s i n ( z ) = 0 

in the interval (0,7r). By ploting ^kd and ^b2 versus r for different values 
of the parameter X/L, it can be shown that fed < ^2 for all 0 < r < -—— 
and all X/L > 0. 

H-2A/L 
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We now examine the parameter ki and find the values of r for which ki 
lies inside the range (0.2xi, 0.8xi). Figure 10.16 shows the plots oi0.2kLxi, 
O.SfcLxi, and kLki versus r for X/L = 0.1,0.25,0.5,1. Prom these plots 
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FIGURE 10.16. Comparison of 0.2/cLxi, O.SkLxi, and kLki for 0 < r < 
1+2X/L' 

we can find the range of r values for which the parameter ki lies inside 
the interval (0.2xi,0.8a:i). For example, for X/L = 0.25, the range of r is 
(0.37, oo). 

Thus from the previous analysis we conclude that the robustness with 
respect to the controller parameters depends not only on the ratio ^ but 
also on the parameter X/L. The following values of r guarantee a good 
parametric stability margin with respect to the controller: 

rjjT' 
0.1 
0.25 
0.5 
1 

T 

(0.36, oo) 
(0.37, oo) 
(0.41, oo) 
(0.50, oo) 

Remark 10.2 It is commonly recommended that X/L should be fixed at 
0.25. A ratio of X/L = 0.25 offers a good compromise between performance 
and robustness. However, from the previous table, it can be seen that as X/L 
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increases, the lower bound on r for controller-robustness increases. Thus if 
the plant under analysis has a small r, a smaller X/L should be selected. 

10.6 Summary 

In this chapter we have presented an analysis of the robustness of some 
common PID tuning techniques. This analysis was motivated by the fact 
that a good PID controller design should exhibit robustness with respect 
to small perturbations in the controller coefficients. Our criterion was to 
ensure first that the controller parameters kp and kd were inside the sta
bilizing set of gain values. Then the parameter ki was forced to lie inside 
a box located 20% of xi from the boundaries of the stabilizing set in the 
{ki^kd) space. Here, xi represents the maximum stabilizing integral gain 
value for the fixed proportional and derivative gains provided by the par
ticular tuning rule. As a result of this criterion, the range of ^ values that 
ensures robustness was determined for each tuning technique. These values 
are summarized below: 

Ziegler-Nichols step response method : 0 < ;= < 1.07 

CHR method : 0.37 < -

Cohen-Coon method : 0 < - ; < 8.53 

IMC design technique : 0.37 < - (for \/L = 0.25) 

10.7 Notes and References 

The classical step respond method developed by Ziegler and Nichols first 
appeared in [54]. A detailed treatment of this method and interesting vari
ations of it can be found in the book by Astrom and Hagglund [2]. The 
CHR method developed by Chien, Hrones, and Reswick can be found in 
[7]. The dominant pole design method developed by Cohen and Coon was 
introduced in [9]. For an excellent description of the IMC structure and its 
applications to process control, the reader is referred to the book by Morari 
and Zafiriou [31]. The results presented in this chapter are based on [43] 
and [45]. 



11 
PID Stabilization of Arbitrary Linear 
Time-Invariant Systems with Time 
Delay 

In this chapter we present an approach for solving the problem of finding 
the set of all PID controllers that stabilize an arbitrary-oideT plant with 
time delay. The results presented in Chapters 6 through 8 do not readily 
extend to the case of higher-order plants with time delay, and an alternative 
procedure is presented here. This procedure is based on a connection linking 
Pontryagin's results on quasi-polynomials to the Nyquist criterion. 

11.1 Introduction 

In some of the previous chapters, we have concentrated on developing tools 
for analyzing the stability of feedback systems containing first-order plants 
with time delay. These tools were later used to design PID controllers 
that satisfy performance specifications while maintaining some degree of 
robustness. Throughout the book we have emphasized the importance of 
knowing a priori the set of PID controllers that stabilize a given first-order 
plant with time delay. This set was characterized using the results presented 
in Chapter 5, where we introduced the concept of a quasi-polynomial. While 
first-order systems with time delays are widely used to model the behavior 
of industrial plants, it is also of interest to study the more general case of 
nth order systems with time delay. 

This chapter deals with the problem of stabilizing an arbitrary-order 
plant with time delay. Although the results from Chapters 6 through 8 
are important in their own right, they do not readily extend to the case 
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of higher-order plants. On the other hand, a generahzed Nyquist crite
rion developed by Tsypkin has often been used to analyze arbitrary-order 
plants with time delay. Its graphical simplicity provides a promising tool for 
attacking the synthesis problem of PID controllers. However, unlike Pon-
tryagin's theory, the generahzation of the Nyquist criterion presented in the 
literature lacks a solid theoretical justification. This is because the proof 
of Tsypkin's generalization may be inappropriate if the closed-loop system 
has an unbounded number of RHP poles. In this chapter, the conditions 
under which one can use the generalized Nyquist criterion are derived based 
on the material presented in Chapter 5. Based on this, a method to com
pute the complete set of PID controllers to stabilize a given arbitrary-order 
plant with time delay is developed. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 11.2 is devoted to a study of 
the generalized Nyquist criterion and the conditions under which it is ap
plicable. Section 11.3 introduces the control problem that will be treated in 
this chapter. In Sections 11.4 through 11.6 we apply the generalized Nyquist 
criterion to solve the constant gain, PI, and PID stabilization problems for 
arbitrary-order plants with time delay. 

11.2 A Study of the Generalized Nyquist Criterion 

The generalized Nyquist criterion developed by Tsypkin extends the well-
known Nyquist criterion to systems with time delay. However, as the follow
ing example shows, this criterion can lead to misleading conclusions when 
applied to such a system. 

Example 11.1 Given a system with nominal open-loop transfer function 

s -\- 2 

we can draw its Nyquist plot, as shown in Fig. 11.1. 
The closed-loop system is stable with unity negative feedback and the plot 

intersects the unit circle at UQ = 1. Thus from the graph, using Tsypkin^s 
result, the closed-loop system can tolerate a time delay up to 

£„ ^ !L±^£gMi^ = 3.7851 . 

However, when we add a 1-second delay to the nominal transfer function, 
the closed-loop system becomes unstable, as shown in Fig. 11.2. 

A 

In this section, we use theorems from Chapter 5 to derive conditions un
der which a modified generalized Nyquist criterion can be used to correctly 
analyze the stability of a system with time delay. 
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FIGURE 11.1. Nyquist plot of a simple system. 
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FIGURE 11.2. Time response of the system with 1-second delay. 
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As in Section 5.4, let f{s^t) be a polynomial in the two variables s and 
t with constant coefficients, i.e., 

M N 

f{s.t) = Y,T.^hksH^- (11.2) 

Moreover, as before, define F{s) = / ( s , e*). As in Definition 5.1, we denote 
the principal term of f{s,t) by QMNS^I^> Following (5.22), we can write 
(11.2) as 

/ ( . , t) = X^^\t)s^ + X W , ( 0 . ^ - 1 + . . . + X[''\t)s + X r ( t ) (11.3) 

where x\^ \t)^ /i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , Af are polynomials in t with degree at most 
equal to A .̂ 

The reader should recall that Theorem 5.4 provided more information 
about the existence of roots of the function F{s) in the open right half of the 
complex plane. We note that in Theorem 5.4, the situation when X ^ ^(e*) 
has zero(s) on the imaginary axis is not mentioned. We will look into this 
more deeply. Let us look at the distribution of the zeros of F{s) when 
1̂1 -^ oo. As 1̂1 -^ oo, F{s) = 0 can be approximated as Xj^ \e^) = 0. 
That means the roots of xl^\e^) = 0 determine the zeros of F{s) at 
infinity. We have seen in Section 5.5 that the roots of F{s) form certain 
chains and they go deep into the LHP, the RHP, or go to infinity within 
strips with finite real parts. Thus if X^^(e*) has zeros on the imaginary 
axis, F{s) has root chains that approach the imaginary axis at infinity. 

The following theorem gives us the conditions that should be satisfied 
when using the Nyquist criterion with the conventional Nyquist contour 
(the contour consisting of the imaginary axis and a semicircle of arbitrarily 
large radius in the RHP). 

Theorem 11.1 Suppose we are given a unity feedback system with an 
open-loop transfer function 

G{s) ^ Go{s)e-^^ = f | ^ e - ^ « 

where N{s) and D{s) are real polynomials of degree p and q, respectively, 
and L is a fixed delay. Then we have the following conclusions: 

1. If q < p, or q = p and | ^ | > 1, where aq^hp are the leading coef
ficients of D{s) and N{s), respectively, the Nyquist criterion is not 
applicable and the system is unstable according to Pontryagings theo
rems. 

2. If q > p, or q = p and |-^| < 1, the Nyquist criterion is applicable 
and we can use it to check the stability of the closed-loop system. 
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Proof. The characteristic equation of the closed-loop system is 

5{s)=D{s)+N{s)e-^' . (11.4) 

Multiply (11.4) by e^^ to obtain 

5%s) = S{s)e^' = D{s)e^' + N{s) . (11.5) 

Let z = Ls so that 
5%z) = D,{z)e'-^N,{z), (11.6) 

with Nz{z) and Dz{z) appropriately defined. Note that for L > 0, both 
the above operations do not affect the number of RHP roots of the original 
equation. With 

D{s) = aqS^ + ag_i5^~-^ H h ais + ao 

N{s) = 6p5^ + 6p_i5P-i + . . . + 6i5 + 6o, 

we have 

Dz{z) = aqL-^z^ + ag_iL-^+^2^-^ + • • • + aiL'h + ao 

Nz{z) = bpL-^zP^bp-iL-^^^z^-^-h'-' + biL-^z-^bo. 

Now we will discuss the possible stability of (11.6) in the following three 
cases. 

1. deg[Dz{z)] < deg[A^;,(z)], i.e., q<p. 
In this case, S'^{z) does not have a principal term. According to The
orem 5.1, it has an unbounded number of RHP roots. The Nyquist 
criterion is inapplicable but we already know that S*{z) is unstable. 

2. deg[D^(;2;)] > deg[iV;,(z)], i.e., q > p. 
Here S*{z) has the principal term aqL~^z^e^. The coefficient of z^ is 

and the solution for Xg {e^) = 0 is ^ = —oo, which lies in the LHP. 
So by Theorem 5.4, 5*{z) can only have a bounded set of RHP zeros. 
This bounded set is also a finite set, and the Nyquist criterion can be 
used for stability analysis. 

3. deg[Dz{z)] = deg[Nz{z)], i.e., q=p. 
S*{z) has the principal term aqL~^z^e^ in this case too. However, the 
coefficient of z^ is 

X(i)(e-) = ^ e ^ + - ^ . 

To make X^^\e^) = 0, we must have e^ = - ^ . Let z = x-\- jy and 

x^y e7l^ then we have ê e-̂ ^ = —-2-. The solutions are 
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• Case 1: -^ > 0. Then e^ = | ^ | , ê > = - 1 so that 
aq ' aq " 

• Case 2: ^ < 0. Then e^ = 1^1, ê '̂  = 1 so that 
Uq 

x = ln\-^ly = 2kTr,k£Z, 

Depending on the value of |A | , we will arrive at different conclusions: 

(3a) If 1^1 > 1, then x > 0, i.e., X^^^ has RHP zeros. So 5*(z) has 
an unbounded set of RHP zeros. Again, the Nyquist criterion is 
inapplicable but the closed-loop system is unstable. 

(3b) If 1^1 < 1, then x < 0, i.e., X^^^ has only LHP zeros. So S*{z) 
has no more than a bounded and finite set of RHP zeros and 
the closed-loop stability can be ascertained using the Nyquist 
criterion. 

(3c) If 1^1 = 1, then x = 0, i.e., X^^^ has zeros on the imaginary 
axis. So S*{z) has root chains approaching the imaginary axis, 
and is, therefore, unstable. The Nyquist criterion is inappUcable 
in this case also. 

Since for a fixed L > 0, S*{z) has the same number of RHP zeros as 6{s), 
from the above analysis, we can see that in cases (1), (3a), and (3c), S{s) 
is unstable, while in cases (2) and (3b), ^(5) has no more than a bounded 
set of zeros in the RHP; hence it is possibly stable. 

So only in cases (2) and (3b), the Nyquist criterion can be used to as
certain possible stability. Thus Tsypkin's results and the proof of his gen
eralized Nyquist criterion are valid only for these two cases. • 

Remark 11.1 In all fairness, it is appropriate to point out that most likely 
Tsypkin assumed the plant to he strictly proper, though he did not state it 
explicitly in the literature. For our purposes, attaching a PID controller to 
a proper or strictly proper plant opens up the very real possibility of ending 
up with an improper or a proper open-loop transfer function. This is the 
reason that the above study had to be undertaken. 

11.3 Problem Formulation and Solution Approach 

Theorem 11.1 sets the stage for determining all stabilizing P, PI, and PID 
controllers for plants with time delay. As in previous chapters, we will 
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CONTROLLER PLANT 

FIGURE 11.3. Feedback control system. 

study the feedback control system illustrated in Fig. 11.3. In this figure, 
G{s) represents a given linear time-invariant plant with time delay L, 

Gis) = Go(s)e-^^ = ^ e - ^ ^ (11.7) 

and C(5,k) represents a fixed-structure controller in the unity feedback 
configuration, with k being the vector of adjustable parameters. The prob
lem of interest is to find the complete set of ks that can stabilize the system 
for any L G [0,Lo]. 

The approach developed in this chapter to solve this problem involves 
the following steps: 

1. Find the complete set of ks that stabilize the delay-free plant Go{s) 
and denote this set by 5o. 

2. Define the set Sjq^ which is the set of ks such that C(5, k)Go(5) is an 
improper transfer function or 

<Siv = | k I lim |C(s,k)Go(5)| > l | . (11.8) 

Note that the elements in Si^ make the closed-loop system unstable 
after the delay is introduced (Theorem 11.1). Next we exclude Sj^ 
from 5o and denote the new set by 5 i , i.e., S\ = SQ\SN' 

3. Compute the set SL'-

SL {k|k ^ ÂT and 3 L G [0,Lo],a; G R,s.t . 

C(ia;,k)Go(ju;)e-^'^- = - l } . (11.9) 

From this definition, SL is the set of ks that make C(5, \^)G{s) have 
a minimal destabilizing delay that is less than or equal to LQ. 

4. The set SR = SI\SL is the solution to our problem. 

This is formalized in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 11.2 The set SR defined above is the complete set of controllers 
in the unity feedback configuration that stabilize the plant G{s) with delay 
L going from 0 up to LQ . 

Proof. For any ko £ SR, since SRCSI Q SQ, we have ko G 5o, i.e., there is 
no RHP pole when the controller (7(5, ko) is applied to the plant G{s) with 
1/ = 0. Since ko ^ SN, with the increase of L, there is no unbounded RHP 
pole (Theorem 11.1) and the possible RHP poles are the poles that come 
from the LHP by crossing the imaginary axis. However, from ko ^ CSL, we 
know that there are no boundary crossing poles. So, the closed-loop system 
does not have RHP poles for L going from 0 to Lo and it is, therefore, stable 
for those i s . 

We next consider ki ^ SR. Such a ki must fall into one or more of the 
following categories. 

1. ki ^ <So, which means the controller cannot even stabilize the delay-
free plant (L = 0). 

2. ki G <Siv, which means that the closed-loop system is unstable re
gardless of the size of the delay (Theorem 11.1). 

3. ki G *SL, which means that some of the poles are on the imaginary 
axis for certain Li < LQ. These poles will either go into the RHP 
or return to the LHP. However, the stability at that Li has already 
been destroyed. 

We can see from the above analysis that SR is exactly the complete set of 
stabilizing controller parameters that is of interest to us. • 

In the rest of this chapter, this general method will be applied to the 
special case of P, PI, and PID controllers to find all the P, PI, and PID 
controllers that can stabilize a given plant with time delay up to a certain 
value. 

11.4 Stabilization Using a Constant Gain 
Controller 

In this section we consider the problem of determining the complete set of 
constant gain controllers that stabilize a general linear time-invariant plant 
with time delay. For a proportional controller, we have 

C{s) = k 
v 

and the plant G{s) is given by (11.7). Our objective is to find all the kp 
values that stabilize G{s) with time delay L G [0,Lo]. 

To implement the method proposed in Section 11.3, the key step is to 
find «SL. The Nyquist curve of the system crossing (-1,0) is equivalent to 
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kpGo{jio)e~^^^ = - 1 for certain L and u. This, in turn, is equivalent to 
the following two conditions: 

3ig[kpGo{ju;)] -LLO = 2/i7r - TT, /i G Z (11.10) 

|fcpGo(ia;)| = 1 . (11.11) 

Here by convention, we restrict the range of the argument function to the 
interval [—TT, TT). Also we only need to explicitly consider a; > 0 since the 
Nyquist plot for a; < 0 can be obtained from symmetry. Since we are 
interested in the minimal positive L which satisfies (11.10), (11.11), the 
phase condition (11.10) can be rewritten as 

anglkpGoiJu;)] - LLU = -TT . 

Note that such a reasoning also applies to the PI and PID cases, to be 
considered later. 

The two conditions above yield 

L(c,^k,) = arg[fcpGo(jc.)] + n ^^^^^^ 
UJ 

For fcp > 0, we have 

UJ 

We next solve L{uj) < LQ to get the set r^+ defined as 

f ^ + - {a ;GR+ \L{uj) < LQ} . 

From the magnitude condition (11.11), we can get a set of positive kp gain 
values corresponding to f2+; let us call this set S^. This set consists of 
all the positive kp gain values that make the system have poles on the 
imaginary axis for certain L < LQ. Similarly, for fcp < 0, we will have a set 
Q~ and a corresponding set S^. 

Now the union of 5 ^ and S]^ is the complete set 5 L , i.e., SL = ^L^^L-

The above discussion leads to the following steps for computing SR. 

1. Compute the delay-free stabilizing kp set, 5o, either by the Routh-
Hurwitz criterion or the method proposed in Chapter 3. 

2. Find SN defined as 

Nis) 
SN = \kp GUI lim 

s—»oo 'D{s) 
> 1 
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• If deg[A/'(5)] > deg[D{s)], SN = R, which means SR = 0. 

• If deg[N{s)] < deg[D{s)i SN = 0. 

• If deg[Ar(s)] - deg[D{s)], SN - {kp\ \kp\ > \^\}, where a „ 6 , 

are the leading coefRents of D{s) and N{s), respectively. 

3. Compute Si = SO\SN' 

4. Compute SL according to the analysis in this section. 

5. Compute SR = «SI\<SL. 

We next present a numerical example to illustrate the above steps. 

Example 11.2 Consider the problem of finding all proportional controllers 
that stabilize the plant 

G{s) 
3 ^ + 3 5 - 2 

53 + 252 + 35 + 2^ 
-Ls (11.14) 

(-0.4093,1). 
with delay up to LQ = l.S seconds. 

For the delay-free plant, the stabilizing kp range is SQ = 
Since deg[A^(5)] = 2 < 3 = deg[D(5)], SN = 0 and 5i = <So. 

Next, we obtain the plot of L{uj) versus u for kp > 0, as shown in 
Fig. 11.4. From this figure we see that for kp > 0, Q'^ = [1.5129,+00). 
To determine the corresponding S^ set, we plot \kp{u)\ as a function of 
uj. This plot is shown in Fig. 11.5, and from this figure we see that S^ = 
[0.4473,+00). 

FIGURE 11.4. L{uj) versus u for kp > 0. 
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FIGURE 11.5. \kp{u;)\ versus u. 

Similarly, for kp < 0, we plot L{uj) as a function of UJ and obtain fi" = 
[0.7359,1.3312] U [2.6817, 4-cx)) (see Fig. 11.6). The corresponding $1 = 
(-00, -1.3691] U [-0.6025, -0.4135] (see Fig. 11.5, which is the same figure 
shared by the case kp > 0). 

The set of all stabilizing kpS for the plant with time delay up to 1.8 is 

SR = SI\SL 

= (-0.4093, l ) \{ ( -oo , -1.3691] U [-0.6025, -0.4135] U [0.4473, +oo)} 

= (-0.4093,0.4473). 

A 

11.5 Stabilization Using a PI Controller 

The general approach presented in Section 11.3 is also applicable to the 
case of a PI controller. In this section we discuss the details for this specific 
case. For a PL controller, we have 

i^i rCpS - j - Ki 
C{s) -=^kp-\-

s s 

and the open-loop transfer function becomes 

H{s) = C{s)G{s) = C{s)Go{s)e-^' = Ho{s)e-^' 
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where 

FIGURE 11.6. L{uj) versus u; for kp < 0. 

Ho{s) = C{s)Go{s) 

_ kpS + ki N{s) 

N{s) 
— (rCp5 ~r Ki) 

= {kpS-]-ki) ' RQ{S), 

with Ms) 4 ^ . 
The magnitude and phase conditions 

arg[(fci + jkpu)RoiJu)] - Lu = -TT 

\{ki+jkpu)Ro{ju;)\ = 1 

can be written as 

L{uj,k ,ki) = ^^g[(^^ +JkpCo)RoU^)] + TT 

kn — ±\ 
1 

\RoiM 
We can first fix kp and define 

M{uj) = 

12 P 

2, ,2 

|i?o(iu;)| 
-A;^w 

(11.15) 

(11.16) 

2 P 
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Thus 
/ c , - ± 0 W > ) . (11.17) 

Note that since ki G R, only those a; values for which M{u) > 0 need to 
be considered when we compute SL- Substituting (11.17) into (11.15), we 
have 

L[LO) = . 
a; 

Before proceeding further, we need to introduce some notation. For a given 
set in the controller parameter space, if one of the controller parameters 
appears as a subscript, then the new set represents the subset of the original 
one with that parameter fixed at some value. For example, Sn^kp is a subset 
of SR with kp fixed at some value. 

Based on the above discussion, the following steps can be used for com
puting SR: 

1. Compute <So using the results of Chapter 3. 

2. Find SN^ defined as 

(̂  5->oo I SD[S) I J 

• If deg[Ar(5)] > deg[i:)(5)], SN = R^, which means SR = 0. 

• Ifdeg[iV(5)]<degp(5)],5jv = 0. 

• lideg[N{s)] = deglD{s)], SN = {ikp,ki)\kp,ki G R and \kp\ > 
1^1}, where aq.bq are the leading coeJBfients of D{s) and N{s), 
respectively. 

3. Compute Si — SO\SN' 

4. For a fixed kp, find SR^kp-

• First determine the sets Q"̂  and S^^ j^ : 

fi"^ = < ij\ij > 0 and M{co) > 0 and 

^iTg{[^/M{u;) + jkpUj]Ro{jio)} +7r 

^L,kp "" {^i\^i i ^N,kp and 3 cj G f̂ + s.t. h = y/M(uJ)}, 

• Next determine the sets Q.~ and 5 ^ ^ : 

1̂ ~" = < Lo\uj > 0 and M{u) > 0 and 
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L(u;) = ^^^{[-V^i^) + J'^P^]^oO^)} + ^ < I 

L,kp = {ki\ki ^ SN,kp and 3 a; G fl s.t. ki = - vM(cJ)}. 

Compute 5L,/CP = 5^,^^ U S^j^^ and 5^,^^ = Si^kp\SL,kp. 

5. By sweeping over fcp, we will have the complete set of PI controllers 
that stabilize all plants with delay up to LQ: 

*5i? = [ J Sn^kp • 

11.6 Stabilization Using a PID Controller 

In this section, we complete the chapter by extending the results presented 
earlier to the case of a PID controller. As before, the feedback system is as 
shown in Fig. 11.3 with the system G(s) given by 

Gis) = Gois)e-^^ = ^ e - ^ ^ 

where N{s), D{s) are polynomials with real coefficients. The controller, 
which in this case is a PID, is given by the following transfer function 

C(5) = fcp + ^ + fcdS = ^ ^ ^ - ± - ^ ^ i ^ (11.18) 

where fcp, A:̂ , and kd represent the proportional, integral, and derivate gains, 
respectively. As in previous sections, our control objective is to determine 
the set of (fcp, fc^, kd) values that stabilize the closed-loop system. 

The open-loop transfer function becomes 

H(s) = C{s)G{s) = C{s)Go{s)e-^' = Ho{s)e-^' 

where 

Hois) - C{s)Go{s) 

kds'^-\-kpS + ki N{s) 
s D{s) 

= {kds^ + kpS + ki) 
^ sD{s) 

= {kds + kpS + ki)' Ro{s) , 
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with Ro{s) = ^jjf\ . The phase and magnitude conditions are given by 

arg[(fci - kdco^ + jkpUj)Ro{ju)] - Lu = -TT 

and \{ki - fc^cJ^ -h jkpUj)Ro{JLu)\ = 1 . 

These conditions can be further reduced to 

Lic.,k„kM = ^ + a rg{[ ( fc . - fc . a ;^ )+ iM-^oO-^)} (11.19) 

ki - kdOJ^ ±^ 
\RO{3UJW 

{kpujy. (11.20) 

Similar to the PI case presented in the previous section, for fixed fcp, we 
define 

M{LO) = 
1 

- (fcpo;)̂  . 

Then (11.20) can be rewritten as follows: 

ki - kdio^ = ±^/M{u) . (11.21) 

Like the PI case, we only need to consider a; values with M{UJ) >0 when 
we compute SL-

Substituting (11.21) into (11.19), we have 

TT 4- diig{[±y/M{uj) + jkpuj]' Roijuj)} 
L{(jj,kp,ki,kd) = L{uj) 

The following steps can be used for computing SR: 

1. Compute SQ using the results of Chapter 4. 

2. Find 5jv, defined as 

SN = \ {kp, ki, kd) G R^ I lim 
(̂  s-^oo 

{kds^ + kps + ki)N{s) 

sD{s) 
> 1 

• If deg[iV(s)] > deg[D{s)\ ~ 1, SN = R ^ , which means SR = 0. 

• If deg[iV(5)] < deg[D{s)] - 1, <SN = 0. 

• If deg[iV(5)] = deg[D{s)] ~ 1, then 

SN = [{kpMM e R̂  I \kd\ > 1 ^ 1 } 

where aq,bq-i are the leading coefficients of D{s) and N{s), 
respectively. 

3. Compute Si = SO\SN' 
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4. For a fixed fcp, determine the set Sn^kp as follows: 

• First determine the sets Q.'^ and St 

0+ = \uj\u)>0 and M(a;) > 0 and L(a;) = 

TT + arg{[V'M(a;) + jk^^uo] - Rojju;)} 
< Lo } (11.22) 

CO 

^tk "^ {(^«' ̂ d)\{ki^ kd) i SN,kp and 3 a; G Q'^ such that 

ki-kdu;^ = y/M(^}: (11.23) 

Note that 5̂ ;̂̂ . is a set of straight hnes in the (fĉ , kd) space. 

• Next determine the sets Q and S^ ^ : 

Q = < U\LJ > 0 and M{u) > 0 and L{uj) = 

n + arg{[-VM(a;) + jfcpo;] • Rojju;)} ^ ^ 1 /^^ 24) 

J 
*5L,A:P = {(^i' fed) 1(̂ 2, fed) ̂  SN,kp and 3 a; G fi" such that 

ki-kdcu^ = 'y/m^}. (11.25) 

Compute <SL,fcp = 5^,^^ ^ ^L,/cp ^^d 5i?,fcp = Si^kp\SL,kp. 

5. By sweeping over fcp, we will have the complete set of PID controllers 
that stabilize all plants with delay up to LQ: 

SR = \JSR,k,. (11.26) 

We next present a numerical example to illustrate the above steps. 

Example 11.3 Use a PID controller to stabilize the time-delay plant 

Q(s\ = g -4:S + 5 + 2 rs ^ ^ 27) 
^ ^ 5^ + 8^4 + 32^3 + 4652 + 465 + 17 v • / 

with L up to Lo = I second, i.e., for all L G [0,1]. 
We start by fixing kp = 1. We can use the method proposed in Chapter 

4 to get the stabilizing ki, kd values for the delay-free plant, So^kp- This set 
is shown in Fig. 11.7. 
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FIGURE 11.7. Stabilizing region in the (ki^kd) space with kp = 1 for delay-free 
plant in Example 11.3. 

Since deg[jD(5)] - deg[A/'(5) 
Next, for ki — fc^u;^ 

> 1, Sjsf = 0 and Si = So 
y/M{u) > 0, we plot L{uj) as a function of LO. 

This plot is shown in Fig. 11.8. From this figure we determine that the set 
ofuj where L{u) < LQ is fi+ = [0.524825,0.742302] U [2.57318,+oo). Also, 
we plot ^M{uj) as a function ofuj (see Fig. 11.9). From this figure we can 
find the corresponding values of y/W{Lu) and S^j^ , i.e., the straight lines 

defined by ki - kdUJ^ = y/M{Lu) for u e Q'^. 
In a similar fashion, we proceed to plot L{u) as a function of u for 

ki — kduj'^ = - i /M(c j ) < 0. This plot is depicted in Fig. 11.10 and allows 
us to determine the set f)~ = [1.35894,1.8659] U [4.37326,+oo). From this 
set we can then get «S^ ^ . 

Finally, we can exclude S^ f^ and S^y. from Si^kp to get Sn^kp- This 
procedure is depicted in Fig. 11.11 and allows us to determine the complete 
set of {ki^kd) gain values that stabilize the plant with kp — 1 and a delay 
up to 1 second. 

A 

The following example shows how the general approach of this chapter 
can be used to recover the results presented in Chapter 8 for first-order 
plants with time delay. 

Example 11.4 Determine all PID controllers that stabilize a first-order 
plant with time delay up to LQ. To this end, consider the first-order plant 
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FIGURE 11.11. Stabilizing region of (fci, ka) with kp •=! for plant with delay up 
to 1 second. 
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with time delay: 

The stabilizing PID parameters for the delay-free plant are 

r 1 T 

1 T\ 
OT kp < --,ki <0,kd < -—? . 

Since deg[D{s)] — deg[iV(5)] = 1, we have 

SN = Ukp,ki,kd)GR^ s.t\kd\>W\\ > 

Without loss of generality, let us assume that k > 0. Then 

( 1 T T] 
Si = SO\SN = < {kp, ki, kd)\kp > - - , fc^ > 0, — > fc^ > -— > 

for T > 0, and 

( I T T ] 
Si = < {kp,ki,kd)\kp < -T^h < ^ ' T < ^^ < ""^ f 

for T <0. 
A detailed analysis of this example using the techniques of this chapter is 

given in Appendix C. The results derived in this appendix agree with those 
presented in Chapter 8 and are as follows. 

For T > 0; with different kp values, the stabilizing regions in the {ki, kd) 
space take on different but simple shapes: 

• For —\<kp<^, Sn^kp is a trapezoid as shown in Fig. 11.12(a). 

• For kp > ^, SR^kp is a quadrilateral as shown in Fig. 11.12(b), (c). 

Similar results can also be obtained for T < 0. A 

Remark 11.2 In comparing Fig. 11.12 with Fig. 8.6, note that Fig. 
11.12(a) corresponds to Figs. 8.6(a) and (b). The triangle in Fig. 8.6(b) 
is really a degenerate case of the trapezoid T in Fig. 8.6(a). Furthermore, 
Figs. 11.12(b) and (c) correspond to Fig. 8.6(c). From the analysis pre
sented in Appendix C, it is clear that for kp > ^, two different cases 
have to be considered. However, in each case, the stabilizing regions in the 
(ki^kd) space are qualitatively similar and this is clear from Figs. 11.12(b) 
and (c) and also from Fig. 8.6(c), where we have only one figure encom
passing these two cases. 
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FIGURE 11.12. First-order plant: stabilizing region of (ki^kd) with different kp. 

11.7 Notes and References 

The details of the generalized Nyquist criterion developed by Tsypkin can 
be found in the English translation of his original paper [47]. The results 
presented in this chapter are due to Xu, Datta, and Bhattacharyya [51]. 



12 
Algorithms for Real and Complex PID 
Stabilization 

This final chapter presents a summary of algorithms that can be used to 
generate the entire set of stabilizing PID controllers for single-input single-
output (1) continuous-time rational plants of arbitrary order, (2) discrete-
time rational plants of arbitrary order, and (3) continuous-time first-order 
plants with time delay. These algorithms follow from the material presented 
throughout the book. They display the rich mathematical structure under
lying the topology of PID stabilizing sets. By presenting these algorithms 
without the highly technical details of the underlying theory, we seek to 
make the results accessible to as many engineers as possible. We have in
corporated the bare minimum mathematical background required to make 
it self-contained. 

12.1 Introduction 

As pointed out earlier in this book, the design of PID controllers is in most 
cases carried out using ad hoc tuning rules. These rules have been developed 
over the years based primarily on empirical observations and industrial 
experience. In part this state of affairs occurs because the state feedback 
observer-based theory of modern and post modern control theory including 
i?2, ^oo) M, and h optimal control cannot be applied to PID control. Indeed, 
until recently it was not known how to even determine whether stabilization 
of a nominal system was possible using PID controllers. 
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The results presented throughout this book represent a collection of 
significant results on PID stabilization developed in recent years. We be
lieve that these results could assist the industrial practitioner to carry out 
computer-aided designs of PID controllers with guaranteed stability and 
performance. Given that PID controllers are used in applications as diverse 
as process control, rolling mills, aerospace, motion control, pneumatic, hy
draulic, electrical and mechanical systems, disc drives and digital cameras, 
the impact of these results could be enormous. 

The theoretical development of these results is quite involved and tech
nical, which could make the results inaccessible to practicing engineers. 
However, the algorithms that result are straightforward and can be easily 
programmed on a computer. The objective of this final chapter is to present 
these PID stabilization and design algorithms, devoid of detailed mathe
matical proofs, and show via examples how these algorithms can be used by 
the industrial practitioner to carry out computer-aided designs. In particu
lar, the graphical displays of feasible design regions using two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional graphics should appeal to control designers and are 
very suitable for computer-aided design where several performance objec
tives have to be overlaid and intersected. Specific design problems in which 
these algorithms can be profitably used are discussed. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 12.2, we present an al
gorithm for determining the set of all stabilizing PID controllers for a 
continuous-time delay-free plant of arbitrary order. An example is included 
to illustrate the detailed calculations involved. In Section 12.3, we show how 
all PID stabilizers for a discrete-time plant of arbitrary order can be deter
mined by suitably modifying the algorithm of Section 12.2. Once again, an 
illustrative example is included. In Section 12.4, we present an algorithm 
to determine the set of all stabilizing PID controllers for a continuous-time 
first-order plant with time delay. An example is included to demonstrate 
the use of this algorithm. Section 12.5 discusses some PID controller design 
problems involving frequency domain performance specifications, which can 
be solved by using a complex version of the algorithm of Section 12.2. The 
modifications required are indicated. 

12.2 Algorithm for Linear Time-Invariant 
Continuous-Time Systems 

Consider the general feedback system shown in Fig. 12.1. Here r is the 
command signal, y is the output, G{s) is the plant to be controlled, and 
C{s) is the controller to be designed. The controller C{s) will be assumed 
to be of the PID type so that 

k 
C{s) = fcp -j- — H- kds 
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CONTROLLER PLANT 

FIGURE 12T. Feedback control system. 

where fcp, fc^, and kd are the proportional, integral, and derivative gains, re
spectively. For this section, the plant transfer function G{s) will be assumed 
to be rational so that 

N{s) 
Gis) = D{s) 

where N{s), D{s) are polynomials in the Laplace variable s. With this 
plant description, the closed-loop characteristic polynomial becomes 

d{s, kp, ki, kd) = sD(s) + (ki + kds'^)N{s) + kpsN{s). (12.1) 

The problem of stabilization using a PID controller should be clear to the 
reader by now: to determine the values ofkp, ki^ and kd for which the closed-
loop characteristic polynomial S{s^kp,ki,kd) is Hurwitz, that is, has all its 
roots in the open LHP. Since plants with a zero at the origin cannot be 
stabilized by PID controllers, we exclude such plants at the outset. In this 
section, we simply present an algorithm for computationally characterizing 
all stabilizing PID controllers for a given plant with N{0) ^ 0. For a proof 
of the derivation, the reader is referred to Chapter 4. 

To make this chapter self-contained, we recall here some definitions and 
notations introduced earlier in Chapter 2. 

Definition 12.1 The standard signum function sgn : TZ —> {—1,0,1} is 
defined by 

sgn[x] 
- 1 ifx < 0 

0 ifx = 0 
1 ifx > 0. 

Definition 12.2 Leta{s) = ao + aisH \-anS'^ be a given real polynomial 
of degree n. Let C~ denote the LHP and C"*" the open RHP. Then l{a(s)) 
andr{a{s)) denote the numbers of roots ofa{s) inC~ andC^, respectively. 

Definition 12.3 Given a real polynomial a{s) of degree n, the even-odd 
decomposition of a{s) is defined as 

a{s) = ae{s'^) + sao{s^) 
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where ae{s^) and sao{s^) are the components of a{s) made up of even and 
odd powers of s, respectively. 

To motivate the manipulations to follow we observe first that for a given 
real polynomial a{s), the real and imaginary parts of a{j(jj) are given by 
ae(—cj^) and u;ao(—cj^), respectively. It will turn out that the root distri
bution (numbers of LHP and RHP roots) of a{s) can be determined from 
the zeros of its imaginary part and the signs of the real parts at these zeros. 
Finally, if a{s) has unknown design parameters, this approach to determin
ing the root distribution is most conveniently applied when the unknown 
parameter sets appearing in the real and imaginary parts are separated, 
that is, have no common elements. These ideas were used in Chapter 4 to 
develop an algorithm to determine the complete set of parameters fcp, fc^, kd 
resulting in the Hurwitz stabiUty of (12.1). In the following we describe the 
essentials of the algorithm without mathematical proofs. 

Using the even-odd decomposition of N{s)^ define 

iV*(5) = N{~s) = Ne{s'') - sNo{s^) . 

Also let n, m be the degrees of S{s,kp,ki,kd) and N{s), respectively. To 
achieve the parameter separation mentioned earlier, multiply S{s^ kp,ki, kd) 
by AT* (5) and rewrite N{s), D{s) in terms of their even-odd decompositions 
to obtain 

iy(s) := 5{s,kp,ki,kd)N*(s) 

= [s^{Ne{s')Do{s^)-De{s^)No{s'')) 

+(fc^ + kdS^){N,{s'')Ne{s^) ~ s^No{s^)No{s''))] 

+s[De{s^)Ne{s^) - S^Do{s^)Nois^) 

+kp{Ne{s'')Ne{s^) - s^No{s^)No{s^m (12.2) 

Note that the polynomial iy{s) has degree n-{-m and 6{s^ kp^ki, kd) is Hur
witz if and only if 1/(5) has exactly the same number of closed RHP zeros 
as N*{s); this is the condition we will use for stability. Note also that while 
the characteristic polynomial S{s,kp,ki,kd) has all three parameters ap
pearing in both the even and odd parts, the test polynomial ^(s) exhibits 
parameter separation; that is, kp appears in the odd part only while ki 
and kd appear in the even part only. This will facilitate the application of 
root-counting formulas to iy{s). 

To proceed, substitute s = ju into (12.2) to obtain 

6{juj,kp,kukd)N*{juj) = p{uJ, h, kd) + jq{uj, kp) 

where 

p(u;, ki, kd) = pi(uj) + (ki - kdu;'^)p2{(^) 

q{uj, kp) = 9i(u;) + fcp(72(a;) 
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p,{u) = -uj\Ne{-u^)Do{-io^) - De{-io^)No{-u;^)) (12.3) 

P2{u;) = Ne{-uj^)Ne{-uj^) + u;^No{-u;^)No{-uj^)) (12.4) 

qi{u) = uj{De{-uj^)Ne{-uJ^)+uj^Do{-uj^)No{-u;^)) (12.5) 

^2(0;) = u{Ne{-uj')Ne{-uj^)^u;^No{-uJ^)No{-u;^)). (12.6) 

The PID stabiUzation algorithm to be presented below is based on a 
fundamental result generalizing the classical Hermite-Biehler Theorem to 
the case of root distribution determination of real polynomials that are not 
necessarily Hurwitz. This generalization, introduced earlier in Chapter 2, 
provides an analytical expression for the difference between the numbers 
of roots of a real polynomial in the open LHP and open RHP. In our case 
we will exploit these results to impose the stability condition that u{s) has 
exactly the same number of RHP roots as N{-s). For this to happen a 
necessary condition is that q{u^kp) has at least 

\n-iiiN(s))-riNism for m + n even 
(12.7) 

|n-(i(Af(.))-r(NW))|+l fo, ^ + ^ ^dd 

real, nonnegative, distinct roots of odd multiplicity. The ranges of kp sat
isfying (12.7) are called allowable. Let 

0 = a;o < ^1 < ... < ^i-i (12.8) 

denote the real nonnegative distinct roots of q{uj^kp) of odd multiplicity, 
and with ui := cx) write 

sgn\p{ujj)]=ij,j = 0,l,...,L (12.9) 

It can be shown, using the root-counting results mentioned earlier, that the 
stability condition reduces to 

n - {l{N{s)) - r{N{s))) = {ZQ - 2n + 2̂ 2 + • • • + (-l)^-'2z^_i 

M-lYii} . (-l)^-isgn[^(oo, kp)] (12.10) 

and therefore the string of integers {ZQ, i i , . . . , k} will be called admissible if 
it satisfies (12.10). 

Using the above we can present the following algorithm for determining 
all stabilizing (fcp, fc^, kd) values for the given plant. The reader is referred 
to Chapter 4 for a more complete development. 
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PID Stabilization Algorithm For LTI Plants: 

Step 1: For the given N{s) and D{s), compute the corresponding 
Pi(^), P2M, ^i(^), and q2{uj) from (12.3)-(12.6); 

Step 2: Determine the allowable ranges P^, i = 1,2,.. . , 0? of fcp from 
(12.7). The resulting ranges of kp are the only ranges of kp for 
which stabilizing (A;̂ , kd) values may exist; 

Step 3: If there is no kp satisfying Step 2 then output NO SOLU
TION and EXIT; 

Step 4: Initialize j = 1 and P = Pj\ 

Step 5: Pick a range [Â ôu; 5 kupp\ in P and initialize kp — kiow 5 

Step 6: Pick the number of grid points Â  and set step — j^pilkupp — 
^Zotuj; 

Step 7: Increase kp as follows: kp = kp -{- step. If kp > kupp then 
GOTO Step 14; 

Step 8: For fixed kp in Step 7, solve for the real, non-negative, dis
tinct finite zeros oi q{uj^kp) with odd multiplicities and denote 
them by 0 = a;o < uJi < 002 < " • < ^i-i- Also define 
uJi = 00; 

Step 9: Construct sequences of numbers 20, ^1, ^2, • • •, H as follows: 
(i) 

r sgn[pf^-\{))] if N^'^s) has a zero of 
0̂ = \ multiplicity fcn at the origin 

t a otherwise 

where a G {—1,1} and 

(1-j-CJ^) 2 

(ii) For ^ - 1 , 2 , . . . , ; - ! : 

iiN^{ju;t) = 0 

(iii) 

* ^ ^- otherwise 

a if n 4- m is even 
0 if n -f m is odd 
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With zo, i i , . . . defined in this way, we define the string I: N -^ 
R as the following sequence of numbers: 

X:= {io,n,.-. ,^z} . 

Define A^^ to be the set of all possible strings J that can be 
generated to satisfy the preceding requirements. 

Step 10: Determine the admissible strings I in Ak^ from (12.10). If 
there is no admissible string then GOTO Step 7; 

Step 11: For an admissible string I , determine the set of (fci, kd) 
values that simultaneously satisfy the following string of Hnear 
inequalities: 

[pi{^t) ^ {ki ~ kdu;'^^)^P2{^t)]^t > 0, V t - 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . 

forwhich A^*(J/a;i)7^0; 

Step 12: Repeat Step 11 for all admissible strings Ii,l2,..',Iv to 

obtain the corresponding admissible (fĉ , kd) sets <Si, 52,. • •, <Ŝ . 

The set of all stabilizing (ki^kd) values corresponding to the 

fixed kp is then given by 

Step 13: GOTO Step 7; 

Step 14: Set j = j + 1 and P = Pj. If j < d GOTO STEP 5; else, 
terminate the algorithm. 

We now present an example to illustrate the detailed calculations in
volved in determining the stabilizing (fcp, fc^, kd) gain values. 

Example 12.1 Consider the problem of determining stabilizing PID gains 
for the plant G{s) = ^^W where 

N{s) = s^-2s'^-s-l 

D{s) = 8^ -f 2s^ -h 325^ -f- 265^ 4- 655^ - 8s -f-1. 

The closed-loop characteristic polynomial is 

S{s, kp, ki, kd) = sD{s) + {ki + kds'^)N{s) + kpsN{s). 

Thus n = 7 and m = 3. Also 

Neis^) = -2S^ - 1, No{s^) = 5 ^ - 1 , 
De{s'^) = 5^ + 32s^ + 655^ -f 1, Do{s^) = 2s^ + 26s^ - 8, 
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and 

N*{s)^{-2s'^-l)-s{s'^-l). 

Therefore, from (12.2) we obtain 

S{s,kp,ki,kd)N%s) = [s^(-s^-S5s^-S7s^-h54s^^9)-^{ki + kdS^) 

( - / + 6 / + 35^ + 1)] + 5 [ ( - 4 / - 895^ - 128.9^ 

-755^ - 1) + fcp(-5^ + 65^ + 35^ + 1)] 

50 that 

S{joj, kp, ku kd)N*{ju) = [pi{cj) + {ki - kduj'^)p2{^)] 

where 

pi (a;) = uj^^ - 35a;^ + 87a;^ + 54a;^ - 9 ;̂̂  

P2{u) = cj^ + Gcj'* - 3(x;2 + 1 

q^{uj) = -4a;^ + 89a;^ - 128a;^ + 75a;^ - a; 

q2{u)) = u;'̂  + 6u;^-3cj^ + a;. 

In Step 2, the range of kp such that qf{uj, kp) has at least three real, 
non-negative, distinct, finite zeros with odd multiplicities was determined 
to be (—24.7513, 1) which is the allowable range. Now for a fixed kp € 
(—24.7513,1), for instance, kp = —18, we have 

q{uj, -18) = qi{u;) - 18^2(^) 

= -4iu^ + 71u;'̂  - 236a;^ + 129a;^ - 19a;. 

Then the real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros of qf{(jO^ —18) with odd 
multiplicities are 

ujQ = 0, uji = 0.5195, UJ2 = 0.6055, us = 1.8804, U4 = 3.6848. 
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Also define ou^ = oo. Since m^n = 10, which is even, and A/"*(5) has no 
ju-axis roots, from Step 9, the set ^(_i8) becomes 

{-1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , -1} {1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , -1} {-1,1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , -1} 
{1,1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , -1} {-1, - 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , -1} {1, - 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , -1} 
{-1,1,1, - 1 , - 1 - 1} {1,1,1, - 1 , - 1 , -1} {-1, - 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , -1} 
{1, - 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , -1} {-1,1, - 1 , 1 , - 1 , -1} {1,1, - 1 , 1 , - 1 , -1} 
{-1, -1 ,1 ,1 , - 1 , - 1} {1, -1 ,1 ,1 , - 1 , - 1} {-1,1,1,1, - 1 , -1} 

{1,1,1,1,-1, -1} {-1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , -1} {1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , -1} 
{-1,1, - 1 , - 1 , 1 , -1} {1,1, - 1 , - 1 , 1 , -1} {-1, - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , -1} 
{1, - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , -1} {-1,1,1, - 1 , 1 , -1} {1,1,1, - 1 , 1 , -1} 

{-1, - 1 , -1 ,1 ,1 , -1} {1 , -1 , -1 ,1 ,1 , -1} {-1,1, -1 ,1 ,1 , -1} 
{1,1,-1,1,1,-1} {-1,-1,1,1,1,-1} {1,-1,1,1,1,-1} 
{-1,1,1,1,1, -1} {1,1,1,1,1, -1} {-1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , -1,1} 

{ 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 } { -1 ,1 , -1 , -1 , -1 ,1} {1 ,1 , -1 , -1 , -1 ,1} 
{-1, - 1 , 1 , - 1 , -1,1} {1, - 1 , 1 , - 1 , -1 ,1} {-1,1,1, - 1 , -1,1} 

{1,1,1, - 1 , -1,1} {-1, - 1 , - 1 , 1 , -1 ,1} {1, - 1 , - 1 , 1 , -1,1} 
{-1,1, - 1 , 1 , -1 ,1} {1,1, - 1 , 1 , -1,1} {-1, -1 ,1 ,1 , -1,1} 
{1, -1 ,1 ,1 , -1,1} {-1,1,1,1, -1,1} {1,1,1,1, -1,1} 

{-1, - 1 , - 1 , -1,1,1} {1, - 1 , - 1 , -1,1,1} {-1,1, - 1 , -1,1,1} 
{1,1, - 1 , -1,1,1} {-1, - 1 , 1 , -1,1,1} {1, - 1 , 1 , -1,1,1} 
{-1,1,1, -1,1,1} {1,1,1, -1,1,1} {-1, - 1 , -1,1,1,1} 
{1, - 1 , -1,1,1,1} {-1,1, -1,1,1,1} {1,1, -1,1,1,1} 
{-1, -1,1,1,1,1} {1, -1,1,1,1,1} {-1,1,1,1,1,1} 

{1,1,1,1,1,1} 

Since l{N{s)) = 2 and r{N{s)) = 1, 

l{N{s))-r{N{s)) = l 

and 

( - iy - i sgnb(oo , -18)] = - 1 , 

it follows from Step 10 that every admissible string 

I = {20, n , 12, is, U, ^5} 

must satisfy 

{io - 2zi 4- 2z2 - 2̂ 3 + 2z4 - is} • (-1) = 6. 

Hence the admissible strings are 

Xi = {-1, - 1 , - 1 , 1, - 1 , 1} 

J2 = {-1, 1, 1, 1, - 1 , 1} 

Is = {-1, 1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1} 

J4 = {-1, 1, - 1 , 1, 1, 1} 

J5 = {1, 1, - 1 , 1, - 1 , - 1 } . 
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From Step 11^ for Xi it follows that the stabilizing (h^kd) values corre
sponding to kp — —IS must satisfy the string of inequalities: 

Pi{uJi) + {k 

Pl{(^4)-\-{k 
Pl{^5) + {k 

-kdCJo)P2M < 0 
- kdUJi)p2{(^l) < 0 
- kdUJ^)p2{^2) < 0 

- kdu;4)p2{^4) < 0 
- kdi05)P2{^5) > 0 . 

Substituting for uo, coi, 002, cjs, (^4, and uj^ in the above expressions, we 
obtain 

< 0 
- 0.2699kd < -4.6836 
- 0.3666fcd < -10.0797 
- 3.5358fcd > 3.912 
- 13.5777fc,i < 140.2055 

(12.11) 

The set of values of {ki, kd) for which (12.11) holds can be solved by linear 
programming and is denoted by Si. ForX2, we have 

< 0 
- 0.2699fcd > -4.6836 
- 0.3666/cd > -10.0797 
- 3.5358/cd > 3.912 
- 13.5777A:rf < 140.2055 

(12.12) 

The set of values of {ki^ kd) for which (12.12) holds can also be solved by 
linear programming and is denoted by 82- Similarly, we obtain 

Ss^Hforls 
54 = 0 for I4 
83=9 for Is. 

Then the stabilizing set of {ki, kd) values when kp = —IS is given by 

-18) 

S1US2. 

The set <S(_i8) and the corresponding Si and S2 are shown in Fig. 12.2. 
By sweeping over different kp values within the interval (—24.7513, 1) and 
repeating the above procedure at each stage, we can generate the set of 
stabilizing {kp, ki, kd) values. This set is shown in Fig. 12.3. A 
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-6 

-10 

- 1 2 

•14 
45 -40 -35 -30 -25 ^ -20 -15 -10 

FIGURE 12.2. The stabiHzing set of (A:̂ ,/̂ )̂ values when kp == - 1 8 . 

ki 

FIGURE 12.3. The stabilizing set of {kp,ki,kd) values. 
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12.3 Discrete-Time Systems 

In the case of a discrete-time system, the plant is given by 

Gz{z) 
DM 

where Nz{z) and Dz{z) are polynomials in the forward shift operator z. 
The discrete-time PID controller is given by 

Cz{z) = kp + ki- T + kd z i 
1 — z~^ 1 ~ z ^ 

_ (fcp + fcz 4- kd)z'^ - {kp + 2kd)z 4- kg 
z'^ — z 

where kp^ ki^ and kd are the proportional, integral, and derivative gains, 
respectively. Plants with a zero at z = 1 cannot be stabilized by PID 
controllers because of the unstable pole-zero cancellation implied and are 
excluded at the outset. Using the bilinear transformation z = ^ ^ j , we 
obtain the tt;-domain plant: 

and the it;-domain PID controller 

B{w) __ kjw'^ + 2{kp + ki)w + 2kp -h fc^ H- 4fcd 
A{w) ~~ 2w-\-2 

The corresponding i^-domain closed-loop characteristic polynomial be
comes 

5{w,kp,ki,kd) = {2w-^2)D{w) + [kiw'^+2{kp-i-ki)w 

+2kp + ki+4kd]N{w). (12.13) 

The Hurwitz stability of this polynomial is equivalent to the stability of 
the original discrete-time system. 

Following Chapter 4 we proceed as in the last section and multiply (12.13) 
by the factor N{-w) to obtain 

S*{w, kp, ki, kd) = N{-w)S{w, kp, h, kd)-

By using the substitution 
ki = ks-kp (12.14) 

we can write 

J*(^i;, kp, kd, ks) = 5'^{n)^, kp, kdyks) + w5'^(m^, ks) 

= [f^pKpi^') + ksSUw^) + kdSU^') -̂  JL(^')] 
+w[ks6Uw^)^SUw^)] (12.15) 
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where 

KM) = (i-^')(iv^-^X') 

5'^^{w^) = 2{NeDe + w''NeDo-w^NoDe-w^NoDo) 

SUw') = 2{Nl-w^Nl) 

5 ; > 2 ) - 2{NeDe^NeDo-NoDe-W^NoDo). 

It is clear from (12.15) that we can now proceed as in the previous section, 
i.e., fix fcg, then use linear programming to solve for the stabilizing values 
of kp and kd- In other words, the entire development in the last section can 
be repeated by replacing S{s^kp^ki,kd)N*{s) in (12.2) by S''{w,kp,kd,ks) 
and proceeding as before. However, this procedure will yield the stabilizing 
parameters only in the space of (fcp, kd^ kg). In order to recover the stabi
lizing parameters in the original {kp^ki^kd) space, we need to go through 
the inverse linear transformation. 

Example 12.2 Consider a PID controller to stabilize the discrete-time 
system ^4f) where 

N,{z) = z + 1 

D^{z) = z'^-l.bz-hO.b. 

Using the bilinear transformation, we obtain the w-domain plant -j^^ 
where 

N{w) = 2w^ - 2w 

D{w) = w-{-3.. 

Figure 12.4 shows the stabilizing regions in the space of {kp^ kd^ ks) deter
mined using the procedure outlined above. After going through the inverse 
linear transformation we obtained the stabilizing regions in the space of{kp^ 
ki, kd). This region is shown in Fig. 12.5. A 

12.4 Algorithm for Continuous-Time First-Order 
Systems with Time Delay 

In this section, we consider the feedback system of Fig. 12.1 where the plant 
G{s) is described by 

G{s) = —^e-^'. (12.16) 
^ ^ H - T 5 ^ ^ 
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FIGURE 12.4. The stabilizing region in the space of (kp^ kd, ks 

FIGURE 12.5. The stabilizing region in the space 01 (/Cp) /c ,̂ i^d)-
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Here k represents the steady-state gain of the plant, L the time delay, and 
T the time constant of the plant. As before, the controller is of the PID 
type, i.e., 

C{s) = kp-\- — -hkdS . 

The objective is to determine the set of controller parameters {kp^ki^kd) for 
which the closed-loop system is stable. A complete solution to this problem 
has already been presented in Chapter 8. We provide a brief summary of 
these results. 

12,4-1 Open-Loop Stable Plant 

In this case T > 0. We make the standing assumption that fc > 0 and L > 0. 
The next theorem presents the complete set of stabilizing PID controllers 
for an open-loop stable plant described by (12.16). 

Theorem 12.1 The range of kp values for which a given open-loop stable 
plant with transfer function G{s) as in (12.16) continues to have closed-loop 
stability with a PID controller in the loop is given by 

\T 1 
-ai sin(Qfi) — cos(ai) 

1 , 1 
-fc<'^<fc (12.17) 

where a i is the solution of the equation 

tan(a) -a T + L 

in the interval (0,7r). For kp values outside this range, there are no sta
bilizing PID controllers. The complete stabilizing region is given by (see 
Fig. 12.6): 

1. For each kp € [—\',\), ihe cross-section of the stabilizing region in 
the (fci, kd) space is the trapezoid T; 

2. For kp = ^, the cross-section of the stabilizing region in the {ki^kd) 
space is the triangle A; 

3. For each kp G ( | , ku :~ ^ [jo^i sin(ai) - COS(Q:I)]), the cross-section 
of the stabilizing region in the (ki^kd) space is the quadrilateral Q. 

The parameters rrij^bj^Wj, j = 1,2 necessary for determining the bound
aries of T, A, and Q can be determined using the following equations: 

ruj = ^ (12.18) 

w^ 

tZZn 

kL 

sin{zj) + -Zj cos{zj) 

sm{zj) + -Zj{cos{zj) + 1) 

(12.19) 

(12.20) 
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where Zj, j — 1,2,.. .̂  are the real, positive solutions of 

T 
kkp + cos(2:) — —zsin{z) = 0 

arranged in ascending order of magnitude. 

(a) 

2| 

^0 

-21 

-0.5 0.5 1 

21 

^"0 
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• Line k^ = m2̂ / + fe 2 

\Q 

(w2,T/k) ' (w\,T/k) 

Line k^= m^k-+ b ^ 
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(12.21) 
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FIGURE 12.6. The stabilizing region of (fc, kd) for (a) - ^ < /cp < ^, (b) fcp = ^, 

12.4-2 Open-Loop Unstable Plant 

In this case T < 0 in (12.16). Let us assume that A: > 0 and L > 0. 

Theorem 12.2 A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
stabilizing PID controller for the open-loop unstable plant (12.16) is | J | > 
0.5. / / this condition is satisfied, then the range of kp values for which a 
given open-loop unstable plant with transfer function G{s) as in (12.16) 
can be stabilized using a PID controller is given by 

—ai sin(Qfi) — cos(ai) 
JL/ 

<^p<'l 

where a\ is the solution of the equation 

tan(a) 
T-\-L a 
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in the interval (0,7r). In the special case 0/ | ^ | = 1, we have 0̂ 1 = f. 
For kp values outside this range, there are no stabilizing PID controllers. 
Moreover, the complete stabilizing region is characterized by (see Fig. 12.7): 

For each kp G [ki := ^ [^ai sin(ai) - cos(ai)] , -^), the cross-section 
of the stabilizing region in the (ki^kd) space is the quadrilateral Q. 

The parameters ruj^bj and Wj, j = 1,2 necessary for determining the 
boundary of Q are as defined in the statement of Theorem 12.1. 

FIGURE 12.7. The stabilizing region of {h, kd) for fc^ < /cp < - ^ . 

In view of Theorem 12.1, we now propose an algorithm to determine the 
set of stabilizing parameters for the plant (12.16) with T > 0. 

PID Stabilization Algorithm for Time-Delay Plants: 

Step 1: Initialize kp = —\ and step = j ^ {ku + i)? where N is 
the desired number of grid points; 

Step 2: Increase kp as follows: kp = kp -\- step; 

Step 3: If kp < ku then GOTO Step 4. Else, terminate the algo
rithm and EXIT; 

Step 4: Find the roots zi and Z2 of (12.21); 
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Step 5: Compute the parameters rrij and bj^ j = 1,2 associated with 
the previously found Zj by using (12.18) and (12.19); 

Step 6: Determine the stabilizing region in the ki-kd spdice using 
Fig. 12.6; 

Step 7: GOTO Step 2. 

A similar algorithm can be written for the case of an open-loop unstable 
plant by using Theorem 12.2. 

We next present an example that illustrates the use of the above algo
rithm to determine stabilizing PID parameters. 

Example 12.3 Consider the PID stabilization problem for a plant de
scribed by the transfer function 

In this case the plant parameters are k = 1, T = 3 seconds, and L = 2.S 
seconds. Since the system is open-loop stable we use Theorem 12.1 to find 
the range of kp values for which a solution to the PID stabilization problem 
exists. We first compute the parameter ai € (0, n) satisfying the following 
equation: 

tan(a) = -0.5172a. 

Solving this equation we obtain ai = 2.2752. From (12.17) the range of kp 
values is given by 

-l<kp< 2.5051 . 

We now sweep over the above range of kp values and determine the stabiliz
ing set of (ki^kd) values at each stage using the previous algorithm. These 
regions are sketched in Fig. 12.8. 

Any PID gains selected from these regions will result in closed-loop sta
bility and any gains outside will result in instability. Consider the following 
performance specifications: 

1. settling time < 40 seconds; 

2. overshoot < 20%. 

We can obtain the transient responses of the closed-loop system for the 
{kp, ki, kd) values inside the regions depicted in Fig. 12.8. By searching 
over these regions, several {kp., ki, kd) values are found to meet the desired 
performance specifications. We arbitrarily set the controller parameters to 
kp = 1.2, ki = 0.3; kd = 1.6667. Figure 12.9 shows the step response of the 
resulting closed-loop system. The step signal is applied at t = 5 seconds. It 
is clear from the figure that the closed-loop system is stable, the output y{t) 
tracks the step input signal, and the performance specifications are met. A 
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4 2 

FIGURE 12.8. The stabilizing region of (kp, hi, kd) values for the PID controller 
in Example 12.3. 
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FIGURE 12.9. Time response of the closed-loop system for Example 12.3. 
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Although the design presented above is essentially an optimization search 
by gridding, the fact that the algorithm of this section can be used to 
confine the search to the stabilizing set makes the design problem orders 
of magnitude easier. 

12.5 Algorithms for PID Controller Design 

The PID stabilization algorithms presented in the last three sections can 
be used to determine the entire set of stabilizing PID controllers. Hence, in 
principle, they can be used to faciUtate PID design. Indeed, by confining 
the search for the PID parameters to the stabilizing regions, it is possible 
to optimize different performance indices while ensuring that the stability 
constraint is always satisfied. This, however, constitutes a numerical design 
approach; Example 12.3 illustrates this point. In certain situations, never
theless, it is possible to do better than mere numerical optimization. This 
section is devoted to a discussion of such situations that have arisen so far 
in our research. 

In many situations control system performance can be specified by a 
frequency domain inequality or, equivalently, an Hoo norm constraint on a 
closed-loop transfer function G(s) = ^ff|: 

l|G(s)||oo<7. 

It has been shown that the above condition is equivalent to Hurwitz sta
bility of the complex polynomial family: 

jD{s)-he^^N{s),ee [0,27r]. 

In our PID design problem the polynomials D{s),N(s) will have the PID 
gains embedded in them, and the set of parameters achieving specifications 
is given by those achieving simultaneously the stabilization of the complex 
polynomial family as well as the real closed-loop characteristic polynomial. 
It turns out that the set of PID gains achieving stabilization of a complex 
polynomial family and therefore attaining the specifications can be found 
by an extension of the algorithm given for the real case. Toward this end, 
consider a complex polynomial of the form: 

c{s, kp, ki, kd) = L{s) + (kds'^ + kpS + ki)M{s) (12.22) 

where L{s) and M{s) are given complex polynomials. The results on PID 
stabilization presented in Section 12.2 have been extended to the stabi
lization of (12.22). The algorithm, described below, is similar to the sta-
biUzation algorithm given for the real case. We will therefore not write 
the algorithm in detail but only point out the differences in the formulas 
and steps from that of the real case. We then show through examples how 
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many PID performance or design problems can be converted into stabiliza
tion problems of complex polynomial families of the form of (12.22) and 
solved using this algorithm. 

12.5.1 Complex PID Stabilization Algorithm 

The complex PID stabilization algorithm is similar to the algorithm given 
for the real case in Section 12.2 and we need only to point out the differences 
in some formulas and steps. To do that we first introduce some definitions 
and notation. 

Definition 12.4 Let a{s) be a given complex polynomial of degree n: 

a{s) = (ao + jbo) + (ai + jbi)s + • • • + {an-i + jbn-i)s'^~^ 

The real-imaginary decomposition of a{s) is defined as 

a{s) =aR{s) -^ai{s) 

where 

anis) = ao-i-jbis-{-a2s'^-i-jbss^-\ 

ai{s) = jbo + ais + jb2s'^ + ass^ H . 

Now we consider a complex polynomial of the form 

c{s, fcp, ki, kd) = L{s) + {kds'^ + kps + ki)M{s) (12.23) 

where L{s) and M{s) are two given complex polynomials. Write L{s) and 
M{s) in terms of their real-imaginary decompositions: 

L{s) = LR{S) + LI{S) 

M{s) = MR{S) + MI{S) 

and define 

and 

M''{S)=^MR{S)-MI{S) 

v{s) = c(5, fcp, ki, kd)M*{s) . 

Also let n, m be the degrees of c{s, kp, ki^ kd) and M{s), respectively.-
Evaluating the polynomial u{s) at 5 = ju, we obtain 

y{juj) =c{ju, kp, ki, kd)M*{ju)) =p{uj, ku kd)+jq{oJ, kp) 
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where 

p{uj, ki, kd) = pi{u) + {ki - kd io^)p2{oo) (12.24) 

q{uj, kp) = qi{uj) + kp q2{uj) (12.25) 

piicj) = LR{JUJ)MR{JUJ) - Lj{ju;)Mi{juj) (12.26) 

P2{uj) = Ml{ju)~MJ{ju) (12.27) 

Qi(cj) - -[LI{3UJ)MR{JUJ)-LR{JUJ)MI{JU)] (12.28) 

q2{uj) = io[M%{ju)-Mf{ju)]. (12.29) 

Let ^ denote the leading coefficient of c{s, kp^ ki^ kd)M*(s). The proce
dure for determining all stabilizing (fcp, fc^, kd) for which c(5, kp, ki^ kd) 
is Hurwitz for the given L{s) and M{s) is identical to the stabilization al
gorithm of Section 12.2 except for the following steps below, labeled Step 
Ic, in the computation of the allowable range and admissible strings. 

Differences Between Real and Complex PID Stabilization Algo
rithms: 

Step Ic: Compute pi{Lo),p2{uj),qi{Lo),q2{u) from (12.26)-(12.29); 

Step 2c: The allowable ranges of kp are such that g(a;, kp) has at 
least 

\n - {l{M{s))~ r{M{s)))\ - 1 if m + n is even and ^ is 
purely real, or m-\-n is odd 
and ^ is purely imaginary 

\n — {l{M{s)) ~ r{M{s)))\ if m H- n is even and ^ is 
not purely real, or m + n 
is odd and ^ is not purely 
imaginary 

real, distinct finite zeros with odd multiplicities. The resulting 
ranges of kp are the only ranges of kp for which stabilizing 
{ki, kd) values may exist; 

Step 8c: For fixed kp solve for the real, distinct finite zeros oiq{u;, kp) 
with odd multiplicities and denote them by a;i < U2 < • • • < 
cji-i and let LUQ — —oo and ui = oo; 

Step 9c: The construction of the sequences of numbers io, ̂ z, ^2, • • •, /̂ 
is as follows: 
If M''{ju)t) = 0 for some t = 0 , 1 , . . . , /, then define 
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else 
it G {-1,1}, for all other t = 0 , 1 , . . . , /. 

With io, U, • •. defined in this way, define the set A^^ as 

( {{zo,ii , . . . , iz}}, 

Ak, = 

if m + n is even and ( is purely 
real, or m + n is odd and ^ is 
purely imaginary 

{{0 ,n , i2 , . . . , i i_i ,0}}, if m + n is even and ^ is not 
purely real, or m + n is odd 
and ^ is not purely imaginary 

Step 10c: Determine the admissible strings T G Akp such that the 
following equality holds: 

n - {l{M{s)) - r{M{s))) = 

( H ^ o - ( - i y - ^ + 2 E t \ v - ( - i y - ^ - ^ - i / } - s g n [ g ( o o , fcp)], 
if m + n is even and ^ is purely real, or m + n is odd 
and ^ is purely imaginary 

if m + n is even and ^ is not purely real, or m + n is odd 
1̂  and ^ is not purely imaginary 

(12.30) 

We now give some application examples of PID performance using the 
complex stabilization algorithm. 

12,5.2 Synthesis of Hoc PID Controllers 

First let us consider the problem of synthesizing PID controllers for which 
the closed-loop system is internally stable and the iJoo-norm of a certain 
closed-loop transfer function is less than a prescribed level. In particular, 
the following closed-loop transfer functions are considered: 

• The sensitivity function: 

S{s) = -+ C(s)G(s)' 

The complementary sensitivity function: 

C{s)G{s) 
T{s) = 

l + C{s)G{sy 

(12.31) 

(12.32) 
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• The input sensitivity function: 

U{s) 
Cis) 

l + C{s)Gis)' 
(12.33) 

Various performance and robustness specifications can be captured by using 
the iJoo-norm of weighted versions of the transfer functions (12.31)-(12.33). 
It can be verified that when C{s) is a PID controller, the transfer functions 
(12.31)-(12.33) can ail be represented in the following general form: 

J-cl\^-> i^pi f^ii f^d) 
A{s) 4- {kdS^ + kps + ki)B{s) 

sD{s) + {kds'^ + kps -f ki)N{s) 
(12.34) 

where A{s) and B{s) are some real polynomials. For the transfer function 
Tci{s, fcp, fcj, kd) and a given number 7 > 0, the standard iJoo performance 
specification usually takes the form: 

\\W{s)Tci{s, kp, ki, fcd)lloo<7 (12.35) 

where W{s) is a stable frequency-dependent weighting function that is 
selected to capture the desired design objectives at hand. Suppose the 
weighting function W{s) = ^ | f } , where Wn{s) and Wd{s) are coprime 
polynomials and Wd{s) is Hurwitz. Define the polynomials 5{s,kp,ki,kd) 
and (j){s^ kp, ki^ kd^7,0) as follows: 

5{s, kp, ki, kd) = sD{s) + {h + kpS + kds'^)N{s) 

and 

(l>{s,kp,ki,kd,^,e) = sWd{s)D{s) + -e^^Wn{s)A{s) 
7 

-\-{kds'^ 4- kpS + ki) 

7 

Wdis)N{s) 

Then we can establish the following relationship between Hoo synthesis us
ing PID controllers and simultaneous stabilization of a complex polynomial 
family: 

For a given 7 > 0, there exist PID gain values {kd, kp^ ki) such that 
\\W{s)Tci{s, kp, ki, kd)\\oo < 7 if and only if the following conditions hold: 

(1) 5{s,kp,ki,kd) IS Rniwitz', 

(2) (/){s,kp,ki,kd,^,0) is Hurwitz for all 0 in [0, 27r); 

(3) \W{^)Tci{cx>,kp,ki,kd)\<^. 
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The above equivalence can be used to determine stabilizing (fcp, fc^, kd) val
ues such that the iiToo-norm of a certain closed-loop transfer function is less 
than a prescribed level. This is illustrated using the following example. 

Example 12.4 Consider the plant G{s) = ^14 given by 

N{s) = 5 - 1 

D{s) = 5^ + 0 .85-0.2 

and the PID controller 

C{s) 

In this example, we consider the problem of determining all stabilizing PID 
gain values for which \\W{s)T{s,kp^ki,kd)\\oo < 1; where T(s,kp,ki,kd) is 
the complementary sensitivity function: 

T(, k k- k.) - {kds^ + kps + h){s-l) 
J. \^^, Aip, A/2, l\dj 5(52 + 0.85 - 0.2) + {kds'^ + kps -h ki){s - 1) 

and the weight W(s) is chosen as a high pass transfer function: 

5 + 0.1 
1^(5) 

5 + 1 

We know that (kp^ki^kd) values meeting the if00 performance constraint 
exist if and only if the following conditions hold: 

(1) 5{s, kp, ki, kd) = s{s'^-^0.Ss-0.2)-\-{kds'^-{-kpS-\-ki){s-l) 
is Hurwitz; 

(2) (j){s, kp, ku kd, 1, e) = 5(5 + l){s^ + 0.85 - 0.2) + {kds'^ + 
kpS + fc^)[(5 + l)(s - 1) + e-̂ '̂ (5 + 0.1)(5 - 1)] is Hurwitz for all 
e in [0, 27r); 

(3) |H^(oo)T(oo, kp, ki, kd)\ = l ^ i < 1. 

The set of all {kp, ki, kd) values for which the HQO performance specifications 
are met are precisely the values of kp, ki, kd for which conditions (1), (2), 
and (3) are satisfied. To search for such values of {kp^ ki^ kd), we fix kp and 
determine all the values of (ki^kd) for which conditions (1), (2), and (3) 
hold. 

For the condition (1) with a fixed kp, for instance kp = —0.35; by setting 
L{s) = 5(5^ + 0.85 - 0.2) and M{s) = 5 - 1 , and using the algorithm 
of Section 12.2, we obtain the set of {ki^kd) values for which the closed-
loop system is stable. This set is denoted by 5(i, -0.35) o.'^d is sketched in 
Fig. 12.10. 
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-0.5 h 

FIGURE 12.10. The set «S(i, _o.35)-

Fixing kp = -0.35 and any fixed 9 G [0,27r); by setting L{s) = s{s + 1) 
{s^ + 0.85 - 0.2) and M{s, 0) = {s + l){s - 1) + e^^{s + 0.1)(5 - 1) and 
using the complex stabilization algorithm of Section 12.5.1 again we can 
solve a linear programming problem to determine the set of{ki,kd) values. 
Let this set be denoted by «S(2, -0.35, e) • ^V keeping kp fixed, sweeping over 
0 € [0,27r); and using the complex stabilization algorithm of Section 12.5.1 
at each stage, we can determine the set of{ki,kd) values for which condition 
(2) is satisfied. This set is denoted by <S(2, -0.35) ^^^ '^^ given by 

^{2, -0.35) = n^€[0, 27r)«5(2, -0.35, 6)-

The set 5(2, -0.35) -̂̂  sketched in Fig. 12.11. 
Let 5(3^ -0.35) ^e the set of {ki, kd) values satisfying condition (3) and 

this set is given by 

«5(3, -0.35) == {{ku kd)\ ki en, kd> -0 .5} . 

Then for kp = —0.35; the set of {ki, kd) values for which 

\\W{s)T{s, kp, ki, kd)\\oo < 1 

is denoted by <S(_o.35) and is given by 

*5(-0.35) = n^=i,2,35(^, -0.35)-
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-0.045 -0.04 -0.035 -0.03 -0.025 -0.02 -0.015 -0.01 -0.005 0 

FIGURE 12.11. The set S(2, _o.35) = ^0e[o, 27r)«5(2, -0.35, o)-

In this case, we have 5(_o.35) = 5(2, -0.35) • Using root loci, it was deter
mined that a necessary condition for the existence of stabilizing {ki.kd) 
values is that kp e (-0.5566, -0.2197). Then, by sweeping over kp G 
(—0.5566, —0.2197) and repeating the above procedure, we obtained the 
stabilizing set of {kp,ki,kd) values for which \\W{s)T{s,kp,kukd)\\oo < 1-
This set is sketched in Fig. 12.12. A 

12.5.3 PID Controller Design for Robust Performance 

This subsection is devoted to the problem of synthesizing PID controllers 
for robust performance. In particular, we focus on the following robust 
performance specification: 

\\\W^{s)S{s)\-\-\W2{s)T{s) < 1, (12.36) 

where ^^1(5) = ^^ijf^ and W2{s) = ^ ^ are stable weighting functions, 
and S(s) and T{s) are the sensitivity and the complementary sensitivity 
functions, respectively. 

As before, let S{s,kp,ki,kd) denote the closed-loop characteristic poly
nomial 

5{s, kp, ki, kd) = sD{s) + {ki -f kps + kds'^)N{s). 
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FIGURE 12.12. The set of stabilizing {kp,ki,kd) values for which \\W(s) 
1 (S, ACp,/Cj,/CdJIloo ^ !• 

We define the complex polynomial -0(5, fcp, fc^, fc^, ̂ 5 4) by 

ip{s,kp,ki,kd,0,(j)) sDwiis)Dw2{s)D{s) 

^e^^sNwi{s)Dw2{s)Dis) 

-\-{kds'^ + kps + ki)[Dwi{s)Dw2{s)N{s) 

The problem of synthesizing PID controllers for robust performance can be 
converted into the problem of determining values of {kp,ki,kd) for which 
the following conditions hold: 

(1) (5(5,fcp, fci,fcd) is Hurwitz; 

(2) 'ilj{s,kp,ki,kd,9,(t)) is Hurwitz for all 6 € [0, 2TT) and for all 
(j) e [0, 27r); 

(3) \Wi{oo)S{oo)\ + \W2ioo)T{oo)\ < 1. 

The following example shows how the above conditions can be used to 
determine the set of stabilizing gains (fcp, fc^, kd) for which the robust per
formance specification (12.36) is met. 

Example 12.5 Consider the plant G{s) = ^ | 4 where 

N{s) - 5 - 1 5 

D{s) = 5 ^ 4 - 5 - 1 . 
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Then the sensitivity function and complementary sensitivity function are 

5(5^ + 5 - 1 ) 
b\S^ Kp^ Ki^ K(jlj — 

1 (5, /Cp, ki^ kd) = 

5(52 + 5 - 1) + {kds'^ + kps + ki){s - 15)' 

(fcrf52 + fcpg + fc^)(g-15) 
5(52 + 5 - 1) + {kds'^ + A:p5 + ki){s - 15)' 

r/ie weighting functions are chosen as Wi{s) = — ^ and W2(5) = ^j^-
We know that stabilizing {kp^ki^kd) values meeting the performance speci

fication (12.36) exist if and only if the following conditions hold: 

(1) 5{s, kp, ki, kd) = 5(52 + 5 - 1) -f (^^^2 _|_ ^^^ _|_ ^.^^^ _ 25) is 
Hurwitz; 

(2) V^(s,fcp,fci,fca,0,(/>) =s(s+0.2)(5+l)(52+s-l)+e^S(0.2)(5+ 
l ) ( 5 2 + 5 - l ) + (fcrfs2 4-fcpS + /Ci)[(5 + 0 . 2 ) ( s + l ) ( 5 - 1 5 ) + e^'^(5 + 

0.2)(5 + 0.1)(s - 15)] is Hurwitz for all 6 e [0, 27r) and for all 
<t> e [0, 27r); 

r^; |W^i(oo)5(oo,fcp,fc,,fcd)|+|W2(cx))r(oo,fcp,fc,,M| = 1 ^ 1 < 

T/ie procedure for determining the set of {kp^ ki, kd) values satisfying condi
tions (1), (2), and (3) is similar to that presented in the previous example. 
First using root loci, it was determined that a necessary condition for the 
existence of stabilizing (ki.kd) values is that kp G (-0.5079, -0.1155). For 
any fixed kp € (-0.5079, -0.1155), we use the algorithm of Section 12.5.1 
to determine the set of {ki,kd) values satisfying conditions (1) and (2). 
The condition (3) gives that the admissible set of{ki,kd) is {{ki^kd)\ h G 
^̂ 5 kd > —0.5}. Then for a fixed kp, we obtain the set of all {ki, kd) values 
for which \\\Wi{s)S{s,kp,ki,kd)\ -f \W2{s)T{s,kp,ki,kd)\\\oo < 1 by tak
ing the intersection of the set of (h.kd) values satisfying conditions (1), 
(2), and (3). Thus by sweeping over kp G (-0.5079, -0.1155) and repeat
ing the above procedure, we obtain the set of {kp^ki^kd) values for which 
\\\Wi{s)S{s,kp,ki,kd)\-^\W2{s)T{s,kp,ki,kd,)\\\oo < 1- This set is sketched 
in Fig. 12.13. A 

12.5.4 PID Controller Design with Guaranteed Gain and 
Phase Margins 

In this subsection, we consider the problem of designing PID controllers 
that achieve prespecified gain and phase margins for a given plant. To this 
end, let Am and 6m denote the desired upper gain and phase margins, 
respectively. From the definitions of the upper gain and phase margins, it 
follows that the PID gain values (kp^ki^kd) achieving gain margin Am and 
phase margin 6m must satisfy the following conditions: 
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FIGURE 12.13. The set of {kp,ki,kd) values for which \\\Wi{s)S{s,kp,ki,kd)\ 
-\-\W2{s)T{s,kp,ki,kd)\\\oo < 1-

(1) sD{s) + A{kds'^ + kps + ki)N{s) is Hurwitz for all A e [1, Am]; 
and 

(2) sD(s)-\-e-^^{kds'^ + kpS + ki)N{s) is Hurwitz for all 6 G [0, Om]' 

Thus the problem to be solved is reduced to the problem of simultaneous 
stabilization of two families of polynomials. The algorithm of Section 12.5.1 
can now be used to solve these simultaneous stabilization problems. The 
following example illustrates the procedure. 

Example 12.6 Consider the plant G{s) = ^ i 4 where 

N{s) = 2s-1 

D{s) = s^-h 3s^ + 4^2 + 75 + 9. 

In this example, we consider the problem of determining all {kp, ki, kd) gain 
values that provide a gain margin Am > 3.0 and a phase margin 6m > 40°. 
A given set of {kp^ ki^ kd) values will meet these specifications if and only if 
the following conditions hold: 

(1) s{s^ + 35^ + 4^2 + 75 + 9) + A{kds'^ + kpS + ki){2s - 1) is 
Hurwitz for all A e [1, 3.0]; 

(2) s{s^ + 35^ + 4^2 + 75 + 9) + e-^^kds^ + kpS-^ ki){2s - 1) is 
Hurwitz for all (9 G [0°, 40°]. 
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Again, the procedure for determining the set of {kp^ ki^ kd) values is similar 
to that presented in Section 12.5.2 and, therefore, a detailed description is 
omitted. The resulting set is sketched in Fig. 12.14-

0 1 

FIGURE 12.14. The set of (kp^ki.kd) values for which the resulting closed-loop 
system achieves a gain margin Am > 3.0 and a phase margin Om > 40°. 

A 

12.6 Notes and References 

The material presented in this chapter is based on Ho et al. [23]. The 
results presented in Section 12.5 were developed by Ho [21] and Ho and 
Lin [22]. For a detailed description of various performance and robustness 
specifications that can be captured by using the i^oo-norm, the reader is 
referred to [12]. 



A 
Proof of Lemmas 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5 

A.l Preliminary Results 

We begin by making the following observations, which follow from the proof 
of Lemma 8.1. 

Remark A . l As we can see from Figs. 8.2 through 8.4(a), for kp € ( - ^ ; 
ku), the odd roots of (8.7), i.e., Zj where j = 1,3,5,..., are getting closer 
to {j — l)7r as j increases. So in the limit for odd values of j we have 

lim cos(^,) = 1 . 
j-*oo 

Moreover, since the cosine function is monotonically decreasing between 
{j — l)7r and JTT for odd values of j , in view of the previous observation we 
have 

cos(zi) < 008(2:3) < cos(;^5) < • • • . 

Remark A.2 From Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.4(a) we see that for kp € (—p ^)U 
(^,/cu), the even roots of (8.7), i.e., Zj where j — 2,4,6,..., are getting 
closer to {j — l)n as j increases. So in the limit for even values of j we 
have 

lim cos{zj) = — 1 . 

We also see in Fig. 8.2 that these roots approach {j — l)7r from the right 
whereas in Fig. 8.4(a) we see that they approach {j — l)7r from the left. 
Since the cosine function is monotonically decreasing between {j — 2)7r and 
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{j — l)7r (j = 2,4,6,...) and is monotonically increasing between {j — l)7r 
and JTT {j = 2,4,6,...), we have 

005(2:2) > 005(2:4) > cos(2:6) > • • • 

for kp e ( - ^ , ^) U (^, few). In the particular case of Fig. 8.3, i.e., kp = ^, 
we see that 005(2:2) = 005(2:4) = 005(2:5) — •••=: - 1 . 

Before proving Lemma5 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5, we first state and prove the 
following teohnioal lemmas that will simplify the subsequent analysis. 

Lemma A . l Consider the function Ei : Z'^ x Z'^ ^ TZ defined by 

Ei{m,n) = bm-bn 

where m and n are natural numbers and bj, j = m^n are as defined in 
(8.15). Then, for Zm, Zn ^^ In, I = 0,1,2,..., Ei{m,n) can be equivalently 
expressed as 

Ei{m,n) = 
L^ [1 - {kkp)'^][cos{zm) - cos(2:n)] 
kT ZmZnSin{Zm) Sin(2:n) 

Proof. We will first show that for Zj ^ /TT, j = 1,2,3,..., the following 
identity holds: 

sin(2:j) + —Zj cos(zj) = 
1J 

For Zj •=^ /TT, from (8.7) we obtain 

1 -f kkpCOs{zj) 
sin{zj) 

(A.1) 

T 
sm{zj)-^-Zj cos{zj) --= sm{zj) + 

'kkp + cos( 
. sin{zj) 

^ 

1 + kkpCos{zj) 
sm{zj) 

Prom (8.15) we oan rewrite Ei{m,n) as follows: 

Ei{m,n) = - - — 
I^ZfYi 

L 
KZfi j 

r T 
sin(2:,n) + y^mCOs(2:-^) 

T 
sin(2:n) + —z nCOs{Zn) 

00s (2:^) 

' rp . . l-i-kkp COs{Zm) 1 + kkp COs{Zn) 
-El (m, n) = ^̂  . \ r \ 

ZmSm{Zm) 2:nSm(2:n) 

_ Zn 5in(2:n)[l + kkp cos(2:yn)] 
ZmZn sin(2:,n) sin(2:n) 

Zm sin(2:yn)[l + kkp oos(zn)] 
sin(2:,n) sin(zn) 

[using (A.l)] 
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Since Zj^ j = 1,2,3, . . . , satisfy (8.7), we can rewrite the previous expression 
as follows: 

J^T [kkp 4- cos(;2^ri)] [1 + kkp cos(2:m)] 

^ ^m^n sin(z^)sin(2;n) 

[fcfcp + QQ^{Zm)\ [1 + fcfcp COs(Zn)] 

sin(^^)sin(2:n) 

^ [(fcfcp)^ - 1][C0S(Z^) - COs(^n)] 

sin(2:^) sin(zn) 

I? [1 - (fcfcp)^][cOs(2;yn) - COs(Zn)] 

kT z^z^s in(zm)s in(zn) 

Thus we finally obtain 

E\{m^n) -

Before stating the next lemma, we recall here for convenience the stan
dard signum function sgn : 7?. -> { - 1 , 0 , 1 } already introduced in Chapter 
2: 

{ - 1 i f x < 0 
0 ii X = 0 
1 i f x > 0 . 

L e m m a A . 2 Consider the function E2 : Z~^ x Z~^ —> R defined by 

E2{m,n) =Vm-Vn 

where m and n are natural numbers and Vj, j = m,n are as defined in 
(8.18). If kp^ ^ and Zm, Zn ^ ITT^ I = 1,2,3, . . . ; then 

sgn[E2(m,n)] = sgn[T] • sgn[cos(zrn) - cos(0n)] • 

Proof . First, since Zj, j = 1,2,3, . . . , satisfies (8.7), we can rewrite Vj as 
follows: 

. , . kkp -T cos^Zj j . , . V 

sin{Zj) 
[since Zj ^ lir] 

Vi = 
_ Zj {1 — kkp)[l — cos{zj)] 

kL sin(zj) 

Using (A.2) the function ^2(771, n) can be equivalently expressed as 

Zm (1 -kkp)[l -COs(Zni)] 

(A.2) 

E2(rn,n) 
kL sm{zTn) 

Zn (1 - kkp)[l - cos(2;n)] 

kL sin(zn) 

kL 
•E2{m,n) = Zr, 

[1 - COs(Zni)J ^ [1 - COs(2:n)] 

sin(2^) 
Zr) 

sin(zn) 
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Once more we use the fact that Zj, j = 1,2,3,..., satisfies (8.7): 

kL __ [kkp + cos{zm)][l - cosjzm)] 

^-kkp ^sm^{zm) 

[kkp + COs(^n)][l - <^Os{Zn)] 

^sin'^izn) 

^ kT kkp ~\-cos(zm) kkp-{-cos(zn) 
~" 1 - kkp^^^'"^''''' l + cos(2;m) l + cos{zn) 

[since sin^(a:) = 1 - cos^(rc)] 

_ (1 - kkp)[cOS{Zm) - COSJZn)] 

~ [1 + COs(Zm)][l 4- COs(^n)] 

Thus the function E2{m^ n) is given by 

(1 - kkpY[cos{Zm) - COs(Zn)] 
E2(m,n) 

kT[l + cos(zni)][l + cos(2:n)] 

Since kp ^ | , then (1 — kkpY > 0. Also, since Zm^ ^n 7̂  /TT, / = 1,2,3,..., 
then l-{-cos{zm) > 0 and H-cos(zn) > 0. Thus from the previous expression 
for £"2(7 ,̂ n) it is clear that 

sgn[£;2(m, n)] = sgn[T] • sgn[cos(2:^) - cos(zn)] • 

This completes the proof of the lemma. • 

Lemma A.3 Consider the function Es : 2'^ x Z'^ -^ R defined by 

Es{m,n) = Wm - "^n 

where m and n are natural numbers and Wj, j = m^n are as defined in 
(8.19). Ifkp^-^ and Zm, Zn ^In, I = 1,2,3,...; then 

sgn[E3(m,n)] = sgn[r] • sgn[cos(2;^) - cos(2;n)] • 

Proof. As in the previous proof, we use the fact that Zj, j = 1,2,3,..., 
satisfies (8.7). Thus, Wj can be rewritten as follows: 

i^in{Zj) 
[since Zj ^ ITT] 

^' kL 

"̂  kL sin(2;j) 

Following the same procedure used in the proof of Lemma A.2 we obtain 

(1 + kkp)'^[cos{zm) - cos(2:n)] 
Es{m, n) - ^^^^ _ ^^g(^^)][i _ ^^g(^^)] • 
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Since kp y^ ~^, then (1 + kkp)"^ > 0. Also, since Zm, ^n 7̂  /TT, / = 1,2,3,..., 
then l-cos(^rn) > 0 and l-cos^Zn) > 0. Thus, from the previous expression 
for £"3(772, n) it is clear that 

sgn[Es{m,n)] = sgn[T] • sgn[cos(2;^) - cos{zn)] • 

This completes the proof of the lemma. • 

A.2 Proof of Lemma 8.3 

(i) First we show that bj < ~j for odd values of j . Recall from Fig. 8.2 
that Zj is either in the first or second quadrant for odd values of j . Thus 
sm{zj) > 0 for j = 1,3,5,... . For -^ < kp < ^ and cos{zj) < 1 we have 

cos{zj){kkp — 1) > kkp — 1 
T 

=> 1-\-kkp cos{zj) > —Zjsin{zj) [using (8.7)] 

l-\-kkpCos{zj) T . / \ -. ni 
=> r~—r^-^ > —Zj smce smizj) > 0 

T T 
=4> sm{zj) + —Zj cos{zj) > —Zj [using (A.l)] 

Ju Ju 

kzj 
r sm{zj) + —Zj cos{zj) 

T 

Next we show that bj < 6j_|_2 for odd values of j . Since in this case, i.e., for 
^p ^ ("~i^ i ) ' ^j 7̂  ^^ for odd values of j , from Lemma A.l we have 

Ei{jJ-^2) := bj-bj^2 

_ L^ [1 - {kkp)^][cos{zj) - cos(2;^+2)] 

kT 2:j2:^+2sin(z^)sin(zj+2) 

Since -^ < kp < ^ then 1 - (kkp)'^ > 0. We also know that Zj > 0 and 
sin(^-,) > 0 for odd values of j . Then from the previous expression for 
Ei{jJ + 2) and recalling that T > 0, we have 

sgn[Ei{jJ + 2)] = sgn[cos(2:j) - cos{zj^2)] • 

From Remark A.l we know that cos{zj) < cos{zj^2)- Then, 

sgn[Ei(i,i + 2)] - - 1 

=^Ei{jJ + 2)=bj-bj+2 < 0 

and bj < 6j+2 for odd values of j . Thus we have shown that 

T 
bj < bj^2 < ~T for c)dd values of j . 
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(ii) We now show that bj > j for even values of j . Prom Fig. 8.2 we see 
that Zj is either in the third or fourth quadrant for even values of j . Thus 
sin{zj) < 0 in this case. Since cos{zj) > - 1 and - 1 < kkp < 1 we have 

> cos{zj){l + kkp) 

=^1-1- kkpCos{zj) > 

1 -f kkpCOs{zj) 

-{1 + kkp) 

T 

sm{zj) < 

^Zj sin(z 

T 

=> sin(2:^) + Y^3 ^^^i^j) < T'^ 

using (8.7)] 

[since sin{zj) < 0] 

[using (A.l)] 

kzj 
sm(zj)-{-j-Zj cos(zj] > -

T 
k' Note from Fig. 8.2 that as j -^ oo, Zj -^ (j - l)7r. Then bj 

(iii) It only remains for us to show the properties of the parameter Vj when 
j takes on odd values. From (A.2) we have 

_ Zj {1 - kkp)[l - cos{zj)] 

•̂  kL sin(2:j) 

Since - 1 < kkp < 1 then 1 - kkp > 0. Also note that 1 - cos(2:^) > 0. 
Moreover, when j takes on odd values then sin{zj) > 0. Thus we conclude 
that Vj > 0 for odd values of j . We now make use of Lemma A.2 to 
determine the sign of the quantity 

Since kp ^ ^ and Zj ^ In for odd values of j , the conditions in Lemma A.2 
are satisfied and we obtain 

sgn[E2{jJ + 2)] = sgn[r] • sgn[cos(^j) - cos(2^^+2)] • 

We mentioned earlier that for odd values of j we have cos{zj) < cos{zj-^2) 
and we also have T > 0 for an open-loop stable plant. Then sgn[E2{j^j 4-
2)] = - 1 , so that E2{jJ + 2) = Vj - Vj^2 < 0. Thus we conclude that 

0 < Vj < Vj-^2 for odd values of j . 

This completes the proof of the lemma. • 

A.3 Proof of Lemma 8.4 

(i) We first consider the case of odd values of j . The proof follows from 
substituting (A.l) into (8.15) since Zj ^ ZTT, for odd values of j : 

1 + kkpCOs{zj) 

sm{zj) I bj -
kzj 

[using (A.l)] 
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L 

kzj 

T 

1 + cos(zj) 

sm{zj) 
[since kkp — 1] 

= - ~ [using (8.7)]. 

(ii) For even values of j from Fig. 8.3 we see that Zj — {j — l)7r. Then 
sm{zj) = 0 and cos{zj) = - 1 in this case. Thus from (8.15) we conclude 
that bj = J for even values of j . This completes the proof of this lemma. • 

A.4 Proof of Lemma 8.5 

First we make a general observation regarding the roots Zj, j = 1,2,3,... 
when the parameter kp is inside the interval (^, ^ [^^i sin(Q;i) — cos(ai)]). 
From Fig. 8.4(a) we see that these roots He either in the first or second 
quadrant. Then 

sm{zj) > 0 for j = 1,2,3,... . (A.4) 

(i) We now consider the case of odd values of j . Since kp > ^ and cos{zj) < 
1 we have 

cos{zj){kkp - 1) < kkp - 1 
T 

=^ l + kkpCOs{zj) < —Zjsm{zj) [using (8.7)] 
T T 

=^ sin{zj) + yZj cos(zj) < yZj [using (A.l) and (A.4)] 
LJ LI 

kZj 
sm{zj) + jZj cos{zj) > 

T_ 
' k 

We now show that bj > 6^+2. Since Zj ^ ITT for odd values of j , from Lemma 
A.l we have 

Ei{jJ + 2) bi-b 'j+2 
L^ [1 - {kkp)^][cos{zj) - cos(2:j+2)] 

kT ZjZjj^2 sin(2:j) sin(zj+2) 

Since kp > \ then l-(/c/Cp)^ < 0. We also know that Zj > 0 and sm{zj) > 0. 
Then from the previous expression for Ei (j, j + 2) we have 

sgn[Ei{jJ + 2)] = -sgn[cos(z^) - cos(zj+2)] . 

Prom Remark A.l we have that cos(2:^) < cos{zj^2)' Then 

sgn[Ei(j,j + 2)] = 1 

=^Ei{j,j + 2)=^bj-bj^2 > 0 
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and bj > bj^2 for odd values of j . Thus we have shown that 

T 
bj > bj^2 > ""T for odd values of j . 

(ii) We now consider the case of even values of the parameter j . Since 
cos(zj) > —1 and kp > ^ we have 

[cos{zj) + l]{l + kkp) > 0 
T 

=> 1 + kkp cos{zj) > -yZj sin{zj) [using (8.7)] 

T T 
^ sin(2:^) -f —Zj cos{zj) > -yZj [using (A.l) and (A.4)] 

kzj 
T 

sm{zj)-\--Zj cos{zj) 
T 

We now show that bj < 6^+2 for this case. We know that Zj ^ In for even 
values of j . Then from Lemma A.l we have 

^ i ( j , j + 2) = bj-bj^2 

_ I/^ [1 - {kkp)'^][cos{zj) - cos{zj^2)] 

kT ZjZj-^2sm{zj)sin{zj-^2) 

Once more, since kp > ^ then 1 — {kkpY < 0. We also know that Zj > 0 
and sm{zj) > 0. Then from the previous expression for Ei{jJ-{-2) we have 

sgn[Ei{jJ + 2)] = -sgn[cos(zj) - cos(2r^+2)] • 

Prom Remark A.2 we have that cos{zj) > cos{zj^2) for even values of the 
parameter j . Using this fact we obtain 

sgn[^i(j , j + 2)] - - 1 

=>Ei{jJ + 2)=bj-bj^2 < 0 

and bj < 6̂ +2 for even values of j . Thus we have shown that 

T 
bj < bj-\.2 < -r for even values of j . 

K 
(iii) We now consider the properties of the parameter Wj. Prom (A.3) we 
have 

^ ^ Zj {I ^-kkp)[l -{-COs{Zj)] 
"̂  kL sin(2:j) 

Clearly, since kp > ^ then l-\-kkp > 0. Also notice that H-cos(^j) > 0. Thus 
since sm{zj) > 0 we conclude that Wj > 0 for even values of the parameter 
j . We now invoke Lemma A.3 and evaluate the function Es{m, n) aim = j , 

EsiJ, J + 2) = Wj - Wj^2 ' 
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Since kp^ —^ and Zj ^ /TT for even values of j , then we have 

sgn[E3(j,i + 2)] - sgn[T] • sgn[cos(^^-) - cos(̂ -̂4-2)] . 

We know from Remark A.2 that cos(2:-̂ ) > 008(2:̂ -1-2) for even values of j , 
and also that T > 0. Then, sgn[S3(j, J + 2)] = 1, so that E^{j,j + 2) = 
Wj — Wjj^2 > 0. Thus we have shown that 

Wj > Wj-^2 > 0 for even values of j . 

(iv) We show first that 61 < 62- Since Z\, Z2 ^ ITT, from Lemma A.l we 
have 

Ei ( l ,2) - 61-62 

L^ [1 - {kkp)^][cos{zi) - cos(^2)] 

kT Z1Z2 sin(;2i) sin(2:2) 

We know that sin(zi) > 0 and sin(z2) > 0. Moreover, since kp > ^ we 
obtain the following: 

sgn[jE;i(l,2)] = -sgn[cos(zi) - cos(z2)] . 

As we can see from Fig. 8.4(a), both zi and Z2 are in the interval (0, TT) 
and zi < Z2- Since the cosine function is monotonically decreasing in (0, TT) 
then cos(zi) > cos(2:2). Thus 

sgn[Ei(l,2)] = - 1 

=> ^1(1,2) = 61-62 < 0 . 

Hence we have 61 < 62. Finally we show that wi > W2. To do so, we invoke 
Lemma A.3 and evaluate the function Es{m, n) at m = 1, n = 2: 

^3(1,2) = wi-W2 ' 

Since kp ^ —^ and 2:1, ^2 ^ {0,7r}, the conditions in Lemma A.3 are 
satisfied and we obtain 

sgn[jE;3(l,2)] = sgn[T] • sgn[cos(2;i) - 008(2̂ 2)] • 

We already pointed out that cos(2:i) > cos(2:2) and since T > 0 we have 

sgn[E3(l,2)] = 1 

=> Es{l,2) = wi-W2 > 0. 

Thus wi > W2 and this completes the proof of the lemma. • 



B 
Proof of Lemmas 8.7 and 8.9 

B.l Proof of Lemma 8.7 

Let us define the function / : (0, TT) x 7^ -^ 72. by 

A kkp + cos{z) 
^̂ ^ " sm{z) 

Consider kpi, kp2 G Tl such that fcpi < fcp2- Then for any z G (0, TT) we have 

kkpi + cos(2:) < kkp2 + cos(2;) 

kkpi + cos(2:) kkp2 + cos(;2) • / N >̂  ni 
=^ —^ ^ ^ ^ —ii ^ ' since sin(2;) > 0 

sm(2;) sin(^) 
=>f{z,kpi) < f{z,kp2). 

Thus for any fixed z £ (0,7r), f{z,kp) is monotonically increasing with 
respect to kp. Hence for fcp < — ̂  we have 

/ ( z , f c p ) < / ( ^ 2 , - i ) Vze(0,7r). 

This means that if the fine j^z does not intersect the curve f{z,—^) in 
z G (0, TT), then it will not intersect any other curve f{z^ kp) in 2: G (0, TT). 
Observe that \/z G (0, TT) 

kj sin(z) 

tan (I) 
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Accordingly, define a continuous extension of / ( z , - ^ ) to [O^TT) by 

r 
/ i U , k 

• tan (I) 
Clearly, the curve fi{z, — ̂ ) intersects the line j^z at z = 0. This is depicted 
in Fig. B.l. Also note that the slope of the tangent to /i(2:, - ^ ) at ^ = 0 
is given by 

dz z=0 
— — - seĉ  

2 
1 

~ 2 * 

(i) z=0 

If this slope is less than or equal to ^ then we are guaranteed that no 
further intersections will take place in the interval (0, TT). Since fi{z^—\) = 
/ ( z , —^) on (0, TT), it follows that if -0 .5 < ^ , then the curve f{z, -\) will 
not intersect the line j;z in the interval (0,7r). This completes the proof. • 

1 1 1-

^^s^~~~--

fl(z) \ 

. 1 

% 

1 

T 

-0.5z 

1 

I 

"^ " " " • - - -

1 — • 

lA 

-10 

FIGURE B.l. Plot of the curve h{z, - ^ ) and the line '^z. 

B.2 Proof of Lemma 8.9 

We begin by making the following observations, which follow from the proof 
of Lemma ^.^. 
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Remark B . l From Fig. 8.11(a) we see that the odd roots of (8.27), i.e., 
Zj where j = 1,3,5,..., are getting closer to {j — l)7r as j increases. Since 
the cosine function is monotonically decreasing between {j — l)7r and jn for 
odd values of j , in view of the previous observation we have 

cos(zi) < 005(2:3) < cos(;2:5) < • • • • 

Remark B.2 From Fig. 8.11(a) we see that the even roots of (8.27), i.e., 
Zj where j = 2,4,6,..., are getting closer to (j —l)7r as j increases. Since the 
cosine function is monotonically decreasing between {j — 2)7r and {j — l)7r 
for even values of j , and because of the previous observation we have 

005(2:2) > €03(2:4) > cos(2:6) > • • • . 

Prom Fig. 8.11(a) we see that the roots Zj, j = 1,2,3,... lie either in the 
first or in the second quadrant when the parameter kp is inside the interval 
(ki,-I). Thus 

sm{zj) > 0 for j = 1,2,3,... . (B.l) 

(i) First we analyze the case of odd values of j . Since kp < —^ and cos(2:^) < 
1, we have 

cos{zj){kkp — 1) > kkp — 1 
T 

=^ 1 + kkp cos{zj) > yZj sin(2:^) [using (8.27)] 

bj kzj 

> sin(zj) + —ZjCOs{zj) > yZj [using (A.l) and (B.l)] 

T 
sm{zj) + —Zj cos{zj) 

L 
T 

< -1-

We now show that bj < bj^2- Since Zj ^ In for odd values of j , from Lemma 
A.l we have 

Ei{jJ^2) = bj-bj^2 

— ^^ [1 - {kkp)'^][cos{zj) - cos{zj^2)] 

kT ZjZj^2^^^{zj)sin{zj^2) 

Since kp < -^ then 1 - {kkp)'^ < 0. We also know that Zj > 0, sin(2:^) > 0, 
and T < 0. Then from the previous expression for Ei{j,j 4- 2) we have 

sgn[Ei{jJ + 2)] = sgn[cos(2:^) - cos{zj+2)] • 

From Remark B.l we have cos(2:^) < €05(2:̂ +2)• Thus 

sgn[Ei{jJ + 2)] = -1 

=^Ei(jJ^2)=bj-bj+2 < 0 
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and bj < bj^2 for odd values of j . Thus we have shown that 

T 
bj < bj^2 < ~ T for odd values of j . 

K 

(ii) We now consider the case of even values of the parameter j . Since 
kp < —^ and COS(2;J) > —1, we have 

cos{zj){kkp +1) < ~{kkp + l) 

T 
=^ l^kkpCOs{zj) < ~-rZjSm{zj) [using (8.27)] 

T T 
=^ sm{zj) + YZjCOs{zj) < -yZj [using (A.l) and (B.l)] 

'^ - -kT, 
T 

sm{zj) + -Zj cos{zj) 
T 

We now show that bj > bj^2 for this case. Again from Lemma A.l, since 
Zj 7̂  ITT for even values of j , we have 

Ei{jJ + 2) = bj~bj+2 

__ L^ [1 - {kkpf]lcos{zj) ~ cos{zj^2)] 

kT ZjZj+2 sin(zj) sin(zj-f-2) 

Since A:̂  < — ̂  then 1 - {kkp)'^ < 0. We also know that Zj > 0, sin(2^ )̂ > 0, 
and T < 0. Then from the previous expression for Ei{j,j + 2) we have 

sgn[Ei(j, J + 2)] = sgn[cos(zj) - cos{zj^2)] • 

Prom Remark B.2 we have cos{zj) > cos{zj^2) for even values of the pa
rameter j . Using this fact we obtain 

sgn[Ei(j,j + 2)] = 1 

' =^Ei{jJ-^2)=^bj-bj^2 > 0 

and bj > bj^2 for even values of j . Thus we have shown that 

T 
bj > bj^2 > -j- for even values of j . 

K 

(iii) We will now study the properties of the parameter Wj. Prom (A.3) we 
have 

Zj (1 + fcfcp)[l -^QOs{Zj)] 

kL sin(2:j) 

Since kp < -^ then 1 + kkp < 0. Moreover, we know that Zj > 0, cos{zj) > 
— 1, and sm{zj) > 0. Thus we conclude that Wj < 0 for even values of the 
parameter j . 

Wj -
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We now evaluate the function Es{m^ n) defined in Lemma A.3 at m = j , 
n = j + 2: 

Since kp ^ —^ and Zj ^ ITT for even values of j , then using Lemma A.3, 
we have 

sgnlEsiJJ H- 2)] - sgn[T] • sgn[cos(z^) - cos(^<,+2)] • 

We know from Remark B.2 that COS(2:J) > cos(2;j-|_2) for even values of j . 
Since T < 0, it follows that sgn[£:3(i,j 4-2)] = - 1 , i.e., EsiJJ + 2) = 
Wj — Wj^2 < 0. Thus, we have shown that 

Wj < Wj-^2 < 0 for even values of j . 

(iv) First we show that 6i > 62. Since zi, Z2 j^ î r, we have from Lemma 
A.l 

Ei ( l ,2) = 61-62 

L^ [1 - (fcfcp)^][cos(;̂ i) - cos(z2)] 

kT ziZ2sin(2;i)sin(z2) 

We know that sin(zi) > 0 and sin(2:2) > 0. Moreover, since kp < —^ and 
T < 0, we obtain the following: 

sgn[Ei(l,2)] = sgn[cos(zi) - cos(z2)] • 

Prom Fig. 8.11(a), it is clear that both zi and Z2 are in the interval (0,7r) 
and zi < Z2. Since the cosine function is monotonically decreasing in (0, n) 
then cos(zi) > cos(z2), and we get 

sgn[£;i(l,2)] = 1 

= ^ E i ( l , 2 ) = : 6 i - 6 2 > 0 . 

Hence, we have 61 > 62. 
We finally show that wi < W2 by evaluating Es{m^ n) at m = 1, n = 2: 

JE;3(1,2) = wi-W2 ^ 

Since kp^ —^ and ^i, 2̂2 7̂  T̂T, / = 0,1, from Lemma A.3 we obtain 

sgn[E3(l, 2)] = sgn[T] • sgn[cos(2;i) - cos(2:2)] . 

We already pointed out that Q,OS{ZI) > cos(2:2). Since T < 0 we have 

sgn[E3(l,2)] = - 1 

=^^3(1,2) = ^ 1 -102 < 0 . 

Thus Wi < W2 and this completes the proof. • 



c 
Detailed Analysis of Example 11.4 

For the first-order plant 

P , , N(s) k 

and for a fixed kp, we have 

For M{uj) > 0, we must have T^a;^ + (i _ fc^A:^) > 0. 

• When 1 - k^kp > 0, i.e., \kp\ < 1/k, all u satisfy the requirement, 
which means we need to consider all a; > 0. 

• When 1 - k'^kp < 0, i.e., \kp\ > 1/k. In this case, we only need to 

consider uj >LUS, where a;̂  = ŷ fc2fc2 - l / i n and M(uJs) = 0. 

Let us consider T > 0. Now we have two cases to consider. 
Case 1: ki- kduj'^ = y/M{uj). In this case, 

L{u) 
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where a'^{u) G [0,27r). 
First, let us check L{ij). Define 

atiuj) : - arg {^^T^^^ + 1 - k^k^ + JkpUj) 

= tan 
txilXinn 

a'^{Lo) := TT + arg 
k 

tan - 1 

Tu 

where a]^(a;) G (-7r/2,7r/2) and a J (a;) G (0,7r/2). 

• For fcp > 0, at{ijo) € [0,7r/2), thus a+(cj) + aj(a;) G (0,7r) C [0,27r). 

• For - ^ < fcp < 0, af(cj) G (-7r/2,0) and |af(a;)| < |aj(cc;)|, thus 
a+(a;) +a+(a;) G (0,7r/2) C [0,27r). 

Thus L{uj) can be decomposed as 

a+(a;) _ a '̂Cu;) + Q;2'(a;) 
£(a;) = 

u U) 
(C.l) 

Furthermore, 

• For kp > 0, a5j'(a;) and a^{Lo) are decreasing functions of CJ. SO L(a;) 
is also a decreasing function of to. 

• For - ^ < fcp < 0, let us consider 

. r . . . , 4-/ NT tano;t(a;)+ tana2"(cc;) 
tan[a+(a;)4-a+(a;)] - , + , N, ^ ^ T ^ 

1 — tan a^ [u) tan a j (a;) 

fcA^pTo; + JT2a;2 + 1 - k^k^ 
(C.2) 

Taking its derivative, we obtain 

D{uj) = 
d{tan[af(a>) + a^(cj)]} 

T( l + T^w^) (-kkpTij - JT^UJ^ + 1 - k^kj) 

(TU^T^U)^ + 1 - fc2fc2 _ jt;;.̂ ^ ^ y'T2w2 + 1 - A;2fc2 

r ( l + T2(J2) (^TO; - J T 2 U ; 2 + 1 - k^k^^ 

(TLJ^T^OJ^ + 1 - A;2A;2 - kkp^ ^ JT^CO^ + 1 - A;2A;2 

< 0 . 
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Since af{u) -f a^{uj) € (0,7r/2), we have that a'l{u) + a^(c^) is a 
monotonically decreasing function oi u. So L{u) is also a monotoni-
cally decreasing function of UJ. 

Prom the above analysis, we know that for any given kp in <Si, L{uj) is a 
monotonically decreasing function of uj. This implies that there is only at 
most one to that satisfies L{uj) = LQ. We denote this a;, when it exists, by 
uo^ (see Figs. C.l, C.2, and C.3). The quantity cjf along with the quantity 
Us^ defined earlier, enables us to characterize Q+: 

• For - | < fcp < i , n+ = [a;5^,+oo) 

• For kp> \, and LQ < L{(JOS)-, O"*" = [ajj", +00) 

• For fcp > -̂  and LQ > L{ujs)^ ^'^ = [cjg, +00). 

k 2 

FIGURE C.l. First-order plant: L(uj) versus UJ with fc - Âdo;̂  = x/M(a;). 

Let us check the straight lines defined by ki - fc^cc;^ = V^M(cJ) in the 
(ki^kd) plane. The straight line 

ki = uP'kd ^-
UJT^UJ'^ + 1 - k'^kl 

k 
intersects the lines kd = ^ and fc^ = - f at {kf^^,-j^) and {k^^^,--j^)^ 
respectively, where 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 
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FIGURE C.2. First-order plant: L{uj) versus cj for kp > ^ and Lo < L(u)s)' 
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FIGURE C.3. First-order plant: L(uj) versus CJ for kp > ^ and Lo > L{cjs)-
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The derivative of k~^ is 

^K,u; UT'^C^^ + 1 - k^k^ - Tw) 

^'^ kJT^uj^ + 1 - k^kj 

> 0 . 

Prom (C.3) and (C.4), it follows that - ^ is also non-negative. Thus k~^ 
and k^^^ are both monotonically increasing functions of u. Prom this, it 
follows that the set 

^tkp = {{ki,kd)\ki - kduj'^ = ^M{uj),ujGn"^^nSi,k^ 

can be described as follows, corresponding to the different values of kp and 
Lo: 

• P o r - i < f c p < l , 

^tk, = [iki, kd)\ki > ka{utf + y M ( a ; + ) | H <Si,,, . (C.5) 

• Por fcp > I and LQ < L{IJOS), 

^tk, = {(^i,fcd)|fci > kM? + \ / M ( a ; + ) | n 5 i , , , . (C.6) 

• Por fcp > I and LQ > L(a;s), 

^tk^ = {{kukd)\ki > kd{uJs? + ^/M{uJs)]f^Sl^k, 

= {{ki,kd)\ki > kdiusfjnSi^k, (C.7) 

(since M{ojs) — 0, by definition) . 

Case 2: ki - kduo'^ = —yjM{ijj). Here we first check the positions of these 
lines. They intersect /;:d = f and ^^ = - f at (A;+ ,̂ f ) and (A:,"^,-f), 
respectively, where 

kt = "^{-^T^i^^ + l-k^kl + Tu;) 

k-^ = | ( - ^ r 2 u ; 2 + l - f c 2 ^ 2 _ T a ; ) . 

Here, for - | < Âp < ^, ^+^ < 0, which means that the Hnes ki - kdcu'^ = 

-y/M{uj) lie outside Si^kp- So, 5 ^ ^ = 0 for these fcp values. 
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On the other hand, for kp> ^, k^^^ > 0, i.e., the lines ki-kdoo'^ = -yjM{u) 
have a nonempty intersection with Si^kp and, therefore, affect the set of all 
stabilizing PID controllers for the system with t ime delay. 

We next proceed to determine this intersection. The derivative of kf^^ is 

dk^ 

d(jO 

UT'^U;'^ -f 1 - k^k^ - TuY 

kJr^U^ + 1 - fc2/c2 

< 0. 

So k^^^ and k~^ are monotonically decreasing functions of uj and kf^^ tends 

to zero as a; -^ 00. This result will be used to determine ^S^ t̂. . I n order to 

do tha t , we also need to examine L{uj) when kp > ^.In this case, 

L{oj) 
n + arg {-jy/T'u;^ + 1 - k'k^p +Jkp^) • r ^ f e ; ] _ . a' (cv) 

UJ 

where a (LJ) G [0,27r). Define 

a^ico) = arg (^-^^T^u'^ + 1 - k^kj+jkpUJ^ 

= TT — tan ^ 

= n — a^{uj) 

a;^(a;) = TT + arg 

JT'^LU^ -f-1 - A:2fc2 

k 

(C.8) 

Tuj'^+juj\ 

— t an - 1 

Tuj 
(C.9) 

= a%{yj) 

where a^ {u) G (7r/2,7r) and a2 (a;) G (0,7r/2) for kp> \ . Thus o î (a;) + 

a^(a ; ) G (7r/2, 37r/2) C [0,27r), so tha t Z/(a;) can be decomposed as 

cj a; . ' 
(C.IO) 

We first evaluate t an[a i (uj) -\- ^2 (co)]: 

tan[a;L (cu) + 0̂ 2 (a;)] = 
JT'^LJ'^ + 1 - fc2A:2 _ fcfcpTa; 

TUJJT'^UJ^ + 1 - fc2A:2 + fcfcp 

and its derivative: 

Z?(a;) 
dtan[Q;j (cj) + a2 (a;)] 

do; 
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r ( l + T2a;2) (^kkpTiv - JT^U)^ + 1 - k^kj^ 

> 

(TWJT^UJ^ + 1 - k^kj + kkp^ JT^U^ + 1 - fc2fc2 

T(l + TW) (TCJ - JT\^+1~^^^) 

(TUJ^T^LJ^ + 1 - k^kj + fcfcp) JT^U^ + 1 - fe2^2 

(since fcfcp > 1) 

> 0 

Since a^ (w) + ag (w) G (7r/2,37r/2), a^ (w) + 03 (w) is a monotonically 
increasing function of w. Next we evaluate the derivative of L{UJ). 

dLju!) 
dw 

_d_ 
dw 

1 

tti (a;) + Q 2 M 
a; 

kkr.T'^uj'^ TLO 

( l+r2a;2)y/r2a;2 + l-A;2A;2 l + r2a;2 

— TT — tan 

Tw 

rCrtT) _1 1 
^ = = + tan ;=r-

y'T2w2 + 1 - A;2fe2 2 w 

kkpTuj 
a;2 |^l + T2a;2 \̂  ^ 7 2 ^ 2 + j _ ;̂ 2^2 1 -

where 

1 

Ul' 
{/3(u;)-[ar(u;) + a2-(a;)]} 

/?(a;) := 
Tij kkpTu 

l+r2a;2 \^^r2^2 4. i_pfc2 
- 1 

For LJ < l/T, 

d/3(w) T 
du> (1 + 72^2)2 

kkp{l + TW) 
Toj 

(1 - TW) 

yr2a;2 + 1 - k^k^ 

kkpTu) 

JT^W^ + I - k'^kl 

1 -
T2w2 

T2u;2 + 1 _ fe2^2 + 
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< ( l+r2w2)2 

T 2 W 2 

r2w2 + 1 - A;2A;2 + 

kkpTuj 

jT^u^ + l-k^kj 

T\^ 
(1 + T2w2)2(r2a;2 + 1-A;2fc2) 

(using LvT < 1 and kkp > 1) 

(kkpJr^w^ + 1 - A;2fc2 _ Toj) 

Since 

(^kkp^T^w^ + 1 - fc2yfc2J _ ( ra ; )2 = eklil-k'^kD + k'^klT'^w'' 

we have 

do; 

kk„Tu} 

< 0 , 

< 0 , 

For uj> 1/T, Tiw-T and , , 7 , , - 1 are both positive while their 

derivatives are both negative, so that when cu > 1/T, we have dp(uj)/du < 
0. Thus for all values of a;, p{uj) is a monotonically decreasing function of 
(jj. At LU = LUs^ 

I3(ujs) - [a^ (cJs) + a^ (ujs)] = oo - f - -f tan ^ ^ ^ j = 00 > 0 , 

and at cj = oo, 

/?(oo) - [a]"(oo) + a^(oo)] = 0 - (TT + 0) = -TT < 0 . 

As already shown, a^{uj) + ci;^(a;) is a monotonically increasing function 
of a;. So there is only one finite solution for the equation 

in the interval {ug, oo). The above analysis suggests that dL{u;)/dLJ has 
only one finite zero, which indicates only one maximum point for L{uj) (see 
Figs. C.2 and Fig. C.3). Depending on the value of LQ, the sets S^j^^ can 
be characterized as follows: 
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For LQ < L{LOS)^ there is only one solution for L{IJJ) — LQ, denoted 
by cjj" and fi~ == [a;j",+oo). With the knowledge about the posi
tions of ki — fcdcj^ = —^M{J) that we acquired earlier (recall the 
monotonicity property of fc^^^ and fc~^), we have 

•L,kn 

= {(fci,M|fci < fcd(wr)' - y M ( a ; r ) | n 5 i , f c , . (C.l l) 

• For L{uJs) < LQ < max^^((^^^oo) I/(a;), there are two solutions for 
L{u;) = LQ, denoted as co^ and a;^ with a;^ <(^2' ^^ ^~ ~ [^s^^f]^ 
[a;^,+oo), and 

^L^kp = ^ (^ '̂ fcd)|fcd(^r)^ - y^i^i) <ki< kd{ujsf or 

fcz < fedK")" - ^M{u^)\ n <Si,ife,. (C.12) 

• For LQ > max^^(^^^oo) -^(^), there is no solution for L{IJO) = LQ and 
we have Q.~ = [cû , +00) and 

SIM, -= {(^i. kd)\ki < kdiujsf} n 5 i , ^ . (C.13) 

We can now compute Sn^k^ = *5i,^\(5+^^ U S^,^^). 

• For - | < fcp < ^, 5i?,fcp is defined by 

ki > Q 
T , T 

fc^ < {iotfkd 4- 7 ^ K + ) (using (C.6)) 

where a;^ satisfies 

Lo - [af (a;i+) 4-a+(u;+)]/u;+ (see (C.l)) . 

This region Sn^kp is a trapezoid (see Fig. 11.12(a)). 

For kp> I and LQ < L(a;,) - (f + tan '^ T ^ ) M (see (C.8), (C.9), 
and (C.IO)) Sn^kp is given by 

rvi 

kd 

> 

< 

0 
T 
¥ 

fci < {u^)^kd + \/M{ujt) (using (C.6)) 

fci > (wf )2A;d - I / M V F ) , (using (C.ll)) 
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where cjjj*" and cjf satisfy 

and 

Lo = b i K ) + a 2 K ) ] / a ; i , 

respectively. This set Sn^kp is a quadrilateral (see Fig. 11.12(b)). Note 
fKof 4-i.r. ;^r.^,,^];4-.. 7- - > _ | ! is redundant in this case since for kp > ^ 

and a; > 0, ^ o < T? so that in particular 

-— > - -
(a;+)2 k ' 

• For kp > i and L{u;s) < L, < max^e(c..,oo)["^^"^r^"^"^]. 5^,^. is 
given by 

/ĉ  

kd 

> 

< 

0 

r 
i 

fci < (a;i-)2A;d - ^M{w^) (using (C.7) and (C.12)) 

ki > {uj^fkd - yjM{u)^) , (using (C.12)) 

where wf < w^ are solutions of the equation 

[QrM+Q'2M] 

This set <Sfl,fep is also a quadrilateral (see Fig. 11.12(c)). 

• For kp>l and LQ > max "r(")+";~M^ SRk,=% (using (C.7) and 
(C.13)). 

As for the case of an open-loop unstable plant, i.e., T < 0, the procedure 
to obtain the stabilizing regions is similar to the case when T > 0 and 
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